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Freedom ol explessron 
Everyone has therrght to freedorn ofcxp~esslon. ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 1  rncludcs- 
(a) trcedoln of t l lep~ess and othet metlra. 
(h) treedo~n to flnpar t ~ n f o n n a t ~ o n  or rdeas, 
ic) treedoln of artrst~c creatrvrty. dnd 
id) a ~ a d e r n r ~  treetloln dnd hcedorn o f s ~ ~ e n t r l i c  ~esear ch 
[T/le Const~li~lro~z ofthe Repr~hl~c of 5o~11h A/i i ~ n  1996 

re for the Study of Southern African Literature and Lang~lages Chapter2 R ~ l l  o fR~ghts ,  16(1)] 

wishes to acknowledge the financial assistance of the Centre for 
Scie~lce Development (HSRC, South Afiica). Opillions expressed and 
ncIusions arrived at are those of the authors and are not llecessarily to be 

attributed to the Centre for Science Developmellt. 

of dctrve o p p o i ~ t ~ o n  to the apa~therd iegrriic IJ I> W lid\ l n o v ~ d  thiougli 
t r  rvc a1 the ~ l i ~ l l  ddbvrl of e ~ o n o m ~ \ t ~ ~  pragniat~sni I ILC riiany otliei South 
1i:rsncvcr p~oduced r)n ac~eptab le  ovc~all  cjumt~ty o f  d ~ ~ ~ c i i ~ t e t l  ~ c s c a r c l ~  

status depends or1 ~ e s e n ~ c l i  product~on wggcstc that tile I L I ~ L I I ~  lor w m c  
ns  1nn) r n ~ l ~ ~ d e  diecidr~ig u r l ~ ~ c r s ~ t y  status aitogztlic~ In t l i~s eiivlronment 

The Centre for the Study of Southern African Literature and Languages i n ~ t y  alms at bu~ldlngcdpnc~ty c ~ l ~ d d e l ~ v e r ~ ~ i g o ~ i  1t5 M ~ \ \ ~ o r i  5tCltcrnent 
(CSSALL) wishes to acknowledge the financial assistance of the 

Chairman's Fund Educational Trust towards this publication. 

learnets ale aware that acLess lo an equrtabic hrglrcr cdu~~l i ron  systerr~ on tile hn\rr of 
prlv~lege r i  a fuadament'~l plornlse o t  the F~eecio~n Cliartei B ~ o a d e n ~ n g  ,icLes\ to 

Editorial Board wishes to congratulate Kelwyn Sole on winning the 
as Pringle Award for Best Literary Article published during 199611 997 

with his article ' South Africa passes the posts' 
(Alternation 4,l (1997) 11 6-15 1). 

t itructules 01 the unlvclsity to the neciis ol lcaiiieis lequlririg the t le\~blc skrlls 
.sicnt~al out~orlie oi dl1 genwne edu~atron and !r<rinrnp t~dnskomidtron of ,In 

999 those South A l r l ~ a n u n ~ v e ~ s ~ t ~ e s  th'ltlia\e ~ncrirred large \tudcntdcbl\ b e ~ ~ i ~ i s e o i  an 
po l~cy  that ~ o ~ r g l l l  to a~cornrnodate poolel studcnti die t a ~ i n g  tlic demanti~ of f i i ~ a l  
e clrallcngc ot ~ n r t ~ l u l ~ o ~ i a l  t~~r l r to~rndt ron  h C ~ s  taken tlic exped~cri! io~rii ol r~dL~ptrrig 
dcls o t  L L I I I I L L I ~ L I I ~  clcvclopriicnt and grvrligrcai ~ o n t e ~ i t  to t l i ~  1,ingudgc of rr i~~easrng 



nts who ale 'customers', 'stake-holders'. etc Se~~tentious lnonetallst ~he to~ lc ,  w ~ t h  ~ t s  
ies and doctrlne of econoinlc inevitabll~ty, often distracts trom the lntegrrty ot these 
plocesses and obsc~nes the w o ~ k  of genulne ~efonners cont~ontlng the lcmnants of 

'S The Devil on the Cross, 
The ~ost-cutt~ng neo-l~beral educat~on pollc~es assoc~ated w ~ t h  the heady days 01 Reagall 

and Thatcher prov~de one I~tluted but pe~tlnent pornt of comparison from wh~ch to ahsess the or~grnallty 
of South Afilcan attcmpts to modern~se highel educat~oll Wh~le  the U S tertlary edu~a t~on  sect01 
rharpened ~ t s  ~nalket-dr~ven ethos and a h~ghly successful btg bustness sector redssc~tecl its prlrnacy as 
the key soclal partner, In the U K polytechn~cs (techn~hons) mod~tied themaelves to become 
unlversct~es rhe lattel lep~esented both the upgradrng of the status of vocational stud~es and the 
recogn~tlon ot the Importance ot academ~c research lnteractron between the practical and the features o fNgug i ' s  Devll on the Cross is the  way ~t directs attention 
theo~et~cal offels the best retulms to1 a society mvestlng In ~ t s  future bq l~lteglat~ng cclucat~on and 
tralnlng The excesses of the ut~l~tarlan wave effectively led to an acknowledgeruent oi the value oi a 

om-the sacrifice of the  body Except In this 

blond educational tlalnrng that ~ncluded all aleas of culttue. even those not ~rnlned~ately 
s the devil's body that IS on the  cross Th i s  in 

~ommod~liable ns because the  devil  that we tend t o  associate 
One of the posltlve leturns of educatroual neo-conservat~s~n ~n the U K flowed from the s been subdued on the cross.  B u t  even  with a 

demand that academics be productwe In terms of pubhcatlons, tlus often favoured younger academics of the text, we soon realise that the  devil  has  been rescued by its 
and facilitated the  emo oval ot an Inert senlor strata The negatlve aspect of Thatcher's revolut~onary and nee-colonial state) has been turned into a 
pa~ochralism became clearer when the demand that academ~cs (and evelybody else) ~ustt ty the~r  
usetulness targeted pedagogy From the s t a t  ~ncrlmlnated In the consplraLy of tea~hlng useless as a site upon  which power IS re-enacted and 

knowledge, the sullen obscurantist has to plove her Innocence (nsefulner~) An attempt, of couise, that 
erests me here. The paper alms a t  exploring Ngugl's use  of the body 

sllnply confinns ~etroactlvely the va l~d~ ty  of the l n ~ t ~ a l  charge slnce any plooi must be adduced In ich the banality of power in a post-colony IS dramat ised in its stark 
accoldance w ~ t h  the tenns of the trlbunal Thls authol~ta~~an luse ncvel falls to dellver the cuttlng of on The paper argues  that N g u g i  uses the grotesque image  of the  body  to  

coulses and tacllltat~on of 'equ~table' ex~ts from the protess~on by dcmorallsed personnel Those with staging of power  in a post-colony, whi le  a t  t he  s a m e  t ime  undermining 
I e s e a ~ ~ h  capaclty and101 busmess 01 ~ented sk~lls find the~nselves most sna~ketable. and students are left rity through parody. The paper  concludes by drawlng attentloll t o  
w ~ t h  the obstruction rn szt~i of a sedimentary staff awalt~ng the 'renegot~atlon' ot the~r contracts At the 
adrn~nistlative level the ca~apace of 'rat~onal~sat~on' shelters both translent ~nonetar~sts and those OW how the masses, t h e  oppressed, are i m p l ~ c a t e d  m thelr  o w n  

gainbllng on the poss~blllty of restralnlng the fiscal funda~nental~sm of thelr coholts In tills case the sion and how they m i m i c  and  emulate  the absurd display o f  power  by the  rulers. 
softunderbelly serves as auseful cushion against attack Achille Mbembe (1992), in a paper entitled 'Provisional Notes on the  Post- 

The Inappropriateness of such a scenal~o In the developmental context of South Afrtca is entlon to the  nature ofpower and its actual performance In a post- 

'lear, not least because the neo-l~beral agenda presulnes an ex~strng reserve ot cultural capital and terises a post-colony s imply  as those societies w h i c h  have recently 
(~~seless)sk~lls walt~ng to be tr~mmed H~stor~cally blackun~ve~srt~es have struggled to cleal a space for d from the experience of colonisation and exhibit  t he  violence which the 
a none rdc~st and none sex~st hmnan~st~c education that IS unl~kely to quickly regeslerate I I  cut In this 
wak111g nightmare the g~ave -d~gge~s  of apartheld would resu~lect a revlnd~cated 'Bantu Education' 1 relationship par excellence involves.  He argues that the  

and set an old ghost walk~ng agaln A clun~slly admln~stered re-or~entatlon of the llnlverslty 
ealnouflages the lnutat~on of stlateg~c plann~ng Into ~ n s t ~ h ~ t ~ o n a l  Da~wlnls~n Febl~le buleauaats who post-colony is characterised by a distinctive style of po l~ t~ca l  ~mprovisat~on. 
were s e l d o ~ ~ ~  regarded as academic lum~nar~es themselves set the agenda wlth~n an institut~onal by a tendency to excess and a lack of  proportion [and] a serles of corporate 
strucklre that ~nst~nct~vely  reve~ts to autocracy - the hackneyed a h b ~  for thls lack of democrat~sation institutions and polltlcal machinery which, once they are ~n place. constitute 
belng the admm~stratlve need to lnst~tute democlat~sat~on effic~ently Approacltes regarding a distinctive reglme of violence (Mbembe 1992 3) 
acconntab~l~ty meet w ~ t h  the secret~on of exculpatory references to apalthetd and I ~tnallsed exhlbrt~ons 
of p~ety Ult~mately, state-d~rected ~mpulses toward soclal respons~b~l~ty and ~~lstitut~onal tlansparency st-colony in fact becomes s o m e  form of a stage on which  'the wide r  problems 
are d~gested by a culture ot  opportunism corollary disciplme' are played ou t  (Mbembe 1992 3) It 1s thls theatrical display 

My read~ng of the major~ty ofthe contr~butors to this Issue ofAltematton is that they attelnpt mbe calls the  b a n a l ~ t y  of power in the post-colony He uses  banality 
to look beyoud the sterlle prospect of plcadlng and pageant1 y that can chal acterlse the contradlctlons ot 
polttlcal libelat~on Authors wr~tillg from ma law^. N o ~ t h e ~ n  Ireland. the U S A ,  and a lallge of 
un~versit~es In South A h c a  turn to the past and present to recover n~arg~nal~sed tradltlons that may strll 
be usefill In the struggle agamst multtple fonns of dolnlnat~on U D W 's offic~al cotnln~trnent to foster those elements of the obscene and the grotesque that Mlkhall Bakht~n 
research In all areas of the ~ ~ n i v e ~ s ~ t y  should ensule that tlle contr~butlon to tlns tntenlatlonal dlalogue c l a~ms  to have located in 'non-official' cultures but w111ch ~n fact are 

by scliola~s ot dlverse backgrounds will not be lost lntrinslc to all systems of doinination and to the means by wli~ch those 
systems are confirmed or deconstructed (Mbeinbe 1992 3) 

Shane Moran 
Guest Ed~tor Thus  the  grotesque and  the obscene wou ld  seem to  be  some  of the  basic characteristics 
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Ngzlg~, the Bod>> and Power 

that ident~fy post-colonial reglmes of do~n~nat~on 
The writing of Ngugi's Devzl on the Cross was in more than one sense a 

product of the post-colonial violence to which Mbembe draws our attention. It was 
written while Ngugi was in detention and marked the actual enactment of violence in a 
post-colony through the capture and isolation of the body under the guise of the Public 
Security Order inherited from the colonial regime. In Detained (1 98 1 a:3), Ngugi 
confesses that the novel was written 'with blood, sweet and toil'. Written in one of the 
largest prisons in post-colonial Africa, the Ka~niti Maximum Security Prison, this 
novel helped Ngugi to keep his sanity. It is significant because it stands as a defiance to 
Kenyatta's regime which put him in detention so that his 'mind would turn into a mess 
or rot' (Ngugi 198la:lO) which is reminiscent of Gramsci's prosecutor who, under 
Mussolini's orders in 1926, asserted: 'We must stop this brain working for twenty 
years! ' (Gramsci 197 1 :xviii). Having failed to control Ngugi, the Kenyatta regime 
sends him to solitary confinement which is, as Michel Foucault (1984:2 10) reminds us, 
'certainly the most frenzied manifestation of power imaginable'. In writing this novel, 
Ngugi seems to have refused to succumb to the dictates of violence to which the 
Kenyan regime often resorts in silencing all its critics. The novel became Ngugi's 
weapon for preserving the body and for overcoming the state of fragmentation imposed 
by the regime. Wariinga, the heroine of toil and the harbinger of freedom, whose image 
looms large in the text, was conceived in cell 16 in 1978 (Ngugi 198 1a:3). If the 
regime's aim was to break Ngugi and to reconfigure his body, in Devil, he turns this 
attempt upside down. Instead, it is to the obscene body of the post-colonial regime 
weighed down by its 'impotence', that Ngugi directs our laughter. But, first, the content 
of Devil on the Cross. 

The novel deals with a group of six protagonists travelling together in a matat~l 
taxi to Ilmorog. The protagonists discover that they are all mysteriously invited to a 
Devil's feast, where thieves and robbers ofKenya enter a competition for the election of 
the seven cleverest thieves and robbers. The characters are Wariinga, Wangari, 
Gatuiria, Muturi, Mwireri and Mwaura the driver. The narrative operates at two levels: 
the allegorical story illustrated by the competition or feast organised by the Devil, and 
the Story of Wariinga who is the pivot of the plot. Like Petals ofBlood (1 977), the novel 
takes place mainly in Ilmorog and partly in Nairobi. The novel is dedicated to 'all 
Kenyans struggling against the neo-colonial stage of imperialism' (Ngugi 1987:5). It is 
no wonder, then, that the major trope in Devzl should be neo-colonial dependency, with 
the devil on the cross as the structuring symbol. This is best illustrated in Wariinga's 
nightmare in whlch the white colonialist devil is crucified by the masses, apparent 
reference to political independence, only to be rescued by the local comprador. 
Significantly, 

[tlhe Devil had two I I I O U ~ ~ S ,  one on his forehead and the other at the back of 
h ~ s  head HIS belly sagged, as rf i t  were about to glve btrth to all the ev~ls of 
the world 111s skill was red, 11ke tl~atofap~g (Ngug~ 1987 13) 

This is significant because the physical features of the Dew1 draw attention to h ~ s  

e image that he gives to those that rescue him and in turn serve 
, the Devil rewards his rescuers by fattening their bellies. It 
ast' is arranged by the local 'thieves' to commemorate a visit 

rticularly from America, England, Germany, France, Italy, 
s part of 'the International Organisation of Thieves and 

vil's feast, where national robbers and their foreign allies 
veal their tactics and motives, provides Ngugi with the space for 

g, through the grotesque and the obscene, the banality of 
. Ngugi uses the Bakhtinian notion of the grotesque and 

lers of post-colony into objects of ridicule. But he moves 
se of the grotesque and the obscene as vehicles of public ridicule 

province of ordinary people. It is to the local comprador 
about their cleverness and their cunning on how to steal from 
w to bow to foreign control, that the grotesque is restricted. He 

how state power-represented by the local co~nprador-draina- 
ce through an absurd ceremonial display of their wealth as 
ulation by the ruled. It is in this .feast that Ngugi erects the 

capitalism as a fetish. The worshippers of the fetish gather to 
e fiction of its perfection' (Mbernbe 1992:21). Each and every 

stage demonstrates, in their blunt testimonies, that the post- 
into a stage for bizarre self-gratification; an absurd display of 

s in the feast of 'modern robbery and theft'. The feast 
leged language through which power speaks, acts and coerces. The 

leader of the foreign delegation of thieves and robbers-he 
cal delegates 'to drink the blood of [their] people and to eat their 
rial powers have done to the Africans over the centuries], than to 
gi 1987:89)-is greed and power magnified to their full and logical 
o their essences. Yet the actual idiom ofthis display, its organization 
focuses on the body: specifically the belly, the rnouth and the 

thieves display striking forms of deformity. Hi? portrayal of the local 
e foregrounds the grotesque image of the body in whlch the belly and 
out. The satire on the comprador class conveys Ngugl's mockery of 

wer, and is best captured In the narrator's graphic descr~pt~on of 

u hada belly that p~otruded so tar that i t  would hdvc touclled thc ground 
been supported by the b~aces that held up 111s trousers I t  seemccl as 

had abso~bed all h ~ s  lrrnbs and all the other o1gan5 ot his body 
neck-at least. h ~ s  neck W ~ S  not vls~blc HIS arms and leg? 
ips HIS llead liad shrunk lo the slze of a iist jNgug~ 1987 99) 

in the act of becoming: 'it is continually built, created, and 



Ngzlgl, the Body und Power 

builds and [it in turn] creates another body' (Rakhtin 1968:317). It is a body that, 
figuratively speaking, swallows the world and is itself swallowed by the world. I11 the 
words of Bakhtin (1968:3 17), the grotesque body 'outgrows its own self, transgressing 
its own body, in which it conceives anew, second body: the bowels and the phallus'. 111 
this act of swallowing, Gitutu's body becomes monstrous--a typical grotesque 
hyperbole. His belly threatens to detach itself from the body and lead an independent 
life. His neck, aniis, legs and head have been transfo~~ned into a grotesque animal 
sub.ject. 

The realisation of the grotesque image of the body by associating the parts or the 
whole body with the animal form is best illustrated again in the body of Gitutu and, to a 
degree, in the body of Kihaahu, whose grotesque feature is his mouth rather than his 
stomach. To do this, Ngugi uses names which are se~nantically fixed to the master code 
of the Gikuyu people. The names that are culturally positioned or grounded in a 
'pretext' is inherent to the tradition of the Gikuyu, and in particular to some animal or 
inanimate object in the Gikuyu cosn~os whose traits the characters personify or share. 
For the average Gikuyu reader the names are specific signs which they could readily 
interpret because of the shared typology of meaning between the signs and their 
interpreters. 

The name 'Gitutu wa Gataanguru' shows the use of this ~nutually intelligible 
typology of meaning between the sign and its community of readers. 'Gitutu' in 
Gikuyu, Ndigirigi (199 1 : 10 I )  writes, refers to a 'big jigger' while 'Gataanguru' refers 
to 'a  belly infested with tapeworms which produce abloating effect'. His physical form 
resembles that of a jigger. Thus Gitutu's narnes within the context of the Gikuyu 
readership helps to concretise the grotesque image of Gitutu's body. There are clear 
grounds of cornparison in which the physical features of Gitutu-'pot-belly', 'short- 
limbs' and 'tiny head'-are placed in stark juxtaposition to the physical features of a 
jigger. But more importantly, these features underscore the parasitical nature ofjiggers 
and by extension the parasitism of the ruling class in the post-colonial state that Gitutu 
represents or parallels. As a parasite, Gitutu finds his host in the lives of workers and 
peasants that he exploits. Characteristic of this class, Ngugi seems to suggest, Gitutu 
eats more than he needs as he shamelessly confesses that his 'belly is becoming larger 
and larger because it is constantly overworked!' (Ngugi 1987: 100). Ironically, he 
spends more time eating than working and his body has become a 'wasteland' or a 
'shitland' which his name evokes: the appropriate breeding place for tapeworms. But, 
as if Gitutu's deformity is not a sufficient sign of elite greed, Ngugi's thieves seek true 
monstrosity, as in the case of Ndikita wa Nguunji who argues for additional human 
parts: 

So, seelng that 1 have only one 1nout11, one belly, one llea~t, one l ~ f e  and one 
cock, what's the d~fference between the 11ch and the poor7 What's the p a n t  
of1 obb~ng  otliers? 

It was revealed to me that ... we should have a factory for manufacturing 
11uman parts .... 7'Iiis would mean that a rich nian who could aftord them 
could have two or tliree moutlis, two bcllies, two cocks and two hearts. Ifthe 

first mouth became tired of cliewing, and his belly could hold no more, then 
the spare mouth and belly could take over .... We could coin some new 
sayings: arichinan's youtl~never ends (Ngugi 1987: 180). 

Ndikita desires a world in which 

the rich few would ensure their irnlllortality through the purchase of spare 
organs of the human body, thus leaving death as the sole prerogative of the 
poor (Ngugi 1987: 10). 

Yet Ndikita's desire to have spare organs serves to expose the insecurity of masculine 
authority; when Ndikita's wife becomes enthusiastic about the prospect of having two 
female organs, he is threatened. Nditika expresses horror at the idea of such equality 
between sexes and he urges his wife to espouse, instead, 'true' African culture, to heed 
tradition, which Nditika would like to interpret as meaning inferior status for women. 
As Eileen Julien(1992: 149f) writes: 

Nditika would seen1 to need women as witnesses of his mascul~ne prowess. 
yet he fears them and their sexual demands. 

It is to serve his own masculine quest for privilege and power that he invokes the 
authority of 'tradition'. Thus, the unconditional subordination of women to the 
principle of male pleasure remains one of the pillars upholding the reproduction of the 
phallocratic system which turns post-coloniality into 'a world of anxious virility, a 
world hostile to continence, frugality, sobriety' (Mbembe 1992:9). Wariinga's body, for 
example, becomes the focus of a power struggle with far-reaching ramifications. 
Masculine authority seeks to imprison her body within the grip and grasp of the local 
thieves-the ruling elite of the post-colonial state. But it is not until Wariinga regains 
her agency as an active participant in the process of history making, that she develops 
from the victim type to the fighting type. 

It is not enough, in the post-colonial context, simply to bring into play the mouth, 
the belly or phallus, or merely to refer to them, in order to be automatically obscene. 
'Mouth', 'belly', and 'phallus', when used in popular speech and jokes, have above all 
to be located in the real world, located in real time. In short, they are active statements 
about the human condition, and as such contribute integrally to the making of political 
culture in the post-colony. Every reference, then, to mouth, belly or phallus is 
consequently a discourse on the world-the post-colonial world. Ngugi's use of the 
grotesque and the obscene points to this world, and his use ofthe grotesque image ofthe 
body is very much grounded in the ordina~y politics of post-colonial Kenya, It is the 
kind of politics whose primary objective is to acquire power as the ultimate vellicle for 
economic success. 

Most social struggles in Africa, Bayart (1993:239) is wont to remind us, only 
become useful ifthey lead to the accumulation ofpower: 

I t  is a truism that it is easier to get rich from a position of power than fro111 a 



osition of dependency and penury. 

hen one acqulres power and the economic success that goes w ~ t h  tt, one becomes 
honoured and often one 1s not shy to perform one's success Thus in a post-colony, 
'~nater~al  prospellty IS one of the chlef pohttcal vlrtues rather than [the] oblect of 
disapproval' (Bayal-t 1993 242) Wh~le  wrltlng Devzl Ngugr must have been conscrous 
of the fact that boasting about one's wealth m Kenya is past of the soc~al  norln As 
Angelique FJauge~ud (199.5 I) reinlnds us, 'Exuberant showmansh~p is one endurtng 
face ot Kcnyan polit~cal I~fe '  Tt is not unusual to come actoss poltt~cians boast~ng about 
t l i e ~ ~  wealth and wlth great admn-at~on fioin the people Very much In the eally days of 
Kenya's ~ndependence, Jomo Kenyatta-the first president of Kenya-ndlculed the 
rad~cal natlonaltst opponent, Bildad Kaggla, for Ca~hng to amass wealth fol 111mselF 
'Look at Kuiigu Kaiumba', Kenyalta told Kaggta 'He has ~nvested In buses and has 
earned money, but what have you done for yourself stnce independence?" About two 
decades later, Mr Oloit~pt~p, one of Pres~dent Mol's ministeis, boasted to h ~ s  pol~t~cal  
opponents in pal llament In sent~lnents very si~nllar to Kenyatta's when he declared 

I've got money. J don't sell chickens .... I am able to spend 150 million 
sliillings from nly own pockct for the marriage of niy son .... 1 Ilave six cat-s, 
two big houses, twelve wives and sixty-seven cllildren. 

Turning to his opponents, he reminded thein that they 'are not small men, they are men 
of big bellies like Oloittptip' (The Weekly Revlew March 30 1984  if). Forty years later 
the populist deputy J M Kariuki had absolutely no need to disguise his wealth 111 order 
to win credibil~ty wlth the citirens-the 'wananchi' (see Odinga 1992.63). Thus the 
'politics of the belly', to use Bayart's phrase, is very much in the iinag~nation of 
Kenyans and is notjust a fictive creation ofNgugi. 

Ngugi's intervention lies in his insistence that the 'politics ofthe belly' ought to be 
the object of ridicule rather than emulation. The belly which the rulers in particular 
encode as a sign of success exposes the parasitic nature of the local comprador In a post- 
colony. Thus far from confirming their authority, the grotesque image of rulers like 
Oloitiptip, should serve to undennine the power of the iulers by turning them into 
pitiable objects of ridicule. After all 'the body ~tself is the pr~ncipal locale of the idioms 
and fantasies used in depicting power' ( ~ b e m b e  1992:7) . -1f~en~ans  ~n thelr igrtorance 
have associated 'the big belly' with power, then Ngugi is forcing them to debunk the 
myth, and to real~se that the authority ofthe local rulers IS borro\ved 

It 13, therefore, to the natute of the locitl comprador bourgeoiste that Ngugt 
dtaws our attentlo11 by ustng the grotesque mode in his depiction of them Indeed 
grotesque characters, marked as they are by bodily defic~encics or delormation, ~vould 
seem to offer Ngrlgl a perfect means of figuring the qual~ties that have tended to 

' 
Tilt. T ~ P ~ ~ P s  1 1  fZp~.il 1900. Nairobi, as quoted in Odinga (1967:3 10). Sce also Ngugi 

( 1  98 1 a:8L)) and his rcScrencc to Kenyalta's upl.aidingofKaggia. 

char-acteTtse either the local comprador or the ruling e l ~ t e  In the post-colon~al state in 
Africa2 The use ofthe grotesque mode draws the readers' attention to the body as a slte 
upon w h ~ c h  power is contested If the Kenyan government had ~ntended to subdue 
Ngugi's body, he turns the butt on them. 111 Detazned, he talks of his objective: 

I would chcat them out of that last laugh by letting my imagination loose 
over the kind of society this class, i n  nakedly treacherous alliance with 
imperialist foreigners, were building in Kenya in total cynical disregard of 
tlie wishes of over fourteen lnillioli Kenyans (Ngugi 198 1 a: 10). 

Yet, the fill significance of the grotesque image in the text only makes sense when 
linked to a couple of sub-narratives in Devil. 

The first is derived fi-om Wariiiiga's nightmare. In the grotesque image of the 
Devil that Wariinga sees, Ngugi seems to suggest a linear and continuing relationship 
between the Devil (read colonialism) and the black elite (read colnprador bourgeoisie) 
that takes over at independence. Ngugi further suggests that the desire ofthe comprador 
class which rescues the devil, thereby introducing a new form of colonialis~n, is to 
inherit the Devil's worst qualities. The second consists of three stories that Gatuiria 
relates to his fellow passengers on their way to Illnorog in a nznturu. Common to all the 
stories are the themes of avarice and conceit. The first story is about the peasant farmer 
that was turned into a beast of burden by an ogre (Ngugi 1987:62). The second story is 
about the black and beautiful girl who rejected all the men in her country and took to the 
first young lnan from a foreign countly. The young foreigner turned out to be a man- 
eating ogre who tore off her 'limbs one by one and ate them' (Ngugi 1987:62). The third 
and last story that Gatuiria relates is about an old man called Nding'uri who had a soul 
that was richly endowed. He was well respected, hardworking and displayed neither 
desire nor greed for other people's property until, one day, 'a  strange pestilence attacked 
tlie village' and destroyed all his possessions (Ngugi 1987:63). Nding'uri was forced to 
turn to the evil spirits. 'At the entrance to the cave', we read, 'he was ]net by a spirit in 
the shape ofan ogre'. We are further told that the ogre 

had Lwo mouths. one on his forehead and tlie other a t  thc back ofllis llcad. 
The one at the back oi'his head was covercd by his long hair. and i t  was only 
visible wlie~i thc wind blew the hair aside (Ngugi 1987:61). 

The thlust ofthenarrat~ve IS that Ndmg'ur~ surrenders hts soul to the ogle who demands 
it 111 exchange for riches Ndmg'urt is t u~ned  'mto an eatel of human tlesh and a dl inker 
of human blood' (Ngugi 1987 64) And m a typ~cal Bakht~nlan conceptlor1 of the 
glotesque image ot  the body-the body as a site for defecation-both laughable and 
t evol t~ng,  we read that 

This also resonates with Fanon's (1968: 120) characterisatioti of tliis class as decadent and 
parasitic, uncreative and 'co~npletely canalized into activilies of tllc intet-medial-y type'. 

9 



From that day on, Nd~ng 'u r~  began to tall property, to shrt prope~ty, to 
sneeze propcrty, to scratch propcrty, to laugh propel ty, to thrnk property. to 
dream property, to talk propel ty, to sweat property, to p ~ s s  propcrty (Ngug~ 
I987 64) 

Ifthe first story by Gatuiriarelates directly to the burden of colonialis~n on the colonised 
and points to the possibility of liberation from the shackles of colonialism, the second 
one relates to a colonial mentality-a fonn of cultural imperialism that locks the 
colonised within the orbit of depei~dency and leads to a fixation with all that is foretgn. 
The third story captures the advanced stage 111 which the colonised now surrenders hls 
or her being, integrity and pride to the colon~ser in order to receive his protection aiid be 
schooled m the ways of the ogre. The third story is a narrative expression of the stage 
that Ngugi (1981b:119f) has characterised as the neo-colonial stage of imperialism. 
This is the stage that he satirizes in the Devil's feast by focusing our attention on the 
grotesque image of the colnprador class that has given up its soul and betrayed the 
nation for property. There is, therefore, aparallel between Wariinga's nightmare and the 
story of Nding'uri Just like the Dev~l's rescuers in Wariinga's nightmare, Nding'uri 
also gives up his soul-his freedorn-in exchange for property. 

Significantly, both the ogre and his worshippers like Gitutu and Kihaahu seem to 
have a siln~lar bodily defocmation; they both seem to share in the common traits of 
avarice andconceit. Thus every other layer ofthe narrative in the text serves to draw our 
attention to the grotesque image of the ogre, tile Devil and his followers. The narrative 
layers serve to reveal the nature and values of the capitalist ogre and the comprador 
class that it gives rise to. The like5 of Gitutu are born out of the ogre's womb and they 
contmue to perpetuate its legacy, the legacy of neo-colon~al dependency. A section of 
the African elite, Ngugi seems to be saying, never contributed in the struggle for 
independence, but were able to make it through sheer cunning and cheating, and by 
explo~ting their history of collaboratio~l to their advantage. This class, Ngugi suggests, 
cannot survive without the patronage of their foreign masters. Part of their fundamental 
weakness is that they are disposed to parasitism, selfishness, greed and naked 
exploitation of workers and peasants through cunning rather than creative 
entrepreneurship and hard-work. For Ngugi then, the grotesque at its best exaggerates 
and caricatures the negative, the inappropriate, the anti-human that tlie colnprador class 
has come to symbolize in his works. To this endNgugi is in agreement with Keorapetse 
Kgos~tsile's (1969: 147) comment that black writers should deploy the grotesque to 
portray 'the undesirable, the corrupting, the destructive'. But as Bakhtin (1968:308) 
argues: 

A grotesque world in which only the inappropriate is exaggerated is only 
quantitatively large, but qualitatively it is eslre~nely poor, colourless, and 
far fi-on1 gay. 

conclusion 
In spite ofNgugi's scathing exposure of the so-called borrowed power in a post-colony, 
in choosing the comprador class as the sole object of his butt, Ngugi fails to draw 
attention to how the masses are the~nselves implicated in their own exploitation. By 
confining the display of power to the elite, and suggesting a hegemonic powet- structure 
controlled by foreign and local comprador, he fails to rise above the binary categories 
used in standard interpretations of domination. Within this structure, the dominated can 
only collaborate with or resist the rulers. And yet, as Bayart (1 993:249) warns us, 

the production of a political space [in a post-colony] is on the one hand the 
work of an ensemble of actors. dominant and dominated, and that on the 
other hand it is in turn subjected to a double logic of totalitarianising and 
dctotalitarianising .... The 'small men' also work Iiard at political 
innovation and their contribution does not necessarily contradict that of the 
'big men'. 

A linear nai-rative of the rulers versus the ruled; the oppressor versus the oppressed, 
which cliaracterises Ngugi's disco~~rse in a post-colony runs the risk of excluding 

heterogeneity frorn tlie domain of utterance and is thus functionally 
incapable of even conceiving the possibility of disc~rrsive opposition or 
resistance to it(S1emon 1987: 11). 

The point being made liere is that in order to have an effective understanding of power 
relations in apost-colony we need to realise that it cannot simply be 

a relationship of resistance or collaboration but it can best be cliaracteriscd 
as illicit cohabitation, a relationship fraught by the very fact of the [rulers1 
and [the ruled] having to share the same living space (Mbenibe 1992:4). 

This kind of relationship can only result in what Mbembe (1992:4) has called the 
'mutual zoinbificatioll of both the dominant and those they apparently dominate'. I t  is a 
relationship of conviviality in which both the ruled and the rulers rob each other of their 
vitality and, in tlie process, render each other impotent. But because a post-colony is 
also a regime of pretence, the 'subjects' have to learn to bargain in this market marked 
by ambivalence; they have to have the 

ability to managc notjust a single identity for then~selves [whicli binarism 
reduces tliern to], but several. which are flexible cnougli for tlleln to 
negotiate as and when required (Mbembe 1992:4). 

It seems to me that Ngugi's otherwise brilliant critique of the rulers in a post-colony 
deletes the anlbivalent relationship and crucial contradictions between the ruled and the 
rulers. In a way, it also robs the ruled of any historical agency outside the grand regime 



of resistance narrative. These issues, however, are beyond the scope of  this paper (see 
Cooper 1992, and Ogude 1997) 

Department of English 
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Ngugi's Matigari and the 
Politics of Literature 

Glenn Hooper 

The issue of  art in the service o f  politics is a notoriously colnpies one. Although many 
are content with the corlcept o f  imaginative writing being hasnessed to a political 
enterprise, not all are happy with the end result. In a review of  Ngugi w a  Thiong'o's 
Petals of Blood, for example, H o ~ n i  Bhabha ( 1  977) suggests that although the narrator 
avoids a for111 of  'romalitic nationalism' that 'can lead to an idealized quest for identity, 
for a mystical pristine Otherness', the text's 'rambling narrative and wide cast of  
characters' are less than impressive. Rhabha continues: 

In spite of pgugi's] serious and intelligent commitment to the prohlcms of 
neo-colonialism. [his] failure to find an appropriate and original fol-111 limits 
tllc power of hisdecp-thinking novcl. 

Despite Bhabha's reservations, and his belief that Ngugl's adaptation o f  the classic 
realist form for a soc~alist agenda is simply too ambitious, one aspect of  the text's 
composition e l ic~ ts  approval: the fact that 

Ngugi achicves sonic ol'llis lnost memorable efltcts in using the traditional 
mode of story-telling within the novcl to awaken his cllaractcrs to their o f v n  
myth and history (Rhabha 1977). 

While Bhabha's approval o f  the use o t  o l a t u ~ c  111 Petnlr %nay cntlcally redeem 
the text, ~t has an even greater bear~l ig on the later Mntrgari Publ~shed  In 1086 Adatlg~irt 
1s a milch qhotte~ novel that1 J'e~uI~5. w ~ t h  conseq~~ent ly  a g lca te~  tieglee o t  o l g d n ~ s a t ~ o n  
and focus to] the narrator and leadel- a l ~ k e  Wr~t ten  o i ~ g ~ n a l l y  In CJ~kuyu belore being 
translated into Engl~sh,  Mutlgnrr values conclslon wliete Pcfui\ i t love fol a 
m o ~ ~ u m e n t a l ,  almost eplc quality Mole  ~l-ripoltantly, M L I ~ I ~ N Y I  I S  keenly allled to the 
olal t r a d ~ t ~ o n ,  finding in ~ n d ~ g e n o u s  culture a more fol~nal ly sa t l s ty~ng   neth hod w ~ t h  
which to engage with the specifictt~es o f  poqt-~ndependent Kenya1 Whele Petalr, In 

I ' I t  is ilnportant Lliat any society tliat wants to fully ~~iicicrstarrci itscll' ~iiiist give serious 
attention to its oral literature :lnd artists. The artists play a major I-olc i n  shaping ;11iii pet-pctuatiiig 
!hc socicty's ii~iagc of itsell: l'hey also record and tratismit the cultu~-al Iicritagc. 'l'ircse salrle 
a[-lists 211-2 a11 iniport;~nt 1r1cdi;l Ihr thc S O C I C ! ~ ' ~  sel l leval~~at i~n '  (I<;lbjl.a rqi- K ; I I . c ~ ~  \\.il Miit:lli~ 
1988 4) 
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other words, used certain folkloric images or references-the character of Nyakiilyua 
and the spiritually fantastic properties of theng'eta, for example--to tie the text to a 
non-western tradition, Matzgarr makes the oral tradition a central colnponent of the text 
itself. The employlnent of oral motifs and structure, with the accompanying use of song 
and stoiy-telling, not only privileges one set of, specifically non-western traditions over 
another, but posits a fonnally decisive movement towards aligning indigenous practice 
with radical politics. 

In the course of this essay I wish to examine Ngugi's most explicit attempt to 
marry traditional and experimental forms, and to question how beneficial are his efforts 
at integrating orature within the fictional world of Mutzgarl, particularly when the text 
gestures towards developments within postmodern writing also2. That said, although 1 
wish t o  engage with the relevance of a postmodern reading of Mutigari, I want to stress 
the illnits of an overly postmodenlist position, arguing that Mutiguri needs to be 
principally tied to the realities of Kenyan politics and not just to the formally 
experimental techniques of contemporary Euro-American writing'. Besides, Ngugi not 
only posits the superiority of an African aesthetic, making the oral tradition, song and 
story-telling, a central component of the text itself, but he invests these aspects of the 
text with avalue that goes beyond aesthetic considerations only. 

I 
If there is a particular cultural and ideological source to whom Ngugi has consisteiitly 
turned over the past thirty years it is Frantz Fanou. In Fanon's ,Sz'tudles zn a Dylng 
Colonlalun? the identification of the French language witli complete authority can be 
linked to a long established crit~que by Ngugi of the denigration of Afiican languages 111 

favour of English, within the educational system, but also within the publishing 
industry upon whom Kenyan teachers are largely dependent. In Black Skin, Winte 
Mash the psychological assessments of relations between colonised and coloniser are 

' Traditional values, views and expressions are never as conservatively understood within 
Ngugi's writings as we might imagine. As this essay will demonstrate, 'tradition' is taken as a 
method of positive retrieval, and as something that can be beneficially developed. If tradition 
carries reactionary connotations within other cultures. it serves to radicalise and reinvent in the 
works ofNgugi. 

For a highly sub.jective, if passionate, account of the complexities of Kcnyan history. see 
Ngugi's critical works to date (FIomecorntng 1972; Detained 1981 a; PJ4,itevs in Politics 198 1 b; 
R~zv1,el of a Pen 1983; Decolonising the Mind 1986: Moving the Centre 1993; Pevlpoi~zts, 
Grlnpoinls, and Dreams 1998). In addition to charting tlrc ongoing battles, periods of 
disiHusionmcnt, and difficulties of exile associated witli vigorous campaigning. Ngugi outlines 
the political transformations of the last twenty-five years or so in considerable detail. For a 
sufficiently up to datc general history that is somewhat critical ol'Ngugi, sec Ogol Rr Ochicng' 
(1995:214-236). 

taken as the basis for many of the concerns developed in Ngugi's plays, novels, and 
critical works to date. However, it is in Fanon's The Wretched ofthe Earth that Ngugi 
finds some of the most usehl, and most appropriable, comments. Many people now 
think of Wretched as the text which challenged the ideology of nationalism, almost 
solely, but Wretched also talked about the complex and difficult task of establishing a 
national literature, and ofthe usefulness of the oral tradition in particular: 

On another level, the oral tradition-stories, epics and songs of the 
people-which fonnally were filed away as set pieces are now begiiining to change. 
The storytellers who used to relate inert episodes now bring them alive and introduce 
into them modifications which are increasingly fundamental .... Every tiine the 
storyteller relates a fresh episode to his public, he presides over a real invocation. The 
existence of a new type of man is revealed to the public. The present is no longer turned 
in upon itself but spread out for all to see. The storyteller once more gives free rein to his 
imagination; he makes innovations and he creates a work of art (Fanon 196 1 : 193f). 

Fanon's emphasis on the commonality of experience, of the benefits to be 
gained from oral literature but, more significantly, of the importance of the storyteller 
helps to contextualise Mutiguri perfectly. For example, Ngugi (1987) dedicates the 
novel to 'all those who love a good story; and to all those who research and write on 
African orature'. There then follows a note on the English edition of the text, followed 
by a precislpoem, in which the readerllistener is advised on how best to approach the 
text: 

This story is imaginary. The actions are imaginary. The characters are 
imaginary .... May the story take place in the country ofyour choice! 

The introductory note further informs us that the idea for the novel comes from 'an oral 
story about a man looking for a cure for an illness. Finally, the tale not only 'dispenses 
with fixed time and place', but is described as 'simple and direct', thereby suggesting a 
model that can transcend the difficulties of artistic and imaginative presentation for a 
peasant, frequently non-literate, audience. 

While Maizgari engages with several of the issues outlined in texts such as 
Devil on the Cross and Petals ofBlood-such as the writing of history, the problems of 
identity, and the complexities of locale-the overall sense ofthe text is of a rather more 
refined project. Almost as though the criticisms levelled by figures such as Bhabha 
against Petals considerably altered Ngugi's narrative vision, Mutigarz seeks to engage 
with the coinplexities and challenges ofpostcolonral identity, but to do so by recourse to 
a smaller cast of characters and a tighter narrative order In addttion, Ngugi employs 
imlnediately recognisable historical icons with which to strengthen his strategy. By 
opening the first chapter ofthe text with the image of areturnmg 'Mau Mau' fighter, for 
example, Ngugl presses for a recognlsable rnotnent from the past, but one that has a 



ance alsoi Matigari is presented as being in possession of a11 AK47, 
attired in a varlety of colours and fabrics suggestive of prolonged 
hip. He is suggestive, therefore, not only of those who took to the 

for the duration of the Emergency, but he actually conforms to historically 
t Edgerton, for example, presents several examples of the outward 

appearance of 'Mau Mau' and, more importantly, of their effect on nat~ve and settler 
society alike'. However, the inclusion of a 'Mau Mau' figure in Ngugi's writing has 
consistently meant something more than a symbol of political insurrection; rather it 
represents a potentially regenerative force in the struggle against neo-colonial 
authority Indeed, Ngugi has made strenuous efforts to rework the 'Mau Mau' image 
arid its reputation for implacable opposition to colonial authority, and it is in this context 
that Matrgarz should be placed" As might be seen from several of his critical references, 
in addition to his celebrated and notorious play The Trial ofDedan Kimathz, Ngugi not 
only wants to bring 'Mau Mau' 'back', but to use thein as alneans of transfouning, or at 
the very least challenging, a corrupt and degenerated polity. 

With respect to the oral tradition, Ode Ogede (1992:76) has spoken of the 
'lyrically balancing incantatory statements' of oral performance, and of the way in 
which they can 'confer a sing-song quality to the passage that thrills the audience whom 
it transports, as it were, in a hypnotic fashion to a land of miracles'. Something of the 
same quality that Ogede mentions is discernible in Matlgarz also, for example in the 
way that Matigari is lingeringly, almost lyrically introduced to the reader-'"What is 
your name?" Ngaruro wa Kiriro asked him "Matigari ma Njiruungi". "Matigari ma 
Njiruungi?" "Yes, that is my name"' (Ngugi 1987:20&or the way in which emphasis 
is added to the mystely ofthe character at the ends of chapters: 

Who was Mat~gar~ ma Njlruung~. a person who could indke prison walls 
open? From that n~ght Matigarl's fame spread over all the country. Ht: 

'Tlte wolds"MauMau" have no hteral meaning ~n Glh~~yu or Swal1111, tlte~c IS no generally 
accepted orsgln oftlie name and, most 1mpo1 tant, the mcmbe~s of the movement d ~ d  not apply the 
name to thesnselves "Mau Mau" was the colon~zer's name for the movement and w~ll 
acco~dmgly be placed it1 tnverted commas Any unqual~fied use of tlie name IS 11np11~1tly an 
enclo~selnent of a pa~ti~ular vrew of the movement-that propaga~id~sed by Kenyan wh~tcs 
dl11 ~ n g  the Emergency' (Maugham-Br~wn 1985 16) 
' 'As far as most wlntes were concerned. the Mau M ~ L I  \vere filthy. long-hdired "ver~n~n" who 
mutrlated cattle ancl dogs. and brutally mutde~ed women and cli~ldren They were held to be 
contempt~ble, too, because ~nstead of d ~ a ~ n a t ~ c  tr~bal war regalla or mode111 ~n~ l~ ta ry  untfo~ms 
they dressed 111 shabby and dirty European cloth~ng' (Edgc~ ton 1990 108) 
"n t e ~ ~ n s  of 111s ~niag~nat~ve engagement w~th ' M ~ L I  Mall', tlie co-autlioicd I'hr Trzcll of 
Dedczlnl? Krrnathl (1  976) 1s possibly h ~ s  most evpl~c~t statement on the lssuc But see also h ~ s  essay 
ent~tlcd 'Mau Mau. Votlencc and Culture'. tn the Hornrcornzng(1972) essays 

Ngzgt i Mat~gar~ and the Polrllcs o f l ~ t e ~ - a t ~ i r e  

became a legend. He became a dream. St111 the quest~on reina~ned Wlio was 
Mat~gar~ 1naNl1ruung17 (66)  

At other points repetition is supplemented by the incorporation of phrases that add 
definition and emphasis, but which also hint at something pote~~tially regenerative. For 
example, Matigari speaks of 'blowing the horn of patriotic service and the trumpet of 
patriotic victory', of 'blow[ing] the trumpet to call together the family of all the patriots 
who survived', and of 'hear[ing] now the sound of the trumpet and the sound of the horn 
ofjustice' (6,38,21). In each instance a different emphasis may be d~scerned, between 
victo~y, co~nmunity andjustice for example, but the cumulative effect is o fa  pollt~cally 
charged device which hints at the power of an oral tradition. Indeed, Ngugi has 
personally spoken of how language has a quite different function within Gikuyu 
culture, and ofthe way in which it is seen, not as 'amere string ofwords', but as having 

a suggestive power well beyond tlie immediate and lexical meaning. Our 
appreciation of the suggestive magical power of language was reinforced by 
the games we played with words through riddles. proverbs. traiispositions of 
syllables, or through nonsensical but n~usically arranged words (Ngug~ 
1986:ll). 

Balancing statements and repeated phrases, then, have an important role in 
Matigarr, for they bind the text to the immediacies of lived oral tradition. But in some 
cases repetition and emphasis has a further structural relevance, one that manages to 
fuse the various strands of the text together, in addition to providing a focus for a 
specific set of issues. Consider, for example, section ten, part two of Matzgarl, in which 
a five line episode provides a whole battery of structural connections: 

The true seeker of truth never loses Itope. The true seeker of real justice 
never tires. A farmer does not stop planting seeds just because of the failure 
of one crop. Success is born of trying and trying again. Truth must seek 
justice. Justice must seek the truth. When justice triumphs, truth will reign 
on earth (Ngugi 1987:84). 

In this quotation, incidentally the entirety of section ten, the narrator uses a series of 
methods with which to document the realities of neo-colonial conflict. Encouraging 
commitment and perseverance, the text is a recapitulation ofinany ofNgugi's concerns: 
the pursuit of honesty and personal integrity, and the demand for justice and truth. In 
addition, it provides a rural, specifically agricultural image, so that the message may be 
deemed sufficiently concretised for a peasant audience; an important element in the 
case of orature since works that are rooted in 'social reality .. have the resonance and 
authenticity' of lived experience (Ogede 1992:73). More specifically, perhaps, the text 
may be said to have significant structural stalus, in addition to displaying some of the 
incantatoiy and balancing strategies referred to by Ogede. For example, 'the true seeker 
ofthe truth' and 'the true seeker of ..justice' not only echo one another, but are replayed 
and further echoed i11 'truth must seek just~ce Just~ce must seek the truth'. The effect of 
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tlie language, ~nesmerising for those wlio ~ n ~ g h t  hear it spoken, enhalices the nnpact of 
the piece greatly. Furthermore, by dividing the quotation evenly into two halves we can 
see how carefully constructed an extract this is: the first half markedby ~ t s  reliance on a 
series of negative assertions-'never loses hope ... never tires . . does not 
stop'-followed by a correspondingly emphatic list of positive assertions--'is born . . 
tnust seek ... will reign'. Even if the interchangeability of the ideas require a moment's 
thought from the reader, the overall effect is that of a poetic, alinost musical form 
supplemetlting a pol~tically committed and articulated view. 

However, it is in terms of the overall stntcture of the novel that the extract's 
presence 1s tnost keenly felt. Positioned, not only at the precise midway point of a 
nineteen piece chapter, but effectively at the centre of the text itself, it clearly 
demonstrates its importance. It reinforces the notion that Ngugi incorporates verbal 
symmetry and patterning, not just for its own sake, but as part of what Neil Lazarus 
(1990:130) calls a 'resistive ethic'. The extract may be characterised by a series of 
alternating rhythms and cadences, beyond doubt a central aspect of an oral tradition, but 
its positioning in the overall scheme of the text locks it into a more sharply defined 
colnlnentary about the political importance of structure. Ngugi wishes to present a 
coherent and compact model of revolutionary challenge, a tightly organised web of 
simple, but forcefully articulated images, and he consciously does so by positioning the 
most important ideas of the novel at the very centre of his text itself. Operating as the 
fulcrum ofthe novel, then, this section has particularly well defined energising abilities, 
both in terms of the individual units of which it is comprised, as well as in terms of ~ t s  
sirnple location. It addresses a series of ~netaphysically troubling issues, such as truth, 
justice and hope, but it translates those issues into the potentially unifying image of 
rural simplicity. For Ngugi, the farmer's determination to succeed, the emphasis on 
integrity, self and collect~ve well-being, as well as the sy~nbolic force of the life-giving 
seed, suggests a centrally important image of political regeneration and hope. 

I1 
In  a short story entitled 'The Fig Tree', first written and published by Ngugi in 1960, but 
not anthologised until 1964, a story of tribal and familial unification is told with 
reference to what the narrator calls 'the sacred Fig Tree' (Ngugi 1964:182). The story 
tells ofhow a young woman, unable to have children, decidcs to leave her family but, on 
the night of her departure and only a short distance from her village, is caught up in a 
violent storm. Forced to seek shelter within the 'sanctuary and peace' ofthe Fig Tree the 
woman discovers herself to be pregnant, realises more fully her 'responsibilities' to her 
husband, and returns to help 'unite and support the tribe, giving it new life' (Ngugi 
1964:152Q7. Although the significance of an early short s t o ~ y  might not seem 

' I t  sliould be po~nted out that Ngugl's representation of women has rece~vcd less than 

irnrned~ately apparent to theNgugi canon, this part~cular tale, or at any rate the symbolic 
importance ofthe fig tree, has a direct bearing on Mutigari. In tenns of its relation to the 
short stoly, the fig tree has the power to give and sustain life, as well as act as a place of 
spiritual, almost religious Importance. When Mukar~ii, the young woman, has her 
attention drawn to the tree, her intention is rather simply and quickly to reach it: 

It was aniatter of life and deatli-a battle for life. There under tlie sacred Fig 
Tree, she would find sanctuary and peace. Thcre, Mukami. would meet her 
God, Murungu. the God of her tribe (Ngugi 1964: 182). 

By way of contrast, Ngugi's incorporation of the fig tree within the opening pages of 
Maligari, is far more politically developed. Here is how Matigari comes upon the fig 
tree: 

He walked along the banks of the river. Then suddenly he saw what he was 
looking for: ahuge mugumo. a fig tree, right in the middle of a cluster of other 
trees. It was rc~narkable for its very wide trunk. and its four roots were 
visible, with one jutting out from the middle. and three otliel-s sticking out at 
the sides. He smiled to himself as he stood his AK47 against the tree and drew 
his sword from where it was hidden beneath his coat. Ilc began digging tlie 
ground next to the central root. He covered the bottoni of tlle hole with dry 
leaves (Ngugi 1987:3Q. 

While emphasis is being laid on the actualities ofresistance, wh~ch  ties the text to recent 
historical experience, the tree's broader associations affiliate the text with a different 
belief system entirely. For example, Jomo Kenyatta, in his Faczng Moz~nt finyu, tells 
how Gikuyu tribal legend attributes particular significance to fig trees, and of how they 
appear in the earliest stories of bountiful nature being handed over to the Gikuyu by 
'Mogai (the Divider of the Universe)' (Kenyatta 1962:5). Kenyatta also states that 
sacred trees were central to initiation ceremonies, and goes on to suggest that the 

mokoyo [fig] tree has a special sig~iikicance Sor the Gikuyu people. I t  ~nrght 
even be suggested that the name of the people is derived from that oftlie tree, 
e.g. mokoyo. the tree; mogekoyo. aGikuyu person (Kenyatta 1962:248). 

In the case of Matigari, however, the fig tree takes on additional importance, 

favourable critical attention. Elleke Boehmer (1 991 : 1 SS), for example, has written of how his 
ambivalent 'attitude towards women iorrns a significant pal-t of a wider contradiction 
undercutting his populist nationalist prograinme for a new Kenya'. Boehmer (1991:192) 
'acknowledge[s] that Ngugi's women characters remain pioneers in the field of Anglopllone 
African fiction written by men', but she also documents his fi-equent difficulties in moving 
beyond stereotypical, sometimes simply offensive, representations since the publicatioli of il 
GI-nin of PYhent in 1967. 



especially where the narrator uses the tree to suggest not so much sexual fert~lity, as 
revolutionary fertility (the gun as 'trad~tional' phallus?), and where he invites the reader 
to regard Matigari's activity not SO much as concealment or ~n~l i tary  caution, as 
impregnation (the guniphallus bringing forth revolutionaly fruit). What I wislx to 
suggest about Ngugl's use ofthe fig tree, then, is that it finds itselfnot only the subject of 
constant d~scussion, as in The Rzvev Bebveen, where it appears as 'a  huge thick tree, 
th~ck and mysterious', a 'holy and awesome' sight, but as something which he 
frequently updates and employs as an accessible cultural referent (Ngugi 1965: 19). In 
other words, the symbol locks Ngugi's two texts together and shows a developed 
polltical awareness, but ~t also functtons at the level of nnunediate oral tradition, and as a 
means of providing the basis for what Edward Sackey (1991:3C)0) calls the 
'africanization of the novel form'. Basically, Matigavi is a novel about one man's 
arrival and subsequent movements through the landscape of modern Kenya, his search 
for a home, and the radicalising influence he has on those with whom he has some 
degree of contact. However, in other respects it is about finding an appropriate medium 
to h l ly  express those ideas, one that can successfully utilise traditional fonns to a 
political end. 

Barbara Harlow (1987:169), in Resrstance Literature, discusses Zakariya 
Tamer's Locusts In the C ~ t y  in terms of its 'disorientated traveller', soineoile who finds 
the usual procedures of recognition and inoveinent significantly altered, someone who 
finds himself 'a  stranger in his own land. Topographical and architectural detail may be 
familiar, suggests Harlow, but the character's sense of unease, all the more apparent 
because of the patent familiarity of the surroundings, is fully established. In Elleke 
Boehmer's Colonla1 andPostcolonialL~teruture (1995), a similar claim to Harlow's is 
made: 

From what we have observed, it becomes apparent that the many acts of 
remember~ng which character~ze post-~ndependence wrrtlng partabc 111 a11 

over-a1 chingmetanarratlve of lourneying and return. 

And later: 

A writer inay also choose to focus on speclfic episodes In the greater 
narrat~ve of journeying thc 1dyl11c ch~ldhood and the dawn of self- 
consclousneys, or the time follow~ng, of severance and departure, and the 
loss of roots, home, or motherland (Boehn~er 1995 199-200) 

I cite Boehmer's discussion of the 'postcolonial journeying tale', which includes 
Wilson Harris's Palace of the Peacock, Ayi Kwei Annah's Two Thoz~sandSeuso~zs and 
Wole Soyinka's The Road, as well as tlie image of Harlow's 'disorientated traveller', 
because they provide precisely the sort of context best suited for understanding 
Matigarr. In Ngugi's text a character's arrival is marked, not just by a form of self- 
transforination in which the accumulated hardware of timeless resistance (swords and 
guns) is put to one side, but by his crossing over from one side ofthe country to the other. 
However, the effect of crossing the river, a baptisinal and purificatory gesture 

emmiscent of the initiation cereinonies for young men, tends to confirm the land of his 
birth as a terr~torially appropriated enclave. Like the frontiers that separate one nation 
state from another, Ngugi suggests that divisions not only ex~st ,  but exist to maintain 
ontrol and to exclude a resisting, revolutionary politics from entry. As with the 

racters cited by Boehmer and Harlow, Ngugi's Mat~garr is both peripatet~c, and 
fused, anative and an exile. 

Froin the outset, then, the importance of oral structures, such as story-telling, 
songs, traditional metaphors and myths, is clear. Indeed, Matigari himself is drawn 
directly froin myth, and from the sort of testimony that is the preserve of traditional 
society. In its original form the myth is 'about a man looking for a cure for an illness', 
and about his quest for relief from discomfort and pain. But in the newly updated 

ersion provided by Ngugi it is about a man's political suffering, and about his search 
integrity and truth in contemporary Kenya. Based on a traditional text, but updated 
a more conteinporary purpose, Ngugi manages to draw the reader toward an 
blished folkloric element, while at the same time giving it a more current usage. 

oreover, Ngugi (1986:78) supple~nents these story-telling and mythological 
traditions by employing particularly communal gestures, galvanising records from 
what he has called 'a known tradition'. Indeed, the narrator's use of song is particularly 
important, given its emphasis within Gikuyu culture itself. For example, in the text's 
opening scene, as Matigari bends down to the river 'to wash his face and hands', he IS 

of the other waters In the past which had been just as cold Hc lemembe~ed 
how. then. they had sung t h ~  oughout the ntght In the open air (Ngug~ 1987 4). 

At several other points in the text references are also made to songs, with the stress 
usually on belonging and loyalty and plans for the future: 

We shall all gather, go home togethel; light the fire together and build our 
home together. Those who eat alone, die alone. Could 1 have forgotten so 
soon the song we used to sing? (Ngugi 1987:6) 

And, of course, in the final episode of the text, with the emphasis on regeneration and 
the continuity of resistance, songs are also included: 

He recalled the n~ght of the ~orker ' s  s t ~ ~ k e  And suddenly he ~eeined to hear 
the w o ~  k e ~  's volccs, the volces of the peasants, tlic volces of the ~tudentr and 
of other patriots of all the different nat~onal~ties of tlie land, s~iig~ng 111 

harmony (Ngug~ 1987 175) 

In each case then the incorporation of song can be s a ~ d  to evoke mood and a 
part~clpatory element from the aud~ence, someth~ng that Ngugr has wrltten of d~rectly 
111 several texts Fol example, In hls wrlting on Afrlcan theabe he has spoken at length 
about the use and benefits to be gamed from the Incorporation of ~ o n g  
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Song and dance as we have Teen are ccntral to nearly all tlie i~tuals 
celebrat~ng ram, blrth, the second blrth, clrcumLision, marriage, funerals or 
to all ordlnctly cereinonies Even dally speech among peasants 1s 
lnterspeised wltli song It can be a line 01 two. a verse, ot a wliole song 
What's important IS that song and dance ale notjust decolatlons. they ale an 
~ntegral part of that conveisatlon, that drlnklng sesslon. that ~ilual. that 
ceremony (Ngugr 1986.45) 

While the tl-rrust of Ngugi's essay concerns song as a formally intrinsic aspect of 
African theatre, the sense of song having a central, almost pedagogical part to play in 
l ~ f e  and literature generally is well made. By punctuating his text in the malxner that he 
does, in other words, he provides his narrative with additional interest, but also with a 
set of folkloric cadences that provide cultural depth. Moreover, song may also be 
regarded as a challenge to more western novelistic conventions, since it incorporates 'a  
living mythical framework' that endows the text with something distinctly separate and 
special (see Kirpal 1988: 15 1). 

Perhaps one of the most important uses of song, however, lies not just in its 
affiliation to an oral tradition but in its direct relationship to 'Mau Mau' . In Kenyatta's 
anthropological study of Gikuyu custom and folklore, songs are described as having 
very specific functions, such as the use of cultivation songs, praise and warrior songs, as 
well as the extensive range of initiation songs that mark the transition from childhood to 
adulthood. 

In every stage of life there are various competitions arranged for the 
members of the several age-groups, to test their ability to recall and relate in 
song and dance tlie stories and events which have been told to them. and at 
such functions parents and the general public form an audience tojudge and 
correct tlie competitors (Kenyatta 1962:xvi). 

However, Roger Edgerton also suggests that songs were a specifically central past of 
'Mau Mau' resistance and culture, and he cites the 'Mau Mau' passion for singing 
before, during, and after their many compulsory meetings as a common occurrence. 
Referring to 'MauMau's' practice of especial commitment to what he calls 'song fests', 
Edgerton (1 990: 11 7) concludes 

there is nothing peculiar about tlie men of a revolutionary army singing 
songs about tlie reasons for their rebellion, although the amount of time they 
spent time doing so was certainly remarkable. 

Given Edgeston and Kenyatta's dual emphasis within Gikuyu culture to the use of song, 
one can begin to understand better, I think, why Ngugi decided to include them in 
Matigari They provide rhythm and texture, of course. But they also establish a 
relationship to 'Mau Mau' and to direct historical experience. In this way thenarrator IS 

able to demonstrate both an afiliation to cultural practices unbound by the dictates of 
historical provenance, as well as a commitment to the specificltles of Kenyan, 
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ecifically Gikuyu, resistance that is barely thirty years old. 

it essay by Helen Gilbert (1994:981) on the subject of aboriginal dl-ama and, in 
r, its use of a 'linguistic innovation and structural repetition' that 'evoke[s] 

tons ofperfor~ned speech or story-telling', it is suggested that the oral text should be 
n 'as alnode of decolonization' and appreciated for its 'attempts to avoid hierarchies 

ue that privilege the literate'. While Gilbert's coinlnents are more directly 
nt to the 'native' cultures of Australasia, they are of considerable importance for 

our reading of Matigari also. As stated at the beginning of this essay, Ngugi employs 
ditional methods and ideas with which to produce a revolutionary novel capable of 
ching as broad an audience as possible. As a starting point he uses an oral tale which 
then embellishes and reworks, thereby allowing himself to simultaneously 

ditionalise and inodemise his text. In addition, he employs certain motifs, and uses 
language techniques, to accompany what is a late twentieth century western 
e form concerned with the problematics of neocolonialism. Developing a 
with an audience through the use of traditional symbols, then, is one of the 

mary concerns of Matigari Fundamental to the writing of a text obliged to a living 
on, however, is how ideas and political motivation can be best 
ted. In other words, it is all very well being aware of what Matigari is 

o signify, but as so much of the text involves his interaction and constantly 
nsfor~nations the question of how his story is to be told becomes 

increasingly impostant. In an essay on the development of contemporary postcolonial 
writing in India Meenakshi Mukherjee (1 989:46) suggests that 

Ngugi tries to capture the quality [of oral culture] not only in the tevture ot 
the narrative but also in the structure of the novel, wh~ch gradually unfolds 
in a freewheeling manner. Anecdotes are l~nked with eplsodes elther tn a 
chain with contemporary srtuations. others as part of the real~st~c fabrlc of 
the narrative-all done in very broad strokes and not in the subtle and muted 
techniques of his earlier work 

Mukherjee goes on to suggest that since the earlier Devil on tlze Cross 'was read out in 
homes, in buses, in offices during lunch breaks and in public bars, and was reintegrated 
back into the oral tradition' its success as a fully hybridised medium, at once oral and 
literate, capable of mass appeal while operating within the parameters of sustained 
imaginative writing, was well established. 

Interestingly, because the English translation of Matigavz follows on from the 
original Gikuyu version we are able to see how Matigari fared in terms of its public 
reception, and able to establish its political impact also. First published in October 
1986, Matigarl became such a source ofworry to the authorities, suggests Ngugi in the 
note to the English edition, that 



by Janua~y 1957. intelligence reports liad i t  that peasants in Central Kenya were 
iuhispering and talking about a man called Matigari \vho was roaming the wliolc 
country making de~na~ids  about truth and justice. 

Although the reports soon made clear that the figure was more fictional than real, the 
confiscation of all copies ofthe novel still took place the following month. Because the 
novel was deemed to be subversive, and beca~lse its central character had apparently the 
power to infiltrate even the enclosed and impoverished areas of the Kenyan 
countryside, it had to be repressed. Of course, however hard the government might tly 
to eradicate or make negligible the story of Matigari, its efforts to eliminate the text 
from popular consciousness entirely must be regarded as a failure; a failure because its 
existence as a written text had already been bypassed, and because its new life as an oral 
document had been absorbed within those communities most likely to benefit from its 
message within a relatively short period. 111 Ngugi's scheme of things, the power to 
move beyond the confines of the literate, to free up and publicise an account of 
revolutionary challenge without having to rely on the transfer of the printed word is not 
only the best answer to chronic and widespread illiteracy, but to the repressive measures 
of state supervision and censorship. 

Ngugi strives for a text that, because of its i~nmediate accessibility as a Gikuyu 
published novel, achieves greater political renown than if it were to be only published in 
English. In addition, the popular and easy appropriation of the text, the sense that its 
characters and their various difficulties can be widely discussed, suggests a text that has 
taken on a distinct life, one that has drawn from, and is now drawn back into, oral 
tradition. For instance, in the opening pages of Matigari one is introduced to a scene in 
which a sense of locale and history is established, and in which a central character, 
developed through the use of highly rhetorical language and motifs, is clearly 
presented. Emphasis is kept on the physicality of the man through a set of detailed and 
visualised descriptions, while the physical landscape is either subordinated or well 
muted. In keeping with the almost reverential quality of the scene, and as an effective 
method of drawing attention to the details of transformation and arrival, an effective 
silence is consistently maintained. The third person narration, in the ideal story-telling 
position, simply docuinents the scene, taking care to einphasise the i~nportance of 
water, initiation procedures, and the quest for a sense of belonging. 

But how does Ngugi invite his audience to elnpathise with this, and in what 
way can the story be told so as to allow For further, publlc retellings? Perhaps one of the 
most engaging methods of directly involving an audience is to ask questions; not direct 
questions, but rhetorical ones, such as can be found at the end of the first and second 
sections of the text. For example at the end of section one the narrator suggests that 
'from that night, Matigari's fame spread over all the country. He became a legend. He 
became a dream. Still the question remained: Who was Matigari ma Njiruungu?' 
(Ngugi 1987:66). At the close ofthe second section we are told of how 

the songs spread like wildfire in a dry season. ?'hey spread through the 
villages. The people sang them day and night .... They wouldsing the song of 
Matigari ma Njiruungi .... But who was Matigari ma Njiruungu? (Ngugi 
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These questiotls may well have the effect of simply retaining interest, or of tying the 
various strands of the story together in ways that I have already discussed, but they also 
invite a form of interrogative and participatory involvement where the audience is 
concerned. And something of this technique is established in the opening scenes also, 
techniques that challenge and provoke the audience, thereby drawing them directly into 
the lext. 117 other words, even where Ngugi presents one voice or one set of 
psycl?ological considerations within the text, he still invites others to contributex. At 
other times he simply establishes a democratic, non-hierarchical stlilcture by providi~lg 

Itiple, frequently competing, voices; for example in the way that he uses radio 
uences not only to heighten tensio~l but to provide additional cornmeiltary from 

ernative perspectives. By splitting his narrative up, by creating a sense ofwhat Derek 
ight (1992:86), in a discussion of Armah's Two Tho~isclnd Se~isons has called 

'traditional communal intimacy', Ngugi builds oral structures directly into the text. Of 
course this was a strategy he had attempted with Petals also. with various characters 
taking it in turn to discuss their experiences, each experience seen as a uniquely 
articulated moment that would eventually collect around a central idea. But the process 
within M~rtigari, I think, is a much more developed and structurally intrinsic aspect of 

~ i r e c t  appeals to story-telling and to its hypnotic, in some cases 
transhistoricising power, run throughout the novel: 

'Thcman'seyes shonc brightly. His melodious voice and his story liad been so 
captivating that Muriuki and Ngaruro wa Kiriro did not rcalise that they had 
reached the restaurant. His story had so transported thein to other times long 
ago when the clashing o r  the warrior's bows and spears sllook trces and 
nlountains to tlieir roots (Ngugi 1987:221). 

In this particular instance story-telling would seem to be capable of reach~ng into the 
past, suggestmg a continuity of resistance, in addition to provid~ng a vehicle for 
stateinelits of solidarity and colninunal feeling. In addition, Ngugl's deliberate 
referencing to an active and tribally unified opposttion might be seen as a means of 
showing how politically repressed individuals can be successfUlly motivated by the use 
of story-telling techniques At a more practical level, however, the activity of story- 
telling prepares the ground for the text's direct (re)introduction into oral culture. The 
easy identification made between the text and oral tradition helps define the novei as 
directly amenable to a story-telling environment and gives it a more performative 

'In order for the [Keuyanl students to Sully appreciate the gc111.c. we cncouragcd them to 
fully participate in any perrormances that they canic across. This lielpecl tlic~n io ~~~icler-stand lio~v 
the audience can shape tlie narrative, and how time c w  help an artist to niake an otlierwise s1rol.t 
narrative into a long complex one' (Adagala& Kabi1.a l985:80). 
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sense, one that renders it less fixed and less dependent on print media. 111 striving for a 
more coin~nitted oral contribution, then, writers such as Ngugi are not only stating their 
belief in the value of traditional forms and metliodologies, b~rt  publicising their explicit 
opposition to the formal criteria established by western novelistic convention. In other 
ways, however, they are addressing the immediacies of post-independent African 
society, and find that by forging 'a connection with indigenous poetic traditions of folk 
tales, conversation and lneaningful recounting of personal moments of experience' a 
truer andmore relevant form is established (quoted in Aslicroft et a1 1989: 128). 

For instance, at the beginning of the second section of AJotigari Ngugi 
incorporates story-telling as a distinct and politically motivating tactic. Up until this 
point we have witnessed Matigari's arrival, his search for a home, his increasing 
disapproval of contemporary Kenyan life, and his subsequent imprisonment. 
Representing the undying spirit of revolutionary nationalism, Matigari clearly presents 
a newly resurrected force capable of personal and social transformation in a country of 
increasing corruption. But by the time we get to the opening scenes of the middle 
section, however, Matigari has become a much fullel- figure; his fame has spread and, 
more importantly, is seen to have been spread by word of mouth: 'Tell us. Tell us about 
the man .... Tell us about Matigari' the young boys ask: 

The sto~y of how Matigari had saved Gutl~era from the police dog had 
already reached them. 'They had heard how the police had already shaken 
with fear in front of Matigari (Ngugi 1987:69). 

In an example such as this Ngugi directly addresses the issue of postcolonial history, 
seeking to reclaim what he has called, in a different place, the 'collective memory [ofl ... 
a people' (Eyoh 1986.163). Moreove~, by providing his audience with direct and 
uncomplicated approval of an oral tradition, he shows how the story of Matigari can be 
successfully transposed from locale to locale and--possibly the ultimate test for the 
text-from the imaginative to the real. Sto~y-telling, in other words, is seen as both a 
shaper of action, as well as a part of it. It can be a provider of pooled, cornmunal 
information, giving support and providing a forum for potentially radicalising ideas, 
but it can also create opportunity and its own momentum. It can be a reference point for 
indigenous culture, but its importance for this text lies in the way in which events are 
given additional ei~iphasis with each subsequent retelling 'Just wait till you hear the 
whole story!' (Ngugi 1957:71). 

IV 
If Matigarz is marked by a proliferation of voices and multiple perspectives, it is 
important to remember that while the text's plurality might take it into the realm of 
expenmentation, it is most satisfactorily read within the context of postcolonial 
writing. In a recent essay arguing for a distinction to be maintained between 
postcolonial and postmodem writing, Helen Tiffin (1991:vil) acknowledged the 
'formal and tropologlcal overlap' that exists between both fonns, but suggested that 

since the postcolonial text 'is conce~ved of as a set of discursive practices, prominent 
among whlch is resistance to colonialism', its essential independence from the 
postmodern must be established. Tiffin's argument should be seen not only as one 
which has witnessed the writings of figures such as Ngugi becoming increasingly 
appropriated for postmodernism, but one who regards these loosely structured forms as 
requiring more, rather than less, critical sophistication. N g u g ~  might employ song and 
oral testimony, andgenerally work with formally experimental techniques found within 
the Euro-American tradition, but his writing is of a consistently political nature. 
Moreover, to make little distinction between the two types of writing, or to allow the 
commonality of expression discovered at the level of fonn to suggest a more general, 
specifically ideological, similarity, is to advance some very dubious arguments indeed. 
To establish the similarities between postmodern and postcolonial writing as our 
principal and determining critical concern, I would argue, is to repress the historical and 
political specificities of imperial intervention. 

We might be able to see how these arguments are better understood if we take 
the development of Matigari himself as an illustration of some of these issues. I have 
already spoken of Matigari's arrival, and of the way in which the opening scene is 
structured around him, but perhaps a more direct way of assessing the fundamental 
differences between postmodern and postcolonial writing would be to look at the 
supernatural and fantastic manner of his depiction. To begin with, our introduction to 
Matigari is one of physical-force nationalism, and of historical coherence. Ngugi has 
spoken himself of the filmic quality of the text, or at any rate of his sense of having 
'visualiz[ed] the whole movement of [the] characters as if ... standing behind a camera'; 
so the very stylised, and historically verifiable sense of the character, is clearly and 
directly intended (Eyoh 1986: 166). But a sense of supernatural agency, something that 
stretches the realistic frame of the scene out somewhat, follows on from this quite 

kly, and suggests a different type of character entirely. For example, when Matigari 
tacked by the young boys who live among the wreckage of an increasingly alienated 
materialist culture, Matigari 'seemed to be protected by a powerhl charm, because 

single stone touched him' (Ngugi 1987:17). A little later he is described as 
appearing as though 'he could see far into the future' (Ngugi 1987: 19), and as moving 
easily between youthful and aged states. Gestures of self-transformation such as these 
might be compatible enough with an oral tradition more used to the surprise and 
challenge of fantasy, what Okpewho (1988:3) might call 'mystical rapture', but what 
relationship might they enjoy with the postmodern and, more importantly, what sort of 
reading and critical strategies do they require? 

Ordinarily, our first inclination would be to establish links between Ngugi's 
use of supernaturalism or fantasy, and the manner in which it might be said to be 
employed by other writers, perhaps from other cultures. For example, T. Apter 
(1 982:76), in Fantasy Literature, suggests that 

the transformation theme is utilised in modern fantasy to indicate, as does the 
double theme, doubts about our own identity, about that of others, and about 
the way in which our relations with others affect our identity. The modcm use 
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However helpful such comparisons are Ngugi's use of fantasy still requires that the text, 
because of its political commitment and its broader intentions, be read differently. 
Obv~ously Apter's comments about conflicting or doubtful identities, the power of 
dlsgulse, and the mobility allowed to characters oftransformational properties make for 
instructive enough criticism. However, the motivation for the use of fantasy inNgugi's 
case has to be seen as stem~ning from a desire for social instruction, and from a wish to 
make compatible traditional and modern forms. 

What I wish to suggest about the development of fantasy in Mutzgarl, then, is 
that while the text has all the appearance of comparable fonns within the Emo- 
hnerican tradition, its motivation and ultimate objectives are substantially different. 
Something of the interest in developing a character of supernatural qualities may be 
found in Ngugi's earlier The Rwer Between, for example when Chege, an elder in the 
tribe, is said to have 'the gift of magic' and, more importantly, said 'to gain in stature 
and appearance so that Waiyaki [the protagonist] thought him transfigured' (1965:s). 
Like Matigari, Chege's reason for having been bestowed with these powers is not so he 
can act as a focus for the development of experimental techniques, but because he 
represents the apotheosis of Gikuyu wisdom and generosity, and because such 
attributes are best illustrated with reference to a non-realistic idiom. By the time of 
writing Matzgari, of course, figures of super~~atural and timeless significatlce have 
come to carry much greater and bolder responsibilities for Ngugi, but the fantastic 
qualities that a character represents are still intended for purposes other than mere 
literary affectation. 

What the development of issues such as those of supernatural agency 
consistently reveal, it seems to me, are motivations that have a basis in lived, historical 
and political experience. Postmodern writing :nay well be the product of, or a response 
to, a crisis in western philosophy. And it may well articulate that crisis by celebrating 
non-linear forms and by leaving its narratives essentially open-ended but the crisis, if it 
can be called that, within the postcolonial text is rather different. In other words, the 
superhuman Matigari whose varlous metamorphoses suggest comparison with other 
fonns of literary representation is there for the purpose of political instruction. The 
novel may well work within several representational domains, but its coin~nit~nent to a 
specifically political and ideological ideal is undiminished. 

Patricia Waugh (1993:49) describes postmodern art as mediating 

a sense of multiplicity, fragmentation, instability of ineaning, dissensus, Che 
breakdown of grand theories as either narratives of emancipation or 
speculation. 

Waugh goes on to question the legitivnacy of those for whom postmodernism is anon- 
co~nmitted and politically unaware practice, and she presents the exacnple of Linda 
Hutcheon whose 'earlier non-political interest in modern uses of self-reflexive forms' 

anspired into 'a defence of postmodernism as a mode of intertextual, 'self- 
ive discourse', always inextricably bound to social discourse' as an interesting, 

laps acceptable, development. In addition, she cites the ideas of other critics who 
tinodernism as problematising 'dominant values by contesting their codes of 

entation froin within' and who, therefore, re-present and re-politicise the 
odern. Yet a difference still seems to exist between the writings (as opposed to 

retical speculations) of many postinodern writers, and figures such as Ngugi. For 
stance, Waugh (1993:5 I f )  speaks of postmodernism as being 'a condition where the 

bility of human agency has disappeared' and of how, in a brief discussion of 
an Rushdie's Shanze, postmodernism thrives on the creation of 'provisional 
ities'. I-Iowever, as principal elements of a mode of writing committed to political 

es, comments such as these would find little acceptance in Matigari. 
oblematising identity, of course, is acceptable if it leads, as with Matigari, to an 
cuinulation of transhistorical referents capable, in turn, of the reactivation of 
ancipatory politics. But it is not acceptable if it leads, as in Petals, to characters 

a sense of themselves and of their will to live. Matigari, it must be 
ised-and here is how the supernatural elements of the text may be said to differ 
tially from the sort of gloss they might find in a postmodernist reading of the 

xt-1s rendered plural and fragmented, is seen as a figure of multiple and complex 
omposition, because that is the best method of securing a sense of optimism and 
dical commitment from areader. Difficulties may be discerned, of course, and so long 
Ngugi continues to move between literate and oral traditions, linking fantasy and 

song to the more practical considerations of a revolutionary form, he will continue to be 
een as appropriable to the postmodernist canon. But the emphasis on making those 
ombinations and movements distinctly proactive, making them appear as a gesture of 
o~nmitinent and political integrity, will persist: 

'Our people, let us share this bean. and this drop of wine'. Sometlting in 
Matigari's voice made them listcn to him attentively. There was a sad notz 
about it, but it  also carried hope and courage. The others now fell silent. F-Iis 
words seemed to remind them of things long forgotten, carrying them back to 
dreams they had long before. 'Flow are we going to see in this darkness?' 
(Ngugi 1986:56). 
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The Use of Vernacular 
Languages in the Malawian 
Literary Industry 

Gregory 13. Kamwendo 

. . Ihe tltreat to 'smaller' African languagcs can come from 'larger' African 
languages as well as from European languages, and is liable to do so if a 
government. anxious to promote one or more or  its widely spoken languagcs, 
is tcrnpted to discourage the study and writing of other languages of the 
country. A Inore positive approach is for the success of 'larger' African 
languages to be presented as an encouragen~ent for the written development 
ofothcr languages in acountry (Dalby 1985:3 1).  

Malawi's pol~t~cal  history took a new turn in 1994 when the first post-independence 
multiparty elections were held marking the end of a one party dictatorship and the birth 
of ~nultiparty po l~ t~cs .  The thirty years of the one party state in Malawi (1964-1994) led 
to a number of negative developments such as peoples' loss of various freedoms and 
r~ghts (e.g. freedom of expression). Very tough censorship laws crippled the country's 
literary industry and tlie language policy played a significant role in retarding the 
growth of l~tera tu~e in Malawi English and Chichewa operated as the only officially 
recognised 'languages of the pen' in Malawi. I will examine the consequences of this 
post-colonial language pol~cy for the Malawian literary industry, and suggest possible 
ways forward. Now that Malawi is econo~nically and politically liberalised, efforts 
should be taken to promote creative writing in the once rnarginalised languages. 

literary beginnings and post independence policy 
The history of writing in Malawian languages starts with the nineteenth century arrival 
of Christian n~issionaries who realised illat in order to achieve success in the 
evangelisat~on task they had to use indigenous languages. The m~ssionaries set up bush 
schools ~ I I  which African converts were taught the 3Rs with the aim of developing a 
group of Africans who could read religious literature and then preach to fellow 
Africans. Malawl's first printing house, Hetherwick Press, was set up at Blantyre 
Mission by Scottlsh rnissionaries in 1884. The missionaries became the first developers 
of the vernacular languages, codifying the vernaculars and producing orthographies, 
grammars aiid dict~onai-ies. Some of the fruits of missionaries' work included 
translations illto indigenous languages of the Bible, catechisms, hymn books, secular 
literature, and l~ te ra~y  works in Indigenous languages produced by the rnissionaries 

selves. Other works of secular literature were created by the educated Africans 
the encouragement and support of missionaries. This marked the birth of the 

rary industry in Malawi (see Mwiyeriwa 1978a). 
The language policy which the country pursued after independence crippled 

production of literary works in indigenous languages. 111 1968, Chichewa was made 
only indigerious language with official status. Thus Chichewa, and English, became 
two languages of the Inass media. Chichewa also became the mediurn of instruction 

lnary level from standards 1-4 and the only indigenous language taught as a 
from the primary school to the tertiary level of the education system. English 
ned its preindependence position as the language of government business, the 

Icrary, parliarnetlt, commerce, mass media, and the medium of instruction froin 
iorpriinary school lip to the tertiary level. 

People of diverse ethnolinguistic backgrounds were urged by political leaders 
gnore their ethnic differences, and Chichewa came to be seen as a symbol of national 
ty and identity (Timpunza-Mvula 1992). People of various ethnic groups were 
ed upon to identify themselves with one nation (Malawi), one leader (Life President 
Hastings Banda), one party (the Malawi Congress Party) and one language 
ichewa) (see Chirwa 1994). 'This political climate led to tlie development and 
motion of Chichewa at the expense of other pro~ninent indigenous languages such 

as Chitumbuka, Chilomwe, Chiyao etc. The idea of having Chichewa as a national 
language in the current author's view, was not bad in itself. However, what is 
lamentable is the fact that Chichewa's development was not accompanied by 
development of other indigenous languages. For example, the government set up the 
Chichewa Board whose f~rnctions included 

advlslng on thc use of the Ch~chewa language th~oughout Malawi and 
promot~ng as well as givlng guidance u ~ t h  regard to work on the Ch~cl-iewa 
language 111 Malaw~ and lleighbour~ng countr~es (Tins 1sMnln~l1 1972 6) 

Yet other Malawian languages were not given such opportunities. 'The then Life 
Banda took an active role in pro~noting 'good Cliichewa' and gave public 
n the subject. fle often charged that missionaries and local nonnative speakers 

Yaos, Lomwes etc.) had spoilt the Chichewa language. It was not 
at in 1975, the University of Malawi elected him to an honorary 

Chair of Chichewa in recognition of his services to the national language (Tiiilis 1s 

irldigenous language received support from the government and the 
minent position acquired by Chichewa meant that other indigenous 

nguages were reduced to languages of the home. To this end, Mwiyeriwa's (197%: 
v) claim that 'the emergence of Chichewa as a lingua franca has not meant the 
q~tidation of other lar~guages' is fBr from telling the truth. Alex Chima argues that in 
e thirty years of Malawi's one party dictatorship, Chitumbuka together with so many 
her Malawian languages were severely marginalised by the govei-nmcnt's policy oS 
anting official recognition to only one indigenous la~~guage. He adds: 
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while 1 agree that such a policy may have econo~nic ;111d oll~cr attractions. its 
rigid cnfor.ceinent has struck me, with many other Malawians, as sad, bcing 
iiangcrously monoculturalisl and ethnocidal. 'This could have become a 
tragic case of induced cultural extinction and the elimination of peoplc's right 
to liunction in their own language and c~ilture (Chima in .Turner 1996:iii). 

literary drought in indigenous languages 
Ldck of government interest in the promotion and development of indigenous 
languages other than Chichewa means tliat when you go into a bookshop or library in 
Malawi, you discover that the first thirty years of independence (1 964- 1994) have been 
a disaster as far as literature in indigenous laiiguages is concerned. Kamthunzi, one of 
Malawi's prominent writers turned to writing in Chichewa after discovering that not 
much had been produced in this language. He claims that it makes sense for him to write 
books in Chichewa since his target audience comprises the ordinary man and wornan in 
the v~llage who are often literate in Chichewa and cannot understand a text in E~~g l i sh .  
His dreain is: 

If these books would cvcr taste the blessing of being translated into other 
languages. I would opt for other Malawia11 languages like Chitumbuka 
Chiyao or Chilo~nwe before any foreign languages (Kamtlnunzi 1994:47). 

According to a survey conducted by Writers and Artists Services International (WASI), 
the period 1900-1988 witnessed the publication of 142 literary works mainly 'in three 
languages: English is the most frequent; followed by Chichewa the national language 
and Turnbuka' (Turner 1990 27). Much of the literary production in Chiturnbuka was 
done in tlie per~od before Malawi's independence. The Livingstonia Mission of the 
Church cf Scotland in the Northern Region of Malawi contributed significantly to the 
development of Ch~tun~buka as well as encouraging the growth of secular literature in 
the language. As for other languages such as Chiyao, Chisena and Chilomwe, literary 
works remain non-existent; one, therefore, cannot talk of a novel in Chiyao, a short 
s t o ~ y  anthology in Chilomwe, or a collection ofpoetry in Chisena in Malawi. 

This situation has given rise to a situation under which there is now in the 
Chichewa language 

an unequalled growing body of literature which includes essays. poems. 
plays: newsletters, hooks and fully fledged novels. This volunle of literature 
is incrcasing at sucli a geo~netrical progression that onc would assunie that 
Clzichewa is thc only' authentic literature of national iniportance. 
Unfortunately, there is no corresponding literalure in any other la~lguagcs 
(I'impuiin~MvuIartal 1995:4). 

When ~ v c  turn to the oral literature side, the situation is still the same: Chichewa has the 
highest list of recordings of oral traditions such as foiktales, epics, proverbs, fables, 
riddlcs; ctc. I n  thc prcindependence era, due to the cultural and linguistic liberalisation 

policy ofthe t~me ,  researchers had the freedom to collect aiid record 01 nl tr ad1t1on5 fr om 
any e thnic / l~ug~i~st~c  group of their choice how eve^, unde~ the one palty state, 
acadetn~c freedom (which ~ncludes fieedoin to carry out lesearch) was tightly 
controlled, and research on oral traditions lna~nly centled on the Ch~chewa language 

democracy and linguistic liberalisation 
In 1994, Malawi changed from a one party state to a multiparty state, wlth a new 
constitution which includes a Bill of Rights. In addition to the right to freedom of 
expression the new constitutioi~recognises that: 

Evely person shall have the rlght to use the language and to pa~t~c~patc I n  tlie 
cultu~al life of 111s or he1 cholce (Sectlon 25. chapter TV Mnla~vr 
Constzt~ltzon) 

People are now free to operate in the language of their choice. Linguistic liberalisation 
has also translated into the introduction of Chiyao, Chisena, Chitumbuka and 
Chilomwe languages on the national radio. Furthermore, the same languages have been 
proposed as media of instruction in the first four years of primary educat~on in Malawi 
which should provide one of tile motivations for producing literary works In as many 
languages as possible. 

Despite this linguistic liberalisation, the Malawian writer and publisher 
remain glued to the two 'traditional' languages i.e. English and Chichewa. Whrlst the 
new government does not confine writers and publishers to English and Chichewa, 
there are a number of obstacles that writers and publishers face. Unless the following 
obstacles are removed, Malawi cannot adequately enjoy the fruits of its linguistic 
liberalisation. 

technical problems 
Only Chichewa has had its grammar and orthographic principles developed and 
reviewed by a languagedeveloping body, the Chichewa Board. However, the work is far 
from being satisfactory. For instance, at the time the Chichewa Board was being 
dissolved in 1995, the much awaited Chichewa dictionary had not been finished. So 
even Chichewa poses problems to those who want to use it in writing. Malaw~an poet 
and critic, Anthony Nazombe, is quoted as saying that he opted for English as the 
language ofhis literaiy output because Chichewa's 

rules. spellings and so on. keep on changing. so you cannot be surc whether 
you are writing correct Chichewa. This has inhibited me. and 1 have 
refrained fro111 writing il l  Cllicltewa. T feel Inore comfortable i n  English (in 
Lindfors 1989:34). 

Nigerian writer, Cyprian Ekwensi (1 988.96) has a similar problem 

For yeas and yeas, there has been a stand~ng contloveisy about w h ~ c h  
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Igbo is tlie right one to speak and write. Dialects and orthographies vary 
foni district to district and clan to clan 

There is usgent need to develop standard orthographies and graininass of other major 
languages of Malawi. This will alleviate writers' problems when using these languages. 
It IS pleasing to note that in April 1996 the University of Malawi established a Centre for 
Language Studies (replacing the Chichewa Board) whose inandate is to develop and 
promote Malawian languages. Among the initial projects of the new Centre is the 
review of the existing orthographies foi* Chiyao and Chitumbuka. 

prestige and economic considerations 
There are some writers who feel that it is prestigious to write in an international 
language such as English. Writing in an iiitemational language affords thein the 
opportunity to be known across their country's borders. While this is true, we should 
bear in mind that it is the quality of the literary work that makes a writer popular or 
unknown beyond hisker homeland. NjabuloNdebele has argued that 

Tolstoy did not write in English. Nor did Ibsen. nor Thomas Mofolo. Yet 
their works are known theworld over (inLindfors 1989:50). 

It is ofteii argued that it is econoiliically more rewarding to write in an international 
language than in an indigenous language because an international language guarantees 
a wider readership, and hence more to be pocketed from royalties. What is needed in 
Malawi is that writers should lobby for reasonable royalties froin publishers. The 
current rates of royalties are just too low to motivate the writer's interest. Special 
incentives should be set aside by governmellt and publishers for writers who opt for 
indigenous languages. One way of boosting creative writing in these neglected 
languages is to organize writing competitions which cassy with them reasoilable and 
attractive prizes On arecent trip to South Africa, the author of this article came across a 
call for entries in the 1 996/97 KagisoIFirst National BankNovella writing competition. 
Top winners were assured of having their works published. In Malawi, unfortunately, 
writing competitions do not offer much in terms of money. What the author found 
particularly striking about the KagisoIFirst National Bank competition was that the 
competition was open to all the eleven official languages of South Africa. The case in 
Malawi is that often writing competitions are restricted to English and Chichewa. 
Organisei-s of writing competitions in Malawi s h ~ u l d  open up to the following 
seiniofficial languages: Chitumbuka, Chiyao, Chilo~nwe and Chisena. 

publisher's lack of interest in indigenous languages 
Chichewa is the only indigenous language that has been of tnterest to publishers and 
sponsors of writing competitions For example, both Popular Publications and Dzuka 
Publishing have a Chichewa series. The Malawi Broadcasting Co~poration (MBC) 
Radio One has some progratnlnes devoted to literary items eg 'Writers' Corner' is a 

in which literary works in English are critiqued; 'Nzeru Nkupangwa', a 
e on Malawian culture airs some poetry and short stories in Chichewa; 
' is a programme on MBC devoted to Chichewa poetry. 'Theatre of the air' 

draina in English. There is need to have similar radio programmes 
tive writing in the other major languages of Malawi. 

Some interest in publishing both literary and nonliterary works in indigenous 
started to be noticed. On the nonliterary scene, Manchichi Publishing 

ba launched aBasic Chiyao Reader, written in simple grammar and with 
ple structures, progressing from one syllable words to sentences of several phrases. 

he same publishing company has started translating already published literary works: 

In the absence of' any original creative writing in Chiyao so far we have 
started with translations fro111 publislled sources. These translations are of 
two kinds: original writing froni Chichewa or English and written 
t'olkstories in either of tlie two languages (Manchichi Publislling 
Company Catalogue 1996:s). 

egative attitudes towards indigenous languages 
learly, negative attitudes towards indigenous languages are detrimental to the growth 

iterature in such languages. It is unfortunate that thirty years of independence have 
freed some Malawians from linguistic iinperialism or linguistic chauvinism. There 
tendency to degrade local languages, and go for foreign languages (especially the 

guage ofthe fonner colonizers). Often we 

hear people brag that they only read the English articles In the bilingual 
newspapers, finding the vernacular portions rather unpalatable 
(Mwiyeriwa 1978b:xxiv). 

hen an indigenous language is on the verge of 'death', vely few people express 
concern. However, when the position of English is about to be threatened, loud cries are 
heard. Recently, the Ministry of Education directed that as from tlie 1997 acade~nic 
year, vernacular languages will be used as media of instruction in the early phases ofthe 
primary school (grades 1-4). You just have to read the papers and listen to the radio to 
have a feel of people's concerns that the policy will lead to a lowering of standards in 
English. Whether this is a geiiuiiie fear or not is not the crucial inatter here, but what is 
important to note is that those who express such fears seein not to care about indigenous 

In conclusion I would like to join with those warning that national languages 
should not be developed 'at the dire expense of regional languages' (Ngugi 1986:72t). 
When will African languages be elevated? Why do Afi-icans question efforts aimed at 
elevating the status oftheir indigenous languages? 

Centre for. Langu'ige 9tud1rs 
IJn~vet srty of Maia~v~ 
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homas Jefferson and 
frican Colonisation in the 
nited States before 1816 

David Kazanjian 

Nothing is more certainly written in tlle book of fate than that these people are 
to be free. Nor is it less certain that the two races, equally free, cannot live in 
the sarnegovernment (Jefferson 1821). 

But to return to the colonizing trick. It will be well for me to notice here at 
once, that I do not mean indiscriminately to condemn all thc members and 
advocates of this scheme, for I believe that there are some friends to the sons 
of Africa. who are laboring for our salvation, not in words only but in truth and 
in deed. who have been drawn into this plai1-Some. more by persuasion than 
any tliing else: while others, with humane feelings and lively zeal for our 
good, seeing how much we suffer from the afflictions poured upon us by 
unmerciful tyrants, are willing to enroll their names in any thing which they 
thinkhas for its ultimate end our redemption from wretchedness and miseries: 
such men, with a heart truly overflowing with gratitude for their past services 
and zeal in our cause, 1 liuinbly beg to examine this plot minutely. and see if 
the end which they have in view will be completely consummated by such a 
course of procedure. Our friends who have been imperceptibly drawn into 
this plot 1 view with tenderness, and would not for the world injure their 
feelings, and J have only to hope for the future, that tliey will withdraw 
themselves from il;-for I declare to them. that the plot is not for the glory of 
God, but on the contrary the perpetuation of slavery in this countly. wliicll will 
ruin them and the country forever. unless something is im~ncdiately done 
(Walker 1829). 

Americas and Africa have long been connected by circuits of  appropriation and 
ange. In this paper I offer an interpretation of  how one such a circuit-Thomas 
rson's plan to  deport African Americans from the United States and to resettle 

em in West Africa-constitutively articulates emerging fornis ofnationalis~n, racism, 
iberal egalitarianism. I take up  Alternution's commitment to intel-disciplinarity by 
ng Jefferson's writings with Michel Foucault's studies o f  goven~mentality and 

us testing the boundaries between 'history' and 'theory'. In turn, I hope that this 
terpretation of  Jefferson's colonisation proposals will resonate wilh current South 
fi-ican debates over discourses and practices of  race, nation, and equality. I also hope 
at this essay's own appropriation o f  'history' and 'theory' can become part of the 



ongoing circuits of exchange---historical, theoretical, political, intellectual-between 
the U.S. and South Afi-ica which also have along histoiyl. 

In 1829, a free African American tailor named David Walker published one of 
history's most uncolnpron~isi~lg critiques of, and calls for resistance against, U.S. white 
nationalism. In particular, the fourth chapter or 'article' of David Walker's .Appeal, in 
Four Ariicle,~, Together with a Pueanzble, to [he Coloured Citizens o f  tlze World, but in 
Particular: and very Expressly, to Those ofthe United Stutes ofAlizerica offers a sharp 
critique of one of the most extensively discussed and debated policy proposals of the 
colonial and ante-bellurn periods-a proposal that, by the turn of the nineteenth 
century, would commonly be known as 'colonization'. Although particular 
colonisation proposals differed from one another in some of their details, they were 
invariably some version of the following: a state andlor privately f~inded plan to 
appropriate a territory in Africa or the Americas and to forcibly deport, and/or advocate 
the emigration of, either the entire African American population, orjust the free African 
American population, to that territory'. The appropriated territory was, in turn, to 
become a formally free and independent nation-state. In addition, for many 
colonisationists this new and independent nation-state was to become an informal 
political, economic, and ideological colony 0ftheU.S. 

Walker took particular pains to address a peculiar aspect of the colonisation 
01 silent. movement, an aspect about which contelnporary scholars have been strikin, y 

He insisted on addressing the fact that some colonisationists understood colonisation as 
emancipatory. That is, they understood colonisation as apractical ineans of rendering or 
realising the often illusive, modern ideal of 'freedom'. In Article Four of his Appenl, 
Walker writes about such 'liberal' colonisationists in the unusually panegyric terms of 
thc passage quoted in my epigraph. Even if we detect a hint of Walker's famous 
sarcastic or ironic hyperbole in this passage ('Our friends who have been imperceptibly 
drawn into this plot 1 view with tenderness, and would not for the world injure their 
feelings ..,'), we still inust take seriously his concern that the ideals of 'salvation', 
'truth', 'humane feelings', 'good', 'redemption', and 'the glory of God' had been 
conjoined with 'the colonizing trick'. He alerts us to the problem that such 'friends to 
the sons of Africa' understand colonisation as a 'deed', 'plan' or 'procedure'-that is, a 
utilitarian rendering of such ideals, a material realisation or representation of the 
illusive notion of 'freedom'. By rhetorically distinguishing unabashed pro-slavery 
colonisationists such as Henry Clay-whom he condemns elsewhere in the Appeal in 

' Secfor example Rosenthal(1968), Booth (1976). Frederickson (198 I )  and Mars (1998). 
' Winthrop Jordan ( 1  968:566) notes that 'warhawk expansionism' between 1806 and 18 16 
precipitated a passionate belief in the destiny of the white settler colonisation of at least the entire 
North American continent. and made Africa and the Caribbean tlie only realistic sites for 
colonisation. The Monroe Doctrine, and Jefferson's approving response lo it  in a letter to 
Monroe. 24 Oct. 1823 (JeCferson 1899.X:277), serve as markers of this shift, although JeRevson 
seems to Rave believed in such continelital destiny as early as 1786, as liis 'observations for the 
article Etats-Unis prepared for the Encyclopedie' (Jefferson 1 899.1V: 180) indicates. 
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different and no uncertain terms (Walker [1829]1995:45-55)-from these 
s to the sons of Africa', Walker refuses to interpret colonisation as simply a 

a1 or duplicitous ploy, as merely an ideological surface beneath which would lie 
re fundamental and self-evident econornic and racialist interests of pro-siaveiy 
ites. Instead, Walker presents us with the difficult task of interpreting the 

"joining-'imperceptibly', 'by persuasion'-of colonisation with an eme~ging, 
Enlightenment conception of 'freedom'. How, he seems to ask, might we perceive and 
formulate a critique of this powerful persuasion? 

The articulation of 'freedom' with colonisation that so concerns Walker can be 
to an under-examined, early period in the history of the idea of 

isation-from the 1770s, when the first full scale colonisation proposals began to 
cussed in the British-North American colonies, to just before the founding of the 
ican Colonization Society in 18 16-and in particular to the pro-colonisation 

of Thomas Jefferson7. Although some pamphlets advocating colonisation 
before Jefferson first wrote of the proposal, his over forty years of persistent 

detailed advocacy undoubtedly make him the project's intellectual founder'. In 
early nineteenth-century texts that argue for and against colonisatioll widely 

him as one of the proposal's most influential supporters As Walker's Appeal 
ts, the colonial and ante-bellum periods in general, and Jefferson's foundational 
n particular, challenge today's predominant, historical understanding of 

on as solely a pro-slavery deportation project-that is, as a mechanism for 
free blacks and rebellious slaves who might 'incite' a desire for freedom 

slaves. Pro-slavery forces did begin to control colonisation ideologically and 
ationally after 18 16, and by the mid 1830s would thoroughly doininate the 

ovement; in addition, even before 1816 some colonisationists certainly envisioned 
colonisation as solely a deportation scheme. However, from its origins in the 1770s 
until approximately 1816, the project was in fact planned and supported by a co~nplex 
and uneasy coalition of free and enslaved blacks (most of whom were northemers), 
whits abolitionists (mostly northemers), and slaveholders who were vaguely 'troubled' 
by the existence of slavery (most of whom were Virginians such as Jefferson). The 
colonisation projects envisioned by these disparate interests were not simply 

' 
This focus on Jefferson is also indebted to Waker. who in liis Appenl critically eva~nines 

IcCferson morc than any other figure. althougll he does not discuss Jefferson.~ pro-colonisation 
writings in detail-not surprisingly. as most of these writings are in the form of pcrsonal 
correspondence. In fact, Walker issues an impassioned if inasculi~list call fol- all African 
American men to conduct such an examination oS.lefSerson tiienlselvcs. Challenging Jcfferson.s 
racial theories, Walker (1 995: 14t) writes: 'Mr. Jefirso11.s vely scvure remarks on us llavc been so 
extensively argucd upon by lncn whose attainments in litcraturc. I shall nevcr bc able to rc;1c11. 
thalI would not have meddled with il, were i t  not to solicit cacli of my hrcthl.cn. who !?as tile spirit 
ofaman, to buy acopy ofM1-. Jcffers0n.s "Notes on Virginia", and put i t  in ihc l11lnd of!~is soi~. For 
lel no one of us suppose that tllc refutalions which have been written by oul- wl~ite fiiel~tis arc 
enough--they arc wliitcs-we are blacks'. 
I 

See Jorciaii ( I  968:542-55 I )  for detailed descriptions of tile earlics~ psoposals. 
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deportat~on schemes, but rather multi-phase, decades long resettlement projects meant 
to establrsh a Christran nation-state of free African A~lnericalls in the image of, closely 
allied to, and even controlled by the U.S 

Desplte Jefferson's role as a 'foundi~ig father' of colonisation, Jefferson 
scholars rarely even inention his long advocacy of and copious writings on the 
proposal. When his advocacy is discussed, it is inevitably placed in the context of the 
frequently exa~nined relationship between his role as a 'founding father' of liberalism 
and his defence of 1-acisrn or his role as a slaveowner. Most accounts of this relationship 
inevitably generate one of three positions. Firstly, Jefferson is said to be an enlightened 
llberal whose racism and slaveownership were unfortunate but aberrant or atavistic 
when one considers his entire legacy'. Secondly, Jefferson's racism and slaveownership 
are said to be moral outrages and thus signs of the limits or contradictions of his 
liberalism! Thirdly, Jefferson is said to have been a benevolent but realistic or 
pragmatic slaveowner who did his best for his slaves and who grappled honestly with 
the ovenvhellning co~nplexities of 'the peculiar institution". To the contrary, 
Jefferson's long and passionate advocacy of colonisation, and in particular the very 
language of that advocacy, suggest that colonisation was by no means inconsistent with 
or contradicted by what has been called Jeffersonian liberalism. Rather, any account of 
such liberalism needs to consider how Jefferson could incorporate into 'liberalism' 
both his distrust of strong, centralised government and his dogged advocacy of a 
massive, centralised, state-sponsored scheme to enumerate, deport, and resettle 
African Americans in Africa, and then to surveil and control that resettlement after 
deportation 

In this essay I argue that the racism and nationalism which characterise 
Jeffersonian colonisation are constitutive of the particular fonn of 'freedom' Jefferson 
ernbraced-the calculable or formal and abstract equality of subjects as citizens. When 
faced with the incoinplete arrival of 'freedom' in the U.S. after independence, or what 
he persistently represented as the obscured and misdirected 'light' of the 
Enlightenment, Jefferson sought to capture that light and render a distinctly 'American 
freedom' through a distinctly modem, calculable logic of racial governmentality. That 

' In  the words of John Chester Miller (1977:277), 'he sigllally failed to live up to his own 
precepts'. See also Cunningha~n (1987:6If); Mayer (1994:83); MiIler(1977:264-266). 

In the words of Paul Finkel~iian (1993: I S  I ) :  'Scrutinizing the contradictions between 
JeSferson's proi.essions and his actions ... [suggests that] the test of Jefferson's positio~i on slavery 
is ... whether he was able to transcend his econon~ic interests and his sectional background to 
implement thc ideals he articulated. Jefferson Sails tlie test'. See also Berlin (1970: 1760. 

In the words of Dumas Malone (1948:267): 'If his judgement on the Negroes was 
unSavo~dblc, [hat oS his local contemporaries generally was probably far more so. His 
observations wcre less notable in themselves, however, than in tlie spirit in which lie made thern. 
FTis corrlrnenis on the racewere those of ascientific rnindl sol'ttned by I~ui-nanitarianism. Or. to put 
i t  mor-e precisely, they rcprcsc~~tcd the tentativejudgment of a kindly and scientifically minded 
man who dcplored tlie absence of s~~fticient dataand adequate criteria'. 

s colonisation discourse colnbined what Michel Foucault called 'governmentality' 
a ritualised fantasy of racial purification by articulating formal, abstract equality 

e racial andilation codification ofpopulations. In turn, his colonisation discourse 
turalised this articulation by representing itselfas merely the technical, practical, and 

ident reflection of pre-existing, elnpirically verifiable racial and national 
ions. My reading thus suggests that we place colonisation firmly within the 
ple ofreason' that founded, and continues to echo throughout, the U.S. 

In what follows I offer a brief account of the historical specificity of 
lonisation discourse before 18 16. 1 then situate Jefferson's advocacy of colonisation 

is personal correspondence and published texts, within the wider context of his 
esentation of the relationships between the U.S. and Europe, between the U.S. and 
Ican Americans, and between 'freedom' and racial-national codificatio~l. 

e colonial and ante-bellum colonisation conjuncture 
Colonization' is, at first glance, a curious term for a proposal often represented today 

ite nationalist scheme to deport African Americans. From the late sixteenth 
the nineteenth centuries, the words 'deportation' and 'transportation' were 
ly used in English to describe forced expulsions of an individual, class, or 
m a community, colony or nation" On the other hand, the terms 'colonization' 

nd 'emigration' had been used since at least the seventeenth century to describe the 
or less voluntary efforts of Europeans to establish economic and political outposts 
d the globe. 'Colonization' thus suggests a degree of voluntary activity not 
sted by 'deportation' or 'transportation7. 

How, then, might we account for the widespread application of the term 
ionization' to U.S. proposals for the resettlement of African Americans? Firstly, 

proposals were different from deportation/ transportation proposals because early 
isationists were h r  more concerned with the development of African A~nericans 
ir new location than they were with the details of the emigration of- expulsion 
They imagined colonised African Americans in a new Afi-ican nation-state in the 

ge of, and committed to the interests of, the United States? Secondly, and perhaps 

For example, the British practiced the deportationitransportation of .criniinals. to various 
tions, and the early Englisli colonists in North America deportedltransported fYom tlzeir 
is or co~ii~nunities people who did not conform to their moral, ethical. or legal requirements 
atie 1986: Linebaugli 1992: 17f; Smith 1965). 

We might say. aliistorically, tliat colonisation proposals were sonietlling of a hybrid of 
nteentli, eighteenth and nineteenth-century deportationitransportation proposals, 
eenth-century British colonialisni (in the sense tliat they involved establisliing 

mental and cultural replicas of the U.S. on other continents through settler coloiiialistii). 
'gh imperialism or neo-colonialism (in the sense that they involved maintaining 
mental and cultural control over a 'foreign' population even after that population attained 
iridepcndence and control over their own territo~y). I t  is this hybrid statns. and its 

untability within tlic standard narrative of  colonialism, imperialism. and neo-imperialism. 
must consider. 



more importantly, colonisation is also distinct from other juridical realisations of 'race' 
and 'nation' from the period, such as anti-miscegenation laws, because its discourse o f  
national statehood promised formal equality to African Americans in the for111 of 
emancipation and national au tono~ny in Africa. That is, at its inception colonisation was 
associated not with punish~nent  or exile as much as it was  associated with an emerging 
Enlightenment conceptio~i of 'freedom'. This aspect of  colonisation is particularly 
pronounced in its early period, from the late eighteenth centuly until the early 
nineteenth century. In fact, pro-slavery forces did not begin to  support the proposal in 
substantial numbers, and African American and white abolitio~lists did not begin to  
organise agzinst it in substantial numbers, until after the founding of the American 
Colonization Society (ACS)"' in 1816- 18 17 (Foner 1975:584; Foner 1983:29 1,295; 
Jordan 1968:566; McCartney 1992: 17f; Miller 197554-90;  Moses 1978:34-5; Moses 
1996: 139 .  Between the 1770s, when the first North American colonisation proposals 
emerged", and 1816, black and white anti-slavery forces made u p  the great majority of  
colonisationists (Foner 1975:579-584; Jordan 1968:548f; Miller 1975:viif,3-20; Moses 
1996:6-13). 

This periodisation is certainly solnewhat artificial and schematic-some pro- 
slavery forces did support colonisation before 1816, and after 1816 pro-slavery and 
anti-slavery arguments vied with each other for political and ideological control over 
the ~novement .  M y  point is that during the period before 1816, when the term 
'colonization' began to be applied to the expulsion and resettlement of African 
Americans, discourse on  the proposal was predominately characterised by a r g u m e ~ ~ t s  
for colonisation as a necessary and logical extension of emancipation, and thus 

"' The ACS was a private, pro-colonisation organisatio~l-many of whose members were 
nonetheless government officials who helped secure some government fi~nding for thc 
Society-which was foundcd in 1816-18 17 and which eventually directed the establishment of 
Liberia in Western Africa. The ACS took inspiration from the British Committee for the Relicfof 
the Black Poor, founded in 1786, and the British Sierra Leone Company, founded in 1791. See 
Asiegbu (1969) on the role of these British organisations in the establishment of tlie colony of 
SierraLeone. On the origins and early histo~y of the ACS, see Bancroft(1957): Foner (1975:584- 
593): Fox (1919): Shick (1980); Staudenraus (1980). For the history of the ACS after 1816, see 
Beyan (1991) and Shick (1980) on Liberia in particular: Foner (1983:255f.290-303). and for 
filnding of ACS. Foner (1983:29 1-293): Fox (1 919): Kinshasa (1988); McCart~iey (1992). 
chapters 11 andIT1; Miller (1 975:54ff): Staudenraus (1980). 

Jordan (1 968542) dates the beginning of an ideologically coherent colonisation 'canipaign' 
at the 1790s. He adds tl~at the 'scattcring of such proposals prior even to The Notes on Virginia 
[composed in 1781-1782, published in 17871, seem to have been highly ti~iscellmeo~~s in 
inspiration and purpose' (Jordan 1968:546). My analysis of Jefferson in this chapter will suggest 
that, by the 1780s, a coherent notion of colonisation has already takcn shape. Foner (1975:580), 
who ignores the magnitude of Jefferson's contribution to colonisation, dates the origins of the 
debate among free blacks over colonisation at the late 1780s, but also provides evidence of free 
black colonisation proposals bcing discussed as early as 1773 (Foner 1975:579). as do Miller 
(1975:3-53); Moses(l996:6-11 )and Shick(l980:3-5). 

nds the colnplicity between colonisation and emerging Enlightenment 
ons of  'freedom'. The sense of  volu~ltary emigration carsied by the word 

n~zat ion '  can, I would suggest, be read as  a trace of  this compliciiy. Though 
s counter-intuitive in today's tenns, in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 
es colonisation's fusion of  expulsion and emigration, of  emancipation and racial 
ion was self-evident to many of its advocates". 

As opposed analyses as those o f  Winthrop Jordan and Henry Noble Shelwood 
this point explicitly-without, however, pursuing its wider implications. Writes 

(1968:548): 'What was striking in this proposal [in its early period] was that 
equalitarianism led directly to  Negro removal'; and writes Shenvood 

87; see also 5079:  'During the last quarter o f the  eighteenth century depol-tation 
regarded not as a punishment for crime nor  as  a means to prevent an increase in the 

er of  free negroes, but as the logical outcome of  manumission"'. Jordan's 
stive adverb 'directly' and Shenvood's passive construction 'was regarded' both 

4) and Stirn (1979) argue that even in the 1830s there was no sharp division 
pation and colonisation. 
e noted that Shelwood (1916:507) is an apologist for white colonisationists in 

lie argues that white leaders of the movement were committed to an essential 
: 'The men identified with the movement were of a high order and had for their 
cipation of arace and the civilization of a continent'. Sherwood is right, as was 

iss or repress the connection between 'freedom' and colonisation. But rather 
igh'. or essential and timeless, nature of the concept of 'freedom' at tlie core 
Sherwood does, I will argue that colonisation produces a historically 

discursively formed notion of 'freedom' itself episteniologically inseparable from 
nationalist con~mitments. In liis otherwise careful argument devoted to limning the 

of U.S. white supremacism in relation to African Americans. Jordan 
extent echoes this Sherwood position when lie claims that 'No one [of late 
y nineteenth century antislavery advocates in the North1 denounced 
lave~y instrument, as the next generation was to do, for the good reason that 

men of genuine antislavery feeling'. Foner (1975:SXS) also 
but fails to place it in the context of Jordan's entirc argument 
passage i~n~nediately following Jordan.~ (1968:549) claim 

avery feeling': 'Indeed. by far the most heartfelt of the denunciations of 
ization [during this early periodl-and there seem to have been extremely few-came froin 
ost vociferous proponent of slavery, William Loughtor~ Smith .... Colonization was an 

ancipationist scheme calculated primarily to bcnefit the emancipators. Esscntially i t  was a 
ite A~ilericans by getting rid of the twin tyrannies ofNegroes and slavely'. 
s passage offers a somewhat difScrent account of the articulation of 

oilowing the Sherwood-esquc claim about colonisa~ionists' 
eedom. Jordan claims that true ari1isiave1-y Ib~.ccs opposed 

colonisalionists ~vel-e tlisingenuo~~s. self-inic~.esled profiteel-s. 
ordan's concerted. if not entirely siicccssfiil. strngglc to account Sor the 
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beg the gellealogical questions we must consider here: how did 'fervent ed as either essentially radical and emancipatory, 
eclualitarianis& 'lead directly' to colonisation? HOW did colonisation colne 'to be tive and pro-slavery. The question is not an easy one 
regarded' 'the logical outcome of manuinissioil"! HOW, in effect, did colollisation posal brought together an odd, shifting, and uneasy 
come to be valued 'directly', 'logically', and self-evidently as emancipato~? When ite, and abolitionist white advocatesi". In the fBce 
Walker wrote of 'some friellds to the sons of Africa' being drawn 'ilnperceptibly' into counts have offered what might be called 'political 
colonisatioll, he was referring, 1 would argue, to precisely this self-evidence that of colonisation. That is, they have explained colonisation 
emerged before 1 8 16. Our task, then, is to sketch a genealogy of this 'striking' self- nto distinct groups-such as pro-s]avely whites, black 
evidence of 'einancipatory colonization'. , and abolitionists-each of which is said to have viewed colonisation as an 

Walker's Appeal also urges an analysis ofwhat can be called the imperial form 
of colonisation's al-ticulation with emancipation. The full title of Walker's Appeal, as tended to dominate the discussions over the actual well as the persistently global terms of his analysis1', illustrate the two interrelated esult, colonial and ante-belluln co]onisatioll has allnost 
levels, dolnestic and foreign, on which early pro-colonisationists operated. As 1 have r i a b l ~  been represented in one oftwo ways: firstly, as aproposal without substantial 

a cl-ucial aspect of colonisation during this period was the collcen1 of its elluille support among Ati-ican Americans, which was a too) of pro-slavery or 
advocates with the status and developinellt of African Americans in their new location, ho managed to dupe some naive free blacks and anti- 
particularly when that new location was imagined to be Africa. The eln~hasis of elY whites into co-operating with them, and whose real interest was to deport the 
colonisation was not on returning Africans who had been taken from Africa to their black population to keep them from 'inciting' a desire for fi-eedorn alnong enslaved 
'llomeland', as inuch as it was on establishi~lg settlernellts of Christian African early or proto black na t ion~ l i s t~  who, out oftlleir 
Americans in 'uncivilized' and 'undeveloped' regions of the globe. This ilnperial tically and warily with pro-slavely ~v~l i tcs lx ,  
vision sought not only to fo1-m a racially and nationally particular, white American These historical accounts are not cluite 'wrol1g'. The,-e certainly were pro- 
nation, but also to begin spreading that which was understood to be ulliversal and cry forces who advocated colonisation as a way to deport free blacks whom they 
exelnplaly white America: its Christianity, its capitalist econonlY, and its asathreatto the slave system--especially, as I inentioiled above, aftel- ] 81 6. M~~~ 
governmental system of national statehood. Thus, colonised African Alnericans were 
represented not only as racially particularised sublects to be separated fro111 white 
America, but also, paradoxically, as abstract bearers of American national form to be 
sent out as global agents of American universality and exelnplarity among Africalls 
from African Americans were also in some sense distinct. 1 will examille this 
dual role in more detail later in this essay. For now, however, I silnply wanttoemphasise 
that the term also carries the trace of these dual, interrelated roles-racial 

of a domestic space and imperial power over foreign spaces-and that 
these roles give colonisation a colnplexiq that the terms 'depoliation', 'trans~o*ation', te his Appeal, particularly throughout the South, would seem to suggest illat 

asters. The efforts Walker went tflrougll to 
had or 'exile' fail to capture. s of support among slaves for colonisation-support he risked his life to discourage, 

unfol-tunately, most twentieth-century historians of colonisation have neither efforts, see Aptheker (1965:1,45-53); Eaton (1936); Harding (1981:92-94): Hillks 
addressed the genealogical question of colonisation's articulation with emancipation, 
nor examined tile imperial form of colonisation, nor considered the specificity of pre- 
1816 colonisation discourse in any detail". Instead, they have been most c ~ x e r n e d  
with delemining whether post- 18 16 colonisation, considered in a dolnestic artney (1992): Miller (1975); Stuckey (1972: 1-29), 

" ~ ~ ~ f ~ r ~ ~ a m ~ l e ,  ~alker(l995:1-3,7.12f,16-18,20,35-37.46.63,72f), ly unsophisticated enough to realize the proposal-see, for 
1 5  F~~~~ (1975:579-594; 1983:290-308) ~ordan (1968:542-569) and Miller (1975:3-53) 
discuss 1 g 16 i n  any detail. alld only they struggle to evaluate the relalions1li~s amollg the 

953); FOX (1919); Frederickson (197 1); Opper (1972); 
). There is also mucli scholarship on colonisation and its 

mixed intel-ests ofcolollisationists (tllougl~ they still consider the interests to be discrete) and the from the mid nineteenth to the lnid twentieth centuries, 
curious connectioll between 'e~nancipation' and 'colo~lizatioll'. ugh this period raises issues outside the scope of study. 
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anti-colonisationists, as well as so~iie c01o1iisatio1~ists, pointed this out at the time. In inltabitants; to induce whom to migrate hither, proper encouragements were 
addition. black colonisationists such as Olaudah Equiano and Paul Cuffe were well to be proposed ... (Jefferson 1984:264). 

aware of these pro-slave~y interests, and their tactical discussions of autonomy 
certainly influenced later black nationalists such as Martin   el any"'. Nonetheless, these 
contemporary histories miss something of the texture of pre- I8 16 colonisation. Firstly, 
by reducing colonisation to the rational pursuit of self-evident interests by autonomous 
political actors, such explanations fail to consider what it was about colonisation that 
conjoined contradictory interests. Perhaps more importa~itly, however, such 
explanations also fail to consider carehlly the articulation of colonisation with 
emancipation. By seeking to determine whether colonisation was genuinely 
emancipatory or not, these histories actually generalise and de-historicise 'freedom' by 
suppressing its historically specific articulation with colonisation. These historical 
accounts thus fail to address the questions Walker posed in 1829: what notion of 
'freedom' is rendered by colonisation, and how does that rendering become self- 
evident to colonisationists? Jefferson's private correspotldence and published writings 
can help us begin to tbr~nulate answers to these crucial questions. 

"mutilated however in it's freest parts'-Jefferson's enlightenment 
in the eyes o f  Euroy e 
Thomas Jefferson (1 984.44) tells us in his 'Autobiography' that on February 7, 1779, as 
a member of the Virginla House of Delegates, he supported an amendment to a slavery 
bill calling for 'the freedom of all [slaves] born after a certain day, and deportation at a 
proper age'. In Query XIV of the 'Notes on the State of Virginia' (composed 1781- 
1782, published in 1787), entitled 'The administration ofjustice and description of the 
laws?', he offers an expanded description of 'deportation'--xvhich in a few years he 
would refer to as colonisation-to an account of the same amendment: 

an amendment ... was prepared ... directing. that [slaves] sllould continue 
with their parents to a certain age, then be brought up. at the public expense. 
to tillage, arts or sciences, according to their geniusses. till the females 
should be eighteen, and the males twenty-one years of age, when they sl~ould 
be colonized to such place as tl~e circumstances of the time sliould render 
most proper. sending them out with arms, i~nple~nents of household and of 
the handicraft arts, feeds, pairs of useful domestic animals, &c. to declare 
them a free and independent people, and extend to them our alliance and 
protection, till they shall have acquired strength: and to send vessels at the 
same time to other parts of the world for an equal number of white 

' P q u l a n o  eventually abandoned colon~sat~on and spoke out aga~nst ~ t .  and Cuffe only began 
warrly advocating ~t after years of strugglrng for the ernanc~patron ot Afr~can Ainer~cans In the 
U S On Equ~ano, see Equ~ano (1  995 325-35 1) On C~lfte, see FIarr~s (1972), Thomas (1986) 
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en these 'Notes on the State ofVirginia' and a letterwritten to Miss Fanny Wright 
efore his death (7 Aug. 1825) (Jefferson 1899.X: 343)2'', Jefferson wrote 

atedly in his published writings and private letters about his strong belief in and 
for colonisation, making it arguably his most consistently articulated policy 

sap .  He would eventually add to and alter the plan-variously suggesting Africa, 
West Indies and western North America as sites for colonisation, proposing 

nt ways to raise money for the project, altering the requirements for 
ipation, calling for 'Germans' or simply 'white laborers' to replace colonised 

s. Yet the essential structure would remain the same from the 'Notes' to the 7 Aug. 
5 letter: gradual, full emancipation ofall slaves followed by their forced deportation 

he territorial boundaries of the United States and their subsequent incorporation 
formally independent nation-state that would nevertheless be economically and 

~cally dependent upon the United States. 
Jefferson began advocating colonisation at a crucial moment in U.S. history, a 

ment during which elite U.S. nation-state builders were struggling to formulate in 
ory and forrnalise in practice the ideas and projects of the Enlightenment. In his 

ntings, Jefferson consistently represents colonisation as part of this greater struggle 
respond to the call of reason, to capture and render or represent the 'light' of the 

ghtenment in philosophical, political and juridical concepts and institutions. In 
, Jefferson consistently embeds his representation of colonisation in a very precise 
orical structure. He first figures 'freedom' as the light of the Enlightenment which 
been passed froin Europe to the U.S., but which has been inexplicably refracted and 
ected, such that it has arrived impure and incolnplete and has left slavery intact and 
nlightened. He then worries about Europe watching over and judging the fate ofthis 
-acted and impure light, and responds to this worry by advocating colo~iisation as a 
nical, governmental scheme through which the U.S. could gain enough control 
- that light to purify it at home and pass it on to African Americans. Finally, he 
es the future relationship of the U.S. to colonised African Americans as one of the 

to Jefferson's letters refer to F70rci's (1899) multi-volu~nc collected xvni.ks. 
or-date is given in the parenthetical citation. I will give tllc volunle number 

llowed by the page number in tile voluine. J will also give tlic date of the letter in 
eszss beSol-e the citation since there is as yet no co~nplete or authoritative collection o F  

-cording to Wilson, JclTerson's enorrnous correspondence is cstirnatcd a t  approsiinately 
lettcrs (O~LIS  199357). and tlius constitutes his most important botly oi'litcratu~.c. In this 

t a few lelters dcaling explicitly and substantially w i t i t  colonisation. and 
85 and 1825, as~vell as on the 'Autobiography' (Sel'feerson 1899.1:66-69) and 
ate of Virginia' (.leSfersan 1984). which also coillain i~nportarit ciiscussio~is of 
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Europe that all our states could be broughl to concur in what the Virginia 
assembly Iras done, it would produce a total revolution in their opinion of us. 
and respect for us. And itslrould ever be held in mind that insult & war are the 
consequences of a want of respectability in the national character. As long as 
tlle states exercise separately thosc acts of power which respect foreign 
nations, so long will thcre continue to be irregularities committing by some 
one or other of them which will constantly keep us on an ill footing wit11 
Ibreign nations (Jcffcrson 1899.1: 18-33). 

The revolutiona~y tactics on which Jeffersoii places so much importance here are quite 
different from those of 1776-though both seem to be part of one process, one 
ltlovement toward 'total revolution'. The task 1s now to fabricate a singular 'national 
character', the absence of which threatens not only armed conflict, but also 'insult'. 
T h ~ s  character is first and forelnost an 'external' one, an outward appearance or surface 
which, though not substanceless, is nonetheless neither autonomous nor intensive. It is 
not autonomous because it only exists to the extent that it is 'seen in Europe', to the 
extent that ~t alters 'foreign' 'respect' and 'opinion;' and it is not intcnsive because an 
unspecified terraln of interiority, 'interior government', is reserved for 'each state to 
[keep to] itself'. The revolutionary goal is still, as it was in 1776, to differentiate an 
internal political, economic, and ideological space from an external one, to forge an 
'independent union', and yet the very failure of that differentiation, the fact that it has 
fallen short of being 'total', calls forth new and different tactics. Jefferson Iiolds out 
hope here that the business unfinished by the armed, political revolution, that which 
kept it from realising 'total revolution', could be completed on the level of organisation 
and representation. Yet the true test of that completion, the eyes in wh~ch  it will be 
interpreted, ironically lie in a 'Europe' which threatens 'our states' and 'national 
character' with low opinion, lack of respect, insult, and war. The ambivalent exchange 
of glances figured in the letter to Prince now appear to represent not simply a mutual 
watching and being watched, but rather a powerful and threatening European 
surveillance and judgement. 

Jefferson displaces this threatening sense of European observation and 
judgement to the next paragraph, in which he frets over the fate of a lost rough draft of 
his 'Notes on the State ofVirginia': 

1 have been unfortunate here with this trille. I gave out a k w  copies only, &to  
confidential persons, writing in every copy a restraint against it's publication. 
Among others 1 gave a copy to a Mr. Williams. He died. I irnrnediately took 
evely precaution I could to recover tlris copy. Rut by some means or other a 
bookseller had got hold of it. He employed ahircling translator and was about 
publishing it in the most ihjurious form possible. An AbbC Morellet, a man of 
letters hcrc to whom I had given a copy, got notice of this. I-le had translated 
some passages for a particular purpose: and he cornpounded with the 
bookseller to translate & give him the whole, on his declining the first 
publication. I found i t  necessary to confirm this, and it will be published in 
French, still lnutilated however in it's freest parts. I an1 now at a loss what to 
do as to England. Everything, good or bad, is tho~~ght  worth publishing tllerc; 

a id  1 apprehend a translation back from the French, and a publication there. I 
rather believe it will be most eligible to let the original come out in that 
country; but am not yet decided" (Jefferson 1899.1:37-58). 

is most rigorous efforts, Jefferson fails in Europe to control his representation 
One chance mishap, MI-. William's death, triggers a chain of chaotic events, 
s 'Notes' careening down a dangerous and circuitous path; the death, a lost 
le pursuit, the violence of translation, and the uncontrollability of mechanical 
on overpower 'every precaution', all 'confidence' and 'restraints', and put 

rson utterly 'at a loss'. The intensity ofhis concern evinces precisely the degree of 
power and threat he grants to Europe-were France and England simply as inept 
amateurish as these booksellers and translators, Jefferson would hardly concern 
selfwith this 'trifle'. 

However, no sooner has Jefferson laid out his anxieties and fears about a 
eralised European surveillance and judgement than he allows the unguarded desire 
'great honor' in the eyes of a Europe reading about him and Madison in the Leyden 
ette, expressed in the first paragraph, to return and usurp the rest of the letter: 

I have purchased little for you in the book way, since I sent the catalog~~e of. 
my former purchases. I wish first to have your answer to that, and your 
infor~uation what parts of those purclrases went out of your plan. You can 
easily say buy more of this kind, less of that &c. My wish is to conform 
myself to yours. I can get for you the original Paris edition in folio of the 
Encyclopedie for 620 livres, 35.vols.; a good edn in 39 vols 4vo. for 380#: 
and a good one in 39 vols 8vo. for 280#. The new one will be superior in far 
the greater number of articles: but not in all. And the possession of the ancient 
one lras moreover the advantage of supplying present use. 1 have bouglrt one 
for myself butwait your orders as to you (JeEcrson 1899.1:59-73). 

his almost giddy excitement about the consummate embodiment of the 
nlightenment's promise, the 'Encyclopedie', seems to displace the anxiety and fear of 

he previous paragraph. Here, France is the unambiguous home of knowledge, source 
Enlightenment, and fount oftruth. Yet this excitement shares much with the previous 
xiety and fear. It is as if, because Madiso~lmust still send for the 'Encyclopedie' from 

aris, the U.S. must still bejudged in 'Europe's' eyes. For it is on the 'superiority' ofthe 
'Encyclopedie' that Jefferson's 'Europe' would base its right to surveil, interpret, and 

dge 'our states'. The Enlightenment has indeed passed from Europe to the U.S., and 
t not fully; it is passing, in a sense, still arriving and not yet resting, in the absence of 

" 
Jefferson d ~ d ,  In fact, pt~bllsh the tkst e d ~ t ~ o n  of .Notes on the State ot V~rgln~a '  In England. 

In 1787 
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This anxious excitement becomes even clearer in the rest of the letter's third 
paragraph. Continuing from the passage above, 

I remember your purcliase of a watcli in Philadelphia. If it should not have 
proved good, you can probably sell her. In that case I can get for you Iiere. 
one made as perfcct as human art can make it for about 24 louis. I have had 
sucl~ a one made by the best & most faithful hand in Paris. I t  has a second 
hand. but no repeating. no day of the month. nor other useless thing to 
impede and injure tlie movements which are nccessaly. For 12 Iouis liiorc 
you can have in the sanx  cover, but on the back side cYr. absolutely 
unconnected \vitIi the rnovemcnts of the watch. a pcdornetes whicli shall 
render you an exact account of the distances you walk. Yourpleasurchereon 
shall be awaited (Jefferson 1899.1:73-86) 

Here, modern technology and craftsmanship are also placed firmly in Paris, to the 
implicit e~nbarrass~nent of Philadelphia, the supposed home of the 1110st enlightened of 
revolutions. The letter then proceeds to add politics and the arts to the list of Europe's 
claims to the light of Enlightenment. A long discussion of the statue Houdon, a French 
sculptor, is to make of George Washington (Jefferson 1899.1:87-110) is followed by a 
further recomlnendatio~~ that a bust of Count Rochambeau be placed in the 'new 
capitol' ncxt to 'that of Gates, Greene, Franklin' in honor of his similar contr~bution 
(Jefferson 1899 1.137-1451, and an excited description of 'one new invention ... a 
mixture of the arts of engraving and pnnting, rendering both cheaper' (Jefferson 
1899 1,158-1 70)". Jefferson also makes a recommendation that the Marquis de 
Lafayette be glven land in the U S. in honor of his contributio~i to the ~nl ighte~rnent~ ' .  
In fact, Jefferson justifies this gift of land on the grounds that 'the day [may] come when 
it might be an useful asyluln to him' (122f). That this day, in which the U.S. would be 
the new home of such enlightened figures as the Marquis, has clearly not arrived-that 
it is still to come-is precisely the source of the letter's ambivalence over the traffic of 
Enlightenment from Europe to the U.S. 

Jefferson's final comments to Madison, given in a post-script, only deepen this 
ambivalence: 

P.S. Could you procure PL send me an hundred or two nuts of the peccan? 

" Jean Baptiste Donaticn de Vimeur, or Count Rochambeau. was a French soldier \vho served 
under Washington in the Revolutionary War. Sent to the U.S. in 1780, he got through the Hritisli 
blockade in 178 1 and eventually comnlanded French troops in the battle that led to the surrender 
of Lord Cornwallis. Made a Marshal of France in 1791, he was then imprisoned and almost 
guillotined during the'rerror. butNapoleon later restored his rankand estates. 

?" In recognition of Lafayette's niany activities as a soldier in support of revolutionaries in tlie 
U.S. and France, and his troubles in France after the 'Terror. [he U.S. Congress gave him a huge 
land grant in Lo~iisianna in 1803, as well as $200.000 and a township in Florida in 1824. 

they would enable me to oblige some characters here wliom 1 should be 
much gratified to oblige. They s1io~1ld come packed in sand. The seeds ot 
the sugar maple too would be a great present (Jefferson 1899.7: 173- 178). 

economic satellite of Europe, sending primary goods to France and receiving 
ge, the arts, and political luminaries fi-om the same, Jefferson's U.S. is very 
11 struggling to capture its share of Enlightenment, and Jefferson is still quite 

ed that any such capture will need to be seen and judged by European eyes. 
This European surveillance and judgement is particularly powerful to 

.son precisely because it is inseparable from Enlightenment. The light of 
htenment seems to figure and be figured by the watchful and judgmental gaze of 

ope. The letter to Madison thus allegorises a fear inseparable fiom admiration, a 
eillance inseparable from freedom, a sovereign judgement inseparable fi.0111 t r ~ t h .  

on seems completely subjected to this ambivalence, completely 'at a loss', as he 
about the missing copy of 'Notes on the State of Virginia'. Just as that missing 

1s bound to be 'mutilated however in it's freest parts' (Jefferson 1 S99.1:52f), so too 
s Jefferson seem to becoine most anxious at precisely the moments of his closest 

oximity to, and his deepest excitement over, Enlightenment. 

governmen tality 
s not, however, content to oscillate perpetually within this ambivalent and 

x~cal  scene of Enlightenment and surveillance, of anxious excitement, of 
eedotn'. Devoted as he is to his vocation ofnation-state building, he works 

capture and render the light by which he is simultaneously watched and judged. 
uently, as persistently as this ambivalence resurfaces throughout his 

ce, so too does a meticulous for~nulation of its resolution. Consider, for 
tter Jefferson wrote to the Marquis de Lafayette in 1820 (20 Dec.) 

n 1899.X: 179-1 8 1 ). This exemplary speech act-in which a representative of 
responds to a representative of France about the way Europe strikes the U.S. 

both have been struck by the light of the Enlightenment--is shot through 
ornents of 'infelicity', or what J.L. Austin would call 'non-serious', 'parasitic', 
I-ordinary' interruptions of ordinary, direct communication. On the one hand, 
on declares that he knows just what is 'going on' in France and in the U.S., 

fident tone which pervades the letter. And yet, in the process of trotting 
ny of the rhetorical conventions of Enlightenment discourse, Jefferson stages a 
drama in which the trope ofnational unity and power emerges to offer a coherent 
icitous resolution to the conflict among Enlightenment, European judgement, 

is letter to the Marquis, Jefferson attempts nothing less tharr the task of 
e Enlightenrxent. The letter has five general sections: first, Jeffeferson's 

his failing liealth (Jefferson 1899.1: 1-9); second, Jefferson's concerns 
he state of affairs in France, and Europe in general (Jefferson I X90.1:9-26j; third, 
son's atternpt to reassure Marquis about conflicts between Spain and tlie 1J.S. over 
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Spain's colonies in the Americas (Jefferson 1899.1:26-48); fourth, Jefferson's 
assurance that 'things are going well' in the U.S., and that the resolution of the 
Missouri's entrance into the union as a slave state will in fact further the cause of 
emancipation (Jefferson 1899.1:49-65); and fifth, a discussion of some diplomatic 
business, and a salutation remarking once again on his failing health (Jefferson 
1899.1:66-83). From the tired and failing body of the opening lines, through mixed 
metaphorics to the 'anxiously wished' emancipation of the closing lines, the apparently 
confident and optimistic tone of the letter is coupled with parasitical ambiguity, 
discomfort and struggle. 

This complexity is especially evident in its unwieldy metaphorics. In the 
second section, and in the span of less than 200 words, Jefferson shifts through six 
distinct tropes, moving from light to the wind to volcanic rumblings to bowels to 
explosions and finally to disease and infection, all in an effort to render the twists and 
turns of enlightened truth. He begins this section with the classic trope of light in a 
conventional panegyric to Europe and America's civilising mission: 

I n  the meantime your countly has been going on less well than 1 had hoped. 
But it  will go on. The light which has been shed on the mind of man through 
the civilised world, has given ~t new direction. from which no 11~1man power 
can divert i t  (Jefferson 1899.1:9-15). 

The last sentence couples the most lofty goals and desires with utterly ainbiguous 
references and syntax. The source of the light ofthe Enlightenment-so often filled by 
God, as in the Declaration of Independence ('Laws of Nature and of Nature's God', 
'endowed by their Creator', 'protection of Divine Providence')-is hcre passive and 
unknown, though implicitly non-human given the last phrase ofthe sentence. Also, the 
light's rays are immediately bent and refracted, their proper course allnost 
indecipherable. Does the light pass from this unknown source to 'the mind of man' and 
then 'through the civilized world', or 'through the civilized world' and then onto 'the 
mind of man'? And what of the force and brilliance the light might lose as it passes 
'through'? If the mind of man is struck second, how can we know that the light is pure 
and uncorrupted? The antecedent of 'it' in 'has given it new direction' is also 
ambiguous. It apparently refers to 'your country', i.e. France, and yet 'the light', 'the 
mind of man', and 'the civilized world' are also potentially 'given new direction' by the 
Enlightenment. If it is possible to give the light new direction, in other words if the light 
has the potential to be misdirected, then surely the source of that light or the light itself is 
imperfect--capable, at the very least, of being corrupted and misdirected by 'the mind 
ofman' or civilisation through which it must pass. And if the source or the light itself is 
capable of being corrupted and misdirected, then how could we possibly determine 
what that tmth is beyond the shadow of a doubt? How could 'the people' be represented 
in perfect accordance with 'self-evident truths' if those truths could always already be 
refi-acted? 

Despite Jefferson's confidence in the progressive development of 'things' 
(Jefferson 1899 I:9) and the steady d~lution of 'evil' (Jeffereson 1809 1:60f), this 

suggests that the light of Enlightenment truth is always 
ore perfectly directed as well as misdirected. The light of 
ith imperfect non-truths, each new direction with other 
proper destination with improper arrivals. Jefferson's 
itself, not God or Nature, has the non-human power to 
t, to give itself a new and more proper direction, for he 
figure who directs the light as an implement or tool, as 
lluminate 'wliat is going on'. The light sustains itself, it 

Toward the end of section two of the letter, the tropic movement slips into the 
ent andunpredictable language ofrevolution. Jefferson lectures the Marquis about 

the volcanic rumblings in the bowels of Europe, from north to south, ... 
[wliich] threaten a general explosion. and the march of armies into Italy 
cannot end in asimple march (Jefferson 1899.1: 17-21). 

ere the source of Enlightenment remalns underground, deep within the entralls of the 
, powerful because it is hidden from slght. And Jefferson adds to this the 
guous power of disease and infection. 

The disease of liberty is catching: those armies will take i t  in the south. 
carry i t  thence to their own country, spread there the infection of revolution 
and representative government. and raise its people from the prone 
condition ofbrutes to the erect altitude ofman (Jeffersoll 1899.1:2 1-26). 

This last tropic movement brings the sureness of 'the light' down to the doubleness of ' 

olution figured as that which both poisons autocratic evil and iminunises the body 
itic, allowing healthy representative government to grow. 

This wild tropic movement-from pure and impure light to invisible breeze to 
den rumblings to cathartic disease-captures precisely the difficulty of rendering 
ightened representations of the 'good society'. With characteristic eighteenth and 
ly nineteenth-century rhetorical verve, Jefferson gives us a representation of 
itical truth that disseminates far beyond his confident tone. Perhaps most 
ortantly, this letter exposes Jefferson to the possibility that the pure light of 
ncipationrnight be corruptible and diseased from the start. 

But what of the context of this speech act, its addressee and its addresser? 
fferson delivers this ambiguous and unwieldy interpretation of political 

nlightenment to the Marquis, but also as a representative of the U.S. he delivers it to 
urope in general. That is, he expresses aneed to respond to Europe. Jefferson certainly 

'sions Europe as One for the purposes of the Enlightenment ('The volcanic 
lings in the bowels of Europe, from north to south'). His tone is in part 
alistic--'In the meantin~e your country has been going on less well than 1 had 
. But it will go on'-and in part panegyric or filial, since, as we saw in the letter to 

tson, Jefferson understands by 'the civilized world' Europe flrst. This paternalistic1 
gyric attitude about Europe returns us once again to the 'infelicities' of the 



sentence: 

The light which Iias been shed on thc mind of man through tlie civilized 
world. has given it anew direction, from which no human powcr can divert 
it. 

Now more than ever we wonder whether the U S. or Europe is privy to the light. 
Cet-talnly Jefferson thought of the U.S. as improving on, by breaking from, Europe. 
And yet he does seem to address Europe with a special reverence, as a rebellious child 
who can never fully leave his family behind. 

In the next paragraph of the letter, however, Jefferson quite sudder~ly displaces 
the alnbivalence figured with this wild tropic movement in general, and the 'disease of 
liberty' in particular, by offering a historically absurd but I-hetorically confident 
allegory of American unity. He begins with a remark that counters section one's 'your 
country has been going on less well than 1 had hoped' (Jefferson 1899.1: 109: 'With us 
things are going on well' (Jefferson 1899.1:49). The 'things' to which he refers are the 
acquisition of Florida in 18 19 and the pending entrance of Mlssouri into tlie Union as a 
slave state. Both events were fought over bitterly during the period, and ended up as 
victories for pro-slavery forces-thanks in part to Jefferson's support-since under 
Spanish control Florida had become a refuge for escaped slaves, and with Missouri on 
their side the slave states would hold their own aga~nst the free states in Congress and in 
Presidential elections". Yet Jefferson offers a different p~cture: 

The boisterous sea of liberty indeed is never \vitliout a wavc. and tliat from 
Missouri is now rolling towards us, hut \vc shall ride over it as we have over 
all otlie~rs. It is not a moral question. but one merely of power. Its object is to 
raise a geographical principle for tlie choice of a President, and the noise 
will be kept up till that is effected. All know that perniitting the slaves of thc 
South to spread into the West will not add one being to tliat unfortunate 
condition, that it will increase the happiness of those existing, and by 
spreading them over a larger surface, will dilute the evil eve~ywhel-e, and 
facilitate tlie means of getting finally rid of i t ,  an event more anxiously 
wisllcd by those on wlioni it presses than by the noisy pretenders to 
exclusive I~urnanity. In thc meantime, it is a ladder for rivals climbing to 
power (Jefferson 1899.I:49-65) 

scientist knowledgeably formulating the elements of a 'finally' free solution: 
1 increase the happiness of those existing, and by spreading thein over a larger 
e, will dilute the evil everywhere'. These figures displace the difficulty of 'a 

estion' with the calculable clarity ofquestions 'merely ofpower'. 
If this representative of the U.S. must thus represent his country to a 

entative of Europe in the most coherent, confident, and powerful-if 
enuous-terms, then Europe must be something of a judge in Jefferson's 

agn~ation. That is, if Jefferson's enlightened countly receives the light of the 
lighte~lment as refracted through its ineducible ties to Europe, then any development 
the Enlightenment in the U.S. must be carried out under the watchful eye of Europe. 
e 'eyes' he and Dr. Richard Price focused on 'justice' are now trained on Jefferson 
self. Subjected to this field of visibility, then, Jefferson figures a ~~nif ied  and 

national identity as a coherent and felicitous response to the infelicities of 
n and surveillance he nonettleless rhetorically proliferates. 
This inoment in the letter to the Marquis represents a crucial transformation in 
's work. This transformation is locatable not so much cliachronically--say, in 

ear of this letter, 1820-as it is rhetorically at nodal poi:its, reiterated ritually 
ut Jefferson's correspondence froin the 1750s through to 1820s--particillarly 
spondence on colonisation, as we will see below--when the a~nbivalerlt 

illation oflight, surveillance, andjudgeinent gives way to a governmental problem, 
problem of power and of knowledge: 

It is not a moral question, but one n~crely of power .... All know Illat 
permitting the slaves of tlie South to spread into tlie Wcst will not add one 
being to that unfortunate condition, that it will increase the happiness of 
those existing .... 

t is, the ambivalence of 'mutilation however in it's freest parts' and of the 'disease 
berty' gives way not to an ambiguous 'moral question', but rather to a confident and 
ulable figuration of national power and unity. Mobilising what J.L. Heilbron and 
esearch group have called 'I'esprit geometrique' or 'the quantifying spirit' of the 
eighteenth century'" Jefferson's text here turns the 'moral problem' of slavery into 
ctical problem of discrete, ~nanipulable populations, the solution to which is 

The confident unity represented repeatedly by 'we' and 'All' make it possible to figure 
tile U,S, as a powerful and sturdy ship riding the 'boisterous sea of liberty', and as an 

These historians of science have argued that 'the later 18th century saw a rapid increase in 
range and intensity of application of mathematical methods', a tliesis that 'amounts to 

cifying the time and surveying the routes by which what may be the quintessential form of 
modern thought first spread widely through society ' (Friingsmyr it al. 1990: If). For an overvicw 

" Rot11 Miller (1975:23lf) and Peterson (1960:191-193) represent Jefferson's support of f their researc]l, see Meilbron's introduction to tile volume; fclr essays relevent to tlIc 
Miss0uri.s entrance into t11~  union as a slave state as. i n  Miller's (I97sy232) words, 'lnal-k[ingl ff‘crsonian colltext cclnsidered set essays by Ridcr, k[eilbl.on. and ~ ~ l ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~  (in 

strange death of Jeff'ersollian liberalism'. As 1 have becn arguing. a close reading of rangsmyr el a/ .  1990). For a kindred study of the U.S. in particular, which places importa~~t 
Jefferson's correspondence suggests that we place such a molnent the life of "lch phasis on Jefferson, see CoIlen (197 1). On Jefferson's faith i n  statistics aild Inatlrematics i n  
ltbeldllsm gene~al, we  also Appleby (1993 71'). Stanton (1 993 1520 
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calculably and transparently knowable Although the text suggests that 'All know' 
slavery IS a calculable and transparent problem, it is in fact the calculable and 
transparent representation of slavery that produces the figure of a powerful 'All' who 
can know in the first place. That is, the 'All' who 'know' are themselves effects of the 
calculable rhetoric ofthe predicate phrase- 

that permitting tlie slaves oS the South to spread into tlie West will not add 
one being to that unfortunate condition, that it will increase tlie happiness of 
those existing. 

This predicate retroactively renders aproblein transparently knowable to the confident, 
powerful, andunified subject 'All'. 

Jefferson's correspondence proliferates detailed aiid systematic figurations of 
national unity in the face of his ambivalent fascination with and fear of European 
enlightenment, surveillance, and judgeinent'" He also makes clear that the proper 
object of this organised government is 'the people' figured very precisely as a 
'population' of enumerable and manipulable units. Consider just two examples. In a 
letter to William Short (3 Oct. 1801), Jefferson justifies a tactical embrace of 'false 
principles' inU.S. foreign relations with Europe in the following tenns: 

To be entangled with [Europe] would be a much greater evil than a 
temporary acquiescence in the false principles which have prevailed. Peace 
is our most important interest, and a recovery from debt. We feel ourselves 
strong, & daily growing stronger. The census just now concluded shows we 
have added to our population ... (Jefferson 1899.VIII:97t). 

Tactical governmentality here functions for Jefferson as a method of managing or 
disposing the new 'American' nation considered as a multiform population concerned 
with growth, strength, peace, and 'national security'. Jefferson's persistent privileging 
of the census has been well remarked by scholars, and the letter to Short offers just one 
of many such references"'. Yet the implication this persistence has for Jefferson's 
representations of 'the people' has been nearly unremarked. His public and private 
advocacy of and faith in the census as the most important raw representation of 'the 
people' offers a precise image of both the object and the subject of governmental 
organisation: a calculable image of abstract, discrete, and manipulable units. 

In a letter to Baron von Humboldt (6 Dec. 1813), Jefferson reiterates his faith 
in the technical means of representing a coherent and enlightened 'American' 
population. Anxious this tiine about conflicts with Spain and the future of Mexico, 
Jefferson declares. 

But in what ever governments [the countries ofNcw Spain] end they will be 
American governments, 110 longer to be involved in tlie never-ceasing broils 
of Europe. ' h e  E~~ropean nations co~lstitulc a separate division of tlie globe: 
their localities make them part of a distinct system .... America has a 
henlispliere lo itself. I t  must have its separate system orinterests. whicli must 
not be subordinated to those of Europe. Tlie insulated state in which nalurc 
has placed the American continent, sliould so far avail i t  that no spark of war 
kindled in the other quarters of the globe should be wafted across the wide 
oceans which separate us from tlieni. And it will be so. In fifty years more tlie 
United States alone will contain fifty millions of inhabitants ... the numbers 
which will then be spread over the other parts ofthe American hemisphere, 
catching long before the principles of our portion of it, and concurring with 
us in the maintenance of the same system ... (Jefferson 1899.1X:43 1 ) .  

of imperatives and modal commands, this letter reads more like a manifesto than a 
sonal communication with the 'dear friend' to whom it is addressed. And yet 
isely the anxiety which gives to an opinion the syntax of a command suggests that 
ever much Jefferson wants to see 'America' as unique, he cannot think the U.S. 

cept in relation to Europe. Faced with this relationship, Jefferson offers a 
resentation ofthe U.S. as a discrete 'system', within a separate 'quarter ofthe globe', 
e up of abstract and calculable 'inhabitants' or 'numbers'. 

Such nodal points-represented in the letter to the Marquis by the figures of 
All' who 'know', the well designed ship, and the clever expert or scientist; in the 

er to Short by the figure of the enumerated American 'population;' and in the letter 
he Baron by the figure of a discrete 'system' of abstract and enumerable 
abitants'-translate the ambivalence of light, surveillance, judgement, and 
tilation however in it's freest parts' into an ordered, systematic practice of 
eminent. These nodal points indicate that Jefferson responds to the anxious 

alence of Enlightenment by subjecting the U.S. to 'the quantifying spirit' of 
arent, calculable, and tactical power, a subjection that paradoxically subjectifies 
.S. as an 'All' who 'knows' how to calculate 'the means of finally getting rid of '  

ery. 111 effect, Jefferson turns the anxious ambivalence generated at the moments of 
losest proximity to Enlightenment--his 'loss' at the verge of the publication of his 
es on the State of Virginia', his fear of the 'Notes' inevitable 'mutilation however 

t's freest parts', aiid his cathartic infection with 'the disease of liberty'-into a 
esentation of the U.S. as a powerful, unified population by sub.jecting 'America' to 
ulation and quantification. 

Yet how can we account for Jeffersou's turn from the ambiguities of light and 
on, with which he seems to be plagued in his correspondence, to the rhetoric of 

ation and quantification? As figured in the letters to the Marquis, Short, and the 
, this turn raises the question of a power that simultaneously subjects and 
ifies, that is both productive and regulative, and that actively renders what it 

" Consider, for exaruple, a letter he wrote from Paris to Joseph Jones (14 Aug. 1787) (For ts. As sites of active, translative, transformative textual work, the nodal points in 
IV. 1899:437t]. 's letters reflect less an oppressive, centrally controlled, and unidirectional 
"' For example. see Cohen (1971). than the reflexive mode ofpower and knowledge Michei Foucault theinatised 
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in Discipline und P~inish. They raise the question, that is, of how a mode of power cal' realm ofpopulationsl'. That is, in the words of Colin Gordon, Foucault 
'produces reality', 'produces domains of objects and rituals of truth' (Foucault gest that 

1979: 194). 
In Di,rc@line and Punish, Foucault (1979:7) glimpsed this productive mode the same style of analysis .... that had been used to study techniques and 

practices addressed to individual human subjects within particular. local 
of power in the late eighteenth centuiy realm of criminality, when 'the entire economy institutions could also be addressed to techniques and practices for 
ofpunishment' began to be 'redistributed' in Europe with the 'disappearance oftorture governing populations of subjects at the level of a political sovereignty over 
as a public spectacle' and the emergence of 'a new theory of law and crime, a new moral an entire society (Burchelll996:4\. - \ 

or political justification of the right to punish'. 'Punishment', Foucault (1979:9,18t) 
argues, went from being the most visible and spectacular aspect of criininality 'to History of Sexualily, Foucault (1980: 136,138,136,139) argues that the 
become the most hidden part of the penal process' as 'a  whole set of assessing, eenth century marks a shift in mechanisms of power from the era of sovereignty, 
diagnostic, prognostic, normative judgments concerning the criminal [becaine] lodged hich 'the sovereign exercized his right of life only by exercizing his right to kill, or 
in the framework ofpenal judgment'. Foucault's (1 979:24) effort fraining fiom killing' and thus practiced a 'right to take life or let live', to the 

em' era that witnesses a 'power bent on generating forces, making them grow, and 
to study the metamorphosis of punitive methods on the basis of a political ring them', 'a power whose highest function was perhaps no longer to kill, but to 
technology of the body ... in which punitive measures are not simply st life through and through'. This 'modern' era is thus characterised by 
'negative' mecha~lisms that made it  possible to repress, to prevent. to 
exclude. to eliminate; but ... are linked to a whole series of positive and an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques for achieving the 
useful effects which it is their task to support subjugation of bodies and the control of populations. marking the 

beginning of an era of 'bio-power' (Foucault 1980: 140). 

locates a reflexive Inode of power in which punishment came to mean a mnultiform, 
systeinatic field of 'disci~line' which itself would 'reform' and 'free'. Subiects ining this notion of 'bio-power', Foucault (1 980: 144) continues: 

sibjected to discipline beciine subjects at precisely the moment of their subjection: ... a power whose task is to take charge of life needs coi~tinuous regulatory 
One of Foucault's central figures for this mode of power is Bentham's and corrective mechanisms. I t  is no longer a matter of bringing death into 

Panopticon, an 'architectural apparatus' for which play in the tjeld of sovereignty, but of distributing the living in the domain 
of value and utility. Such a power has to qualiQ, measure, appraise. and 

power should bc visible and ~lnverifiable. Visible: the inmate will constantly hierarchize .... 

Ilavc before his eyes the tall outline of the central tower from \vhich he is 
spied upon. Unverifiable: the inmate n i~~s t  never know whether he is being bio-power', in Gordon's (Burchell199 1 :4f) words, refers to - 
looked at any one nio~ncnt: but lie must be sure that he may always be so 
(Foucault 1979:201). forms of power exercized over persons specifically in so far as tl~ey are 

thought of as living beings: a politics concerned with subjects as me~nbers 
of a population, 

The Panopticon figures the 'composition' of 'mechanisms ofpower' in which 

a real suhjcction is born mechanically from a fictitious relation ... [for h]e 
who is sub,jected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes s Ann Laura Stoler (1995:xi) re~ninds US. Foucault tinished Discipline andPilnish (1 979) 

responsibility for the constraints of power; he makes them play ne day he began the last chapter of The History of Sen-t~ality. Volz~me I :  An Jntroditction 

sponta~leously upon himself; lie inscribes i n  himself the power relation in . Stoier cites JatnesMiller on this biographical information, andMiller (1993:240t-) quotes 

which he simulta~leously plays both roles; hc becomes the principle of his Defert as his source. It should be noted that long before Foucault's analysis of the 

own sub.jection (Foucault 1979: 199-20 1.2020. con Karl Polanyi, in The Great Transformation (1957) exposed the n~etaphoric or 
table character of panopticism, suggesting that its deploylnent of power was not Iilnited 
here of criminality and the institution of the prison. Polanyi argues that we exatnine this 

Tllus, for Foucault (1979:200) the Pa~lopticon is 'the architectural t'igure' for alnode of 'sm across a range of governmental discourses and practices, as does Foucault 
power that creates subjects as reflexive structures which allow power to take effect. 0) i~n~licitly when he writes of a general 'panoptic modality of powei-' and explicitly 

Already in the final chapter of The History of Sexzirrlity--J/olzinze I, Foucault 1 he develops this argument in his subseque~lt work, as we will see below. Of course, for 
begins to move fiom the panoptic modality of power in the sphere of criminality to It, unlike Polanyi, in principle no warden or minister is necessary for 'control' to be 

other spheres by shifting from the 'microphysical' realm of bodies to the 
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and in Ann Laura Stoler's (1995:4) words blo-power signifies 'the regulations of the 
ltfe processes of aggregate human populations' 

In a serles of lectures delivered 111 1975 entitled 'Security, l'errttory and 
Population' and 'The Birth of Biopolitics', or as he later retitled thern in one of the 
lectures, 'The History of "Governmentality"' Foucault reiterates this historical shift 
and develops his analytical shift. The emergence of a codifiable and calculable categoiy 
of 'population', and the attendant professionalisation of knowledges which produced 
that codifiability and calculability, puts into effect a diffuse, active, and multi- 
directional form of power. Foucault suggests, in effect, that the problerns which fields 
ofknowledge such as statistics were said to address were themselves given a particular, 
'problernatic' fortn by those very fields of knowledge (Burchell 1991:98-100). The 
1978 lecture oil govern~nentality argues that the very idea of political discourse 
underwent a massive restructuring at precisely the historical moment in which 
Jefferson is writing. As he did in the last chapter of The Hrstory ofSexrlalzty, Volzlnze I, 
Foucault argues that the period between the sixteenth and the eighteenth centuries in 
Europe marks a shift in the idea of governing and government whereby political 
treatises giving governmental advise to the prince or king give way to political treatises 
which are not yet self-proclaimed works of political science, but rather are searching 
for a new model of legitimation for government. Foucault suggests that the idea of 
government 'explodes' onto the scene during this period as a problem in new and 
pressing ways The new treatises de-emphasise the a prlorr and self-generating 
justification of the prince or king's legitimacy and his consequent sovereignty over a 
certain territory w h ~ c h  contains his subjects. Instead, they theorise arnultifaceted 'art of 
government' capable of legitirnising itselfvia its ability to tactically govern 'things'. 

The emergence of a 'goven~ment of things', Foucault argues, entails a shift in 
the object of government, from a territo~y containing inhabitants to 'things' with 
multiple and varied needs (Burchell 199 1 :93). Whereas the family previously served as 
a model for govenlitlg a state itself legitimated by the figure of the prince or king, the 
new treatises recognise a need for a more flexible and co~nplex model of government, a 
model within which 'the family', for example, would be just one among inany objects 
of address for the goven~ment. Foucault refers in particular to the metaphor of the 
ship-popular in this period of governmental treatises, as we saw in Jefferson's letter to 
the Marquis-as a figure for this new object ofgovernment: 

What docs it mean to goveln a sh~p? It means cleaily to take chaige of the 
sailors. but also of the boat and the cargo, to take care of a ship ineans also 
to reckon with winds, rock5 and sto~ms, and ~t cons~sts in that act~v~ty of 
establtslnng a relation between thc sallo~s who alc to be taken care of and 
the ship which is to be taken care of, and the calgo wh~ch is to be biought 
safcly to po~t, and all those eventual~t~es llkc wlnds, rocks, stoims and so 
on, thrs is what characte~izes the govctnnnent of a sh~p  What counts 
cssent~ally is this complcv of men and thrngs. property and telllto~y ale 
inc~ely oneof its var~ables (Burchell 199 1 93) 

This redefinition ofgoverninent thus involves the emergence of 'a new kind of finality' 
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or anew goal of governing: 

for instance, government will have to ensure that the greatest possible 
quantity of wealth is produced, that tlie people are provided with sufficient 
tneals of subsistence, that tlie population is enabled to multiply, etc. .... In 
order to achieve these various iinalities. things IIIUS~ be disposed-and this 
term, dispose. is important because with sovereignty the instrument that 
allowed it  to achieve its aim-that is to say, obedience to laws-was the 
law itselt', law and sovereignty were absolutely inseparable. On the 
contrary, with government it is a question not of imposing law on men, but 
ofdisposing things: that is to say. ofemploying tactics rather than laws, and 
even of using laws themselves as tactics ... (Burchell 199 1 :95). 

ytic focus from the study of structures and institutions (such as the 
I and inherent 'properties and propensities', as Gordon (Burchell 

actices and deployments of power with a 'plurality of specific 
ates a governmental realm within which power operates diffusely 

oucault's analysis of diffuse and reflexive power in the realm of 
from its European context, and let it help us read Jefferson, we 

in turn read Foucault's tendency to undertheorise the relationship of racism and of 
nalism to govemmentality. Foucault's study of a general panoptic modality of 

rpret Jefferson's paradoxical figuration of power, as that which 
s, more precisely than a theory of oppressive and unidirectional 

eoly of hegemony and counter-hegemony could. Jefferson's 
11 effect dramatises subjection to a field of visibility characterised by 
unverifiable gaze of the Enlightenment which is simultaneously 

ectification within a calculable pursuit of that light. That is, subjected to the visible 
aze of Enlightenment, Jefferson rhetorically subjectifies 'America' 

rendering it as a calculable and controllable population. The nodal points in 
hich translate the ambivalence of 'mutilation however in it's freest 
htened 'question ... merely of power' and calculable national unity 
ted as figures for what Foucault will call 'governmentality'. 
s preoccupation with Europe evinces his effort to define the 

for governing the U.S. as a legitimate nation-state; he is 
s, with giving the U.S. the same status as the lofty European 

defining its essential difference. Responding less to a consistent 
than to a persistent anxiety over the meaning of Europe and of 
exact nature of the difference between the two, Jefferson turns to 

art of government to deliver the U.S. to the Enlightenment. Gone is the self- 
suredness ofabsolute difference defined by revolution, so forcefully presented in the 

ence-a difference in kind. Having joined the world of 
by the force of revolution, as a nation-state builder Jefferson 

imselfto be tactically facing differences in degree, differences to 
ans of a new art of government. It is within this shift of interest, this 
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reformulation of emancipation by a revolutionary become nation-state builder, that we 
can locate Jefferson's letters on colonisat~on. 

Jeffersonian colonisation and racial governmentality 
Jefferson's discourse on colonisation addresses itself directly to the disposal of 
'populations' More than that, his discourse on colonisation paradoxically renders the 
very idea of a rac~ally aiid nationally codified population as that which it seeks to 
address 111 this section, hy reading a crucial passage on colonisation from Jefferson's 
'Autob~ography' along with the inany letters 011 colonisation echoed by that passage, I 
will trace a racial governmentality, addressed to 'the probleni of population', running 
throughout Jefferson's writings. It is this racial governmentality that conjoins a 
d~scourse of emancipation aiid freedom with a discourse of racial and national 
codification. For as we will see, a power that, in Foucault's (1980.144) words, 
'distributes tlie living in the domain of value and utility', that 'invests life' with 
qualifiable, measurable, appraisable, and hierarchsable value, can be said to render a 
freedom both conditioned upon and limited by tlie articulation and eale~~lation of 'race' 
and 'nation'. 

Writing in 1821 about a debate in the Virginia House of Delegates in 1779, 
Jefferson offers an extremely condensed suiii~nation of his pro-colonisation discourse 
in tlils passage froin his 'Autobiography': 

The b~ll  on the s~lblect of slaves was a Inere d~ge.;t of the cu~st~ng laws 
~espect~ng tl~em. w~thout any Intimalion of a plan for a future & general 
elnan~lpdllon It was thought better that th~s should be kept back, and 
attempted only by way of amendment whenevel the b~ll should be b~ought 
on The prlnclples of the amendment howeve1 were ag~eed on. that 1s to say, 
tlie freedom of all boln after a certaln day, and deportat~on at a proper age 
BLI~  ~t was found that the publ~c m~nd would not yet bear the proposltlon. 1101 
wlll rt bcal ~t even at t111s ddy Yet the day rx not d~stant when ~t must heal and 
adopt ~ t .  or worse wrll follow Noth~ng 1s mole ce~ta~nly w~~t ten  In the book 
of fate thdn that these people arc to be flee No1 IS ~t less c e ~  tan1 that the two 
races, equally hee, cannot 11vc In the same govelninent Natulc. hab~t. 
op~rilon ha? diawn ~ndel~ble lines of d~sti~ictron between thern It 1s st111 In 
our powel to dnect the process ot emanclpatlon and deportat~on peaceably 
and 111 such slow degice as thdt the cvll wr11 wear okf ~nsens~bly, and the~r 
place be par1 passu filled up by flee whlte labo~ers If on the contrary ~t 1s left 
to lo~ce ~tselt on, human nature must shutter at thc p~ospect held up We 
sllo~~ld In valn look f o ~  an evanlple In the Spanrsh depoltat~on 01 dclct~on of 
tile Moo~s Thts precedent would fall fa1 slio~t ot our case (Jcffe~so~l 
1984 44) 

As we have seen throughout t h ~ s  essay, Jefferson IS again concerned with the fact that 
slavery 112 the Un~ted States IS 'held up' for the world to see as d most glaring cl~allenge 
to the ploniise of u n ~ v e ~ s a l  freedom The refelelice to Spain tells us that the Unlted 

s somehow exceeds Europe, even when analogies suggest themselves; and yet the 
act of referring to Spain suggests that Jefferson is looking to Europe again and 

estion of a solution, but rather surveillance and judgement oftlie 

es Jefferson respond to this 'prospect held up'? In the 
e, he articulates a dilemma: 'Nothing is more certainly written 
that these people are to be free'. The fact of emancipation for 

ure of something already written in the fbture, sometliing that 'will 
cture, that is, of the future anterior. Jefferson is familiar with this 

cture, for he made use of it as the tense of revolution when lie wrote, in the 
laration of Independence: 'we ... solernnly publish and declare, That these linited 

lonies are, and of right ought to be Free and Independent States'. Both tlie 
aration of Jndependence's 'are and ought to be' and the 'Autobiography's' 'written 
e book of fate that these people are to be free' figure what Derrida has called the 

' ofthe people inventing themselves in the very utterance of their 
pendence: we will have been free once we say 'we are fiee' (Deuricla 1986: 100. 

Jefferson is, however, not willing to considcr this meal-is of emancipating the 
ow he was terrified about the prospect o f a  black revolution. In 
assage, he prophecies that 'worse will follow', and that 'liunian 

colonisation is not adopted and slavery 'is left to force itself 
y that resonates throughout his writings. In the 'Notes on the 
r example, he recognises that two discrete revolutionary 

ssibilities exist in the colonies, and registers his terror ofone: 

The whole commerce between master and slave is aperpettlal exercise of tile 
most boisterous passions, the most unremitting despotism on the one part. 
and degrading s~lbniissions on the other ... of the proprietors of slaves a very 
small proportion indeed are ever seen to labour. And can the liberties of a 
nation be thought secure when we have removed their only firm basis, a 
conviction in the minds of the people that these liberties are a gift of God? 
That they are not to be violated but with his wrath? Indeed I tremble for my 
country when I reflect that God is just: that his justice cannot sleep for ever: 
that considering numbers, nature and natural means only, a revolution of the 
wheel of fortune, an exchange of situation is among possible events: that it  
may become probable through supernatural interference! The Almighty has 
no attribute which can take side with us in such a contest (Jefferson 
1984:288f). 

ere, Jefferson figures freedom for enslaved African Americans as the inevitable but 

any of Jefferson's letters on colonisation mark this scene of con~parison with, and 
lance and judgement by, a generalized 'Europe'. For example. see a letter to St. George 

Tucker (28 Aug. 1797) (Jefferso 1899.VII:168). 
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terrify~ng effect of a just and wrathful God and 'the wheel of fortune'. Paradoxically, 
the prev~ous turn of that wheel made possible his own c lam to the 'my country' for 
which he trembles at the inevitability of another turn. Jefferson thus prophecies 
emancipation as a race war, a 'contest' pitting white Americans against justice, the 
Almighty, and African Americans. In a letter to Monroe (14 July 1793), Jefferson again 
evokes that other revolution which he cannot countenance: 

I become daily more & more convinced that all the West India Islands will 
remain in the hands of the people of coloul; & a total expulsion of the whites 
sooner or later take place. It is high time we should foresee the bloody scenes 
which our children certainly, and possibly ourselves (soutli of the 
Potomn~ac) have to wade tlrrougli. & try to avert them-We have no news 
from the continent of Europe later than the 1st of May (Jefferson 
1899.VT:349-350). 

Here, the Haitian revolution authorises Jefferson's prophecy of a dangerously 
revolutionary response to freedom's non-arrival in the U.S. His vision of 'bloody 
scenes' seeins to prompt him to listen to Europe in the very next sentence, and the 
silence with which he is met suggests that Europe too is poised to watch and judge the 
'bloody scenes' to come. As in the 'Autobiography' passage, Jefferson co~nmits 
himselfto 'averting' this prophecy. 

Yet again, in the letter to Tucker inentioned above (28 Aug. 1797), Jefferson 
writes about two inutuaily exclusive revolutions: 

You know my subscription to it'si' doctrines: and to the mode of 
emancipation, I am satisfied that that must be a matter of compromise 
between the passions. the prejudices, & the real difficulties which will each 
have their weight in that operation. Perhaps the first chapter of this history, 
which has begun in St. Domingo, & the next succeeding ones. which will 
recount how all the whites were driven from all the other islands. may 
prepare our niinds for a peaceable accommodation betweenjustice. policy & 
necessity; & furnish an answer to tlie difilcult question. whither shall the 
coloured emigrants go? and the sooner we put some plan underway, the 
greater hope there is that it may be permitted to proceed peaceably to it's 
ultimate effect. But if something is not done. & soon done, we sl~all be the 
murderers of our own children. The 'murinura venturos nautis prodentia 
ventos' has already reached us; the revolutionary storm, now sweeping tlie 
globe, will be upon us ... (Jefferson 1899.VII: 1670 

Jefferson here shifts the grammar of his coinlnitment to 'justice' away from the 
'fabulously retroactive' 'are and ought to be' of the Declaration of Independence and 
the 'Autobiography' passage. Instead, Jefferson offers, 011 one hand, the prophetic 

" Jefferson refers to Tucker's abolitionist pamphlet entitled 'Dissertation on Slavely' 
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eat of the Haitian revolution and, on the other hand, the practical and technical terms 
something ... soon done', a 'compromise between thepassions, the prejudices, & the 

difficulties', and a 'peaceable accolnmodation between justice, policy & 
sity'. Emancipation is here not the effect ofrevolutionary force, it is not rendered 

e 'fabulous retroactivity' of a speech act the utterance of which invents the utterer. 
el; 'emancipation' is a practical question to be 'furnish[ed] an answer'-'whither 
the coloured emigrants go?'-and a 'mode', 'plan', 'provision', or 'operation' to 

put into 'ultimate effect"'. 
In the 'Autobiography' (182 I), the 'Notes on the State ofVirginia' (1 78 I), and 

etters to Monroe (14 July 1793), and Tucker (28 Aug. 1797), we can trace a 
erted refiguration of 'freedom' from the future anteriority of the Declaration of 
endence to the problem of a fearful prophecy, on the one hand, and the solution of 

nisation as a practical, governmental project on the other. Rhetorically, then, the 
refiguring of the Declaration's 'fabulous retroactivity' as, in the case of slavery, a 
hetic problem to be practically solved, gives the danger Jefferson is seeking to 
' a form quite different from the 'long train of abuses and usurpations' to which 
eclaration of Independence responded with a claiin to the 'right ... to throw off 
a government'. Derrida (1986:9t) has argued that the 'fabulous retroactivity' of a 
utionary declaration is an ethical act because it embraces and maintains the 
cidability and underivability of its 'right'. The Declaration of Independence thus 

intains within itself a trace of the unfoundability of its foundation, a trace one can 
in the conjunction of a constation, 'are', and a prescription, 'ought to be'". In his 
I I ~ S  on colonisation, however, Jefferson can be said to 'avert' that ethical scene by 

the futurity of justice at once prophetically and practically. That is, for this 
y to figure a strictly decidable, solvable problem, a problem avertable given 
effort and 'foresight', the prophecy itself must have been given a form 

ible to being strictly decided and solved. In effect, the solution fonnulates the 
em. What, then, is the fonn ofthat formulation? What is the proble~n colonisation 

In lieu of a revolutiona~y solution, Jefferson attempts to derive emancipation 
m a governmental system, a technical, utilitarian art of government: 'the two races, 
ally free, cannot live in the same government', he says in the 'Autobiography' 
sage cited in this essay's epigraph. This solution, this art of govenllnent meant to 
ture freedom, involves the practical lnanipulation of discrete, racially andnationally 
culable and codifiable population units; consequently, this art of goven~ment must 

ee also a 1820 letter to John Holms (22 April) (Jefferson 1899.X: 157f). 
Derrida's (1990) argument that in the process ofretroactively bestowing upon itself its 
'timacy. the founding act of a constitution cuts or violatcs the existing law and tllus 
tlie consummate ethical act. an act conditioned lipon a strictly impossiblcjuctge~llcnt to 

re law and thus characterised by incalculability. On incalculability in general. see Derrida 
. especially pages 114-1 18. 
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itself render the calculable and codifiable racial and national form of the population to 
be ~nanipulated. Again in the 'Autobiography' passage, he writes of 'indelibly' 
separated 'races'-colonised African Americans, imported 'white laborers'-the 
'indelibility' giving the population units a visible and discrete form subjectable to 
manipulation. In a letter to Monroe (24 Nov. 1801) he asks, 'Could we procure lands 
beyond the limits of the US to fonn a receptacle for these people?' (Jefferson 
1899.VIII: 104), and, answering himself in the next paragraph, writes: 

The West Indies offer a more probable & practicable retreat for them. 
Inhabited already by a people of their own race & color; climates congenial 
with tlie~r natural constitution; insulated from the other descriptions of men; 
nature seems to have formed these islands to become the receptacle of the 
blacks transplanted into this hemisphere (Jefferson 1899.VIII: 105). 

This question and its answer not only 'objectify' African Americans, but more 
precisely render them as abstract, 'naturally' and 'practicably' manipulable units of a 
discrete population. 

The famous letter on colonisation to Jared Sparks epitomises the 'problem of 
population' Jefferson imagines himself addressing with his proposal (4 Feb. 1824; 
Jefferson 1899.X:289-293). He begins: 'In the disposition of these unfortunate people, 
there are two rational objects to be distinctly kept in view' (Jefferson 1899.X:289). 
Immediately, the clarity and practicality ofthe solution is the measure of its feasibility. 
But this clarity and practicality reflects the calculability of 'the problem' itself 

And without repeating the other arguments which have been urged by others. 
I will appeal to figures only, which admit no controversy. 1 shall speak in 
round numbers, not absolutely accurate, yet not so wide from truth as to vary 
the result materially. There are in the United States a ~ilillion and a half of 
people of color in slavery. To send off the whole of these at once, nobody 
conceives to be practicable for us, or expedient for them. Let us take twenty- 
five years for its acconiplishment. within which time they will be doubled. 
Their estimated value as property, in the first place, (for actual property has 
been lawfully vested in that form, and who can lawii~lly take it  from the 
possessors?) at an average of two hundred dollars each, young and old, 
would amount to six hundred millions of dollars, which must be paid or lost 
by son~ebody. To this, add the cost of their transportation by land and sea to 
Mesurado, a year's provision of food and clothing, i~nplements of husbandry 
and of their trades. which will amount to three liundred  nill lions more. 
making thirty-six millions of dollars a year for twenty-five years, with 
insurance of peace all that time, and it  is i~npossible to look at the question a 
second time. I am abvart that at the end of about sixteen years, a gradual 
detraction from this sum will commence, from the gradual dimunition of 
breeders, and go on during the remaining nine years. Calculate this 
deduction. and it is still impossible to look at the enterprise a second time 
(Jefferson 1899.X:290f). 

The letter continues incessal~tly in this vain. While this discourse certainly borrow: 

ofthe 'business' of slavery, and represents African Americans as non-human 
ties, this de-humanisation also overlaps and interacts with a certain 

The establishment of a colony on the coast ofAfrica. which may introduce 
among the aborigines thc arts of cultivated life, and the blcssings ot 
civilization and sciencc. By doing this. we may make to thc~n some 
retribution lor the long course of injuries \ve have been committing on their 
population. And considering that these blessings will desccnd to thc 'nati 
natorum, et qui nascentur ah illis'. we shall in the long run have rendered 
them perhaps more good than evil (Jefferson 1899.X:290). 

n Americans are no more granted 'humanity' in some general or simply positive 
passage than they are only reduced to commodities, as in more traditional 

very discourse, in the previous passage. Rather, Jefferson's discourse here 
sts African Americans with a common, racial identity on the level of their existence 

, abstract beings-on the level, that is, of their existence as a racial 
t is this discursive production of a calculable black population which 

s Jefferson to blend the de-humanising force of the traditional discourse of 
timated value of the new-born infant is so low, (say twelve dollars and 

cents) that it would probably be yielded by the owner gratis'-with the 
t discourse ofuniversal freedom-'By doing this, we may make to them 
on for the long course of injuries we have been committing on their 

What is more, colonisation takes on an imperial form in this letter when he 
s that 'a colony on the coast of Africa' will grant 'retribution' both to 

, in the form of 'the arts of cultivated life, and the blessings of civilization 
ce', and to 'people of color in [U.S.] slavery' in the form of 'an asylum to 
can, by degrees, send the whole of that population fiom among us' (Jefferson 
90). On the one hand colonisation discomse gives deportation value by 

ng a hierarchical racial difference between African Americans and white 
rocess ofrepresenting African Americans as objects of expulsion; on 
lonisation discourse also gives U.S. colonialism in Africa value by 

act equivalence between colonised African Americans and white 
e process of representing African Americans as abstract bearers of 

can imperialism. That is, on one hand, colonised African Americans are racially 
nt from and subject to white Americans, and thus equated with 'aborigines', on 

acial particularity, 011 the other hand, colollised African Americans are also 
ted as equivalent to white Americans, and thus different from 'aborigines', on 
of formal and abstract equality. Colonisation discourse renders this paradox 

ent, self-evident, and ' ra t io~ia l '~~.  

he Sparks letter is not unique in its representation of colonisation as the govel-nmental 
sal of a calculable population. See, for example, a letter to Monroe (2 June 1802) (Jefferson 
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These mai~ipulable I-epresentations are echoed again in an analogy Jefferson 
draws repeatedly between colonised Afikan A~nericans and '~mported' 'wh~tc  
laborers' or, often, ' G e ~ ~ n a n s '  In the 'Autobiogl-aphy' passage he wrltes that 'their 
[colonised Afi-ican Americans'] place be par1 passu filled up by free white laborers'. 
This analogy simultaneously constructs an abstract equ~valence between 'free white 
laborers' and colonised African Americans, and codifies a racial and national 
difference between white and black populations Jefferson thus again figures the 
paradox, however 'certain', 'that the two races, equally free, cannot live in the same 
government'. That is, he calculates what, precisely, 'the two races' share 'equally', or 
what form of being 'free' is corninon to both, and what, precisely, their governmental 
difference-'the two races ... cannot live ~n the same government'-consists ini7. 

In sum, I ain suggesting here neither that Jefferson is a benevolent liberal who 
could not quite overcome antiquated prejudices, nor that Jefferson's representation of 
colonisation as genuinely emancipatory is simply a false ideological surface masking a 
traditional, de-humanising and objectifying discourse of slavery. Rather, I want to 
suggest that we read both his liberal language and his Inore traditionally objectifying 
language as overlapping and interacting to produce a hybrid, liberal racism driven by 
the governmental investment of subjects with life as populations to be enumerated, 
regulated, and manipulated-'we shall in the long run have rendered them perhaps 

overlappings. interactions, and echoes' (Foucault 1980: 149)". 

his few accounts of 'race' actually takes note of such 'overlappings'. In the last 
of The History of Sexuality, Volume I, Foucault (1980: 138) suggests that the 

.om an 'ancient' regime of power organised by sovereignty to a 'modem' regime 
ised by 'a power to foster life'-or what he would eventually call 

entality-produced racism in the modern sense (Foucault 1980: 149f). 
(1980: 1470 writes, 'racism in its modern, "biologizing", statist fonn ... took 

m the mid nineteenth century with a shift in the mechanisms of power from 'the 
olics of blood'-in which 'blood constituted one of the fundamental values' and 
r spoke through blood: the honor ofwar, the fear of famine, the triumph of death, 
vereign with his sword, executioners, and tortures; blood was a reality with a 

olic function'-to 'the analytics of sexuality'. That is, through new 'technologies 
ife' concerned with disciplining the body and regulating populations, 'sex' was 
uced as a crucial field for the deployment ofpower: 

Sex was a means of access both to the life of the body and the life of the 
species. It was e~nployed as a standard for the disciplines and as a basis for 
regulations .... Through the themes of liealth, progeny. race, the future of thc 
species, the vitality of the social body, power spoke of sexuality and to 

more good than evil', Jefferson writes to Sparks. 
Finally, colonisation discourse allows us to read a historically specific system 

of racialisation and nationalisation into Foucault's conception of 'modem technologies ed off as intruders, inventcd to deflect anxieties, and conjured up prccisely to nail blame. 
of power', a conception which, as many critics have argued, had little to say about racial ~lcault. racism is more than an ad hoc response to crisis: it is a manifestation of preserved 
and national  form^'^. In particular, colonisation discourse allows us to interpret what 'lities, the expression of an underlying discoursr of permanent social war, nurtured by tile 

Foucault (1979: 138) called the 'modernity' of these technologies. For Foucault, political technologies of "incessent purificatiotl". Racism does not rnerely arise in molnents 
'modernity' does not refer to a simple, progressive development from sovereignty to 
bio-power. In fact, the History of Sexuality suggests that different configurations o 
power necessarily overlap: 

... in actual fact the passage from one [regime of power] to the other did not 
come about (any more than did these powers themselves) without 

" See also letters to Dr. Edward Bancroft (26 Jan. 1789) (Jefferson 1899.V:66-68); RU 
King (13 July 1802) (Jefferson l899.V111:162f); and J.P. Reibelt (21 Dec. 1805) (Jefferso 
1899.VIII:402f). '' Stoler has argued recently that the lectures which Foucault gave in 1976 at the Colltge de 
France-only some of which have been published and even fewer translated-confer upon race 
and racism a much more central role in the deployment of governmental power and knowledge. I 
llave not been able to exa~nine these lectures. Stoler's (l995:69) own reading of these lectures 
intriguingly suggests that Foucault's account of racialisation 'is no scapegoat tlleory of ra 
Scapegoat tlleories posit that under economic and social duress, particular sub-populations a 
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sexuality; the latter was not a mark or a symbol, it  was an ob-ject and a target 
... sexuality. far from being repressed in the society of that period, on the 

uridico-political structures of a society', 'an explicit, coded and fonnally 

contrary was constantly aroused(Foucault 1980: 145- 148). tarian juridical framework, made possible by the organization of a parliamentary, 
sentative rCgime', '[tlhe general juridical f o ~ m  that guaranteed a system of rights 

However, this shift also involved 'overlappings, interactions, and echoes' between the egalitarian in principle', 'the will ofall', 'the formal, juridical liberties', '[tlhe 
two mechanisms of power, the older 'symbolics of blood' and the newer 'analytics of nment"', 'the contract [as] ... the ideal foundation of law and political power', 

sexuality' : era1 forms defined by law', 'the law', and 'the juridical norms according to 
powerwas redistributed' (Foucault 1979:22 1-223). 

it  was then that a whole politics of settlement (peuplement), fa~nily, These two forms of power are intimately related for Foucault. The fotmer 
marriage, education. social hierarchicalization~ and property, accompanied o emerge out of the latter, in the same way that the 'political take-off' ernerged 
by a long series of permanent interventions at the level of the body. conduct, f 'the economic take-off'. Yet the two also seem to articulate together in a lnanner 
health. and everyday life, received their color and their justification from which Foucault resists being precise. 'The "Enlightenment", which discovered 
the mythical concern with protecting the purity of tlie blood and ensuring erties, also invented the disciplines', he writes at one point (Foucault 1979:222), 
the triumph of tlierace ... (Foucault 1980: 149). sting that the two forms or modes of power emerge coextensively. Elsewhere he 

For Foucault, then, governmentality's racial form involved displacing the symbolic, 
sovereign value of blood and revaluing 'blood' as one term in an array of terms to be the panoptic modality of power-at the elementary. Lechnical, merely 
calculated, codified, and manipulated in the interest of a concern with the value of pllysical levcl at whicli it is situated-is not undcr the immediate 
sex-a concern, that is, with practices of disciplining bodies and regulating dependence or a direct extension of the great juridico-political structures of 
populations. Thus 'racism' is not simply an atavistic remnant of feudalism, nor is it in a society; it is nonetheless not absolutely independent (1;oucault 

contradiction with ~iewly emerging, regulatory conceptions of equality. Rather, 'race' 
is revalued through its interaction with 'equality' just as 'equality' is revalued through 
its interaction with 'race'. However, because Foucault's account situates 'race' as one by giving the disciplines a certain priority since they are Inore 'elementary', 
term in an array of terms to be calculated, codified, and manipulated, it also fails to nical' and 'physical'. A few sentences later, he writes that fonnal egalitarianism is 

specify the f o n i  in which 'race' in particular overlaps, interacts, or actively relates to supported by these tiny, everyday. pllysical nicchanisri~s, by all tilose 
fonnal equality. Foucault leaves open the question of the precise form or modality of systems of micro-power that are essentially non-egalitarian ai~d 
overlapping, interaction, and active relation between 'race' and fonnal equality. As a asymmetrical that we call the disciplines (Foucault 1979:222). 
result, the specific histories and discourses of 'race', a tenn he introduces so suddenly 
in the last chapter of The Histo y ofsexzlality, are never examined. rovide, at the base, a guarantee of the submission of forces and 

Foucault offers a somewhat more extended though still cryptic account of this arianism, continuing 'to work in depth' on and for egalitarianism 
interaction in Discipline andpunish. In an effort to relate his study of 'technologies of ). The disciplines are 'integrated' into the for111al law, but exist 'as a 
power' to Mantiail studies of 'the economic take-off of the West' and 'the techniques ' or 'intra-law' on a different 'level' from the formal ia\v, the 
that made possible the accumulation of capital', he argues that technologies of power el of individual lives' (Foucault 1979:2:12). This 'intra-Jaw' or 
can be understood as 'methods for administering the accumulation of men', and that er-law' is 'the same type of law on a different scale', 'more metic~llous and lnore 
they ent' ihan formal law (Foucault 1979:222). Foucault's figuration of this 

of level, scale, size, fundarnentality, physicaiity: deptl~, interiority, 
made possible a political take-off in relation to the traditional. ritual, costly, ation reflects the speculative and historically general perspective of his 
violent forms of power, which soon fell into disuse and were superseded by While his account of 'infra-law' and 'fonnai law' suggests that tile two 
a subtle. calculated technology of subjection (Foucault 1979:220f). ower articulate actively and coextensively, he remains tentative about 

This partly analogical ai~dpartly historical characterisation of the relationship between t articulation. How might particular discursive articulations of power, 
'the econon~ic' and 'the political' leads Foucault to sketch another partly analogical and sonian colonisation, work to conjoin these two modalities, the 
partly historical relationship between two forms of power-the micrological and and the formal? What might the specificity of such a particular, discursive 
disciplinary, on the one hand, and the macrological and formal, on the other. The former tell us about the relationship between the disciplinary and the fomal? Is 
forln of power he calls 'technologies of power', and the latter he alternately calls 'the always indiscriminately one of level, scale, size, funda~nent~lity, 

, interiority, andlor interpenetration, as Foucaull seems to suggest, or 
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could Foucault's diverse figures actually obscure the specific interactio~l of the Yet colonisation discourse does more than respond to and create the racial 

disciplinary and the formal mode of power in particular instances'? What might a bilitl' of ~ o ~ ~ l a t i o n s .  One of the most distinctive aspects of Jeffersonian 

specific perspective on a particular discursive articulation of that relationship tell us ation is that which distinguishes it most radically fiom a project to deport or 

about the relationship between regulation or control and fonnal egalitarianis~n that African Americans out of the U.S. As he says in the 'Autobiography' passage 

Foucault's general perspective does not tell us? above, Jefferson does not adapt to a U.S. context the kind of depoltation 

Foucault adds another figure to his already formative constellation when, in by the Spaniards against the Moors. Rather, he expresses a need to surveil and 
the inidst of his account of the relationship between these two modes of power, he e colonised African Americans after deportation, and he represents that need 

describes the disciplines as 'the other, dark side' of formal egalitarial~is~ii (Foucault tely necessary, self-evident and realistic-a representation tl~at many 

1979:222). The specificity of this figure could certainly be obscured or dismissed as 
itionists shared with him upuntil the 1820s. 

incidental, since it comes in the midst of a stream of other, quite diverse figures, as The 1824 letter to Sparks mentioned above exemplifies Jefferson's concenl 

saw above. Yet the dismissal of a distinctly racial figure-the 'othe~ness' of the U.S. keep watch over African Americans long after their deportation and 
'darkness' which siinultaneously opposes, threatens, and supports forin cipation. When Jefferson writes that by establishing 

egalitarianis~n-as incidental actually mil-rors the very dismissal of race and racism 
incidental aberrations from the tradition of enlightened freedom which we saw above I a colony on the coast of Africa, which may introduce among the aborigines 
scholarship on Jefferson and slavery. Although one could hardly irnagine Foucaul the arts of cultivated life, and the blessings of civilization and science ... we 

shall in the long run have rendered them perhaps more good than evil, 
articulating an interpretation ofracism as incidental to enlightened freedom-in fact, as 
we have seen he argues quite the opposite at the end of ~ h e ~ i s t o r y  ofSexuulip, Volunze 
I-Foucault's general perspective on, and diverse figurations of, the relationship 

dering' to which he refers also includes a continuing system of surveil]allce and 

between ~nicrological and macrological modalities ofpower have precisely the effect 
making the racial figuration of the former as an 'other, dark side' seem incidental. Wh 
he figures that 'other side' as a 'dark side', he implicates his study of this relationship 

In the dispositioll of these unfortunate people, there are two rational ob.jects 

a history of racial for~nation-ahistory from which he nonetheless shies. I would like to 
to be distinctly kept in view. First .... Under this view, the colonization 
society is to be considered as a missionary society, having in view, however. 

use Jefferson's govenunental discourse of colonisation to pry Foucault's racial figure objects more h~mane,  more justifiable, and less aggressive on the peace of 
loose froin its apparent incidentality and suggest a more precise interpretation of the other nations, than the others of that appellation .... The second object Fof 

racial form of governmentality. colonising African Americans]. and the most interesting to us, as coining 

Unlike ethnocentrisins that represented hierarchical cultural differences as home to our pllysical and moral characters, to our happiness and safety, is to 

differences in 'cultural strength', differences in degree that could be assimilated and provide an asylum to which we can, by degrees, send the whole of that 

incorporated, the discourse that gives value to Jefferson's 'indelible lines of population from among us, and establish them under our patronage and 

distinction', from the 'Autobiography' passage with which 1 began this section, protection, as a separate, free and independent people ... (Jefferson 

codifies a difference in kind. Jefferson's art of government articulates 'race', 'nation', 
I S99.X:290). 

and 'equality' by offering a solution-the enumeration, emancipation, deportation, and 
resettlement of African Americans-to a problem-the conflict between formally letter, colonisation displaces older, missionary practices due to the former's 
abstractly equal populations with hierarchically ordered racial particulari a]', 'more humane, more justifiable, and less aggressive' objectives. These 
-retroactively created by the terins of the solution itself. Colonisation is thus not on ives paradoxically involve, on the one hand, granting colonised African 
an utilitarian response to racial conflict; rather, colonisation is embedded in a discou lcans formal equality and independeilce-treating them as a 'free and indepelldent 
which also produces that very conflict as one between racially codifiable and calcula e'-while, on the other hand, maintaining a system of regulation and control over 

population units whose formal and abstract equality conditions and is conditioned 
their hierarchically ordered racial and national particularities. Colonisation 
paradoxically responds to and creates the racial calculability of populations. As a to provide an asylum to which we can. by degrees, send the whole of that 

specific governmental discourse, colonisation can thus be said not simply to interact population from among us, and establish them under our patronage and 
protection, as aseparate ... people. 

with fortnal eauality. nor to interact in the form of a relationship of difTerent levels, ' - ,  

scales, sizes, depths, or colors. Rather, colonisation articulates a supple~nenta 
relationship between formal equality and racial codification, and in turn enables t s passage secures the modernity of those objectives-their quality of being 'tnore 
imperial forrn of U.S. citizenship-its simultaneous exemplarity and exceptionality. mane, more justifiable, and less aggressive' than missionising-by repeatedly 
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declaring their visual self-evidence: 'are ... to be distinctly kept in view', 'Under this 
view'. The self-evident rationality and modernity of colonisation thus depends on the 
declarative reiteration of its clarity or 'distinctness'. This rhetorical reiteration of 
colonisation's self-evidence turns the paradoxical conjunction of formal equality with 
control and regulation into a 'rational' formula for freedomin. This regulatory sentiment 
is echoed in a letter to Doctor Thomas Humphreys: 

I concur entlrely in your leadlng p~~nc~p lcs  of gradual emanclpat~on. of 
establishment on the coast of Afr~ca, and the pat~onage of out nat~on untll 
the ern~grants shall be able to protect theniselvcs (8 Febluary 1817) 
(Jefferson 1899 X 76Q 

Jefferson's vision of continuing regulation and control casts America's proposed 'gift' 
to African Americans as less an ethical and just act which expects no return, than an 
unequal exchange in which formal equality would be paid for in perpetuity by the 
maintenance of a system ofhierarchical racial and national particularity. 

Jefferson also represents this conjunction of formal equality with continuing 
regulation and control in economic terms. For example, in the letter to Rufus King 
mentioned above, from 13 July 1802, he writes: 

We might for this purpose [of paying for the colonisatioii of slaves from the U.S.], enter 
into negotiations with the natives, on some part of the coast, to obtain a settlement. and 
by establishing an African company. combine with it comn~ercial operations. which 
might not only reimburse expenses but procure profit also ... (Jefferson 
1899.V111: 161f). 

Similarly, Jefferson writes to Monroe oil 2 June 1802, 

... and if leave can be obtained to send black insurgents there, to inquire further whether 
the regulations of the place would permit us to carry or take there any mercantile 
objects which by affording some cornmercial profit, might defray the expenses of the 
transportation (Jefferson 1899.VIli: 153). 

ete, racialised populations. That is, when Jefferson argues that the U.S. must keep a 
hful political and economic eye over the new African American state, it seems that 

onisation must continue to work trans-Atlantically after deportatioll so that it can 
intain this calculable difference. Colonisation thus institutionalises its claim to 

mplete the emancipatory promise of the U.S. revolution in a continual, systematic, 
ans-Atlantic ritual of racialisation. This iterative and reiterative aspect of African 
Ionisation indicates again, as I mentioned earlier, that imperial U.S. citizenship does 
t demand the assimilation of difference to a homogeneous national norm, but rath 
pends on the active production of a particular kind of difference-the calculabl 

1 difference of a population. Yet this reiterative aspect of colonisation als 
cates that imperial U.S. citizenship is not animated simply by the desire to ri 
erica ofracial others. Rather, African colonisation schemes precisely sought to keep 

ve the very racial distinction they calculated in the first place through post- 
portation surveillance and control. Colonisation's reiterative art of governrnentality 
ntinually conjoins the formal and abstract equality between populations with the 
ially andnationally codifiedparticularities ofthose populations. 

Thus, colonisation's governmentality consists not only in centralised power 
ntrol (buying slaves and land, deportation), but also, and more importantly for 
on, in a systematic, reiterative, decentralised, diffuse political reason, a 

ion of society whereby people would come to be understood as discrete, 
culable members of a racially and natio~lally codified population. In effect, 

ised African Americans are to be objects of an experiment in Enlightenment 
nmentality; they are to be rendered, represented, and maintained 'free' by the U.S. 

n Foucault (1980: 152) writes in The History ofSexzrality that 

I do not envisage a 'history of mentalitiest that would take account of bodies 
only through the manner in which they have been perceived and given 
meaning and value: but a 'history of bodies' and the manner in which what 
is most material and most vital in them has been invested, 

By bringing independent African Americans in Africa into the economic orbit of the 
anner' of 'investment', in the case of colonisation, is this reiterative and 
ble political reason. In Jefferson, then, colonisation can be understood not as an 

U.S. as a peripheral nation-state, these continuing 'commercial operations' woul 
constmct and inaintain both a separation of Americans from Africans, and a continuin 

ation of liberal principles of freedom, but rather as a liberal, governmental 
ulation of fonnal and abstract equality with racial codification by means of a well- 

dependency of Africans on Americans. lated, diffuse, and responsibilised society. This results not in a w~thdrawing of 
The fact that colonisation must coi~tinue beyond deportation, that it lnus rnment from civil society, but in a dispersion of governmentality across a society 

proceed 'in such aslow degree' as he says in the 'Autobiography' passage, suggests that created by govern~nental political reason. When he writes in the 'Autobiography' 
it not only produces and responds to, but also maintains the very terms of the crisis it 
re~resents. Colonisation cari be said to demand the ~tera t~on and reiteration of the 
c~lculable difference, the production and maintenance of a difference in kind, betwee Nothing is more cel.tainly witten in tile book offate tllan [hat [ou~.s!aves] are to be free. 

Nor is i t  less certain that the two races. equally fi-ec, cannot live in thc sarne 
government, 

" See also an 18 15 letter to David Barrow (Jefferson 1899.1X:S 15t). ggests that formally and abstractly, as population units, African Americans and 
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white Americans are equally free. White nationalist racism 'is no less certain', 
however, because the freedom of  these population units is conditioned upon the 
product ion and maintenance o f  their ' indelible'  racial codification and 
hierarchicalisation. 

Department of English State University Press. 
Queens College, CUNY 
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'Future of the Past' Conference at the University of the Western Cape in July 1996 
vigorous prescriptions froin arange of eminent scholars as to how apost-apartheid 

o~y-writing should proceed'. Rather than engage in detail with those arguments, this 
le is offered as an attempt to re-read one particular historical figure-Jacobus 

am De Mist-through the dramatically-adjusted lenses of the 1990s. My 
ent is that while a concern with race filtered commentaries on De Mist during the 
eid years, his writings inight now be re-read with an eye to how he understood 
t forms ofnationhood. 

Writing about literary criticism, Mikhail Bakhtin (l986:7) has described 
sm as a dialogue between different cultures: 

We raise new questions for a foreign culture, ones that it did not raise itself; we seek 
answers to our own questions in it; and the foreign culture responds to us by revealing to 
us its new aspects andsemantic depths .... Such adialogicencounter of two cultures does 
not result in merging or mixing. Each retains its ownunity andopen totality, but they are 
mutually enriched. 

xtending Bakhtin's suggestive formulation to the writing of history, new questions in 
present might be raised for a particular past moment, and the hope is that this past 
inent might in turn reveal to us new aspects and semantic depths in our present. To 

ply this to the writings of De Mist: w e  in 1990s South Africa seek answers in the Cape 
ony of 1802 to our present concerns. 

Two central questions in contemporary South African debates over the nature 
forms of nationhood structure my discussion of De Mist's principal work, The 
zorundztnz Contutning Recomnzendutions for the Fornz and Adnzinzstrat~on of 
ernnzent at the Cape o fGoodHope  (1  802). The questions are: 

what is the relation between revolution and the post-revolutionary political 
tlement? 

at is the relation between the nation-as-political-colntnunity and an expanding 
list economy? 

These contributions have been collected In a special issue of South Afi~cnn H~~/or lcn l  
rznl35 (November 1996) 
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Before moving on to these questions, however. it is necessaly to set out brietly the 
interpretations of De Mist from the apartheid era. 

De Mist under apartheid 
Born the son of a Reformed minister in Zalt-Rommel in 1749, Jacob Abraham De Mist 
went to high school in Kalnpen and to university in Leideti. At Leiden, he was strongly 
influenced by the patriotten movement, and also commenced his lifelong associatioll 
with fieernasortry. Upon graduating, he returned to Kampen first to work as an attorney 
and then to serve as secreta~y to the government in Katnpen. With the revolutionaly 
upheavals in the Netherlands in 1795, he rose rapidly, being elected to the National 
Assembly in 1797. Fiis political allegiances in office were moderate: he defended the 
traditional Dutch legislative bodies and procedures, and in particular supported 
autonolny for the provinces. Outflanked in 1798 by a radical caucus in the National 
Assembly, De Mist after a short spell in comfortable incarceration moved on to a senior 
position in the state bureaucracy. In 1800, he was selected to serve on the Aziatische 
Raad, the colonial governing body, and it was this appointment tliat saw his deployment 
to the Cape in 1802. After the Cape was returned to the British in 1805, De Mist 
remained in the Dutch colonial administration, serving in other parts of the Dutch 
Empireuntil his death in 1823. 

De Mist was for the most part treated kindly by historians writing during the 
apartheid era. By far the most influential interpretation of his three years at the Cape 
version has been the one reproduced in school history textbooks?. De Mist and liis 
Batavian colleague Governor Jan Willen1 Janssens are described in these textbooks as 
Enlightenment figures thwaded by the intractable realities of life at the Cape. A.N. 
Royce (l96O:l 1 Sf9 in Legacy oflhe Past Sld VTT notes that '[blot11 men were finn 
believers in the principles of the French Revolution-liberty and equality- 
nevertheless they were practical 111e1-1 and able administrators', and lie concludes with 
the Judgelnent: 'jtlhe commissioner and the governor were anxious to iinprove 
conditions in the colony, but their ideas were too advanced for the conservative 
burghers'. A.P.J. van Rensburg et a1 (1976:61) in Aclivu Hislory Std VIII, \vhich was 
written specifically fbr black scliool syllabuses, make a similar assessment: 

I>ibcrals as rhey were, lliey nevertheless believed in strong gover-nment. and 
though much attl.acted to the ideas of eq~~aiity and brotl~erhood, they were 
slirc~vd and practicai men. 

In  a later edition ofActive Nistnry,for the new standardfive sy Ilabus, Van Rensburg et a1 
(1 989: 197.199) repeat these generous judgements of De Mist. making the remarkable claim that 
the ~tcw ilistsicts cstablishcd by Dc Mist 'did not include the land of any Black nations', and 

For a suliiniaiy of how Soul11 Afiican liisto~y tevibooks ~~ecorded nineteenill century South 
Ali-ican 1l1sto1.y. sec Elizabetl~Deanetcll(1983:52-64). 
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onclude that 'Jacob de Mist did inuch to improve the political and judicial conditions 

While the textbooks hover between praising De Mist's European refinement 
d condemning his liberal idealism, University of Cape Town philosophy professor 
H. Murray is unequivocal in his embrace of De Mist's efforts to find enlightened and 
ional solutions to the perplexing challenges of the Cape3. Murray's work on De Mist 
roaches hagiography, as he praises De Mist's modernising impulse so sensibly 
pered by respect for tradition: 'he preached the freedom of Law and Order; liberty, 
ality and fraternity were for him not political institutions but moral duties 

umbent on man' (Murray n.d.: 141, though at the same time 

[h]e was a political fundamentalist in upholding the old principles and thc 
continuity of historical institutions. De Mist was prepared to adapt the old 
vessels to the new conditions, but he navigated by the old lights (Murray 
n.d.: 18). 

Iso exemplary for Murray is De Mist's pluralism, which he describes approvingly as 
early form of apartheid: 

[De Mist] advocates that a separation should be ~iiaintained strictly between 
the native peoples of the Cape settlement and the farmers. thus 
acknowledging the treaty rights and the sovereignty of tribes .... In spitc of 
his support of free trade and the fact that he had recommended a small 
anlount of free trade with tile natives in the Memorandum. there is no 
mention here of interpenetration and of mingling of populations for the 
purpose of markets and commerce and to spread the light 01- civilisation. 
Indeed the policy of separation was so basic to De Mist's plans tliat trade 
between sections of the population is directly forbidden in an instruction. 
Natives employed in the colony, and particularly native children, were to be 
returned to their homeland (Murray n.d.: 11 9). 

Mist's resistance to extending the franchise is also applauded by Murray. After 
ting a statement by De Mist criticising public politleal meetings, Murray notes that 

e Mist's titnes did not allow for indiscriminate universal suffrage!' (Murray 
I). In his conclusion, Murray argues enthusiastically for the continuing benign 
ce ofDe Mist: 

Soutli African political experience marches on after 1806, when the English 
take ovel- the Colony at the Cape, but never, in all its vicissitudes, loses sight 
ofDe Mist either in principles, institlitions or policy .... De Mist's institutions 

Iso sympathetic to DeMist is G.D. Scholtz ( 1  967:383f). and horn an earlier period J.P. van 
-we (1926). Educationalist E.G. Malherhe (1925:79) is even more effusive. describing De 
'one of the ablest administrators and educational reformers who ever set foot in Soutli 
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and ideas were carried into the hinterland by the Voortl-ekkers from the eastern parts tlral ~naskcd a real lack of regard for the potential of non-white individuals 
of the Colony during the third decade of the centu~y. Continuity was as citizens .... This attitude, which parallels exactly the feeling of lhe 
~naintained and the principles of De Mist's political philosoplry were woven contemporary white South African who expressed a preference for the 'raw 

native', shows the strength, even in Janssens, of the belief ill the virtues oS into the texture of the political institutions and procedures wlric11 are 
the men unspoiled by western culture (Freund 197 1 :272t). incorporated into the Republic of South Afr ica(n.d: 137). 

ncludes that De Mist's reforming zeal was moderated as in the course of his 
e l m s  in the Cape, with the result that 

the powerless non-whites continued unable to participate in ad~ninistration 
and justice and remained at the disposal of their white employers and 
masters (Freund 1971 :275). 

' p a n d e r  Ken~p] has leapt over our heads on our own path. Liberty, Equality, 
Fraternity: he is, while we are not, absolute in his requirement of Liberty, 
Equality, Fraternity. We clap eyes on the savages of the land and our senses 
recoil from accepting them as our free and equal brothers. or, indeed, as our 
brothers at all. Cotlsidering European politics. van der Kemp lnay be 
reactiona~y and we the revolutionaries-' 

'Assu~ninghe remains an Orangeman-' 

'Tlrey say he does. But humanly he has crossed the boundaries which still 
contain us' (Millin 1952:257). 

conservatism: 

He was no democrat. He was the son of the regenten, and. rejecting 
de~nocracy and monarcl~y. he naturally opted for oligarcl~y (Freund 
1971:138). 

As regards De Mist and Janssens's racial attitudes, Freund sulnlnarises as follows: 

Jn their view of the non-white colonial peoples. Batavian officials 
interspersed senlimentality, sympathy for unfortunates and a paternalism 

n citizenship after 1789. 



De Mist in the 1990s lendarn settlers challenging the authority of the Dutch East India Company 
De Mist's claim on our attentions in Sout11 Africa in the 1990s rests upon his abilities a C.), De Mist is forgiving7. The blame for settler uprisings 'is solely due to the ill- 
a lucid and fastidious commentator on thc emergent and competing definitions o ceivetiintentinns und badstaleswzansh@' (De Mist 1920: 177 e.i.0.) of the Company 
natiolihood in Europe after the French Revolution. FIe has a direct appreciation of the ctors, and the actions ofthe rebels are therefore justified: 
connections between European nationhood and colonial expansion, and his political 
experiences in the Netherlands bring a distinctive perspective to bear on the comlnunity Was it. then, so vel-y unnatural that designing persons-only too many of' 
at the Cape. Furthennore, he lived through a particularly interesting period of Dutch them, alas!-arc to be found both at the Cape and in the Motlleriai~d--tl.icd 
history. Simon Schama wryly suin~narises the secluence of calamities for the to advance their own interests by means of the discontelit of tile colonists. 
Netherlands during this period: and instigatcd disorders. risings and rebellions? We tl~oro~~ghly condemn 

these deeds, but it is the duty of an effjcient Government to i~ivcstigatc tlie 
cause for such a general wave of dissatisfaction .... First restore the 

Between 1750 and 1813. alter all. tlle Netherlands was despoiled of its happiness of tile community by establishingjust laws and institutions. and 
colonies. routed at sea, invaded four times (twice unsuccessfully); driven to then punish the Lransgressors (De Mist 1920: 178). 
Llle edge of bankruptcy; and finally forccd to drain the dregs oC its 
misfortune by becoming mere departments of the Frcnch Empire (Schama cient political system (including a modern legal system and the freedom to trade) 
1977: 16). een as the appropriate means to redress for the legitimate grievances ofthe settlers. 

clz the same way as the French bourgeoisie and populace were justified in feeling 
Throughout these perilous times for his nation, De Mist was never far from the action. ed by the despotic bumbling of the uncien regime, so too for De Mist did the 

As regards the first question, namely how De Mist understood the relation have every right to demand a~nodern  form of government attuned to their needs. 
between revolution and post-revolutionary settlement, it is clear that it was the French While he defends the settler rebels in their dealings with the Company, De 
Revolution which dominated his thoughts. Though by nature a conservative man, D less sympathetic when they plunder their Xhosa neighbours. He is critical ofthe 
Mist saw in the French Revolution and its aftermath certain benefits: e stealing and petty thieving, which the settlers of Graaff-Reinet have lately 

stomed to perpetrate against their Kaffir neighbours', and sees it as 
t the Xhosa should have changed from being 'docile and peace-loving' to for although, in colnmon with all loyal country~neu, we deplore the 

misfortunes, losses and humiliations wllich were our portion during the late n whom we should fear because we have embittered them' (De Mist 
war, and althouglt none can have a greater liorror of all so-called ccordingly, he also shows sympathy for the rebellious feelings of the 
revolutionary measures than we, yet we feel that this is perl~aps the most nd native inhabitants" towards white settlers and colonists. Slaves, he argues, 
important, if not tile happiest outcome of periods of anarchy, or epochs of ell-treated, with 'a higher code of morals ... instilled into the masters' (De 
war and peace, that at such times, as if by an electric shock, the whole order .252), and further, responsibility for the conflict between white settlers and 
of things is changed, and sweeping reforms which have been needed for bitants lies historically entirely with the former: 
many years are immediately instituted, whereas fifty years of peace and 
prosperity would not have brought thcm within reach (De Mist 1920: 170f). On what grounds did these poor creatures deserve the persecution and il l -  

treatment meted out to them by the Company's servants from the very 
founding of the colony? From the caves of their fathers. they watched a At the dawn of the nineteenth century, De Mist therefore approved the salutary 'electri foreign nation take possession of their coasts, offering not the slightest shock' effects of tlie French Revolution, not only because his own persolla1 elevatio 

owed much to the Revolution, but also because by 1802 it was clear to hiin that its mo 
radical i~npulses had been contained. It was also a consequence of the Revolution th histories of Dutch settler uprisings during this period are traced by Hermann Giliomee 
the Cape government had been transformed from the Company's ineffjcien 37.51-54,70-80). Also interesting in this regard is Giliomee and Andre Du Toit 
administration to 'the more advanced forms of Republican government' (1920: 17 1), Ross (1981:8-10) explores the connections between the uprisings in the Cape 
process lie saw the new inoderfiising Batavian government accelerating. Indeed, whi etherlands and the Thirteen Colonies. 
the value of 'liberty, equality and fraternity' in the post-revolutionary settlelnent is du cent studies of slavery at the Cape are Robert Shell's Children of Bondage 
acknowledged, it is the lnodernising effect of the French Revolution-the 'elect 
shock'-that appeals most stroligly to De Mist's Enlighteliment sensibility. 

As regards De Mist's attitude towards revolutions more generally, he is 
were a number of violent Khoisan rebellions during this period, which are occasions sympathetic towards rebel causes. In the case of the Graaff-Reinet a 

ly traced by ShulaMarks (1972) and SusanNewton King (1 98 1). 
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opposjlion: they gradually I-clreafed beibre the advance of tjle strangers, and upon restoration [of Dutch rule] everything starts afresh, and never did a 
/~ro~//o'edNiem 1v211 cattle, sl~eep, andgoats; hotalltl~is co~ildnot.*fe 111c w/~ite/nan :S more favourable opportunity offer itself for the substitution of an improved 
grccd. Covetous, as we might suppose, to cmulate the Spaniards in  Atnerica ... the system of government in place of the former constitution. 
colonists hounded down these timid wretches, destroyed their kraals and villages, 
stole their cattle, seized the rnen and boys and reduced thern to a state of subjection 
and slavery (De Mist 1920:2530. e Mist, there were two fundamental pressures to consider: first, the monopolistic 

ces of the V.O.C. had been undone as a result of free trade, and the new political 
In order to accominodate the aspirations of the slaves and native inhabitants, De Mis r therefore had to embrace the modemising energies of free trade in order to 
argues for their gradual integration into the colonial order. In particular, rather than ive; and second, the political revolutions in France and the U.S. had made an equal 
plundering their resources, he argues that efforts should be made to draw them into the enry (in whatever limited form) a sine qua non for any modem nation, and demands 
colonial economy: r equality in the Cape likewise had to be welcomed as markers of progress and 

the inhabitants of that remote district could gradually be civilised .... If no Looking first in more detail at De Mist's attitude towards the principle of free 

weapons or gunpowder be sold to these people. what harm could there be in e, it is clear that he sees future governments at the Cape no longer confined to 
teaching them the use of knives, shears, pins, hammers. large nails, thread, g the interests of the Company and its employees; rather, the economic 
ribbons, pipe, tobacco, and all sorts of sinall wares and women's ornaments of all who lived in the Cape would have to be served". The Memorandum 
.... [A]n increase of the necessaries of life helps in tlie progress of 
civilization. By means of barter and exchange. the Kaffirs can be taught to 
trade i11 elephants tusk and furs (De Mist 1920:246). 

Slaves and native inhabitants rising up against colonial rule in the Cape are never 
accorded the same stature by De Mist as the revolutionaries in France, or indeed the 
settler rebels. However, like both the French revolutio~laries and the settler rebels, they 
too can find their place in a modem, post-revolutionary settlement if they learn the 
lessons of free trade and assimilate the 'civilised' ways of the EuropeanLo. 

The central place De Mist allocates to free trade in cementing his post- 
revolutionary settlement is of course of direct relevance to the second question posed in 
re-reading his Menzorandzlm, namely how does he understand the relation between the 
nation-as-political-community and the expanding capitalist economy? Under the 
V.O.C.'s rule at the Cape, a mercantilist economic dispensation had dominated a supine 
political order, but with the V.O.C. going insolvent in 1795, a new form of colonial 
governance was needed. De Mist (1920:183) recognises this opportunity for 
innovation: 

ordingly embraces the principle of free trade enthusiastically: 

That in future the political government of the Cape should be wholly 
distinct from the commercial government, which has hitlicrto regulated 
affairs in that Colony; and that the inhabitants at the Cape. under reasonable 
conditions should be allowed the unrestricted exercise of their trades and 
occupations, in so far as lhese can be reconciled within the inkcrests of the 
Mother Country (De Mist 1920: 190) 

ough the final qualifying clause retains the allegiance to Holland, his commitment 
ese passages to free trade echoes precisely the defining principles of the new 
omic order being established at the same time in the Thirteen Colonies. 

As regards the need for a novel political system to supersede the Company's 
erfect efforts at political administration, De Mist approves the political forms of 

ican democracy. What distinguishes De Mist's position from the likes of 
on, however, is the continuing attachment to a ~netropolitan power. In an 
ant passage, De Mist sets out the relationship between Ratavia and the Cape, 

ng due attention to the overlap ofpolitical and econoln ic rights: 

the Cape sho~~ld primarily be considered as a distant portion oftlle Batavian 
'" 

It is quite clear from these passages that Murray's interpretation of De Mist's policies i Republic. the welfare and prosperity of wllicli are inclucled in oul- own. and 
inaccurate. Rather than anticipating the sequence of policies from indirect rule to segregation t which, with all the other portions of our Republic, is subject to one and the 
apartheid (as Murray suggests), De Mist's assiinilationist impulse should be seen as a precurso same government. It is only distinguished from the other integral members 
of the Cape system of direct rule introduced by Sir George Grey later in the centu~y. In De Mist' of this co~nrnunity by the fact that owing to the distance separating its 
benign version of this policy, there' is the gradual assirnilation of an elite of the local inhabitant inhabitants from this Republic, it  cannot participate in the decisions and 
into tlie ranks of tl-re Dutch citizen~y. What direct rule meant in practice in the Cape w 
something quite different. Mahmood Mamdani (1996:66) ex~lains that direct rule legitirnise 

, . 
the 'appropriation of land, destruction of communal autonomy, and establishment o 
"freedom" of the individual to become a wage worker'. The very few Africans who Thc tension between mercantilist and free trade ideologies continues undel. Dl-itis11 rule. I:or 

'civilised' in tlie coloniser's terms e~~.joyedEuropear~ legal rights; for thevastmajority, their lega et'~ll summary of the conflict between Governor Charlcs Somcrset (defender ot'mercantilism) 

status as second-class subjects was enforced. John Fairbairn (proponent orfree trade), seeTrapido (1 99235-39). 
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deliberations of the State Parliament. It must be regarded as having made a 
reciprocal contract with tlre rest of the citizens of the Netherlands, which, 
on the part of the Colony, is embodied in the condition do zltfacias, and on 
the part of the Motherland facio z~t des, that is to say. we willprotect andhelp 
))OZL f))ou will bringyourprodtlce to our market andprovide our ships with 
whatever they need. But these citizens, on the other hand, are privileged by 
possessing not only the same definite rights offreedom in citizenship and 
religion as are enjoyed by all citizens of the Republic, but also many other 
advantages, such as smaller taxes, the benefits of mutual free trade with the 
mother country, facilities for acquiring freehold properties and other 
privileges which we have not the space to enumerate (De Mist 1920:186 
e.i.0.). 

De Mist acknowledges that the symmetry between a capitalist economy based on the 
principles of free trade, and a political community based on an elastic definition of 
nationhood stretching from Amsterdam to the Cape and beyond, cannot be achieved 
without some effort. He is especially aware of the constructed nature of national 
identity, and of the need for ideological labour to be directed to this end: 

It will be the work of years to transform the citizens of Cape Town once 
again into Nederlanders, and unless the national spirit is regenerated, and a 
pride fostered in national morals. customs, dress, manufactures, etc., etc.. i t  
will be in vain to hope that any good will result from political reforms (De 
Mist 1920:201) 

In the Cape, the settler community, the native inhabitants, and the slaves had proved 
fractious and difficult to control, a state of affairs De Mist attributes to the cotnbination 
of mercantile monopolies and antiquated political institutions. His fervent belief is that 
a re-negotiated political identity based on Dutch citizenship, in conjunction with a 
laissez faire capitalism, would produce a more efficient dispensation. 

" There is a vast literature on the relation between race and nation. Three of particular interest 
for this period are Eteinne Balibar and Ilnmanuel Wallerstein's Race, Nation. Class. Arnbigzlozls 
Identities (1991) David Goldberg's Racist Czlltz~re. Philosophy and the Politics of Meaning 
( I  993:2 1-40.780, and Martin Thom's Repzlblics, Nations and Tribes (1995). Wallerstein offers 
the following distinction. einpliasising the economic dimension of definitions of race and nation: 
'The concept of "race" is rclated to elre axial division of labour in the world-economy. the core- 
peripllery antinomy. The concept of "nation" is related to the political superstructure ol' this 
historical system. tlre sovereign states that form and derive from the interstate systcm' (Balibar & 
Wdlcrslcin 1991 :79). Martin Tlio~n's (1995: 1 19) central focus is on the shift fioii~ the city-state 
to tile nation aftcr tlic Frenclr Revolution: 'the prestige of the ancient city became tarnished in the 
aftermath ol' thc French Rcvolntiou, and ... the imagincd qualities of the noblc savage were 
transferred to the Germanic tribes, the ~iiasscd origin ofthe Christian nations'. 

he relation between 'race' and 'nation' in all contexts is a complex one". In De Mist's 
n time, both terms mutated in important ways, as Nicholas Hudson (1996:258) 

plains: 

Yet over the period of the [eighteenth] century, 'race' gradually mutated 
from its original sense of apeople or asingle nation, linked by origin, to its 
later sense of a biological subdivision of the human species. 'Nation' began 
lo be used as a subdivision of 'race' or, even more comnronly, as a term 
denominating a cultural or a political group of a certain soplristication. 

nd m the mid-nineteenth century, Hudson continues, they changed fundamentally 

['Race'] meant an innate and fixed disparity in the physical and intellectual 
make-up of different peoples. 'Nation', in turn, was more than a group of 
people living under the same government. 1t was tlre very 'soul' of personal 
identity, tlre very lifeblood churning through an individual speaking a 
particular dialect in one of Europe's innumerable regions. From the often 
violent coupling of 'race' and 'nation', re-fashioned in these new forms. 
were spawned the most virulent forms of nineteenth-century racism. and 
finally the political barbarities of our own ccnt~try (Hudson 1996:258). 

gh De Mist refers to issues of race, his more direct concern in the Menzovandzrm 
questions of nationhood, and he deploys the late eighteenth-century sense of 

ltural or political group of a certain sophistication'. His desire 
f Cape Town-he does not distinguish between them on the 

of race-into Nederlanders, is symptomatic of this understanding of nation. The 
-era apologists ,for De Mist, however, read back the nineteenth-century 
of 'race' and 'nation' to the start of century, and produce an ahistorical 

etween past and present, in which (to return to Bakhtin's terms) the racism 
e quite different racism of the Dutch Enlightenment. In the 
tive articulation of nation and race, his ideas on post- 
tlement, on nation-building, and on unrestricted capitalist 

Finally, as to whether Re Mist's Memorandum answers questions in our 
ggestions. First, the Memorandum shows quite clearly the ability 
agination to contain the radical idealism of a revolutionary 
lectual resources used by De Mist to effect such containment 
cratic citizenship (with exclusions occluded), free market 

, and a relentless rhetoric of modernisation and progress, are coded as 
with (never as distortions of) the revolutiona~y impulse. Second, De Mist's 

o the political discourse of nationhood and the economic 
de produces contradictions which continue to resonate. His 
h national spirit at the Cape while at the same time promoting 
t as a more powerful imperial power displaced the Batavians. 
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Whether the current South African government's political discourse of ra i i~bo  
nationhood can sustain the contradictions generated by its own economic policies o 
internal structural adjustment and increased free trade remains an open question. Crone. ID 1937. Race Attitudes in South Afuica: Historical, Experirnenfal andpsychological 

tidies. London & Johannesburg: OUP & Witwatersrand University Press. 
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Current Trends in the Politically, the 1990s has been a dramatic decade for South Africa, opening 
the unbanning of the ANC, CP and PAC and proceeding to the establishment in 

Production of of an ANC-dominated government followiilg the first democratic elections in the 

South African History try. With this abrupt transition from white minority rule to democracy, one might 
expected a huge upheaval in both academic and popular historical perception: a 
to uncover and re-understand the history of society from the point of view of the 
essed majority. The major point we want to make about the recent and present 

Martin Legassick and Gary Minkley oduction of history in South Africa is that there has been no sudden 'rupture' or 
ce 1990, at least in academic historiography. Nothing, in other words, 
to the birth of African history in the 'decolonisation' period of 1956- 

The future's clear skatties, it's the past that's uncertain'. rise ofthe Dar-es-Salaam school associated with the growth of 'socialist' 
nca, or to the rise ofiiationalist Indian historiography alongside the struggle 

e independence of India. 
One of us is regarded as one of the founders, in exile, of  'revisionist' historiography   his paper takes this point as one that requires explanation, and our discussion 

will be oriented around attempting to provide this. 
the early 1970% and dropped out of the academy for ten years in the 1980s2. The other s of gaps in our knowledge and treatment of the formation was in the 1980s, initially under the influence of 'structuralis 
economic history department at UCT, subsequently practising 'social histo 
paper gives our reading of the state and trajectory of the contemporary prod 
history in South Africa. It is the first time we have worked jointly, and this social context of 'revisionism' 
represents an unfinished dialogue between our different pre-conceived ideas ican history writing, as situated among exiles and in 
question. We are more concerned with raising issues and problems for discus ish-speaking) universities, moved from liberalis~n to 
with providing complete answers. We try to situate the contemporary produc 
history against the background of a past trajectory: of the birth in exile and subseq 
rise to hegemony of revisionism-radicalism-Marxism (some academics accept ssu~ned (as certainly did the one of us involved) that 
label; others another) in the English-speaking academy, and (within that) the rise historiography, and that the real issue was to burrow 
hegemony in the 1980s of 'social history' as promoted by spokespersons of Histo ow this. It is perhaps significant that this was the period in which 'black 
Workshop'. usness' was the dominant political ideology among biack students. It is also 

writers in South Africa have remained, and remain, 
ale). Ironically, this nationalist historiography was most 

I 

Eva Bezuidenhout (Pieter Dirk Uys) at the launch in Darling of Lester Venter's When e writers, for example, in Eddie Roux's pioneering Time 
Mandela Goes: The Co~ningofSotith Afvica's Second Revol~ction, Cape Times. 311 011 997. to be given more substance in the four volume 

The implicit reasons for Legassick's leaving the university were spelled out in cans Thomas Karis and Gwen M. Carter, Fronz Profest fo 
'Academic Freedom and the Workers' Struggle', written as the T.B. Davie Memori uments collected in South Africa in the early 1960s'. The which the University of Cape town invited him to return to South Africa to give in 1979. 
he was refused permission to enter the country by the government, UCT at first 
distribute the lecture in absentia, but the Acting Principal subsequently wrote that 'the un 
Iias received legal opinion to the effect that we would risk prosecution if we were to publish yo ademics in tlle 1960s had read works by Plaatje. Molema or Dhlorno, ctc. but. in lecture'. Thus only extracts have hitherto been published- in some student newspapers. 

Jubber (1997: 157) writes recently of 'the theoretical hegemony of Marxist theory over the 
past three decades'- i.c. since 1967! In South Africa this is a vast exaggeratio~l. In English- 
speaking white Soutl~ African universities, the liegelnony of liberalism only began to be 
cllallenged by Marxism in the I970s, and Marxisni could be said to be hegenlonic at the earliest in 
the 1980s-andwas being challenged by the start of tlie 1990s. A piece in 1990, in fact, writes o 
'the idcas of tlie revisionist historians ... rapicily becominghegemonic within tlre acadelnies in the 
1980s' (Witz& Hamilton 199 1 : 190e.a.). 
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the movement o f  resistance over the ar~alysis o f  South Africa undoubtedly 
ced revisionists. 

In parallel with revisionism in the academic arena went class analysis in the 
on movement. Joe Slovo's 'South Africa-No Middle Road', published in 

The significance of  revisionism lay in importing ideas o f  class into aca 

Since race discrimination is ... thc modzis opernndi of South Afi-ican 
capitalism, the struggle to destroy 'white supremacy' is ultimately houtld up 
with the very destruction of capitalism itself ... it is just as impossible to 
conceive of workers in SA separated from national liberation, as it is to 
conceive of true national liberation separated from the destruction of 
capitalism (inDavidsonetal1976: 1 18.1 6 1l8. 

To undcrstaud South Africa wc mus( appreciate the fact and fix it tirmly in 
our minds that hcre we are dealing with a class society. In Soutli /\i;.icn ilic 
capitalists. the bourgeoisie are tho domirrant class. Thcreihrc the stiiie. 
other fornls of social organisation and oflicial ideas are conditioned bq, this 
one fact of the supremacy ol'the bourgeoisie .... 7'1ie condition o f  tile black 
workers in Soutli Africa, tho place in society allocated tons hy :ire capitalist 
class, demands tliat we nlust assert our right to revolution .... ConsiJcr tlic 
circun~sixnc~es in wi\ich\ve might position black capit;llisnl as the antitliesis 
to white capitalism ... black capitalism instead of being t l~c  antilliesis is 
rall~er contil-ination ofparasilism with no recteeniing Seaturcs ~vliatsoevcr. 
without any extenuating circumstances to cxcusc its exiilence jblhcki 

liberntiorz and democracy by taking state power and establishing a worker's democracy- 
achieving the same ends as articulated by nationalism. but by class nzeans. After all. as Lenin Revisionism became divided into 'structuralist' and 'social history' 
wrote. 'To throw off oppression is the imperative duty of the proletariat as adernocratic force, and 
is cerlainly in the interests of the proletarian class struggle. which is obscured and retarded by 
bickering on the national question. Rut to go beyond these strictly limited and historical limits in 
helping bourgeois nationalism means betraying the proletariat and siding with the bourgeoisie' 

Si~nons 1983:413). 
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camps-but through the 1980s it was probably 'social history' that had the dominan 
influence. Financiul Mail in 1985 reported an opinion survey that 77% of blacks in selected 

an areas expressed a belief in socialisin (FM 20/9/1985). Another such survey 
The period of revisionism's hegemony, from the late 1970s and 1980 ducted at this time showed that more than three quarters of shop stewards 

coincided with the rise of a revolutionary social movement in South Africa deinandin rviewed favoured socialism over capitalism; 90% in the Eastern Cape (01-kin 
national liberation, democracy, and an end to capitalism. It was the consonanc 86:52). The position of workers organised in COSATU was reflected in General 
between ideas on the ground and those of 'revisionist' academics (all white) that le cretary Jay Naidoo's (1 986:35) speeches: 

, A 

apparent force to socTa1 history. In the townships and the workplaces, thk gener 
understanding was-in the words of an NUM resolution-that apartheid an apartheid racism has gone hand in hand with our exploitation and suffering 

at the hands of the bosses .... Despite thc desperate attempts by organised 
capitalisln were 'two inseparable evils that must be smashed"'. Equally, an early East business to distance themselves from the present discredited regime we 
Cape consulner boycott leaflet was titled 'Industry and Government--two sides of have learnt one important lesson, that the root and Fruit of the apal-tlieid tl-ee 
same bloody coin'". Surfacing sporadically in written sources is this interconnect1 is the exploitation of workers in Soutli Africa ... the alliance between big 
made in the popular mind. At a 1985 Johannesburg May Day trade union meeting, business and the apartheid state is soaked in the blood of the workers". 

Star reported: OSATU delegation told the ANC and SACTU in exile in 1987 that: 

Most speakers spoke in Zulu and identilied capitalism as the enemy of the The general feeling among workers is against reform and in favour of 
black working class in Soutlt Africa .... A speaker from [FOSATU] ... restructuring and creation of a new society reflecting the interests of 
brought most of the audience to its feet when he said capitalism was the workers ... the majority of workers want fundamental change ('Meeting 
enemy of tlie workers, and sang and hum~iited: 'Capitalism, capitalism is our with COSATU 71311987.-Confidential minutes. ANC Collection. 

enemy' (The Star 21511 9851". Mayibuye Centre-cited in Ada~ns 1998: 105)". 

se sentiments signified a widely apparent organic, ~evolutionary, crisis of South 
Tha~ni Mali, one of the organisers ofthe two-day November 1984 Transvaal stayaway, n society. Professor Colin Bundy's (1987:71) inaugural lecture at UCT analysed 
asked what the goals of the struggle were, said oneperson, onevote in a unitary Sout not a 'revolutionary situation' existed in South Africa, and concluded that 
Africa but not all of the preconditions for revolutionary change exist'. 'Bluntly', he 

'soinething has got to give. Restructuring is unavoidable. But what fonn will 

'but that's not enough. It must be a 'workerst state' based on the principles of th ee also Bundy 1989). The 'form' that restructuring in fact took-to the 
Freedom Charter' many activists-was the so-called 'miracle' of a negotiated settlement. In 

some inight argue that this represented the consu~nmation of the 
'So you want a socialist Soutli Africa' -or perhaps of its 'first stage', though the SACP, with its slogan of 

penlng democracy', implies that the first stage is not yet reached. We would argue 
'Exactly'. Ile replied (Szlnday Erpress 1111 111984). r that the revolution is inconzplete, stalemated. The Revolution Deferred is the title 

ecent book by Martin Murray, though nowhere in the book does he explicitly refer 
explain the title". Coinpletion of the revolution would involve the working class 

"' 
See South African Labour R~illetirz 12.3 (1987) 48. Some of tlie rest of this paragrap 

taken from a fbrthcoming review article by Martin Legassick in JSAS. see alsoSALB 12,4 (1987) 33-35; 12,5 (1987) 60. 
" 

Workin Progress 39,  October (1 985) 15. Incidentally, these quotations call into question at this stage the ANC delegation (including both Joe Slovo and Tliabo Mbeki) 

following claims of Witz and Ha~nilton (1991:190): 'the focus on classes and class analy gainst putting forward 'the socialist perspective'. i.e. they were for separating 

which was at tlie heart ofrevisionist scliolarsl~ip, failed to tap in successfully to many popula onal liberation from the struggle against capitalism and for workers' power. 

perceptions of oppression in Soutli Africa. Jn tlie 1980s racial oppression remained tlie cen : 141 e.a.) writes: 'During the 1980s, the popular upsurge aginst white 

focus of anti apartheid struggles, despite their strong anti-capitalist rhetoric'. This. in our vi -ule and the apartllcid system spilled over into agenuine grassroots rebellion against the 

privileges 'race' too much: in much popular consciousness, national oppression was seen as the rules of the capitalist marketplace .... Yet with tlie onset of multiparty negotiations in 

wol-k of the white bosses and state. t- 1990 period. tlte profound political realignn~ent through which political parties sought 
'' 

E.g. see also Moses Mayekiso. MAWU General Secretary. FOSATU Workers Ne 
y to reinvent themselves in the changi~ig circumsta~ices of pluralist electoral competition 

(October 1983): Thozamile Gqweta, President of SAAWU. 777e Worker (October 198 ed a l'l~ermirlor-icin, or ~iioderating thaw in tl-ie locus of tliiriking about the h~ture'. Murray 

Iz~~iletli~r (JuneiJuly 1984), official publication of CUSA. to the 'unanticipated resilience ol the capitalist economic order'. .'l'Iiel.midorian'. 
el; implies apost-revolutiot~a~y 'moderation' rather than the deferring of'arevolution. 



taking up the inco~nplete democratic and social tasks in a sti-uggle for  workers' power. 
.lust as the social context of the 1980s affected the clirnate of  historiography, so  does the 
'uncompletedrevolution' context o f the  1990s. 

Coasting with the tide in the 1980s, social history has attracted powerful 
compliments. Terence Ranger (1991 :5 ) ,  though critical o f  aspects of'its 'radicalness', 
has celebrated its achicvernents as  'dynamic and committed and honest'. Sllula Marks 
(1.386) has called the rewriting represented in the work of  revisionist scholars a 
'revolution in our undel-standing of  South African history'. Eric Foner (1995: 166). the 
celebl.::led liniied Slates historian, has described South Akican social history as  Ilaving 
;?reduced 'seine of the world's finest historical scholarship' in this vein. t i e  argues that 
tile social historians have 'rewritten Soutlt African l~is toly to ctnphasise the experie~tce 
of black lal?onreis in I-ural areas and in urban tnines and industries' and that ' i t  gave 
i l ( ) i ~ ~  to those excluded i-'rom traditional accounts, often tl~rough oral histories that 
allowed ordinai-y pcopie torelate their lives and express theiraspirations'. 

Thc consonance of  popular revolutionism and radical history-making in the 
acaderily in the 1980s introduced some heady ideas. It was believed that academic 
his tay,  as social histoty, could become popularised: translated into the conception of  
history held by 'the masses'. The atmosphere was captured by Colin Bundy 
( 1  990: I39t) in the following terms: 

behets ~npopulal is~t t loi l  on the constluctlon o f h ~ s t o ~  rn the academ) ' 
Consciously or not, the urge to 'popula~rsitt~on' of revlc~onist h ~ s t o ~  

const~tuted an ~n te rven t~on  ru the polrt~cal arena In thls respect, In orrt vtew, 
spokespersons o f  I i~s tory  Workshop can be  cr~ticlsed for a belief ~n the ' u p l ~ f t ~ n g '  role 
ofthe rntcllectual qua ~ntel lectual '~  In a reflectwe prece at the end of  the 1980s B o z ~ o l i  
contrasted the 'Gramsclan' concept of  thls  ole from what she regarded as the 
'hlthusserran' 

Forging an alternative set of historical interpretations ~vould challenge 
hegemony on a lrigll level: but making these new interpretations popular 
would provide the already-conscientized masses with greater insiglrt and 
understanding of the structural conditions they confronted. The essentially 
Gvalnscian aim of raising the capacity of the mass of the people for self 
emancipation--so that the popularisation of history involved a process of 
empowerment of the people thernsclves-ran against the Althusserian idea 
that emancipation would come from above and from 'theory'. Gramscians 
stood somewhere between a belief in tlre subordination ofthc intellectual to 
the movement, and one in the subol-dination of tlie movement to theory 
(Bozzoli 1990:24lc see also Bozzoli 1983:8). 

hat Bozzoli llere calls 'Althusserian' is that mis-interpretation of Lenin's W h ~ t  is lo 
the ivory tower has already been breached by popular pressures: grappling 
irons promise f~lrther to scale its \valls. and its base of acadelllic autonomy is Don$ which is held by Communist Parties and inany Trotskyist groupjets: the idea 

being undermined .... South African radical historians inhabit a present that workers are capable only of 'trade-union consciousness' and that 'socialisln' must 

makes con1pl~ehension of the past seem particularly important. ~ ‘ l ~ ~ i ~  rought to theln from outside by intel~ectuals '~.  In fact Bozzoli's characterisation of  
society's histor). docs not present itself meekly for exatniuation. It j n t ~ - ~ d C ~ ,  the 'Gramscian' does not entirely escape this". Moreover, an 'intellectual' is 
ficrcc and feverisll, baring its deformities, and demanding ilnmediate 
attention. 

The attendance at Wits History Workshop 'open days', the support of  the NECC for 
'people's history' projects, etc. all encouraged such a belief. 

The turn to negotiations ir-r the 1990s and the resultant de~nobilisation of  a 
mass rnovelnent has transformed the conditions for the 'popularisation' ofhistory. With 
politics in the 1990s now more concerned with the 'pacting o f  elites' rather than 
eruptions of  the masses, once again 'histoly' is made 'from above' rather than 'fi-om 
below'. The  ANC has become transformed from the vehicle through which the inasses 
sought transformation of  society in the 1980s into the staunch defender o f  neo-liberal 
capltalisrn in the 1990s. In parallel, there has been a huge erosion in popular interest in 
academic presentations of the past. A s  Paul Maylarn (1 995) observed at  the 1995 SAHS 
conference at Rhodes, social history has largely been confined to the site of  the 
professional historian and the university. Leslie Witz and Ciraj Rassool (1992) have 
described how, despite near 'missionary work' of  popularisation, social h i s t o ~ y  has 
remained 'on the margins' of popular- and public domains. Shula Marks (1996) has 
cornlnented on tlie 'disappointed expectations' as a result of  the limited recognition in 
school l l is to~y curricula ancl textbook of 'the [real] iiistoriographical advances o f  the 
last thirty years'. As to tlie character of tlre 'popiilar iristory' being plesently made, ive 
return below. For the moment what we  are concerned tvith is the effects o f  the 1980s 

In these paragraphs we have benefited St-om reading Rousseau (1994: 1995) and Greenstein 
996). 111 the original version of the paper we also offered some criticism of Rosseau and 
reenstein's standpoint wliieh wc have dropped from this version bccausr i t  is not central to tile 
rgunlent: we still ],old to the essence ofour critique ofthenr however. Subsequent to writing tlie 
raft of this paper we read Tshidiso Maloka's as yet unpuhlislled 'Writillg for T~ICIII: '.Radical" 
istoriography in South Africaand the "Radical" Other', whicli makes telling points. 

As with other critics of Wits IIistoly Workshop. we direct our attention to tlre ‘manifestoes‘ 
of its c h i d  spokesperson of tlie 1980s, Helinda Rozzoli. in her introductions to collected 
volumes. This of coursebegs the question as to how fB. the pieces in the collections live up to the 
prescriptions of the manifestoes: seeMinkley (1986). 
'"ee Legassick (1991 :17f) where it is argued that the llisto~y of the twentietll century ~ 1 1 0 ~ s  
ratlrer non-socialist 'intellectual' leaders of working-class orgartisations crushing 'socialist' 
struggles by t l~c working class. Bozzoli (1983:34) criticires the view that 'inadequacics in 
leadership, organisation or "line" arc to be bla~ncd for the usual failure of Lhe op\>res"ed classes to 
develop "proper" class consciousness'. I.egassick'svic\v differs in that (a) it is not it qucstio11 o f a  
'failure' of the oppressed classes to .develop "propei." class consciousncss'; nnci (b) as Trotsky 
pointed out, 'leadership is not at a11 a lnerc "rellection" o f a  class', but is likely to Inse -above‘ 
accountability to the class and thus to lag behind i t  inconsciousnzss. 



L . l l r 1  r r l r  rvenas 272 the Prod~iction o/'Sonth /lI;-icail Hi~7torj, 
l.eg~~s,siclc ond C ; L E ~ I  l l f ~ ~ k i e ) )  

popular culture is not straight-forwardly class conscious. I t  is  main^^ 
collstitutcd through colnmunity, regio~ial. ellrnic, local. gellder. or racial 
ca~egories, For acomplexvaricty of rcasons. only rarely does -class' fo1.m tlic 
significallt clelncnl in cultural formations .... black popular c~llL~>l-c tends to 
engender artd sustain ideologies of a nationalist. populist. 'lllo~hcl'ist'. 
racially-dcfined character (Bozzoli 1990a:239; see also Bozzoli 19x7). 

from it: 'ahovc it"? 

conscio~lsncss: set issues of 1nqnhil)~iz Basehenzr 1-27 ( 198 1 - 1  990) 
'1 T ] ~ ~ ~ .  R~~~~~~~ ( [ ' )~)4 :  {()[ j . f )  crjticises Hozzoli's privileging oftlle concept o f  class in tile 

oftllis popular 'nationalist' culture. 
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-. 
Ile\v conditions of 'uncompleted revolutioll. l-emove a Illaterial ining and the mines in South African histo~y in a numbel of new works; a spate of 

~ l f l c ~ c ~ - P i n ~ l i ~ g  of ~ v i i i o n i s t  ideas. A~i t i -capi ta l i i~~ and idcas ofc la s s  become vely istorical and political biographies; and a growing literature on the lbr~ns of rule and 
U1lfjshiollable i l l  official society. But what is to take their in historjogf-a13hy? D~~~ ature ofopposition to apartheid, anlongst others. We can do little justice to the rarlge of 
'lot transition from the revolutionaly clilnate of the 1 9 8 0 ~  to the bland cljlnate of pics, critiques and fields of attention that are visible within and about this growing 
'recollciliatioll' of the 1990s part way to explain why the trailsition has not (as yet outh African historiography. Instead we will focus on what are variously regarded as 
m ~ i v a ~ )  beell associated with breaks or erplosiollS ill histol-iogl-aphy? 
c('mmcntalor on the 'Future ofthe Past' confererlce held at uwc last yearLVrote how: 

'The Mn~ihu~lc Ccntre was concerned to criticisc tire pl.olkssional llistol-y- 
producing cstahlishme~lt. including 111cil. collcagLles in !listoly 
r)c~~al'fn~elit. for not \criting tlie history of- b 7 ~ ' l ~ c  Struggle. and for 
laI?Ollt.il?g 3t t l l ~  'rockfkce' oftlie political S ~ S L I S ~ [ C  ( j { ; l i l l i ] t ~ ~ ~  1996: 146). The three books we wish to focus on are Charles van Onselen's The Secd is 

B ~ i t  what kind of l l i~toly of the struggle is being delmnded in this critique1] ls it a 
1 ' o ~ ~ ~ a r  histof7 'fi.oln bc lo \~ ' ?  Or is it a triutnphalist nationalist llistoly? or a 
'11-econciliation' history? 

r1le1-e are certain cornlnon features between the approach of Sout], Afi-ican 
social 1lislorialls and the 'subaltern studies' school ill llldia. ~ 0 t h  ]lave stressed ~l,istoly 
fionl below' popular agency. Both have expressed tllelllselves llostile to salne time, though, each of the three books moves beyond a social histo~y 'Srorn 
nationalism and to a triumphalist nationalist histow of 'great men3, say this, 
howevel; disguises their differences. 'Subaltern studies' arose ill a quite difkrent 
context. It represented a challenge from 'within the nation' to the hegelnony of 
nationalist (and 'Marxist' which were in fact nationalist) ideas in post-colonial Indian 
historiograp~~y". South African social history arose while society was still 'colonial3 to 
challenge first liberalism of the 'coloriisers' and the11 a nationalist prpselltatior, ofthe 

ofthe colonised It might be considered merely a brancl~ of the 'historiography 
of the colonisers'. In this case, particularly under conditions of an 'uncompleted 

arch and productioll (Nasson 1996). Despite having emerged earlier as a historical 

revolution', the historiographic break rnight express itself as a nationalist reaction to it. ect in the work of Nkadimeng and Relly (1 983), Kas Maine has been Put on *he 

At the same time, the challenge ' fro~n below' represented by social history to 
'nationalist ideas' cannot be wished away. To move fi-om a concerll lYith nationalism to 
a c a ~ c e r n  with subalte1llity seems a logical progression. TO retun, from collcerll with In this sense The Seed is Mine represents a kind of 'flagship' of the social 

subaltemit~ and conflict to concern with nationalism and/or reconciliation seelns a 
rather harder road to travel: more difficult, perhaps ilnpossible. 

recent 'social history' writing: its strengths and limits 
At the same time academic histoly productioil in South Africa has continued to 
generate a range of and divergent works. In recent years there has been a 
revitalisatioll of 'precolonial' studies; intense debates aild ilew analyses of early 
colonia1 histories in southern Africa; reassessments of the role aild importance of 
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disjrllegration (after the 1930s) of a class of black sharecroppers in tile southwestelll 
's adolescent iiatiollhood' (Nasson 1996:3). It is a book larger than itself, a~node l  7iansvaal He is a Samuel Smiles hero, a self-made man-brought down in the end by 
South African past, standing for that past. Its past moreover-in contrast to the a~al - theid  This trajectory is closely intertwined with the history, nature and production o r ~ n  of social histoly-is consistent with the idea of reconciliation. This rests not 

of white owned and worked land, and ultimately with the developlnent and a history of simple racial separation, exclusio~i and the repression of imagined 
enaoach*nent of white capitalist relations of production in agriculture. This is the e (and thus on forgetting) but also on a history of social assimilation, inclusion, 
narrative thrust of The Seed is Mirze, although it is simultaneously a narrative in whi osmosis', of 'paternalism and violence', of a shared, albeit uneven past of an 
Kas Maine and his productive wishes, strategies, entrapments and forms able inter-racial ~nilieu':~. The message of the book is thus a~nbiguous as 
illde~elldence are lnapped in all their specifics of  locality and change. epresent ofreconciliation. On the one hand it has a past pretnised on areading 

in addition tllough, as Bundy has suggested, there is also a secolld story ower relations and conflict that also involves social assimilation (within and 
intelTwinedwith it and resting 011 the concern with the sharecropping fainily as a 'social the categories of race). Making that past visible makes the politics of 
entit>" (Bu l ld~  19971366; drawing on Van Onselen 1996:9). Here is Bundy's ation a much Inore deeply embedded historical project than is conducted by 
description: , for exa~nple. On the other hand, however, the book emphasises the dramatic 

ping impact of a colnplex rural class conflict and transition to agrarian capitalisln 
Kas Maine lnay have been heroic in llis versatility as far~l~er. stock-breedel-. below'. These collflicts of class would be displaced and silenced if all-embracing 
artisan. mechanic. tradcr. speculator. and traditional IleaIcr. Yet lmally readers ial definitions (as defined by apartheid and resistance to it, and assulned in the TRC 
will wince at his record as husband and father: flogging his daugllters, course) were taken as the categories to be reconciled. 
estranging his sons, tnargi~ialising his wives. What van Onselen makes areas are important in examining the production of academic histoly in 
possible is an understanding of how two sets of demands-economic 
viability and domestic pliability-colluded and collided (Bundy 1997:367). uth Africa. The first relates to methodology: of how peasants (and Kas Maine) speak 

e book. The second relates to the ways that the empirical research is conlbinedwith 
retical analysis of social a i d  economic change. AS regards the first there is a I t  is in these intersections between productive structure and peasant agency, and 

between sharecropper and patriarch, that Van Onselen parts company with lnuch south ificant paradox. Kas Maine's memory and his feats of re~nelnbrance validate the 

African social history. The categories of 'history from below' and of subaltenl agency ole book as a subaltern 'peasant' voice ofthe past and of history. Yet Maine's voice is 

and experience as distinctive and 'autonomous' are problematised. The book details t made in the book, and neither is his or others' remembrances made explicit 

how relations of kinship and paternalism were painful and violent, but also intimate and memory. AS importantly, though, Kas Maine's memory and his voice is seen to 
searing in their interactions between different categol-ies of black and white people on emplify 'histoly living on in the mind' where he 'never once ceased to amaze with tile 
the Highveld. This meant that experience was a 'painful .sl~nredexperience7, mutually curacy, depth and extent of his insights into the social, political and ec~nolnic 
deterlnining in Inany respects and that a South African identity, incl~lding racial id en ti^ ctures that dominated the south-westem Transvaal' . 
elne%ed out of a nexus of colnplex relations betwecn trust and betrayal, colnpassioll This shows, by the way, a different sense in which the book can be taken as 
and humiliatioll, love and hatred. Thus Terry Ranger (1997:384) suggests that van collciliatioll history. Colin Bundy (1997:369) has suggested that in its combinatioll of 
Onsele~l's biography cnables us to see that 'Kas lives most of his life as an e research with analysis rooted in theoretical understanding of economic 
.4fi-ikanerised black on the land ofAti-icanised whites'. Relatiollships between hnnels social change, The Seed is Mine has 'outstripped or transcended the eitherlor 
and sharecroppers are m ~ ~ c l l  more fully integrated than in the conventional cturalists vs social historians] antinomies of the 1980s'. The evidence of memory 
l ~ i s t o l ~ .  'rhere is little place, Inoreover, for simple racial stereotype when the en, 1l0t only tells the peasant or subaltern story but also that of structures, providing 
oppressive landlosd in the book is black. cans to 'transcend the eitherlor antinomies of the 1980s scholarship'. What is 

The ma.jor new insights in The &Seed is Mine arc prilnnr-i]y those of content ling, however, is that this is done without an engagement of me1norY, without 
aro~lnd the shared and interconnected nature of rural experience, At the sa1-n~ tiune, Van 
Ollselcn (1996:vi-vii) argues that 'the field ha[s] barely given way to the factoly, the 
Peasant to the proletarian, and the patriarch to his family': these changes, i n  other 
~\~nrds ,  ale I-ece~it. Tliis effectively jnscrts a 'peasant's voice' onto t]le centre st ~l~~ notions of Lcultnra[ osmosis' and of and violence are cirawn from tllc titles 

llistoly of twentieth Century and apartheid South Africa. Revisiollism (including, two prior van ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l e n  arlicles (1990: 1992) wliicll predate thc book anci discirss of its 

al-g~1aI?ly, earlier work by Van Otlselen ( 1  976) admittedly on Rhodesia and not soutll eoretical arid mctllodological ~lndcrpinnings. The notion of a reconciliationist IlistoI-Y is oLir 

Aeica) constructed the migrant ~ninewol-kel- as the central s~lhjject of racial and class owrl. and i s  colrtrasted to tllc growing representations presented in official versions aimed at 

divisioll of the society and its history. Now, for Val1 Onselen, i t  is rather the mutual achieving political as in the TRC, for example. The LcSlnS 'incsca~abie inter- 
racial i s  Nassonls ( 1  ')96:4) , talking about van Onseten's anaiysjs of  sllasecrupping in ex~el-iences of the sllare~ropping peasant on the I-ligliveld that is the 'very gastric juice distant decades w[lere Afrikarlers wcrc Africaniscd and Afi-ica~is Afriknnerised ~l~i.o~~g11 

of So~ltll Afi-icanism' aiid which should he the model or social vangllard 01. c ~ o u t l l  
proczsses ofsocial assirnilation. 



inakiilg the positions of  historian-write1-: interviewer-researC[ler, inlervjcwed- he general (Kas M a i ~ ~ e  standing for the experience of shal-mopping and Maine's 
soul-ce explicit or problen~ati~.  rience that of South African history told large) Hofineyr argues that ally interaction 

More  all^, tile biography, despite the far more s~ lgges t iv~  concern with eel-, ora1ity and literacy needs to be sought in the details of each particular context. 
issues of ' 1 0 ~ ~  peasants speak' hinted at in an earlier article by van onaelel1 (19931, us literate goverlxnent bureaucracies, schooling and religion were 'oralised' in 
does 'Iot ell.@ge ~ ~ S L I ~ S  of the social constr~lctions of langLlage, lnellloiy porta~lt ways, while the chiefdom, and various agents within it, both constructed, 
and h i s t o i ~  'The ~ ~ n v c ~ l t i o n a i  approach to 'memoly 3s evidellce' relnitins firmly in propriated alld transfor~ned the meanings of writing and of identity. In  other 
p iace  Tt7e Seed is h4ne is not just the story of Kas Maine, but it is 

suggested that it is  uations, though, opposing notions of literacy and orality providecl 'metaphorical 
horv Maine himself would tell it-it is representative of his *ks of ilnages through which both historical life and political life iwe1i-e 

inter~retaticlll. Yet because of the nature of expression and translation of that onceptualised' and acted upon, as in the cases of legitimating chiefly rule and of 
ir'cmory, Kas Maine's actual voice is silenced. Maine llardly lnakes it onto the 535 gagiIlg forced removals. Thus a central argument is that while it was overall the 
pages 'in his Ow11 voice', i.e. in extended quotatio,ls of liis o1vlr words, the evidence arbcd wire (representative of a 'literate' intervention) that caged the spoken word' the 

his memory enables asignificant rc\vriting ofthe past. erweavillg and confrontations between orality and literacy, and of the oral 
In addition, Van Onselen (1 996:s) argues that allce politics of Chiefdoms a~ ld  the control of literate institutions, was a 1na.b 

fpolitical conflict on the Higl~veld (Hofineyr 1993: 9- 15; Chs 3 &4). 
KasMaille's odyssey was b~lt a moment in a tiny corner orawider world that Flofmeyrls work moves significantly beyond the boundaries of social history 
thousands of black South Afiican sharecropping falnilics caine to on a her analysis of the form and power of language in shaping meanin!: and detelmining .journey to nowhcrc. 

tern subject positions a South Africa11 locality. Equally, she delnonstrates the 

rtance new theoretical insights around concerns wit11 lallguage, intellectual I n  seilse Kas Maine also stands for the subaltern voice of a]] sharecroppcm. 
lneinory 01- melnol-ies also stand for collective ones. The paradox that this is and identity forlnation. These coinbinations of 'oral and written technologies 

reaily Van Onselen's s t o ~ .  his voice. his practice ofwriting history involving lllelnoly illlellect7, although emphasised as within particular sets of social and political 
as evidence which is allnost obsessively sifted, checked, ordered, referellced and cross- struggles (of household, gender and place, for example) are also engagedby 
referenced, evaluated and processed by him--the professional historian-into the as within the constitutive and 'cognitive' nature of language. The 
remel~brance of real collective subaltern experience of stmcture and ofagency should tllis has for subjectivity, agency and popular and political c o n s c i o ~ l s n ~ s ~  
also not be forgotten. explored in the book as are the relatio~lsl~ips and encounters betweell 

If Van Onselen provides one model of contemporary history writing, then tradition and history in the construction of local meanings, power and identity 
Isabel Hofine~r 's  work provides a significantly different mode]. H~~ book, we sPefld 

iculations ofpasts and presents. 
021r Years 0s 0 Tole i.s ToId (1993) is also eno~mously reliallt on forms of oral T~~ aspects stalldout in Hoflneyr's account. The first is the reflexive nature of 

and of engaging v a l ~ i n g  forms of subaltern agency and dolniIlance. 1t also resentation, There is a conscious attempt to continually relate her position as broadly covers a similar periodisation, and is also focused on the Highveld It is, 
however about a chiefdom, rather than an individual sharecropper Hofmeyr is and researcher, the narratives of her informants and the evidence of differing 

therefore concerned with broader patterns of oral historical narrative and with the in a lnallller that is explicated on tile page". The result is an engagellle~lt with 
nature and forin of oral it^, literacy and intellectual meanings of the past in range of r\i and mert,ol.y thfi allows several different but interrelated dl-;mas to unfold. 
formats, including those of memoty, manuscript and lnonumellt. le the lneanings and terms of their construction also rclnain visible, and of the 

The study provides three crucial thresholds againstwhich the wider study of cess ofllistory making. Tl)is also means that, secondly, Nofineyr is tocha"engc 

o r a l i t ~  and literacy in Makopane 01- Valtyn is explored"'. Ratller than drawing the local ions of tradition and of for example, through all analysis that situates 

a l j  and ccvritte~l7 worlds in differing cultural and intel!ectual contexts. 111 the Process 
-- vely notions of modernity alld tradition are rendered problematic, and once read 

hrough the different categories of orality and literacy, 'tradition' becomes visible as 
lil .. 

1 he first thrcs1loId is that ol'thc conversion oithe chiefcfom is1to a rllra] localion i n  the 
togetller\vitll h e  adve~it aliil impact of inissionaries and the Iileracy tllcy [,l.ougl,t in this 

second llircsl~old of ch~~ i i ce  occ~trrcd 1Lon1 tllc 1930s. wit11 advent oj.direct il,tervcr 
fhc brm of 'betterment'. ~~iicler the institution oi. the literale [,ureauclacies o[tlle native I should be noled that the appendices of the book, containing icl lgt l l~ scgillents of 
Dcpai.t1llc~lt in i~a~.ticulnr. T J ~  u i - i l i ~  tIrc 1950s t~iis was 1lapliazal-il and llal[-lleartcd, but  the 

foms a s,g,lifica,It of tllc overall bvork, as pal-t or' Ilcl. more 1-cflesiv~ al'd Inore 
2s tilil-ci t l l i . e~~ l~ l t i  Of'corrcivc :~partl~cid social cnginccring emerged, tile intl-nsion 

LIS el,gagemcnl \.vitll taking tlIese llisloricai ilarratives SCI-iousi) . At tilt sallle time. arc 
~('lilical autiloi.ily i l l l i )  Lilr .Ilea~-l' oft i~e cl~ielao~n \\,;is 111;1rked. ,J'llis jjnallv cfkct serics oi'Sorced reriloviils 111 l l r i :  1060.;. also lellgthy scctiolls wit{,jll her lest itself where these issues are expiici[l~ addrcss~d. 
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lived modernity, and as complex and changeable. Her work also shows how 'the 
traditions of ~nodernity' are equally present as variously violent, exclusive and 
contlict~~al, but also intelwoven and interdependent in settler and chiefly ivorlds. At the 
same time, the nuanced interweaving of concepts makes problelnatic any easy or siinple 
dichotolnous conceptions of nationalism and political reconciliation. 

It is to these concerns of 'orality' and 'literacy' as the central organising 
concepts of the book that we wish to draw attention. Hofmeyr demonstrates that any 
interaction between orality and literacy (rather than using notions of explanatio~l 
between tradition and inodernity) needs to be sought in the details of each particular 
context and that the impact of literacy has no automatic consequence and callnot be 
predicted. As the case studies illuminate, the relationship between the spoken and the 
written was si~nultaneously co~nplexly interwoven in practice. and symbolically 
oppositional ir, tlie idea of orality (supposedly for tradition) and that of literacy 
(supposedly for tlie modern). She argues, though, that by the 1960s, historical tales had 
been tr-ansfor~ned under social and political pressures, but also by the combiiiation of 
oral and written historical accounts. in this context, and within the substantive changes 
between inale and female, and between historical and fictional stolytelling, the 'radical 
attrition oflneinory3 has currently taken place, alongside the alnplitude o f a  previously 
marginalised and pail-onised craft ofstorytelling. 

Hofineyr thus provides a rich and nuanced account of the ways in ivhich 
words-spoken and written-have eloquence and power, but also of the ways they are 
socially co~istructed nod u~idelgo ti~resholds of change. decline, attrition and amplitude. 
She highlights the social conditions that control texts and audiences, but also sliows that 
attention to narrative structure is necessarily central to revealir~g the substance of ideas, 
d i f l r ing  intellectual tiaditions (chiefly and settler) and the different and changing 
meanings ofthe past entailed in different dominant and subaltern, and modernist and 
nationalist accounts. Thus, for exan~ple, she is able to combine text and context in an 
erploiation in tlie production of local or 'indigenous' fonns of knowledge in the 
Mokopane or Valtyn chicftancy through looking at the oral historical narration dealing 
with the story of the cave of Gwala' (the siege of Makapansgat in i 554) She argues 
lliat lhese historici~l tales are draivn froni 'tile intellectui~l traditions undel-pinning 
cl~icilnncy' and are 'complex investigations into tlie meaning ofchiefsliip as a system 
of political authority and as a synibol of the entire social order' but also that the 
interaction bet\veeir oral and written accounts of the siege, and bctween chiefly anti 
settler accounts were by 110 means separate entities. They influenced each other in 
signiilcant ways so that the 'neat distinction between chiei1yJoral and settler/writteti is 
not possible' (F-iof'n~eyr- 1993: 14). 

l~ic~lcc. son?c\\~i~e~-c along the iilic. most \\;i.iltc~.r (settler) documciits lvcre 
bascd on oi.nl tcslimon)~ . . .  Equally. chielly vcl-sio1.r~ oftlic story apllropriatcd 
into thci~~selves fi-agrne~~ls ii.0111 flic ~v~-illeil accounts. In terms ol' thrii- 
inlplicil fbl-nls of.intcrpretatioil. the two fsaililioiis also ir~lrrsecl in intrrcsting 
ivayx . .  . 

R u t  they hdve also changed 111 ~elatron to the changing 1-01 tunes of the chlefdorn, and In 

- 
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relation to the change$111 the production, form and content ofthe storytelling. The stoty 
of the South African past, then, which draws on Hofineyr's approach to social h~stoly 
and subaltemity, is also much more mutual and lnterconnected than previously 
imagined, and the possibilities of a radical nationalist break in academic hlstoly 
productio~i is equally rendered as problematic if her work is held up as a model. 

Focused through the concepts of orality and literacy, then, Hofineyr's study 
has significant other implications. Not only does she suggest the need to attend to the 
orality of all written  source^'^, and thus the entire documentary h a s  that still ranks the 
written over the spoken in histoly, but also that to explore subaltern memory, identity 
and agency requires new cultural contexts and forms of analysis where language, 
translation and the 'evidence of experience' are engaged as material, social and 
narrative constructs. Thus, she says, 

while therc has been a lot of work that is based on oral hislorical inf'orination. 
this scholarship has tended to mine testimony ibr its 'facts' without paying 
~iiucli atlention to the forins of interpretation and intellectual traditions that 
inform these '[acts' (Hofnleyr 1993:9). 

A third very different work that examines the tensio~is of rule is that of Tirn 
Keegan's Colonial South Afiica u~zd fhc: Origins of the Racial Ordev ( 1  996). While 
Hofmeyr's work is situated in the meeting ground between text and context and 
between that of orality and literacy-and between social histoty and literary 
studies-and Van Onselen's between the structures and agency of 'histo~y frorn 
below', Keegan's study sets out explicitly to synthesise revisionist writing on 
nineteenth century South Africa in opposition to liberal historiography. Keegan's book 
Ilas a number of strengths and as the best syntheses are, is strikingly original: he traces 
the origins of modern SA racism and the racial state into the early period of integration 
of the Cape into the British Empire, re-assesses the relationships between Dutch slavery 
and British colonialism, tracks regional and i~nperial dimensiolls that have not been 
previously explored and compared, and reviews collventio~~al interpretatiol~s of such 
key lno~nertts as the Great Trek. Here, for example, Ile presents a strong argument, 
backed with evidence, to show the deep involvement of leading English-speaking 
settlers in produciilg what are conveiltio~~ally regarded as Afrikaner apologia for the 
Trek. This is breathtakingly daring! Moreover, the liberal tradition is revealed as not 
only being Janus-faced, but as deeply embedded within the violent construction of 
racialised and subaltern subjects. 

At the same titne, however, Keegan's work reflects some ofthe tensions oftliis 
kind of synthesis. It is largely a 'histoly from above'. It is about how the structures of 
dominalzce: of accumulation, thc colonial state and settler society were developed and 
how these structures of dominance necessarily and increasingly shaped the racialised 

'' F-lofn~eyr (1994; 1995) has engaged thcse issues in relation to oral liistory in Soutl~ Afi-ica in 
two important papers. 
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agency of white settlers, trekkers, ad~ninistrators, politicians and intellectuals and tlle 
racialised encountel-s of agency. 

It is no criticism to say that what the book also highlights are the relative 
silences of nineteenth centuly accounts of subaltern and 'indigenous' agency ill the 
coi~struction o f  colonial society. In this sense, while Keegan's book suggests and 
explores the competing age~~i las  for using power and the competing strategies for- 
gaining and maintaining control of the colonial racial order as well as the differing 
ways in which a range of settler subjects beca~ne 'agents of empire', the rclated absence 
of engagement with those identified as 'the colonised' is proble~natic. Keletso Atkins' 
(1993) work on colonial Natal, for example, argues that a disti~lctly African work 
clrlture ii~tlrrenced and constrained the apparently dominant work cultur-e ofdeveloping 
capitalism at  this time. This made for a colonial encounter that was always contested, 
moving and cliangeable, and not only for the colonised but also the colonisers. 
Fiainilton's (1993:78) work on Shaka also points to tlie 'historically conditioned 
dialectic of iutertextuality between "western" models of historical discourse and 
indigenous traditions of narrative'. As Greenstein (1995:226) lias argued firthel; for 
Hamilton this Ineans, anzongst a range ofat-guinents that 'colonialism' is not a separate 
entity that simply acts upon indigenous societies and forms colonial subjects, but that it 
is ratlier itself implicated in and inspired by indigenous voices, and vice versa. Equally 
she argues that the 'subaltern' and the 'rulers' are formed by various enLr g e~nents that 
interact, constrain and modify each other, and cannot be seen as either autonomous 
agents or subjects sirnply defined ‘from above' or 'from below'. 

There is a further problem that the synthesis around structure apparent in 
Keegan's Colonial Order highlights, when read in conjunction with works like that of 
Helen Bradford's 'Women, Gender and Colonialism'; the problem of gender- 
blindedness or 'androcentrism'. It is not good enough to argue that a 

discussiorl of 'I"a1niiy' and of 'women', hut there is v e ~ y  little or1 niasculinilies, on 
xualities and 011 gender t i~ ; i i  moves beyond the descriptive, or the  silence ofmeinol-y 

he acceptance of particular Ibmls of agency as representative of 'how it was' for 
en. Hofineyr's work is vely dit'ferent. The important focus on gendered aspects of 

e, storytelling and intellectual traditions are just part of a much wider frame of 
agemelit with the agencies of gender in her work. In the process agency becomes 

ly more problematic, part of the necessary trouble of place and the politics of 
ity. However, as Bradford and others (e.g. Bozzoli; Mager; Van Der Spuy; Marks; 

a n ~ c o n ~ )  have argued, and despite significant historiographical interventions that 
ave demonstrated the importance of these agencies and structures of gender relations, 
outh African social histo~y remains markedly androceritric in many respects. 

e retreat to examining 'whiteness9 
ptured under a broad sense of retreat, a growing number of white historians have in 

e 1990s increasingly focused on the theme of 'whiteness'. This has a number of 
dimensions. 111 the first place, it was a theine to which early I-evisionism drew attention: 

While society has its own history ofriiilitai-y conqtlest and class struggle. ancl 
essentiai to the class pso.ject of leading whitc classes--farniers. mine o\vner.s 
and industrialisls-has hccn tlie cstablishmcnt of a consensus whicli 
ovcrconics thcsc. lheir common wlliteness and pre.judice agaiiist blacks. 
tlloilgh it lias clear Iiistorical and objective roots. is also an ideological ancl 
cultural form wl~ich has had to bc forged and fouglit for (Bozzoli 1983: 19). 

general Ilistoly would pay at least as much attention to the ruled as to the Equally, it represents a defensive response to Inore recent developments. One aspect, 
rulers. to women as to men. This book is preoccupied with structuring forces. retlected in critiques by a range ofblack intellectuals and academics, has related to the 
with the forces of imperialism and colonialism. and less so with the pcopIes question of who speaks for whom and that 'Africans need to be able to speak for 
\vllo experienced their effects. Thus i t  gives greater attention to the po\vel.fill themselves'". Tlze failme to reflect 011 and rethink the i~nplications of the practice of 
than tile powerless, the colonizers than the colonized, to illen than to wol~~en, history by predotnit~antly ivhite historians and the associated ways inany inherently 
I t  might seem to solnc that the perspectives and worldviews of dolninant reproduce andlor are accused of reproducing the power relations in the larger society in 
actors are given privileged status over the experiences and perspectives oftile 
victims and the powerless. J offer no excuses, as the investigation of their practices and  neth hods of research 'frorn below' has facilitated this retreat. It 
structuring forces is of profound sigrlificance (Bradford 1996:viii). seetns safer to have white sut?jects as objccts of study, tl~en to negotiate tile varying 

forms ofpower ar~d Itnosvledge production that are cur-sently so visibly racialised. 
Bradford has delnonstrated just how different rule, power and structure lnigllt be Others, heed with the politics of reconciliation and a perceived decline in 
anal~sed when the agencies and relations of gender are taken necessarily seriously, radicalism in the period of transition have interpreted ideas of 'forgetting, the past'" to 

A similar set of Cl-iticislns apply to Val1 Onselen's biograpl~y, despite Teny rnean a shift a\vay frorn explicitly political history and the necessary audiences this 
Ranger's (1 997:384) praise of it as a 'landmark in African gender studies"'. Yes, there elltailed. P i t  differently, tlze 1980s politics of histoly, of the mission of popularisation, 

ii . This is based or1 LI very pasticulari-cadingofgender-at Icast li.om his cLlrsory comments i n  a 
I '  l'his LVas a tllemc w[lic[l silrfxcd at the Natal gender coiifcrencc in 1991. See also i,cl-okc hricf  review Not only docs i t  appear to cclilaie gcndcl- ivi l l l  .ivon~c~i'. hut a l s o  to eclllatc 

succcssfiil gcndcr st~~dies wit11 tile presence of 'women' as 'ricll and ~.ounded categories' and as ( 1994). 
hislo~.icni agcnts ill illis sense. 

" N. Mandcla (in ildctj~i0z~y~ ~11Lcrvie~v 1995). 
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has given way in some circles to a more cultural and introspective historical 
engagement within the relative security of 'whiteness'. 

Thirdly there has been the influence of post-colonial studies, read in a 
relatively narrow sense as a space for the re-engagement with the pasts of colonial and 
racial South Africa, and particularly with the ways that racial ideas of dorninance were 
formed, articulated and disrupted. This has meant, in some instances, a relatively 
unimaginative focus 011 the agents and agencies of white rule and racial discourses, 
without any conscious dealing with the construction of the 'whiteness' of such agents'". 

Strikingly absent from this recent work, in fact, has been attention to the 
questions of 'whiteness': as race and as social construction. Few studies have sought to 
unravel the very raced hierarchies of whiteness. To speak of 'whiteness' in this sense 
means more than just a focus on race or on how white people thought of their 
relationships with black people or men, for example. It rather refers 'to a set of locations 
that are historically, socially, politically and culturally produced and, moreover, are 
intrinsically linked to unfolding relations of domination'. Narning whiteness should 
also displace it froin tlie unmarked, uiirialned status that is itself an effect ofdominance: 

Ainong the effects on white people both of race privilege and of tile 
dominance of whiteness al-e their seeming norinativity. their structured 
invisibility (Fine et a1 1996:viii). 

This is so because whiteness has come to be more than itself: it appears to embody 
objectivity, normality, truth, knowledge, merit, motivation, achievement and 
trustworthiness, it accumulates invisible supports that contribute unacknowledged to 
the already accumulated and bolstered capital of whiteness. These contexts are not 
being systematically explored within this move to 'whiteness' by South African 
historians-or only to a limited degree and in very particular circumstances, inostly 
implicitly, and read through abinary opposition to 'blackness'. 

Among the work that has moved in this direction is that 011 the construction of 
Afrikaner nationalism, particularly that focussing on women (although here the 
emphasis is on 'Afrikanerness' rather than 'whiteness'), by Dan O'Meara, Isabel 
Hoftneyr, Elsabe Brink, Marijke du Toit; work on the critique of liberalism by Paul 
Rich; on aspects of colonialisin and liberalism by Clifton Crais; Tim Keegan, Andrew 
Bank; and on the n~eclianics of apartheid by AlettaNorval. What is especially lacking is 
systematic examination of the history of the construction of 'whiteness' among 
English-speaking whites. Clive Derby-Lewis, murderer of Chris Hani, for example, 
was involved with the Stallard Foundation-named after the infamous Col Stallard, the 
SAP member who chaired the 1922 Tpnsvaal Local Governiiient Cornlnission which 
proclailned that black presence could be tolerated in the towns only to serve the needs of 

i,. I'liis \vas tile case, I ~ I -  exaiiiplc, wilh a number o f  the pnpcrs at tllc UWC co~lfcrence o n  
gendcl.and colonialism. J ~ I I L I ~ I - y  1997. 

whites. Stallard, an MP from 1929 to 1948 and leader of the Domlnion Party between 
1933 and 1939, was a graduate ofOxford and a pillar ofthe church: a 

Victorian in the best sense of the word. As soldier. lawyer. politician. patriot 
and statesman lie maintained a rigid code of life in which strict discipline and 
integrity were dominant features". 

What exainination of this white masculine-WASP-tradition has thus far been made 
by today's inale WASP historians? 

where are the black historians? 
In their analysis of the tradition of radical history, Bozzoli and Delius (1990: 16) 
colnineiit that 'black historians and social scientists have been few in number'. They 
blame this largely on the 'miserly and ideologically loaded provisions of black 
education', including the 'tribal colleges' where conservative Afrikaner historians 
exerted a stultifying influence. They point out also that black intellectuals have to some 
extent been excluded from libraries and archives, and inhibited froin publ~shing: 

This stultifiing context helped ensure that the genres of autobiography. 
fiction. journalism. photography and historical fiction havc been the most 
common means through which the black intelligentsia has found its voice. 

Writing in 1990, they however conclude optimistically that '[wlithin the next decade, it 
seems certain that the racial composition of South African historians will undergo a 
marked change3". 

From the perspective of 1997, it seems that they were unduly optimistic. 
While there may be more black postgraduate history students, the numbers of black 
history staff lneinbers at universities does not seem to have altered dramatically. 
Surveying tlie country, what one notices more than anything is an absence of black 
historians. Why is this? Specifically, how far does this fact remain a product ofwhite 

" A quote from Harry Lawrence in an obituary to Stallard, Argus 14161137 1.  See also ilrgzts 
21/5/1971; 13171197 I ;  Die Bz~1-ge1*51611971; 141611971; Cape Tiines 14161197 1. Bornin 187 1. 
he arrived in South Africa with the military in the South African war of 1899- 1902 and remained. 
111 the 1960s he was .still using a high-backed tin sitz bath brought into the rondavel bedroom on 
his farm Hopewoolitlr at dawn by aretainer bringing 4 cans oftepid water and the colonel's tea'. 
In view ofthis his reported comment is interesting: 'Civilisation is not sornetliing turned on like 
hot water froin a tap'. Shortly before his death Die B I L Y ~ E Y  reported thal he was 'bitter 
teleurgesteld oor die verval van die Britse Ryk. wat liy toegeskryfliet aan tlarold Wilson cn die 
ferninistiese bewcging' (he was bitterly disappointed over the collapse of the BI-ilish Empire. 
which heattributed toHarold Wilson and thefcrninisl movement) (!I. '' For otlier co~~irnents on the absence of black i~istorians scc. Ibr example Freund 
(19881 1999). Wosger (199 I), and liousseau (1994:Ch 3). 
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raclsm? Mahrnood Mamdan~ (1 997), reviewing Williain Makgoba's book on Wits, 
W I  ltes 

a colonial powcr does not easily tolerate the deveiopmcnt of a native 
intelligentsia ... Post-apartheid Soutli Africa ... has a vibrant nolive 
intelligcntsia. but that intelligcntsia is, in the maill, not to be fonnd in the 
academy. Conversely. the university is one of the most racialised institutions 
i n  South African society-as racialised as big business. Tlie only difference 
is that while big business is sensitive to this fact, universities are not. The 
university is proud of its exclusivity, considering i t  an inevitable consecluence 
oftlie pursuit of excellence. 

Do there remain pressures to exclude black historians from the academy? 
On the other hand, to what extent is it a matter of choices. Historically, for 

whites, a career in the university has offered far fewer rewards than in business (or the 
civil sewice): it has been a case of 'madness' (or having an axe to grind) that has created 
white academics. Equally, for the black graduate in post-apartheid society the 
opportunities in business offer far greater rewards. Beyond that, activists of the 1980s, 
seeking to 'serve the community', find more productive outlets in national, provincial, 
or local government. At UWC we find the best third year history students tend to move 
to development studies to do honours. Two anecdotes. A postgraduate history student at 
UWC was interested in doing his M.A. on the reasons for the paucity of black 
historians. In 1995 he was elected to the Tygerberg council from Khayelitsha. He has 
become a statistic for his own undone research!! Even closer to home, a vocal 
participant in the seminar to which these papers were initially given, black historian 
Tshidiso Moloka, has left UCT to become an adviser to Gauteng premier Motshekga. 

To evaluate reasons for the absence of black historians one would need in the 
first place to establish the postgraduate pool from which black history staff could have 
been recruited and then discover the reasons why they have not been. Over the 1980s, 
for example, there have been several black interviewers associated with the Oral 
History project at the University of the Witwatersrand, yet they have not continued in 
history. One wonders why not'" Even such a survey would not be sufficient. There are 
the questions ofhow the postgraduate pool is selected and how it selects itself. 

One wonders, too, how far it is the syndrome of the 'uncompleted 
revolution'-the lack of radical change in the face of the expectations of radical 
change. In the 1960s and 1970s black South African social scientists such as Archie 
Mafeje (197 1; 1488) and Ben Magubane (1971) had a project: combating colonialist 
notions of 'tribalism' and 'pluralism'. Where is the equivalent project today? There 
appear to be very few black historians qhampioning a nationalist rewriting of South 
African histo~y. Where are the historiographic equivalents of such 'Africanists' as 
Thami Mazwai (in journalism) or Mzi Khumalo (in business)? 

On these issues see for esarnple. Nkomo (1 994) and Rassool ( I  997) 

A cursory survey of papers to the recent SANS conference in Pretoria (July 
997) reveals 15 and a half (one joint) papers by blacks, out of 66 delivered 
23,5%)-probably higher than has been the case in the past"'. The titles-we have not 

seen the papers themselves-suggest detailed localised studies rather than significant 
interpretations. 111 the Western Cape, a significant pole of attraction for black 
storians (and social scientists more generally) appears to be the reinterpretation of 
loured identity, though others have also turned away from nationalist as equally from 

ocial his to^^ to pursue topics such as medical history, the study of representations and 

ew official public history 
e has been any 'break' in the production of history since 1994, it has been in the 

IC sphere. This has broadly entailed two seemingly contradictory processes. On the 
e hand there is the relative silencing of history, perhaps more particularly social 

n the schools as the result of Curriculuin 2005 which dissolves history into the 
and Social Sciences Learning Area' for grades 1-9. On the other hand, there is 

e presentation of a 'new history' in such institutional presences as the TRC or the 
obben Island Museum. Simultaneously this 'new histo~y' has also become visible in 
e growth of political biography in a range of forms, including that of television. Yet 
e one major television attempt to produce a comprehensive visual history of South 
frica, in 26 one-hour episodes, with significant revisionist input, by a company called 
la, collapsed, apparently sabotaged by a black nationalist reaction". 

We will mainly focus here on aspects of the drama of the TRC and on the 
oment of the opening of the Robben Island Museum in order to illustrate our 
gument. The TRC has been seen to reflect a massive official recording of counter- 
emories to apartheid silencing for the first time. This apparent new history generated 
rough the TRC relies primarily on personal rnelnory and the telling of remembrance 
counter what are seen as official and documentary 'black holes' in South African 

 story. 'The TRC is therefore seen to be a vehicle for the new histories and everyday 
stories of ordinary South Africans to be told, of revealing new pasts, submerged 
underneath systemic racism and apartheid. 

The TRC's public relationship to the past has been complex and changing over 
time in the period of its existence. It is itself seen as a historical event or series of 
changing events, and has unfolded around dralnatic hearings which mark these 
differences and changes over time. At the same time the TRC has also been periodically 
identified as a significant producer of new South African official and public histories. 

"' Even so, the total number of papers given is certainly lower than at the previous confet.encc 
at Rhodes. " See Memo froin Phil Bonner and AndrC Odendaal to Historical Consulta~its for Pula Fill11 
history, IOl8i1995: 'Urgent need for revision ofhistory'. Sat~rr'yvArgzl.~ 261811 995. 
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The TRC thus constitutes a moment and a space where the field of history appears to be 
open to reinterpretation and meaning. Clearly the TRC has many different parts with 
different meanings and implications for history production. Giving testimony and 
participating in the public space of the hearings does provide a profound sense of 
'giving voice' to previously marginal and silenced accounts of the apartheid past. In 
important respects these activities elevate subaltern accounts into those of society as a 
whole. These accounts then have the potential to break down divisions between 
subaltern and elite accounts, particularly where those divisions are drawn in racial 
terms. 111 this sense the TRC served to directly open up public historical discourse to 
members of formally oppressed communities in ways that also move beyond the 
institutional sites ofprofessional historical production. 

The official collection of personal testimony within the TRC also provides for 
the construction of a national archive of subaltern experience on a scale that is 
enormously significant for the future production of history. Here people have spoken 
about their own historical initiatives and meanings as active historical agents in a past 
that will potentially attain the fullness of  a national history. official, public *and 
academic relationships to this archive and understandings of this national history will 
however vary. 

At the outset of the TRC, the media depicted the TRC as performing the larger 
role of new national and subaltern historian. 'From the outset, the principal aim of the 
commission has been to unearth South Africa's hidden history during the three decades 
which followed the banning of the liberation movements', said Busii?ess Day. Other 
newspapers produced similar interpretations. The TRC, they claimed would now 'tell 
the whole s to~y '  in the 'search for truth' by incorporating previously 'silenced voices'. 
This would open up the rewriting of South Afiican history in ways which will 'set 
[ordinary black people] free from the prisons of uncertainty in which the ghastly events 
of the past have confined them for too long'. The TRC at the outset, then, was seen to 
represent 

South Africa's real history ... it's most important look at the past painful 50 
years ... [tlor the first time, ail South Africa has the opportunity to learn the 
uncensored truth about itshistoryi'. 

'speaking the unspeakable', through ordinary words. The range of codes and moods is 
unusually explicit and connective in these accounts: hidden, ordinary, oral, marginal, 
real, objective and 'new'--told and heard for the first time. There is more than an ironic 
echo here to the explanations of social history 'from below', but in a way which 
simultaneously ignores the existing contributions of this social historiography to 
having already detailed important aspects of this so-called hidden history. Instead the 
public and official spaces of the TRC are represented as the key sites for the emergence 
of this new history at this time. 

This early representation of the TRC hearings and activities as the new 'real' 
and 'hidden' history, though, also needs to be qualified in various ways. The TRC itself, 
has explicitly argued it will be 'writing a history o fa  certain kind' which was to 'capture 
the perspectival nuances of the drama [of human rights violations]' in as 
'comprehensive an account as possible"3. The TRC's framework is the period 1960- 
1994 and its focus, then, is not simply the entire past of this period, but to obtain 

as complete a picture as possible of the nature, causes and extent of gross 
violations of human rights committed during the pel-iod ... emanating torn 
the conflicts of the past-". 

This 'history of a certain kind' is also influenced by the concern to 'promote national 
unity and reconciliation in a spirit of understanding which transcends the conflicts and 
divisions of the past"'This meant that the TRC accounts of the past would need to 
acknowledge '... some kind of compromise between those who want amnesia-to 
forget the past-and those who are saying "let us have revenge, retribution""! All thesc 
are constraints on the TRC's mode of representation of the past. 

Over the period of the TRC's existence there have been a range of further 
contests which have influenced a range of changingfocuses of attention from within the 
TRC, imposing further such constraints. These have involved families of victims, 
perpetrators, political parties, legal andjudicial challenges and 'outsider' cr~tiques and 
refusals of active participation in the process. The shift of TRC and public attention 
from victim to amnesty hearings, recently highlighted by the Winnie Mandela and PW 
Botha cases, has also meant a shift fi-om ordinary narratives of the past to more legal, 

Through its collection of testimony at the various hearings around the country, history interrogative and statist 'top-down' accounts which are increasingly concerned with 
was being primarily rewritten through 'devastating testimony', 'police brutality tales', conspiracy, silence and evasion about the past. This seems a far call from the initial 

media conceptions which celebrated hidden histories of ordinary people telling the 
whole story. 

More particularly for our concell1 here, this means that the potential oEcial 

Business DOJJ 12141 1996. 6/51 1996: CiOi Press 6/51 1996; h4ail and G1,nrtliarz 10- 
161511 996: , - f i ~ z ~ , s  4-5/51 1996: Szlndq~ Tiines 51511 996: S I I ~ ~ C I J J  Indepencierzf 5/5/1996; 
.Yoivetciil 10- I 6151l 996. for exam~>le. fiadio broadcasts on SA12M provided cvtensive covcsagc 
oftlie I'RC:, using a broadly siniilar Si-aiiicwoi-k of Iiidde~i. ordina~y. rcal and new. often with 
insc~.lcd voices to givc thc kc1 of th~s register--one whicll is 1.cprocfrrczt1 as well in thc daily live 
broadcasts on Radio 2000. 

I' Cl~arles Villa-Vicencio, Director of Research at TRC Workshop, ULVC, 3 April 1996. 
" Pro~notion ofNational Unity and Reconciliation Act, Government Gazette 26 July (1995) 2. '' TRC Regiorzcrl T64orkshop.s Docu~zent nd: I .  
'\rchbishop DesmondcTutu. WeekendArgzl.~ 2012 1 January (1 996). 
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verslon of framing and constructing anew national history from within the TRC is open 
to very different versions and subject to a range of interpretations and possibilities. 
Desplte these tensions and focuses, however, the TRC has continued to be identified as 
a key official site and publicly represented body which will frame and construct a new 
national history. The history ofthe TRC and the versions ofhistory presented within the 
TRC are multilayered as much they are unfinished. It is therefore appropriate, in this 
context, to suggest that the TRC enables two further contradictory processes to become 
apparent. On the one hand it already provides a moment, or series of moments from the 
public outside, when we can rather 

hold up to view the always ambiguous and always inco~nplete relationship 
among sites and moments of production of historical knowledge, the sites, 
events and experiences represented in that knowledge. and the texts whereby 
those productions of knowledge become available to inspection (Cohen 
1994:xxii). 

But, and this is a significant qualifier, the forms of official and public history-making 
being articulated through and around the TRC, and in other arenas of public history 
around museums, monuments, heritage and tourism, as exemplified by the Robben 
Island Museum, for example, simultaneously appear to be much less about these 
ambiguities, hesitancies and range of sites and productions. Here, the face of history 
continues to appear as much more narrow, more contained and more directed into the 
particular domains of re-fashioning modernity, narrating the new nation, re-writing the 
past as reconciliation and re-defining citizenship. What might this version of the past 
look like? 

Consider the recent opening of the Robben Island Museum on Heritage Day. 
The dominant image was one of an address by Mandela against the backdrop of five 
faces from left to right: Govan Mbeki, Nelson Mandela, Steve Biko, Robert Sobukwe 
and Walter Sisulu. The Cupe Emes caption accompanying the photograph (which was 
also the dominant television image) read: 

Shaped in Struggle: Let us reco~nmit ourselves to the ideals in our 
Constitution-ideals which were shaped in the struggles here on Robben 
Island and in the greater prison which was apartheid. 

Lmked to the Image were two headlines 'Stop Dep~ct~ng our People a5 Ixsser Belngs' 
and 'Mandela slams raclst museums' The otficlal leport, though, desp~te these 
headl~ne~,  had a more muted message-that 'w~th democracy [Mandela $a~d]  we have 
the oppo~iulirty to ensule that our ln\tlnlt~oils leflect hlstory rn a way that le.;pects the 
herltage of all clt~zens' " 

I 
C'czpe T in~es  25 Scptcliibci ( 1  997) I'V cover age. 24 Septelnbe~ 1997 
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During the years of apartheid, MandeEa continued, 'people responded to the 
ial and distortion of their heritage with their o m  afErmation-as indeed Afrikaners 

an earlier period'; others worked 'the history of their communit~es into 
artefacts'; others celebrated "their heritage outside of the country's museums 
meats, in song and in ceremony, En festivals and in carnivals, in the selling of 

d in buying items associated with their heritage'. Here, history as heritage 
arently cleansed ofthe history ofresistance, In the words of the primary symbol 
ance in South Africa! Elsewhere local historians sought to insert 'their history' 

w Robben Island Museum. The District Six Museum, representing 'all the 
xperienced forced removals' drew out 'the strands of our heritage' by 

ex-District Six residents who had been imprisoned or associated with the Island 
'ofthe same story' of Robben Island being nationally imaglned on Heritage Day. 

here, in the Castle, various symbols and reflections of the colonial past, 
could have been mistaken for the meeting of the dioramas of the Natural 
Cultural History Museums (from the uniforms of civilized violence to 

eroticised nakedness of tribe) took place in a spirit of 'our multicultural and 
~ i e t y ' ~ ~ .  These traditional, pre-new South Africa, apartheid South 
of the past thus became visibly and publicly part of the way that the 

sewn could 'respect the heritage of all our citizens' (as Mandela 

Of course, there are multiple strands to these depictions: we wish to emphasise 
here. The claiming of the heritage of Robben Island as the 'prison of 

id' under the watchful gaze of an elderly male leadership is significant. Its 
a1 of national figures of resistance and of symbolic leadership as being a 

between men in nationalism traces a particular fictive map of the new 
nation. Under the custodianship of this experienced leadership, representing and 
standing up for 'the people' in the 'prison of apartheid', a model is provlded to 'shrug 
off the chains of the past'" and to embrace the heritage of citizenship on an equal 
footing, 'not as lesser human beings'". At the same time the violence of apartheid, as 
symbolised most dramatically by Steve ~ i k o " ,  is presented as part of collective 
experience of the five men: they know (and knew) and they symbolise the brutality of 
the apartheid past and resistance to it. The fact that Biko was never Imprisoned on the 

3% Cape Times and Cupe Arg~rs 24.25 September (1997); Television coverage 24 September 
1997. 
-19 A. Odcndaal. Interim Director of the RIM, Cape Times 24 September (1 997). 
5% Nelson Mandela in his Ileritage Day speccli at the opening of the Robben Island Museum. 
C u p  Times 25 September (I 997). 
" Steve Biko was also syn~bolically important in representing the violence of ;~par!i~cid 
through the almost simultii~~eous TRC amnesty hearings detailing his torture and rnurtlcr at tlte 
time: as well as when taken togetl~er with his also current public n~clnorialisation in the F,astcrn 
Capeassuchasymhol. 
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Island, or that Biko and Sobukwe represent different political traditions, is forgotten 
through the promotion of this kind of national unity. It  is a unity, a national re- 
interpretation and national agency frained by national reconciliation. l'his version of 
past and heritage of struggle lays emphasis on perpetrators and victims in the prison of 
apartheid, and draws lines between good and evil as sylnbolically contained and 
'experienced' in the new figures of power. The leaders areido represent the people/ the 
majority, their experiences those of the majority, their prison that of apartheid, and their 
sense of the forgiven past and reconciled present encapsulating the 'new democracy' 
and as the markers ofcitizenship and the new nation. 

At the same time it is these official knowledges and memorialisations-in a 
new sense of occupancy and definition of 'the public'-that are being marked as the 
'real' place of 'black history' as against 'the kind ofheritage that glorifiedmainly white 
and colonial h i~tory"~.  In this respect, this public history speaks for the 'innocent 
majority, unable to speak English and unversed in the language of politicsy5' as well as 
for the histories and participants in apartheid resistance and conflict. It is a history 
reliant much more on a public rewriting than it is on an academic one. And this is so 
despite the role ofsuch key institutions as the Mayibuye Centre for History and Culture. 
Set up to focus on 'all aspects of apartheid, resistance, social life and culture in South 
Africa' at the University of the Western Cape in 1991, and incorporating the visual and 
archival holdings of IDAF (International Defence and Aid Fund), it has subsequently 
played a central role in the planning and implementation ofthe Robben Island Museum 
as well as in various formats of historical production in the 'new' South Africa5>. This 
production, though meant to focus on hidden histories, and recover hidden pasts of 
resistance and subaltern agency, has tended to disavow academic history production as 
marginal and to significantly facilitate the generation of a new official national history 
along the lines elaborated above. 

Department of History 
University of the Western Cape 

" Nelson Mandela, Heritage Day spcech. Ckpe Times25 Septernber(1997). 
" 

l'he pl11-asc is taken from a TIiC hearing 1-eport,.4lgzrs 4-5 May ( 1996). 
017 C N I M ~ Z I S .  UWC, Vo1 3, NO 19. 21-27 July (1995): Mayihuye Centre ilrznlltrl Reports 

1995: 1906 See in paulicula~.Rassool( 1997~5-7) for acritical context. 
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Jabulani Mkhize 

Alex la Guma's 
Politics and Aesthetics 

Jabulani Mkhize 

Alex la Gurna persistently reiterated his belief that the situation in South Africa was 
bound to change and that lie would, liopefully be part of a 'post-apartheid South Afiica'. 
Hi? socialist and natiot~alist 'post-apartheid' vision is suinmed up in the following 
words taken from his last published article written under the pseudonym 'Gala": 

Can we not look into the f'i~ture and sec the barriers fallen away under the 
Iiammcr-blows of progress as our people. having emerged victorious over 
racist tyranny. national oppression, etl~nic or community divisions, 
conimence to build a new life? Can we not dare to bring within tlie 
bo~~ndaries of our community Marx's and Engels's even longer-term view of 
the world ofthe future? .... Flourishing under the warm sun of the equality of 
all peoples, our culture. art and literature will intermingle as our liberated 
peoplcsmill do, blossorning into a South African culture; we shall then read a 
South African literature. not what is described today as merely literature 
'from' South Africa or 'South African Writing' ('Gala' 1985:42). 

Regrettably La G u ~ n a  was not able to witness the realisation of his dream for a non- 
racial and democratic South Africa, albeit achievednot through a I-evolution but by way 
of anegotiated settlement. He died of a heart attack in Havana, Cuba, in 1985 at the age 
of 60'. A sense of tlie contributioii he made to international and South African culture 
and politics can be gauged from the Iionours he received before his death: 

I T am indebted to Brian Bunting who infornied me about La Guma's pseudonym, 'Gala', 
which, he explained, was derived from the author's namc and surname. Using this information, 1 
was able to deduce La Gunla's other pseudonym 'Arnold Adarns'. 

Before his death he was contenrplating writing an autobiography and a travelogue on Cuba, 
where hc had been a representative of the ANC since 1975 (Chandramoham 1992: 194). 
According to Blanche la Guma. La Gu~na  was also busy working on a novel to he called The 
Cvoii~ns qflinttte or Zone ofF~i-e .  Therc are conflicting accounts on this unpublished novel. 
According to R1;tnche la Gunla. L.aGurna indicated to her shortly beforc liis deatli thatlic had 'all 
liis ideas' on  CTr,ori,li.c. q/'llct//le or Zone 0fI;'ir.i. 'in Iris head'. 'I-le dicd helhre lie started [writing] 
the hook'. Mus la Guma wrote in a letter to tlie a~~tlios.  On t l~c other hand, Cecil Abrallalns statcs 
i l l  a letter to t l~c ai~tIlo~-(ciateil 6 Iune 1994) that, in the ciid. LaCiill-na abandoned tlrc idcaofzone 
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The Soviet Presidium awarded La Guma the Order of Friendship: the 
Republic of Congo gave him the President Nguesso Literary Prize; the 
French Ministry of Culture awarded him the much coveted title of Chevalier 
des Arts et Lettres; and the Soviet WriLers Union set a special evening to pay 
tribute to him and to celebrate the publication of a half amillion copies of his 
selected works (Abrahams 1991 :vi). 

This catalogue of achievements marks the recognition of La Guma's political and 
cultural developnient and underlines the need for an In depth study of h ~ s  legacy. 

There is a general agreement amongst critics on the existence of a close 
relationship between Alex la Guma's politics and his fictional writing Yet there are 
different opinions amongst them on whether this relationship strengthens or weakens 
his work. Thus, on the one hand, there are commentators who have embraced La Guma 
as a revolutionary writer whose works justifiably furthered the ideolog~cal ends of the 
Movement while, on the other hand, there are those critlcs who have been sotnewhat 
qceptical of the aesthetic inerlts of such politically lnformed Ilterature' The most 
vociferous of the latter critics, Njabulo Ndebele (1 99 1 :85), who has In a number of 
essays taken issue with South African literature that has 'located itself In the field of 
politics', has, for example, aligned La Guma with what he calls 'the tradition of 
spectacle'-the exponents of whtch he has accused of be~ng  gutlty of 'the drarnatrc 
politicisation of creat~ve writ~ng' Wdebele 1991 :40) It could, however, be argued that 
in using La Guma as an exemplar of the spectacular tradition, Ndebele seeins to have 
overlooked the fact that La Guma was 1nfo11ned by an equally s~gnlficant but rad~cally 
different aesthctlc tradition from the largely (liberal) Arnoldian-one that seems to 
infonn his own aesthet~cs of the ord~nary. It 1s prec~sely this alternat~ve tradlt~on wli~ch 
La Guma represents tliat t h ~ s  essay attempts to recuperate 

rediscovering a tradition 
In apaperread at the First Pan-Cultural Festival in 1973, apaper which the exponents of 
the African Renaissa~ice in present day South Africa might find useful, Alex la Ciu~na 

ofFive. Kennetli Pal-ker ( I  980:9) corrohoratcs Ahl-aham's argument tliat at tire time of  his dcalli 
La CTu~nawas working on Cvoivrzs c$Bcrtfle and even goes liirthcs to indicate that tlic title comes 
from t l ~ c  lines: 'Let tlic herocs display proucily theil- crowns o f  hattlc' froin rlrc Ziil11 epic 
Ew2pcr.or .Yhakci the tir-cat by Mazisi Kunene. Abrahan~s j 1992:225) cvplaisis clse\vhci-c lliat this 
novel had bee17 .planned cutcnsivcly and two rougl~ cl~aptcrs had becii\\.ritteii'. 111 the saiilc Iciloi' 
Ahraharn's indicatecl to me that 11c was working o n  tlic ~iniinishcd manuscripl ofthis work \\itti 
the ainr o f  bringiug i t  out for publication (letter to the autlior). Mi-.;. I .a (iiinia does not. liowcvcr. 
appeal. to he a\varc of tire manuscripl. 

A good cxamplc oftlic con1lnc11tatol.s that c~nhl-acc 1.a Ci~~ina as a writel- oi'lllc ~Movc i i~c~~t  IS  

Comrailc Mzala's (Jabulani Nx~umalo's) (1 986:89) 'T)catl-i of AIcv IaCiiiina: WI-iierand I~reecloni 
Figllter'. 
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einphas~sed the need for cultural workers to reclaim the African cultural heritage and 
ma rnforms us that both his parents were pol~ttcally conscious people, ~t was largely urged the liberated Afrlcan countries to ensure that everyone had access to education 
father's pol~tlcal activltles which influenced hls socral and pol~t~cal  outlook because, in his words, '[klnowledge 1s the weapon in the struggle for final ernancipa- 

tion' (La Guma 1973 99) Although La Guma uses 'Africanist' terps,  the central thrust nst t h ~ s  background, then, one cannot look at Ida Gmna's cultu~al and pol~t~cal  

of h ~ s  argument is, nevertheless, not at odds with his Marxist beliefs. The notion of lopment without exa~nmmg hls father's role m the South Afr~can l~beration 
education that La Guma seems to have had in mind here is what Norman Geras 
(1986: 137) has called 'the edz~cation of the proletariat' (e.i.0.) in tenns of which 'the James la G u ~ n a  was a member of the ANC since the 1920s, the South African 
proletariat transforms and educates itself in the process of its revolutionavy struggle to loured People's Organisation (SACPO) in the 1950s, a inember of the ICU in 19 19 
overthrow the capitalist society'. This process of self-education of the proletariat, by 1926 its permanent secretary. His co~nmitment to working class interests was, 
Geras (1986: 138) is quick to point out, ' inno way contradicts the Maixist theory ofthe ever, not confined to his involvement in the activities of the ICU. La Guina was a 
party". La Guma is speaking from his position as a member of the Communist Party, as mber of the Colnmunist Party South Africa (CPSA), a party which was fornied in 
an 'organic intellectual' (in the Gra~nscian sense) who is supposed to provide guidance 1, which lie joined in 1925 and was in the executive of the party by 1926 as well as 
to the working class. For La Guma there was no contradiction regarding the recipr e secretary oftheNon-European federation of Trade Unions in 1928, in addition to his 
relationship between the working class and the party on behalf of which he wrote 
organised: ition as secretary of the ANC branch in Cape Town. Jack and Ray Simons 

83:267) describe him as 'one of the first coloured radicals to abandon the concepts 

The main distinguishing feature of a truc democratic cultural revolution is its liberalism for Marxist theory and class struggle'. 
mass. nation-wide character. The strength and vitality of the revolution is La  G u ~ n a  was elected to attend the International Congress of the League 
derived fro111 the awakened creative energy of the masses and their ainst Imperialism and for National Independence as a representative of the Party in 
aspirations for new life. enlightenment and culture. Real progress cannot be ssels, Belgium, in 1927 togetherwith Josiah Guinede ofthe ANC and D. Colraine, a 
decreed from above; living creative progress is the product of the masses 
themselves. We must raise the lowest sections of the population to the state of resentative of the South African Trade Union Congress. It was at this congress that 

making history (La Guma 1973:99). South African delegation drafted a resolution which demanded 'the right for self- 
ermination through the complete overthrow of the capitalistic and imperialist 

In these words, La Guma not only made clear his belief in the pivotal role of culture in ination' in South Africa (La G u ~ n a  n . d . : 2 2 t a  resolution which the Brussels 
the struggle for liberation, but also summed up what may be regarded as the guiding ngress adopted. The resolution may have served as an impetus for La Guina's 
principle of his revolutionary philosophy throughout his life. For not only did La Guma, quent attention to the national question in South Africa. After addressing 
as a cultural worker, attempt to ensure that 'the lowest sections of the population [are] ngs in Germany following the conference, La Guma and Curnede left for 
raise[d] to the state of making history' by way of his writings, but, in his role as a scow, where La Gurna discussed the South African National question with rnembcrs 
political activist, he also identified with the interests of (and fought on behalf of) t the Executive Committee of the Cominunist International (ECCI), especially with 
constituency in his unwavering dedication to the liberation struggle in South Africa. ikolai Bukha~in, then aprominent party member. 
For La G u ~ n a  'the lowest section of the population' is undoubtedly the proletarian La Guma's first visit to Moscow after the Brussels conference is of particular 

masses, a fact which not only becomes obvious in the working class bias of most of his niticance both in terms ofhis contribution to the South African libel-ation struggle as 

novels but also has a great deal to do with the influence of his father'. Although La I1 as the impact it might have had on his son's political and literary development later 
his career. La Guma's encounter with Rukharin is significant in this regard. 

-in was not only an important party thinker according fill1 support to Stalin'sNeiv 
~ i c  Policy of the time but, as editor of an official Party newspaper? P r m d u ,  he 

lso played a significant role in promoting proletarian literature ~hrough his support of 
'For Marx and Lenin, the party is nothing other than the instru~nent of the working class, its Proletkult, This brief encounter with Bukharin must have had an impact on La 

own organization for struggle: it is not. for them. yet another external agent of liberation above or ma-who is described by his son as having been an avid reader of working class 
superior to the n~asses' (Cieras 1986: 138). iterature----and later on his son's reading tastes as well. 

Of paiticular sign~ficance w ~ t h  rega~d to this v ~ s ~ t  to Moxow, howevet, was 
La Gu~na appears to shale the Lukacsran conceptton that 'the fate of the ~evolut~on a Guma's subrn~ss~on of a statement on the South Afr~can s~ tua t~on  to the Colnmun~ct depended upon the ldeologlcdl matuttty of the wotkmgclass' (Ft~sby 1983 86) 

ntemat~onal (Comintern), 111 wh~ch  he a~gued for the establishment of a 'Nat~ve 
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Republic' as a precondition for the realization of socialism". La Guma's analysis of the 
South African situation received the blessing of the executive of the Comintern, which 
then submitted tlie adoption of the slogan, '[aln independent native republic as a stage 
towards a workers' and peasants' government with full guarantees of the rights of 
minorities' for discussion by the CPSA (La Guma n.d.:48). This proposal was, 
however, vehemently rejected and criticised by some members of the party, with S.P. 
Bunting being the most vociferous. After a lengthy debate amongst members of the 
party in Cape Town, the 'Black Republic' thesis, as it was later called, was endorsed by 
the CPSA in 1929. Commenting on La Guma's pivotal role in the formulation and 
subsequent adoption of the Black Republic policy the Simonses (1983:398) argue: 

Only a person who cotiibined a firm adherence to Marxist tlleory with a 
passionate belief in national liberation could conceive the prospect of African 
rule as a necessary first stage to the achievement of a classless society. Such a 
person was James LaGuma. 

The Black Republic thesis, which was based on Lenin's 1920 thesis on the national and 
colonial question, in terms ofwliich the national liberation struggle against iinperialism 
is seen as tlie first stage towards socialis~n, was to have a profound impact on the 
relationship between the AfricanNational Congress and the South Africa11 Communist 
Party (as the CPSA was later known) at a later stage in the history of the struggle. For in 
the words of Francis Meli (1989:79), it underlined the crucial 

relationship between African nationalism and socialism. by stating that tile 
concept of class struggle must of necessity inco~poxate the principle of 
national self-determination for Africans and othcr nationally oppressed 
blacks. 

" Jack and Ray Siruons (1983:398i) sun1 up La Guma's argunxnt in tlle following works: 
'First establisll majority rule. he argued. and unity. leading to socialism. would follo\v'. The party 
should therefore concentrate on  strengtllening the movc~nent for national liberation. and at tlie 
same time retain its separate identity and rolc as a socialist party. Co~n~n~~nis ts  should 'build up a 
mass party based upon thc non-European masses'. unite landless whites and natives behind an 
energetic agrarian policy, give expression to the demands of African workcrs and dispel their 
illusions that the British acted as the demands of African workers and dispel their illusions that 
the British acted as intermediaries between them and their Afrikaner oppressors. The 'native 
republic slogan would act as a political catalyst, dissolving traditional s~ibscrvience to whites 
among Africans and racial arrogance towards Africans among whites'. The phrase 'dissolving 
traditional subservience to whites anlong Africans and racial arrogance towards Africans among 
wllites' immediately calls to 11iind Stevc Biko's assertions in I Write W l ~ z t  [Like. It is perhaps such 
statements in James la Guma's argument that promptcd Joe Slovo's conclusion that tl~c Black 
Republic tllesis foreshadows Rlack Consciousness in SouthAfsica [Amakomanisi:The Soutll 
African Communist Party 1921 - 1986 (video cassette)]. 'The ideological thrust of the 'Black 
IZepublic' thesis is, llowever, difrerent froln the iernls of UlackConsciousness. 

bulnni Mkhize 

st significantly, the 'Black Republic' thesis, which underscored the collaboration 
tween British imperialism and 'the white bourgeoisie of South Africa' (Bunting 

:91), was a precursor to the 'colonialism of a special type' (CST) theory, which 
ed the central thrust of 'The Road to South African Freedom', the programme of 
outh African Communist Party (SACP) adopted in South Africa in 1962. In terms 

the CST theory, 'the oppressing white nation [occupies] the same territory as the 
pressedpeople themselves and [lives] side by side with them' (Bunting 198 1 :299). 

111 the words that clearly signal the official justification of the alliance between 
SACP and the ANC, the programme also states that the South African Communist 

rty set out as 'its immediate and foremost task' the attempt to work for aunited front 
national liberation and 'to strive to unite all sections and classes of oppressed and 
mocratic people for a national democratic revolution to destroy white domination' 
unting 198 1 :286). James La Guma's position is clearly indicated in the following 

ords which conclude the introduction of the programme: 

The destruction of colonialism and the winning of national freedom is the 
esseiltial condition and the key for future advance to the supreme aim of the 
Communist Party: the establishment of a socialist South Africa. laying the 
foundation of a classless, communist society (Bunting 198 1 :286). 

The Simonses (1983:450) refer to La Guma as 'the chief architect ofthe black republic 
policy': this intellectual role which clearly underscores his highest achievement as an 
'organic intellectual', was bound to have a significant influence on his son, especially 
with regard to his perspective on national liberation and class struggle in South Africa. 

early activism 
As can be seen, then, Alex la Guma was born in a home where working class polltlcs 
and the national liberation struggle were a major preoccupation, and was encouraged 
from the beginning to think in class terms and to see the situation of Coloured people m 
the national context. At one level, it was the existence of 'an atmosphere of working 
class activity and ideas at home' (La Guma 1991: 16) which aroused La Guma's 
curiosity as a child and helped develop his political consciousness: 

I do not remember my parents ever sermonising me as [a] child, but one was 
always being advised to devote oneself to 'sometl~ing useliil'. or 'to lead a 
useful life'. A picture of Lenin hung in our living room. Very oftz~i people 
came to visit and1 would hover on the outskirts of the conversations, listening 
to chats about politics, tl-ade-union work, or the 'Party' ('Gala' 1982:jO). 

La Guma recalis enqulrlng from hts mother about the picture of L,enrn on the~r  l~vrng 
toom wall and be~ng  informed that h ~ s  father was 'a followe~ of L,en~n' and that ' I  en111 
had been the leadel of the great change 111 Russla wh~ch  had done away w ~ t h  poverty so 
t l ~ t  people no longerneed to he pool ' Whcli he pr obcd f'~n  the^, i a Gurna goes on to tell 
us, hls mothel told h11n that '[hrs] father and others l ~ k e  hrm used the teach~ngs of Len~n 



to sho\v \vorlter-s in the country that they could achieve happiness for the~nselves and 
their children' (L,a Gurna 1993: 168). LaGu11-ia1-ecalls how as ayoung  'schoolboy artist, 
[lie~l was asked to help paint posters, decorate the banners o r  illustrate the leatlets which 
itis father's work demanded' ('Gala' 19S2:50). Hc was already part of the marches and 
tle~nonstrations even before he entered high school in 1938. As ah igh  school student at 
'I'raSalgar in Cape Town, La Guma relates with obvious cynicisrn how he  discovered 
that they were taught by 'politically conscious' teachers. La Gulna infor~ns us: 

Alter classes we wcre invited to attend lectures o fa  'political nature'. l.liere I 
heal-d long and dull discourses about the 'permanent revolution' as well as 
dire criticisms ofand outright attacks on the Soviet Union. This was offensive 
to nic. for in our fa~nily we had always been taught to cherish and admire the 
Socialist Sixth of the World. I soon gave up attendance of these 'activities' 
wliicli also went under theguise of 'cultural programmes' ('Gala' 1982:5 I)'. 

L,ike his father, La Guma became an avid reader fi-om an early age. Writing under a 
different pseudonym, 'Arnold Adams', La G u ~ n a  outlines some o f  the sources o f  his 
cultural and political development: 

I read 7 ' 1 ~  Iron fleeland saw in Jack 1,ondon's 'people of tlre abyss' my own 
conimunity g r o ~ ~ n d  down under the weight ofpoverty. oppression. ignorance. 
Coitld i t  be that the oppressed people all over were the samc? In The Ragged 
Tro~tsevedPhilar~thropists 1 saw our own working men. These books nroved 
me more than the set books we were given to read (at) scllool. I \vas~i't 
interested in Tlze Arhier~tzlres of Muzrrice Brlckler or ?lilicn Clarke ('Arnold 
Adams' 197 1 :59) 

1,a Guma read very widely, covering the classical Russian writings of Tolstoy, 

' 
The position being rejected here was the Trotskyian version of the 'permanent revolution' as 

espoused in South Africa in the 1940s by tlie leaders of such organisations as the All-Africa 
Convention (ACC). the Non-European Unity Movement (NEUM) and, significantly, the Cape 
African 'Teacllers' Association. This version of the theo~y ofthe 'permanent revolution' rejects 
the national derllocratic phase oftlie revolution and espouses instead. the idea that tlie revolution 
has to be 'socialist in cllaracter' and immediately establish a dictatorslrip of thc proletariat. l'he 
following clraractcrisalion of this vision is one with which La Ciurna would have agreed: 
' ~ ~ - o t s k ~ i s l n  in South Africa (as clse\vhere) had tlie following characteristics: It opposes tlre 
dcniocratic re\~olution as a distinct pliase in the struggle for socialisn~: it is unable to get to grips 
will1 tlie national question: its theoretical dogmatism prevents it fro111 coherently distinguishing 
betwcen the "form" and "content" of class struggle, and its abstract view of politics encourages 
elitist and anarchist styles of organisation' (Dialego 1988:60). For an inside perspective of this 
version and a different view on the policies of the CPSA see Hosea Jaffe's EZII-opean Colonial 
De.~/~ot i .~~t~,  especially chapter seven and eight. In chapter seven Ire provides a critique of the 
Black Republic thesis and in cliaptel- eight he credits the 'l'rotskyite' organisations as having 
provided 'tlre nrost sustained, intense and widespread political education of the oppressed people 
ever conducted in South Africa' (Jafli: 1994: 166). 

stoyevsky, Gorky, Sholokov and American writers such as Farrel and Steinbeck'. 
working class bias of  most of  Alex la Gurna's novels later in his literary career can, 

refore, be attributed partly to his early exposure to this literary tradition. 
La G u m  was at that stage a fifteen year old matric student but, as he tells us, 

e was more interested 'in seeing the defeat of  Nazism than [he] was in his 
xaminations' (La G u ~ n a  199 1 : 17). The result was that L a  G u ~ n a  dropped out of school 

(in order to  join the army) before he could complete his niatriculation and, having 
enrolled at the Cape Technical College, 11e passed matric in 1945 when he had already 

You wanted to get through school in order to enter a more dynamic world. 
After high school I turned away from further education because it appeared 
that life held Inore serious things than more certificates based on knowledge 
that had little to do with reality ('Arnold Adams' 197 159). 

La Guma's opportunity to enter 'a n ~ o r e  dynamic world' came when he was e~nployed  
as a factory worker by  the Metal Box Company in Cape Town. Although La Guma was 

itially romantic about the prospects, it was while he was working for this company 
at  he learnt about the hardships o f  being a worker-ail experience that facilitated the 

mergence ofhis  interest in working class issues. La Gumarecalls what he felt about the 
ituation of  the workers then: 

1 could see how the workers were exploited. and how they suffered. 1 came to 
know the day-to-day problems they had, the hopeless condition of their 
families and other slum dwellers. Those outcasts of South African society 
were poor, they were backward, they were unconcerned. Many of them died 
inside themselves like trees eaten by worms beneath the bark. I was amazed 
at their tolerance. their resignation. I couldn't understand why they didn't 
want to do something about it, why they didn't change these conditions but 
drifted along without amurmur, year after year (La Guma 1984:7 1). 

This is an interesting observation in so  far as  it underlines what the Hungarian Marxist 
Georg Lukacs has called the reified consciousness o f  the workers in terms of  which the 
'capitalist social order' is intemalised by the worker without interrogation becoming, 
as it were, his 'second nature'". The remedy to this reified conception of  capitalist order, 

"ee for example La Guma (1 99 1 : 18). As James Matthews, his fellow writer who worked 
closely with La Gurna in Cape Town before tlre latter fled the eount~y, told mc in an interview: 
'Alex was influenced by evciy writer who had a PI-ofound feeling of tlie social deprivation of 

ers'. La C;uma's wide reading habits wcre also confirmed by liis \vife. Blanche. in an 
erview with Chairdramohan (1992: 199) as well as in a Icttei- to tlie author ciatcd 10th March 
94. In her \vorcis: 'Alex was an avid reader. amongst authors ibliose \vo~-kr lie I-ead w:ls 

Istoy. Ilostoycvsky, Gorky and others too nulneroits to mention'. 
In the words of 1.ukics: "In every aspect of daily life i n  wliicli tlic individual xvorkcr 

imagines himself be tlrc sub,ject of llis own life lie finds this to be an illusion that is dcsti-oyeci 



as L,a Gu~iia hirnself later realises, lies in the development of a 'PI-oletariarl class 
consciousness' amongst workers themselves. The Marxist-Leninist underpinnings of 
1,a Guma's politics is clear h-om the following account of his relationship with fellow 
workers: 

At l ~ ~ ~ i c l i  tinic I found myselftalking to the\vorkers. I seemed to have become 
a great lalker. I talked about lots of things, I retne~nber. International news, 
South African politics. Ihc colour-bar. Some oftlie workers viewed me with 
curiosity. They asked nie wlretlier 1 was a communist. Certainly 1 was a 
ti?ciiiber of the trade union. Was I a communist? 1 111ust have been telling 
them Llrings. explaining siluations. in tlie manner of a coni~nunist (.Arnold 
Adams' 197 1 :GO). 

L,a Guma here was (perhaps subconsciously) not only identifying the 'proletariat as a 
redeemel-' of its own situation within the capitalist system but also instilling in the 
workers a self-consciousness that Lukacs identifies as the fil-st step towards 
overcomingreification (see Zitta 1964: 1759. 

As a member of the trade union committee at the Metal Box Company, La 
Guma was in the forefront in the organisation of a strike for better wages and better 
working conditions. He recalls 'a somewhat juvenile talk [he] gave on the meaning of 
class struggle' during the course of the strike ('Gala' 1982:51). As a result of his 
involvement in this strike action, La Guma lost his job. Although La Gums later 
'realised' that the situation was 'much more complicated' than he saw it (La Guina 
1954:7 I), this experience was, nonetheless, significant in his development. After his 
dis~riissal from the Metal Box Company, La Gums found work in the art department of 
Caltex Oil Conipany in Cape Tolvn. Rlariche La Gutna, his wife, tells us that it was 
while La Gulna was working for Caltex that 'he took a correspondence course in 
journalism which was to serve him well in tlie future' (La Guma 1991:7\. It was also 

indignity as second class people in their own Motherland. 1 could do tnorc 
nryself('Arnolcl Admis' 1971:h I). 

One may, of course, argue that, given his home background, it was inevitable 
at La G u ~ n a  should join the Communist Party. La Guma himself indicates that his 
mily background had a great deal to do with this move: 'perhaps I was influenced 
ithin the circle of our family---certainly that had something to do with it' ('Gala' 
8 2 5  1). 'On the other hand', La Guma continues to point out, 'there were [other] 

endeiit experiences which made me as an individual more and more aware of the 
sity to change the face of our country' ('Aimo1d Adams' 197 1 :57). Some of the 

lvations for joining the Communist Party which La Gutna cites include the 
palling conditions of life under which the predominantly working class coinmuiiity 
District Six lived; his ow11 reading ofworking class literature which sensitized him to 
e plight of the workers in other parts of the world as well as the potential revolutionary 

that could result in workers changing their situation; his experiences as a worker 
ch provided him with a first hand practical encounter with the conditions of the 
king class in his own country; lastly, the working class inte~nationalism 

ernonstrated by the Party during the war when it interpreted fascism as a threat to the 
orking class all over the world and gave its full backing to the soviet ~ n i o n " ' .  Having 
ned the Young Co~n~nunis t  League, La Guina began getting some lectures from his 
her 'on the honour and importance of being known as a Communist' (La Guma 
93: 168). Joining the Young Co~nmuilist League (YCL) also provided La Guma with 
e opportunity to delve deep into the theories of Marxist-Leninism. La Guma tells how 

members of the YCL they 'read Lenin's works and debated youthfully and 
rvently'. Two years after La Gulna had joined the CPSA, however, the 01-ganisation 

ad to disband, pre-empting the banning of the Party by the government. The 
ationalist government, nonetheless, declared it an illegal organisation in 1950 and La 

while hc was working at Caltex that La Guma started recruit i~~g inembers for the 
Communist Party and, interestingly, this (apparently spontaneous) recruitment drive 
preceded La Guma's official rnernbership of the party. The young La Gulna finally 

joined the Young Comniunist League in 1947 and became a member of District 20 of even before the Soviet Union became involved in the war. 
the Communist Party by 1948: ief that the war was only the concern of the inipcrialists. 

orse this initial party position. According lo Ales la 
One cia)/ I ~.ealised that \\ llile 1 liad been encouraging ~ny lllales to take more cond World War was an antifascist war being \vaged 
interest in tliosc things \~.liicll \yere keeping them in tllat position of t Hitler alrd Mussoli~li who were not only 'iniplementing inrperialist ambitions. but were 

urope and its vanguard'. 'Internationalism deniandcd tliat 
ed' concluded Jarnes IaGuina (L.aGulua ' A  biograpliy' n.t1.:67). 

- his father had a bearing on La Guma's interest (at ~lic age of 
cll as on his consciousness about tllc need for international 

tllc inli~~eiliacy of his csistei-rce' (1.ukics 1971 :165: see nlso.lolinson 1984). I,ukbcs (197 1 :  172) olidarity \vitIl the working class: 'Nazism was overrunning Europe. I knew ahout tile stupid 
goi:s oil to point out: 'tile process by ivllich llic \vorltcr is rciticd and beco~ircs a commodity ysteln that turned rn), ow11 people into strangel-s in their country. LVc were co~itinually rcniintlcd 
tlcliuninnises hitn and cripples arid atropliies his "soul"--as long :is he tloes not consciously rebel at wc "Non-Europcalis Only": in Europe tiicy Tvcrc l~~ltchcring Jel-rs aiid gypsies. and 
against i l i .  It is iinpol-tant to note 1x1-c tlixt Lukkcs latcr renounced this .messianic' role ;Ieeordcii itlcr us "subli~imaiis". We wcrc all one, because we \verc all being persecuteti. nild lliey 

Ll?c pi-oIt.lnl-iat as ;I \\.;I!. oicoii~itig to tci-111s \vitli Lcr~inist tlico~y (scc L ~ i k ; l ~ ~ ' ~  1 967 pl-elkce to ght tlicNazis. but \vhcn 1 leit homc io join tlic armed hi-ccs 
I ~ I ~ I ~ ~ - ~ ~ L I I ~ L I ~ I L I S S  ( , ~ i i ~ ~ . s ~ i o i ~ . s ~ ~ e , r , s : N o ~ ~ a c k  1978: 1201': Jones 1977:501'). el-\vciglit and too skinny' ( 'Arnold Adanis' 1971 -59). 
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Gurna was 'I~sted under the Suppress~on of Commun~s~n  Act as a known commutlist' 
(Abrahams 1985.7) 

La Guma contrnued b e ~ n g  ~nvolved In po l~ t~cs ,  however, even after the 
banning of the Party, partic~patlng Inore in local and iiatronalist ca~npaigns rather than 
work~ng class act~vlties.When a Coloured People's Convention was called in 1953 and 
the South African Coloured People's Organisation wac fonned, La Guma was one of 
the founder members. The South African Coloured People's Organisation (SACPO), a 
national coloured organisation, was formed to mobilise andunite all Coloureds to resist 
the Separate Representat~on of Voters Bill of 1951, which was aimed at removing the 
Coloureds from the coinmoll voters roll, and to align itself with the ANC's campaign 
against apartheid and for equal rights for all South Africans (see Lewis 1987:269). La 
Gutna became a member ofthe executive of SACPO in 1954 while he was still working 
at Caltex, but, after some time, he resigned from this company to become a full-time 
organiser for SACPO. In November the same year, La Gulna married Blanche Herman, 
who was to share his political and cultural activities. In 1955 La Guma became 
chairman of SACPO and was instnunental in organising SACPO for the historical 
Congress of the People held in Kliptown in June 1955. While La Gurna and several 
other SACPO delegates were on their way to Kliptown, they were arrested in Beaufort 
West and released without being charged only after the conference had ended. SACPO 
members, nevertheless, vowed to carry the Freedom Charter to every comer of the land 
in their capacity as members of the congress Alliance, which adopted the Charter in 
1955. After its 1959 December conference the South African Coloured People's 
Organisation changed its name to the South African Coloured People's Congress (or 
CPC) to fall in line with the Congress Movement under the auspices of the African 
National Congress. 

journalism, detention and exile 
The period from 1955 to 1962 was a significant phase in both La Guma's political 
career and his writing career. Firstly, in 1955 La Gurna was asked to join the staff ofNew 
Age, a newspaper that served as the mouthpiece for the ANC and the SACP, at its 
headquarters in Cape Town". It was afterjoining the staff of this progressive newspaper 
that La Guma 'really started to write seriously' (La Gurna 1991: 19). Secondly, as 
chairman of the South African Coloured People's Organisation, La Guma played a 
leading role in challenging the govemrnent's 1955 Race Classification Bill and the 
South Afrlcan Act Amendment Bill which effectively removed Coloureds from the 
colnluon voters roll. He was also in the forefront in the struggle against the decision of 

" Injoinii~g Lliis pi-ogressive ncwspapcr as a I-epor-ter, Ida Gums was oncc again lhlloiving the 
path ofiiis I'aiiicr-wllo, iir tllc 1930s. was an cditor ofllbel-otoi.. a monthlyjo~~rnal of tlieNatioria1 
I,ihcraiiori I,eague in \vliicii Alex la G~ in i a  liirnsclfassisted as a,juvcirile ar-list. 
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Cape 'lhwn City Council in April and May 1956 when the municipality decided to 
ate buses (sce Abralialns 1985:8). In December 1956 La Ciu~na and other leaders 

i'de were arrested and charged wit11 treason. Since the history of the I956 
rial is well documented, it suffices to point out here that the central argument 
te against the aectised revolved around suspicions of the existence of a 

spiracy to overthrow the existing government by force as well as the allegation that 
the Freedom Charter was a comtnunist inspired document, and that the trial dragged on 
until 1961 when, as aresult of insufficient evidence, the accused were acquitted. 

As one of the accused in the Treason Trial, La Guina wrote extensive reports 
for New Age. On May 2, 1957 La Gurna was assigned a regular colurnn entitled 'Up my 

Iley' by New Age (see Abrahams 1985: 12). It was La Gurna's work with New Age, 
cifically his new column, through which he established hiinself as a chronicler of 
ration, that paved the way for his literary career. As Andre Odendaal and Roger 

ndicate in a recently published collection of I,a Guma's articles and reports, 
of the themes in his short stories and novels are first encountered and developed 

early newspaper articles' (La Gurna 1993:xviii). It was largely as a result of his 
itical work and perllaps partly because of his biting jou~nalisln that people who 
led themselves 'the Patriots' made an attempt on his life on May 15, 1958. 
cording to Blanche La Guma's account of the incident: 

When the matter was reported. the police showed no interest. Only when he 
received an unsigned note reading 'Sorry we missed you, will call 
again-'The Patriots'-did they come to the house to inspect the Ilole 
made by the bullet into the wall. That was two days after the event (La 
Guma 199 1 : 10). 

mediately after the Sharpeville incident of March 1960 the South African 
ernment declared a State of Emergency and arrested many political activists all over 
country. La Guma was one of those detained and he spent five months firstly in 

eland Street prison and then at a special prison in Worcester in the Cape before he 

In the multi-racial, multi-national community of political detainees lay the 
guarantee of a future. free South Africa ... we have come out o f  the jails 
stronger. inore determined than before (LaGuina 1993: 1470. 

11 1961 whenNelsoi~ Mandela, the then leader of the African National Congress, called 
national general strike in protest against South Africa becoming a white republic, La 

a went underground and helped organise the Coloured people in Cape Town to 
around Mandela's call. He was detained for ten days for his involve~nent in the 

campaign. Following his release in June 196 1, in August the government imposed a 
five year banning order on La Gurna under the Suppression of Communism Act. In 
1962 La Gurna was, accorditig to his wife, 'the first person to be placed under twenty- 
four hour house arrest' (La G u ~ n a  199 1: 13). This restriction order prohibited him froin 
attending public gatherings and effectively forced him to resign from New Age. In 
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October 1963 both La Guma and his wife were detained under the 'Ninety-day solita dia in 1970. This award must have served as an impetus for La Guma's production 
confinement clause'. After Blanche's release from jail, she was also served with 

s next work, In the Fog of fhe Seatsons' End, a novel on the undei-ground activities banning order. Her husband continued to be under house arrest after his release. L 
rdinary people who have decided to wage an anned struggle against racial Guma was again arrested under the ' 180 days solitary confinement clause' in 1966 an 

ism. This novel was, according to La Gurna, conceived and drafted in South upon his release he was instructed by the African National Congress to leave Sout 
although it was fully written in London (see Abrahams 1985: 18). Perhaps more Africa with his family and settle in exile in London. La Guma told Cecil Abrahams: 
cantly, La Guma's period of exile afforded him an oppor tun i~  to attend and 

It was felt that after having spent four years under house arrest and going for 
the iifth year with the prospect of another five years ... one cot~ld be more 
constructive outside. So we came to Europe to early on what we were doillg 
on another front (La Gunla 199 1 :25). 

The period from 1962 to 1965 was significant with regard to La Guma's writing as h 
used the restriction orders to get down to the business of writing fiction. Apart from 
r~umber of Short stories, La Guina wrote a novella, A Walk in the Night, whi 

een culture andpolitics. 
published by Mbari in Ibadan Nigeria in 1962. Between 1962 and 1963 La Gum Soon after his arrival in London, La Guina was invited to participate in the And a Threefold Cord, which was subsequently published by Seven Seas Publishers 
East Berlin in 1964 while La Guma was in prison in Roeland Street. On his relea 

a shared ideas with other African writers such as Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Wole prison, La Gulna wrote The Stone Country. As can be seen, then, the period fro 
ka, both ofwhom were generous in their accolades for his literary talent. It was at to 1965, the larger part of which La Guma spent under twenty-four hour house 

was indeed a period during which La Guma 'did most of his writing' (La 
199 1 : 12; Abrahams 1985). rature and colnmitment in an open debate. In the same year, and iininediately after 

During the period of exile in London, La Guma continued with his conference in Stockholm, La Gumawas invited as a guest at the Fourth Congress of 
work-addressing anti-apartheid gatherings as a representative of the AN 
United Kingdom in 1966 and 1967. He also retained his membership of and w Soviet Union was the first of many to come'. These regular visits to the Soviet 
the SACP (which had been established as an underground movement in South Afric afforded La Guma an opportunity to have constant contact with the Soviet 

1953). Because of the secrecy that Party members maintained during the period ers Union and must have had an impact on his aesthetic coinmitinent to socialist 
repression this has not been recorded in earlier biographical accounts". Forth 
of survival, Blanche La Guma worked at London hospitals, while La Guma worked 
a private radio agency owned by Dennis Duerden. While working for Duerden, L 
Gurna wrote a number of detective stories 'based on a fictitious African detecti 
named Captain Zondie' (Abrahams 1985: 17). When the private radio agency close 
down La Gums found work as an insurance clerk at Abbey Insurance C 
London, a firm for which he worked from 1968 to 1970. La Guma's period in 
also marked by a number of important developments with regard to hi 
productivity. As early as 1969-three years after his arrival in London-La 
awarded the first Lotus Prize for literature by the Afro-Asian Miters Association, 
prestigio~~s award which he accepted from Prime Minister Indira Ghandhi atNew Del 

- 

I -  

i a171 ii~iichtrd to Ra~.i-y Feinberg. I,aGurna1s coin~ade in an SACP u n i t  in exile, wl>o l~ ro~~gl~ t  
this to 1 1 1 ~  altcr~tion in aconversatioll I hatl with him at Mayibuye Centre OII 24 Marc12 1994. 



English literature and ". rature's serving historically specific political ends is thrown back into 
It has been ai-gued that the exposure La Gurna received during t ' is somewhat problematic. Moreover, to make reference to 'La Guma's 

which inevitably drew his attention to the need to address an international audienc t the relationship between culture and politics after his exile' or 

\yell, inay have inadvertently led to apparent contradictions between his politics and 
aesthetic construction of his work, as exemplified in TIrrze yf [he Rzrtcherhir 

ce suggests that it was not until La Guma was in exile that he started throwing According to this view, this contradiction may be attributed not only to La Guln 
s-a factor that seeins to have been overlooked in Maughan- 

condition of enforced exile, which deprived him of the benefit of writing on gainst this background, then, 1 would argue that if there are any traces 'intimately known community', but also to his changing 'aesthetic ideolo 
(Maughan-Brown 1991:32f)''. Drawing on the statement made by La Gurna in 
interview with Robert Serumaga in 1966, in which La Guma indicates his attempt 
achieve a 'universality of opinion' by moving beyond a set of apartheid-create gs us to the place of La Guma's 
'compartments', Maughan-Brown (1991:35,34) detects in La Guma 'an element 
aesthetic back-tracking', the evidence of which is provided, inle~, c~lia, by what 
perceives as La Guma's residual belief in the 'universals of traditionalist criticism'. 

One cannot dispute the traces of a liberal humanist aesthetic in some of La 011th African realist debate 
Guina's extra-fictional statements. However, La Gurna's use of 'universality' in this ma's work has always been at the centre of the realist debate in South Africa-a 
context seeins to have a lot to do with the writer's will to transcend the barriers ofrace in ndication that he is known as one of the writers in South Africa who is seen as 
his writing-hence La Guma's reference to the failure of writers to 'prosect ition. This debate was initiated by 
ithemselves) across the colour line' earlier in that interview-and as such it rnay be in his 1967 essay, that there was a lack of 
seen as La Guma's reflection on the charterist position (or the pluralism of the ANC as n-'indigenous' or 'alien'-in South African literature written by Blacks. 
some people have called it). It could also be argued that La Gulna conflates uliiversality what one gets from black South African writing, Nkosi (1979:222) went on to 
with revolutionary internationalism as can be inferred from his assertion that the writer aginative literature' without 
'tries to spread out, extend his views, extend his opinions and get opinions from other a1 facts into artistically persuasive 
sources so tliat iic doesn't become confined to his ivory tower'; or the argument that 
'universal ideas could still be expressed' even if one is writing 'within a pal-ticular 
environment"". Viewed from this perspective, then, Maughan-Brown's d' documentary realist narrative. 
assertion that once 'the concept of universals is accepted, the wliole qLies ts who, according to Nkosi, have failed to 'transmute given social 

rtistically persuasive works of fiction', is Richard Rive in whose novel, 
ilure 'in characterisation and imaginative 

-- an situation with which he is dealing'. 
r Alex la Guma who, despite the fact that 

I '  

In ail irlter-view both Apolion Ilavidson and Vlatlimir Sliubin coi~tirmed that 1,a Gunia's riters have so  exhaustively worked up' 
writings wcrc popular in Russia. ptimism ('his enthusiasm for life as it is '' Fcinbcrg stated to tlie author that Gums's later novcls were aimed at eliciting international 
solidarity because it was fclf tliat an intcmational awareness campaign would bring more 
sugporters to the cause. La G~irna indicated in a letter to Jane Grant that his targct had not really n and ilnagii~ative power to do justice to the desperate human situation' 
been an iiiternational audience. .I nevq actually have a Coreign readership in mind. but wrote, in the Night despite its employment of 
and continue to write. the way 1 believe the story or novel should be written accorili~lg to the ich the central thrust of Nkosi's essay seems to be aimed at gospel ofAlex IaGurna' (LaGumai11 Grant 1978:49). " 

Somc .aiiomaIics' that Mai~ghali-Brown notes in his critical essay on 7i.m~ of the 
B2irchevbivdwerc idcntificdearlier by MbuleloMzalnane ( 1985:391). J.M. Coetzee picks up this point more 
'" 

I n  a Icttel- to Crranl ( I  978:50) 1.a Guma riiakes this explicit: 'thc revolution is intcrliational, ly. Coetzee argues in his 197 1 essay, 'Alex la Guina and the Responsibilities of 
and i f  lliy characters act out their parts on the Soutll Af'rican stage. I hope they are also saying uth African Writer' that 'the Western line of experimentation' (which Nkosi 
sometil~ng to non-South Afl-icans'. seem to 'perpetuate a rift between the writer and society at large' 
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(Coetzee 197 1 :6). The writer, Coetzee correctly suggests, 'should not choose ument seems to have overlooked the fact 
tradition at random, but rather choose it with some sense of social implications for his and other stories is indicative of 
choice' (Coetzee 197 1 :6). This is precisely what La Guma is doing, Coetzee p ism. Moreover, one wonders at the 
in his brief but illuminating examination of A Walk in the Night in which ar story by La Guma! The same 
convincingly shows that this novel 'exemplifies a conception of literature radic (the documentation of minute details) is used much more effectively in A 
different from Nkosi's' (Coetzee 1971 :7). According to Coetzee, La Guma's e Night, which Ndebele does not make reference to because, one suspects, it 
informed by a critical realist tradition which is exeinplified in La Guma's question the validity ofhis argument with regard to La Guma. 
depiction of the Coloured situation and the gesture towards 'potentialities for h This debate invokes the 1930s debates between Lukacs and Brecht amongst 
action' (Coetzee 1971: 11 , IO)  as captured in the sy~nbolisln of the 'dawn ers which were triggered oflby Lukhcs's attack on Bloch's e~~ressionisrn".  In the 
situation. Coetzee continues this line of argument in another essay, Man 's  F a1 version of the debate it would seem that Nkosi subscribes to Brecht's argument in 
Novels of Alex la Gurna'. David Attwell (1993:12) captures Coetze the use of the experimental line ofmodernism is seen as coinpatible with 
argument thus: ealistic aesthetic. For example, Nkosi (1979:223) has a lot of praise for Bloke 

isane's Blame Me On Hislory because it 'shows a dedication to a superior form of 
[I] 'Man's Fate in the Novels of Alex IaGuma' Coctzce goes on to argue. via ich succeeds partly because the author is alive to the fact that reality itself is George Lukacs's studies of realism, that La Guma is a critical realist who 
politicizes his art by gesturing toward a revolutionary transformation of to the process of Time as an orderly sequence of events'. Coetzee, it has been 
liistoly encoded i n  characterization and symbolism: thus, J,a Gulna arrives s Lukacs in his defence of La Gurna's oeuvre. Unlike Nkosi, who 
at liar]-ative solutions that have an implicitly progressive social s towards modernism, Ndebele does not seem to be suggesting that 
Iierrueneutic. should dispense with the realist tradition per se; instead, he postulates a 

a realist aesthetic in terms ofwhich individual characters in a text grapple with 
In a word, then, ],a Gunla is a social realist who is conscious of the ideologi internal' contradictions of their identity. Michael Vaughan (1 990: 194), 
implications ofworking within this tl-adition. , has show11 how Ndebele's own fictional work, Fools and other .storie.r., is 

Seventeen years after the publication of Nkosi's essay, this debate was tak itten in the realist tradition but is also targeted at the development of an 
up by Njabulo Ndebele. Following Nkosi, Ndebele argued in 'Turkish Tales and lectual leadership'. La Guma's project, on the contrary, was directed elsewhere. 
Thoughts on South African Fiction', a11 essay that has since become seminal in is LaGuma on this point: 
African critical debates, that 'what we have (in South African black iiction) is cr 
writing's allnost obsessive elnulation of journalism' (Ndebele 199 1 :45). Having read South African literature, I discovered that nothing satisfactory 
apparently heavy reliance on an obsessive docurnentation of oppression has, accordi~lg or worthwhile from my point of view had been written about the arca from 
to Ndebele, inevitably led to the production of an aesthetic of 'anticipated su~faces which 1 sprang. So1 think there was a conscious effort on my part to place on 
rather than one of processes'. an art which lacks the potential for a transfo~ record the life in the poor areas. working class areas, and perhaps for that 
impact on 111e reader's consciousness because it is grounded on political reason most of 11iy work is centred around that community and life (La 

SLIC~I kind of fiction thrives on an aesthetic effect based on 'identifi Gullla 199 1 :9). 

'1-ecognition' (Nriebele 1gC)1 : 3 5 ) ,  Ndebele argues. Ndebele takes debate lnu Gulna here clearly identifies himself with, and regards his poi111 of view as 
furttier in  his later essay, 'The Rediscovery of the Ordinary', suggesting that write nsistent with, that of the working class: in aword, his ambition was to create a South 
sl~ould 'rediscover the ordi11at-y' by exploring a wide range of hurnan experience, can working class (proletarian) literature-at least in terms of content (the question 
thoreby avoiding 'the representation of'the spectacle' (Ndebele 199 1:37) as ernbod' hetherhe also had the working class as his virtual readership is another matter). It is 
in narratives which are preoccupied with a documentation of oppressi us no surprise that in line with his attempt to 'put on record' the lives of the poor 
Rediscovering the ordinary, it turns out, also includcs an effective use ofsubtlety so t working classes, La Gurna perceives his role as a writer and his 'finction as that of an 
the reader's imaginative faculty is challenged and, i n  this way, the transformation o historian ofthe people' (La Guma 199 1 :2 1). It should be clear, then, that the ideological 
hisll~erco~~sciousness is assured. 

Curiously. Ndehele provides [,a Chrna's story 'Coffee for the Road' as an 
exalnple of the 'spectacular' and cites amongst orher things, 'the co-rnplete extcriori 
ofeveiything', 'tho dramatic contl-asts all over the story' and the 'intensifying device " For this debate see Aesthetics and Po1itic.s (1971).  A surn~~iary of these debates is also 
hyphenated adjectives' as pointers to the 'spectacle' in this story (Ndebele 199 1 :4 provided in Johnson's Mclusist Aesthetics (1984). I,unn's Marsi.sn~ cind Morlerni.sriz ( 1  982), 
There are no grounds to doubt the persuasiveness of Ndcbele's argu~nent in this rega Bisztray's Mcle~lst A4odeEel.r ofLltercz13i (1978) anci Raliianujaln's Qi~es l  fur Reconc~liaiioul ( 1993). 
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function which La Guma assigns to literature is radically different from the ideolo developing sense of revolt which was fermenting all the time within the 
function that Ndebele's realist project envisages''. La Guma's aesthetic is 
approached through the work of Lukacs. 

the individual existence [of characters] ... their 'ontological being' ... cannot 
be distinguished from their social and Ilistorical environment. Their human 
significance, their specific individuality cannot be separated from the 
context in which they were created (LukBcs 1963: 19). 

In Lukacs's tenns, then, the cornerstone of realism is the acknowledgement 

La Guina's South African realism fit into metropolitan realist forms? 

in Lukacs's aesthetics of realism, in terms of which individuals are seen as 'social un 
who are actively involved in the socio-historical forces that shape their future. 
Lukacs's own words: viet connection 

What characterizes the type is the convergence and intersection of all the 
dominant aspects of that dynamic unity through which genuine literature 
reflects life in a vital and contradictory unity all the most social. moral and 
spiritual contradictions of a time (Lukhcs 1978:78). 

In short, a socio-historical perspective and a broad readership willing to 
conscientised are the necessary conditions for the realisation ofrealism. 

has articulated this belief in the potentiality of fiction to capture the quality of' 
man life in its profundity. This view is epitomised in the often quoted statement made 

ate literature from life, from human experience and hurnan aspirations' (La G u ~ n a  

148 149 
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La Guma's aesthetics. 11 it is believed that La Guma may have had access to the writings of Lukacs on 
La Guma's belief in the inseparability of literature and life, one may f realism at some stage in his literary career-a belief largely based on the 

should not come as a surprise. As a memberof the Communist Party La Guma that La Guma read widely, especially when it came to Marxist 
expected, among other things, to subscribe to a materialist conception of the worl ere is no substantial evidence in any of his essays to suggest that Lukacs's 
terms of which the source of all events and actions is to be found in material cause ks may have had a direct impact on his aesthetics"'. What is clear, however, is that 
real life. (It should however be added that not all empiricists are Marxists.) It uma read the writings of Lenin, Georg Plekhanov, 'the founder of Russian 
therefore hardly be expected that he would provide an idealist explanation of the s ism' (Lichtheim 1970:57) and, perhaps most significantly, Maxim Gorky, the 
of fiction. It is therefore no coincidence that La Guma's works draw on the aut ian pre-revolutionary author who since the 1934 congress of the Union of Writers 
observation of life around him. In an essay written for the Literary Gazette in Mo known as the father of socialist realism, and that this writer's theories on 
in 1980, in which La Guma makes comments on his own writing and political w e had a profound impact on La Guma's aesthetics". As La Guma himself 
makes this clear: 'I had seen many things aroundme which had never been dealt ed in his 1968 address to the delegates of the Afro-Asian Writers' 
South African creative writing, and I was convinced that this was real materia ress: 'When we talk of literature in its true sense, we cannot exclude the 
writer' (La Guma 1991:37). It was on the basis ofhis observations, then, that La utions of Gorky. Maxim Gorky wrote a vast amount about literature' (La Guma 
hoped to 'portray truthfully the lives' ofpeople who are the subject ofhis fiction. 37). It is therefore no coincidence that La Guma makes frequent reference to 

La Guma's conception of the relationship between literature and life, an in redefining and defending his aesthetics in some ofhis essays. 
explanation that he provides of the nature of this relationship, are clearly suggestiv In his 1968 address to the Afro-Asian Writers' Congress La Guma draws 
his indebtedness to the fundamentals of Marxist theory. This can clearly be seen in y on Gorky's essay written on the occasion of the establishment of World 
following statement made by La Guma at the Afro-Asian Writers' Congres Publishers in 1919~' .  He begins his address by quoting at length Gorky's 
Tashkent in the Soviet Union in 1975: ltlon of literature which reads in part: 

When we talk of the relationship between art and life 
between what is reflected and the manner in which it is 
the quintessence of art (LaGuma 197650). 

. we mean that unitv 
reflected, and this 1; 

What immediately comes to mind as one reads this statement is Lenin's reflection 
theory of literature which is also endorsed by the middle-period Georg Lukacs. 0 
in fact tempted to suggest that there are obvious shades of Lukacs in this stat 
can most obviously be seen in the underlying belief that art 'reflects' social 
crucial aspect in the Marxist theory of realism. It will, however, be show 
Guma's view of the relations hi^ between literature and life is defined in n 

Literature is the heart of the world; all the joys and sorrows. dreams and 
hopes, despairs and wreaths of it. all the emotions of man as he faces 
beauties of nature, all his terrors as he faces nature's secrets, lend it  wings .... 
One might call literature also the all seeing eye of the world. an eye whose 
glances pierce the deepest secrets of the human spirit .... [All] literary 
creation in prose or in verse shares the unity of the emotions, thoughts and 
ideas common to all men. the unity of the sacred striving of man towards 
happiness and freedom of the spirit, the unanimous hope for better forms of 

problematic terms, which distinguishes it from the Leninist model of reflection 
of which literature is not simply a crude reflection of reality but its mirror i Brian Bunting, in an interview with the author, speculated that La Guma might have read the 

of Lukkcs because he read a lot of Marxist litera~y theory ~ncluding the wr~trngs of contradictions and ambiguities are embodied. As Kulikovapoints out: oher Caudwell. 
La Guma's acknowledgement of the influence of Gorky on his writing and his aesthetics can 

Lenin noted specifically that reflection is not a simple, direct, 'dead-mirror' und in 'What I Learned from Maxim Gorky', 'Answers to Our Questionaire' (Anon 1987) 
action, but a complicated, dichotomous. ziz-zag-like one. which contains in Kondratovich's (1977) 'Writers in the Struggle for Peace'. 111 'Answers to Our 
the possibility of departing from real life (Kulikova 1976: 187). estionaire' La Guma specifically states that Gorky 'introduced [him] to working class 

rature and the spirit of socialist humanism that goes with it'. It also needs to be stressed that 

The dialectical nature ofthe process ofreflection is summed up in Lenin's own word  in, Plekl-ranov, and Gorky at tinies disagreed. So La Guma had to choose from them what lie 
ught was best for his own discourse. See Lenin (1967). particularly liis critical letters to 
rky as well as Gorky's literary portrait of Lenin where lie records his own impressions of both 

The rejection of nature in man's thought must be understood not  in and Plekhanov (Gorky 1982:279-325). 111 chapter 7 Robin (1992) outlines and cornpares 
'lifelessly', not 'abstractly', not devoid of movement, not without ekhanov and Lenin's contribution to the theory of realism. 
contradictions. but in the eternal process of movement, the arising of See 'Vsemirnaya Literature' (World Literature) in Gorky's On Literc~h~re ( I  982: 153) .  
contradictions and their solution (in Kulikova 1976: 187). 
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life (LaGuma 1970:237). 

La Guma quotes Gorky at length here not only to reaffirm his belief in the inseparability 
of literature and life, but also to endorse what Lukacs (1972:218) has called Gorky's 
'humanist conception of the mission of literature'-that is, the notion that literature has 
to facilitate the progress of humanity. Accordingly, La  Guma argues: 

L~terature, art, culture, civilisation, these are not abstract conceptions as 
some would imagine. They define the direction and basis of our actions at a 
particular time. They must therefore be understood and interpreted in their 
revolutionary paths as the ethos which drives man forward or retards his 
progress according to tlie dynamism of that civilisation (La Guma 
1970:239). 

The key phrases here are 'define the direction and basis of our action at a particular 
time' and 'the ethos which drives man forward or retards his progress according to the 
dynamism of that civilisation'. For they cogently capture Lukacs's theory of realism in 
terms of which a socio-historical perspective is crucial to realist fiction's depiction of 
society as a progressive force. It is by being rooted in socio-historical reality that 
literature performs its function, which is, according to La Guma, to raise the 
consciousness of the readers to the vitality of life. Following Gorky, therefore, La 
Guma argues: 

One of the greatest values of literature is that by deepening our 
conscious~iess. widening our feeling for life. it reminds us that all ideas and 
all actions derive from realism and experience within social realities (La 
Guma 1970.238). 

The idea of the indissoluble link between literature and life recurs in La 
Gurna's essays and in different ways demonstrates some affinity between La Guma's 
ideas and Gorky's. Nowhere, however, is Gorky's influence on La Guma's aesthetics 
more pronounced than in the latter's provocative essay, 'Alexander Solzhenitsyn: "Life 
through a crooked eyeM'-arguably the most significant essay in terms of one's 
understanding not only of La Guma's aesthetics but also of his politics. For one thing, 
La Guma not only defends the Soviet Union and its socialist practices (during the 1960s 
and i970s) but most significantly he also employs Gorky to reaffirm his commitment to 
the aesthetics of realism in general and declare his unequivocal support for socialist 
realism in particular. But, for the moment, the question is: what prompts La Guma, an 
avowed South African Marxist, to write an essay on Alexander Solzhenitsyn, a 
dissident Soviet writer and a vo~iferous critic of Stalin and the Soviet leadership of the 
1940s who was arrested, kept in prison camps, exiled, a writer who not only denounced 
socialist realism but ultimately repudiated Soviet society, Marxism and socialism and 
became a convert to Christianity? 

La Gurna's essay was primarily prompted by the publication of Sol~henitsyn's 
Nobel Prize Lecture of 1972 by the Sozlth African Outlook, a local journal associated 
w ~ t h  the missionary establishment, which through its control of Lovedale Press made 

ublications by black writers accessible to readers. La Guma (1974:69) sees the 
ublication ofthis lecture by South African Outlook as a demonstration of this journal's 

city in the 'anti-communist and anti-Soviet campaign' waged by the Nobel 
ittee. He questions the criterion used by the Nobel Committee in awarding the 
Prize for Literature to Solzhenitsyn in 1972 and, having provided several 

mples of writers who deserved the prize but never gained it, accuses the Nobel 
mittee ofusing the Nobel Prize 'as an act in the "cold war"' (La Guma 1974:78)". 

a Guma goes on to argue 

The award of the prize to Alexander Solzhenitsyn in 1970 came only as a 
logical conclusion of the Nobel Committee's policy not so much on the 
merits of the literature, as on its attitude to the Soviet Union, to the ~deas of 
socialism (La Guma 1974:78). 

king a comparison of the reception of Solzhenitsyn's fiction in the Western mass 
, on the one hand, and that of the Soviet Union on the other hand-the former 

estowing accolades on Solzhenitsyn for his 'talent' and the latter complaining about 
'obsession with prison-camps' and his distortion of Soviet life (La Guma 
:76)--La Guma seeks to demonstrate that Solzhentsyn's works 'show that he is far 
concerned with the realities of Soviet life' (La Guma 1974:77). Against this 
ound, then, La Guma concludes: 'Seeing Soviet life through a crooked eye got 

him the Nobel Prize for 1970' (La Guma 1974:77). 
It is not our concern here to comment on the demerits or merits of 

enitsyn's fiction. What is important for us is rather to point out that La Guma's 
ng attack on the ideological content of Solzhenitsyn's fiction and the Nobel 

ommittee's award of the Nobel Prize to this Soviet dissident writer provide ample 
vidence of La Guma's unwavering support for the Soviet Union and his 
ncompromising adherence to socialist ideology. This is best exemplified in the 
llowing statement La Gumamade with regard to Solzhenitsyn's fiction: 

to give the impression that prison-camps form the general experience of 
Soviet people is, to say the least. a gross distortion of the realities of Soviet 
life. No honest person who has visited the Soviet Union can claim that he 
experienced the atmosphere of oppression. concentration camps and secret 
police as Solzhenitsyn would have it. The common problems of the Soviet 
Union people today are those concerned with the transition from socialism 
to comniunlsm, and that 1s what most wr~ters In the USSR are concerned 
with (LaGuma 1974 74) 

In an earlier article Brian B~inting said: 'Dr. Zhivago--a good book wit11 a bad philosophy ' 
N ~ M I  AgeNovernber 16, 1958:6). He also points out that Boris Paslernak's novel was valorized 

the west because this was 'an issue i n  the cold war' rather than anything clse, and sees tlie 
ard of the Nobel Prize for literature to this author as smacking of ideological bias. 
erestingly, Bunting also ernploys Gorky in his critique ofPasternak's work. 
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It was perhaps t h ~ s  attitude towards the Soviet Unron that prompted Lewis Nkos~, mporaries, but an accomplice in all the evil perpetrated in his country or by his 
was with La Guma during the latter's first visit there m 1968, to allege: e' (Solzhenitsyn 1972: 147). 

La Guma interrogates Solzhenitsyn's mystical or idealist conce~tion of the 
Alcv la Guma IS a man fie~cely and humourlessly comm~tted to 111s ns of art. He points out that for ~olzhenitsin art is something that 1s 'above, 
~deology-conimun~sm I was surpr~sed to d~scove~ how consc~vat~ve and ate from, people' and then argues, if it is true that 'we received [art] from Hands 
uncr~t~cal  lie was ~n 111s com~u~tnient Indeed there ale nrany ~ndependent unable to see' (as Solzhenitsyn suggests), therefore 'we must conclude that 
Marvrst th~nkers who would bc ~rr~tated by 111s brand of p ~ o ~ ~ s  rega~d ior ere was no humanity, no mankind, no people on earth, Art could st111 be there' 
cverythlng Sov~et pol~cy-makers are do~ng as almost beyond any uma 1974:70). Instead, La Guma offers a materialist explanation of the origins of 
qucstlonlng (Nkos~ 1975 110) , arguing that all art 'came from human endeavour'. 'Iftalent was not exercised. then 

would-not have art', La Guma argues (La Guma 1974:70). Having said this, La 
To back up his argument Nkosi cites La Guma's 'implicit endorsement' of the tria terates his belief in the indivisible link between literature and life and employs two Soviet writers, Yuli Daniel and Andrei Sinyavsky, who had been prosecuted 

to back up his argument: 'What the imagination creates is prompted by the facts smuggling their manuscripts out of the countly. For Nkosi, on the co life, and it is not governed by baseless fantasy, divorced from life, but very real 
'strange' that, in his words, 'any artist interested in creative freedom, least of all ' (La Guma 1974:7 1). On this basis, therefore, we may conclude that La Guma 
Guma) ... who had himself been prosecuted and his works proscribed' (N Gorky primarily because he shares with Gorky a materialist conception of the 
1975: 1 1  0), would adopt such an attitude towards the fate of the other writers2'. which the idea ofthe inseparability of literature and life stems. 
Guma's critique of Solzhenitsyn six years later can therefore be seen in The assertion from Gorky (cited above) leads La Guma to the following 
La Guma's general attitude to the critics of the Soviet Union in general and disside f art: 'art is a representation of life' (La Guma 1974:71). If art is a 
writers in particular. on of life' as La Guma suggests, then, what is the role of the artist? For La 

The most crucial part of La Guma's essay on Solzhenitsyn sk of the 'real artist [is to search] for truth and to depict [that] truth' (La 
here is his critique of Solzhenitsyn's Nobel Lecture itself entitled, 'The 1974:75). This conception ofthe task of the writer has some affinity to Lukacs's 
in Society'. For it is precisely Solzhenitsyn's aesthetics, and his conception of the in so far as it is suggestive of La Guma's heavy reliance on the honesty of the 
of a writer, which eventually become the main target of La Guma's critique. Bri n his pursuit of 'truth'-and, as such, would seem to downplay the role of 
summarised, for Solzhenitsyn art is of divine origin: 'there are no doubt in this pursuit. For Lukacs (1 978:84), following Marx and Engels, the honesty 
foundations ... we received it fiom Hands we were unable to see', writer, we know, means portraying 'reality as it actually is' even if, in the process; 
(Solzhenitsyn 1972: 142). Although Solzhenitsyn explains the source of art i as to transcend one's 'most cherished preconceptions and most intimate personal 
(idealist) tenns he insists on the responsibility of a writer to his society. He is, ]rations'. This is where La Guma parts company with LukAcs: for La Guma, the 
quite emphatic on the freedom of the artist: 'Let us concede that the artist o ch for truth is consistent with and perhaps too closely linked with the principle of 
to anyone' (Solzhenitsyn 1972:145). Implicit in his emphasis on the fre isanship of literature as espoused by Lenin in 'Party Organisation and Party 
artist is his rejection of writers having to play a politically partisan role by espousin rature'. For this reason, LaGuma (1974:7 1) expands his definition of art: 
particular ideology. This is a clear demonstration of Solzhenitsyn's condemnation 
the officially sanctioned practice ofsocialist realism with its emphasis on t But, further, art is a representation of life also modified by the personality of 
of the l~eroic figures of the revolution. According to Solzhenitsyn, the writer has amoral the artist; for the artist has a character, an outlook on life, the world around 
rather than a political responsibility to his community and this is in line with the him, and through his art he hopes to modify the personality of others. 
mystical terms in which the origin of art is explained in Solzhenitsyn's aesthetics. In 
Solzhenitsyn's own words: 'The writer is not an outside judge of his compatriots and Once again, La Guma's indebtedness to Marxist aesthetics of realism can be seen not 

only in his definition of art as a reflection of social realitv but also in his 
achow~ed~ement  of the role of ideology in this representation of reality. However, La 

uma's use of the term, 'personality' instead of ideology could be seen as rendering -- 
'? 

Solzhenitsyn has since returned to R~~ssia and, in a dramatic turn of events. in an article lethe (at times) ad hocnature ofhis theory. 

which appeared in h.1oscow News (22 February 1987) i t  was reported that the trial of Sinyavsky La Guma's conceptualisation of the role of ideology in literature, one 

and Daniel was 'now officially viewed as a mistake' (See Anon. 'Staggering Admission' in suspects, is attributable to his interpretation of Lenin's principle of partisanship as well 
1nde-y on Censorship 5 1987: 1-5). 'Andrei Sinyavsky' is the pen-name of Abram Tertz who. like as his so~newliatmechanistic version ofthe theoiy ofreflection. Earlier, in this essay, La 
Solzhenitsyn. was critical of socialist realism and Stalinist repression. See his novel The Trial ma e~nploys Gorky in reaffirming his belief in the Aristotelian dict~1111 that nian is a 
Begins and his accompanying critique entitled 'On Socialist Realism?. itical animal. Later, in the same essay, La Guma reiterates his conception of the 
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relationship between literature and life as well as the consciousness-raisi~~g functi rst statement ('Each real artist searches for the truth') is interesting in the sense 
literature: 'Literature and art not only reflect the life of the people, but they also as if Ida Guma responds to a statement Solzhenitsyn is quoted as having made 
mould the human mind' (LaGu~na 1974:74). He then goes on to argue: ard to socialist realism elsewhere: 

The idea of the individual link of literature and art with the interests and All have ageed. whatever their subject and material may bc, to leave 
struggle of social classes and, in socialist society, with the life of the entire unspoken the main truth, tlle truth that stares you in the eye even without 
people. was theoretically substantiated by Lenin who propounded the literature. It is this vow to abstain from the truth that is called Socialist 
principle of parlisanship of literature. Artistic creation cannot remain Realism (RonaldHingley quoting Solzhenitsyn in Hingley 1979:203). 
outside tlie struggle of classes, outside politics; for each writer, whelher he 
likes to or not, expresses inhis work (lie intcrest of some oneclass(LaGu~na ma makes use of Lenin's principle of partisanship in order to endorse socialist 
1974:74). and, thereby, challenge Solzhenitsyn's discourse2'. 

While one endorses tlie notion that 'artistic creation' is socio-historically determ It was in the name of Lenin's principle of partisanship that the (official) 

and can therefore not remain completely 'outside politics', one would be sceptica anovite version of socialist realism was proclaimed in the Soviet Union after the 

the argument that a work of art is always an expression of an author's class interes tes ofthe 1930s. Zhdanov is quotedas having saidof Soviet literature: 
ideology, as implied in this assertion". Nevertheless, the significance of this asse 
however platitudinous, is that it clearly spells out La Guma's belief (despite huma 

Our Soviet literature is not afraid of the charge of being 'tendentious'. Yes, 
Soviet literature is tendentious, for in an epoch of class struggle there is not 

traces in his vocabulary) in the ideological function of literature, a belief to which and cannot be a literature which is not class literature. and tendentious. 
Gumamakes consistent reference in his extra-fictional statements. allegedly nonpolitical. And I think that every one of our Soviet writers can 

There is a clear agenda in La Gunna's adoption of Lenin's principle say to any dull-witted bourgeois. to any philistine, to any bourgeois who 
partisanship of literature and it is to embrace socialist realism. Accordingly, La may talk of being tendentious: 'Yes, our Soviet literature is tendentious and 
begins by castigating 'bourgeois propagandists' who 'attack this principle, tryin we are proud of this fact, because the aim of our tendency is to liberate the 
prove that to serve the interests of a definite class is inco~npatible with artistic crea toilers, to free all mankind from the yoke of capitalist slavery' (Quoted in 

To back up  his argument he refers to what he calls 'the clatter of innocuous and t Robin 199256). - 
reading matter produced in the West which helps to divert the rnasses from more seri ly, there are striking parallels between the Zhdanovite version of 
aspects of life' and wonders whose interests 'the writers of such material serve' entiousness' and La Guma's interpretation of Lenin's principle of partisanship, as 
Guma 1974:74). In contrast, La Guma argues, the socialist system is the first sy ulated in his article on Solzhenitsyn. 
which 'freed culture from the influence of the money-bags' by 'affording the ar It is necessary at this point to explore another dimension of La Guma's 
chance not to pander to the tastes of a small coterie ofthe "cultured" but for the ma 
(La Gurna 1974:75). The argument ends on a high note, with La Guma (197 

etics of realism which seems to me to provide a clue to La Guma's recourse to the 
ciple ofpartisanship. Apart form Gorky, it would seem that La Guma's aesthetics of 

defending and embracing socialist realism: sm also has a great deal to do with George Plekhanov, whose early philosophical 

Each real artist searches for the truth, seeks to depict the truth. But this is 
ution to the realist debate in Russia received critical attention in the 1930s. This 

what socialist society is also interested in. The main demand of socialist 
realism is to portray life truthfully in its progressive development. 

t should be pointed out here that even before La Guma went into exile he was aware of the 
tes on Soviet aesthetics (and inore particularly on socialist realism) since some of these were 

'' La Gunla may be paraplirasihg Gorky's argument here: 'A writer is the eyes, ears and v July 16 1959:4) and 'Pasternak Tells Why he Wrote Dv. Zhivago' 
of his class. He perceives, formulates and portrays the sentiments, desires, worries. hope 8:4) as well as Brian Bunting's 'Dr Zhivago --A GoodBook with aBad 
passions, interests, vices and virtues of his class. his group' (Gorky 1982a:272). In his 'Ideolo 
and Literary Form-A Comment' Francis Mulhern (1975:85) has challenged this conception 
pointing out that the ideological status of the text is not determined by its origin but by 
objective fui~ction and for that reason textual ideology might even be inconsistent with aulhor anLiterature in Russia' (1992). and Cheremin, Saratovskaya and Zemskov (1988) 
ideology. 
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is signit'icant when one considers that 'Soviet Marxism 011 its philosophical side, w can be inferred from these statements, the validity of Plekhanov's thesis lies in its 

rooted in Plekhanov and Lenin' (Lichtheim 1970:57). There is ample evidence that mpt to demystify the terms of these opposing perspectives on art by locating thein in 

Guma read Plekhanov's Unaddressed Letters. Avt and Social Life ([I 899- 19001 1 orical contexts or social conditions within which they thrive'! It could be argued 

and appropriated some of' Plekhanov's ideas by incorporating them into his at it is because of Plekhanov's rejection of 'prescription in art' that La Guma appeals 

discourse. Lenin's principle of partisanship, thereby finding a resolution to the impasse that 

In his essay, 'Has Art Failed South Africa?', which appeared in The Afric ekhanov's aesthetic theory seems to create for him in this regard27. 

Conznzzlnist in 1977, La Gurna employs Plekhanov in his endorsement of ideologica In all his extra-fictional statements La Gumapersistently denounces the art for 

oriented artistic production. He points out in his critique of the art for art's sake schoo 's sake argument and espouses autilitarian view of art. This is best exemplified in the 

ofthought in South Africa: lowing statement made by La Guma (1 97 1 : 1 13): 

The black artist in Soutli Africa is not averse to mixing his work with It is perhaps possible. within the environment of developed societies, to 
'politics': Ire cannot but accept that as one of the victims of the oppressive create with a certain amount of confidence the inipression that the art, 
society, his work almost automatically becomes involved ... for us or the culture, the level of civilisation of a people have nothing. or little to do with 
conscious artist. man is not made for the Sabbath, but the Sabbath for socio-economic and political forces within these societies; that culture has 
man-society is not made for the artist. but the artist for society. The nothing to do with politics. In South Africa this is not possible. The 
function of art is to assist the development of man's consciousness, to help proposition of art for the sake of art finds no footliold in the atmosphere of 
improve society (La Guma 1977:82). racism. violence and crude exploitation whiclr is the day-to-day experience 

of the South Afiican people. 
He then goes on to attack those artists who reject a utilitarian view of art citi 
Plekhanov's argument '[alrt for art's sake arises essentially where the artist is out is particularly striking here is not so much La Guma's rejection of art for art's sake 
harmony with his social environment' (La Guma 1977:83). He accuses these artists sition and the way in which he embraces a utilitarian view of art by underscoring 
being in 'ivory towers' taking 'refuge from the slings and arrows of an outrage0 inseparability of culture and politics, but it is the fact that there is an element of 
society' (La Guma 1977:82). La Guma's essay was written as a rejoinder to Ce tativeness with regard to his use of these two positions in this statement. In short, 
Skotnes (1976), a South African artist, who had expressed his concert1 about what h is an unarticulated assumption that in a post-apartheid society, under a different 
saw as 'a  singular lack of guts' in South African art despite the existence of what ical or social setting, there will be a shift from the contemporary discursive 
described as 'a classic revolutionary situation' that could stimulate a proliferation on. Indeed, this seems to be confirmed towards the end of the essay: 
artistic production. In his, argument Skotnes had particularly sit~gled out what 
perceived as a 'lack of a strong artistic tradition' on 'the Black Front' and expressed As long as racism and oppression last in Southern Africa. culture will take 
reservations about the merit of art that is 'bound to ... political institutions in general this form. When tlie oppressed have freed themselves from the shackles of 
As can be inferred it is precisely with these particular aspects of Skotnes's argumen 
that La Guma takes issue and recruits Plekhanov to make a case for black artists. 

Plekhanov distinguishes between those artists who perceive art in terins o 
their responsibility to soc6ty, those who argue that the function of art is to assist t 
development of man's consciousness, to improve the social system, on the one han 
and those who see art as an end in itself on the other (Plekhanov 1957: 149). He then u 
various examples from different historical contexts to test the viability of these t 
opposing views. Plekhanov's investigation leads him to the following conclusion 
the art for art's sake school ofthought: 'The belief in art for art's sake arises when artis 
and people keenly interested ,in art are hopelessly out of harmony with their soci 
environment' (Plekhanov 1957: 163). On the contrary, theutilitarian view of art 

' R e g i n e  Robin (1992:150), who traces the origins of socialist realism and underscores its 
contradictions, argues that 'for Plekhanov, art is a socio-historical pllenonienon, a thought. an 
idea, a content, sonrething to express, something that is expressed tl~rough images. I t  is a 
reflection of reality. anchored in its time, which attains perfection when the relation between form 
aud content is ~naxirnally adequate'. 
" Demetz (1967:197) sees this rejection of prescription in art as Plekhanov's 'llalf-hearted 
defence of the principle of l'nrtpozlr l'arl'. Robin (1992: 150) comments: 'AI-t for art's sakc is 
always the sign of retreat fro111 the social: one needs to analysc wliy this retreat from the social. 
liistorically speaking, imposes itself on certain artists. That is wily Plekhanov abandons the 

that is. the tendency to impart to its production the signiticance ol' "social utility" of art as an immanent principle. In so doing he creates a considerable shift in what 
judgenients 011 the phenomenon of life, and the joyf~~l eagel-ncss, which we have called the disc~~rsive base of realist aesthetics: Ire opens lip an ambiguity. a shadowy zone always accompanies it. to take part in social strife. arises and spreads that, in conjunction with Iris reiection of pl.escriptio11 in art. would suffice to explain wliy lie was ~vhcnever there is mutual sy~npatiry bct~;een a considerable section of blacklistcd as a Menshevik and as the creator of a passive aesthetic in tlie Soviet socicty of tlie society and people who have more or less active intercst in creative ar t  
(Plekhanov 1957: 163). 
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c::onomii, social and political iiinitations, Ro~vers wiii !?(oom aile\v i n  all 
watcr but ~nust buy i t  by the bucketful from some local cup1oite1- tlrcn I also e~i\irorlrnei?l o f  1i:tppincss in a lifc lived ill digiiity, a Iifk o f  li-cetiiril1 ailtl 

coinrntieshil? aniong our peoples (Ida Ci~rn~a 197 1 : 120). cntcrtain the secrctlrope that when somcbody I-catis i t  he will be movcd to do 
something about those robbers who havc turned my country into a material 
and c u l l u ~ ~ l  wasteland for thc majority oftlie iuiiabitants. 

- 

I t  would seem, then, that La Gums has fully grasped Plekha~~ov's argutnent that th 
'social utility of art' is not 'an itnn~anent principle' and that he agrees with Plekhanov' n be inferred from this statement, in La Guma's terms, it is not enough for thesis in genel-ai. 

ure to depict the social situation truthfully, but, in addition, the ideological effect 
Iio~vcver, as Henri Arvon (1973: 14) points out, Plekhanov 'refuses to put a erature should be to transform the consciousness ofthe readers even to the extent of 

and literature in the service of party politics'. This is where Ida Gulna parts compan ng them on to engage in some fonn of action! Tt would seem, then, that it is for this 
with Plekhanov and, instead, embraces 1,enin's principle of partisanship in literature. se that La Gu~na  turns to social realism as an effective means of conscientizing his is perhaps not surprising that La G ~ u n a  should subscribe to Idenin's principle 
partisa~lship in literature when one considers that La Gulna served his apprenticesl 
(as a writer) as a reporter under the auspices of New Age, a politically pal-iisal 
newspaper that was not only 'run by [Communist Party] members [and] consistent1 
reflected party policy [but whose] position 01-1 international matters was [also] virt~lall ntra Gordimer and Fugard 
indisti~iguisl~able from the foreign policy of the Soviet Union' (Forman & Odendaa significance which La Guma attaches to the ideological filnction of literature and 
1992::xxii). Significantly, it was apparently with regard to Party publications that 1,eni concept of tendentiousness can also be seen in his literary criticism. This is bcst 
XVI-ote his famous paper on partisanship, 'Organisation and Party L,iterature' in 19 lnplified in La Guma's critical essay on Nadine Gordimer's The B l ~ c k  
However, one may argue that La Guma, like his counterparts in the Soviet Union in reter.r-Notes on African Writing. In the first section of this work entitled 
1 9 3 0 ' ~  cxtends Lenin's principle ofpartisanship to include creative works ofliteratur I African Fiction in English', Gordimer makes a critical assessment of African 
This can bc scen most obviously in La Guma's argument that one 'cannot of cours e written in English which she sees as beginning with the Negritude movement. 
separate one's social and political allegiances fi-oni one's creative work' ( distinguishes between African writers who are 'testifiers to social 
1978:49). It would seern, therefore, that La Guma subscribes to Plekha~~ov's aes e'-those who tnerely provide a 'sort of context of expression, of bald 
in so far as it is co~npatible with his liberation discourse and that, where the question o ound fact' (Gordimer 1973 :Sf j and  those who write 'literature' in which the 
tendentiousness is concerned, La Gurna does not seern to distinguish between his xvorks ofthe writing matters. Having made a critical appraisal ofsome literary texts by 
and his political allegiances. This does not, however, mean that in Ida Gu~na's works the riters as Achebe, Ngugi, Ayi Kweyi Armah and others, Gordimer (1973:32) 
political message whicli conforms to his political allegia~~ces is always explicitly ludes that African English literature's best writers are critical realists in the 
stated-Land, in this sense, his practice would seem to be at odds with his theory. k6csian sense-establishing a link between the past and pointing towards the 

The concept ciStendentiousness in La Guma's aesthetics is linked to his belief we-and that this is the direction in which African literature is developing. 
in the ideological S~inction of literature, a belief to which La Guina (19?1:20) lnakes In response, La Guma takes issue with Gordimer's exclusive treatment of 
consistent referer-rce: lish literature written by Africans and her measuring of them against European 

dards. He describes this special treatment of 'African literature as "literary 
A writer. if 11e is collscious of what is going on around him. automatically artheid"', a practice which, in his view, results in the construction of 'a cultural 
reflects  he real picture] ... and through portraying the life around him also ntustan' ('Gala' 1974a: 103,102). According to La Gunla, Gordimer's reservations 
produces liis omn ideas about it.  Of course. what should bc borne in mind is 'testifiers to social change' are due to these authors' giving too much attention to 
that a writer i s  s~rpposed to he conscious of the dil.eclion in which his works issues'. But, La Guma argues, 'softening the social impact has never guaranteed 
aregoing to point .... I think that i t  is the roleofthc consciouswriter to guitie ccess for any work of art' ('Gala' 1974a: 105). What is crucial in La Guma's terms is 
the morals. [hc perspcctivcs and ob,jectives oStlic commrinity. ther the ideological co~nmitment of the writer and the extent to which his writings 

ontribute to human progress. In his words: 
111 La Guma's view, then, a writer is not only a chronicler of the expcriellces o 
co~nn~unity but he is also an ideologue providing guidance to the perspectives o The writer's participation in the develop~nent of life is nleasured by the 
community. It is against this background, then, that La Gurna (1?70:237) expresses the ideological artistic level of his work. the depth of his depiction of events and 
intended ideological effect of his writing ofAt7cld4 Thvecf0ldCot.d in these words: problems. Tile writer [nust find the epicentre of events and deterlnine his 

place in Lliem, his point ofview. Tlren Ire will find application Ibr Iiis talent 
a~ ld  personal exper-ie~rce and will wol-tirily serve the cause of acstlrctic and 

\Vhcn 1 write 111 a book illat so~ncwlrcre in Soutll Africa pool-pcoplc lravc i ~ o  social progress. There are vvriters who work in a kind of vacuum. who stand 
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apart from events, who do not maintain close ties with the truth of their in theNight) 'do not talk about inequality' instead they 'bear its weals' (Gordimer 
ethos. their source of inspiration. An atmosphere of vacuum cannot uma's assertion that African developlnent and 
stimulate works that contribute towards the conimoll progressive character 11 stop there is an implied indication that African 
of life and literature .... We are witnessing how the cultural hel-itage ofAfrica withinthe confines of critical realism. 
is transformed into modern. social and political orientated literatures and the Why does La Guma object to being labelled a critical realist? La Guma's 1974 
arts. This is one of the most important tasks of the mentioned cultural (also written under the pseudonyn~ 'Gala'), in which he examines Athol Fugard's 
revolution and a stirring event in modern and progressive world culture e, may provide soine clues. In this essay La Guma argues that in Fugard's plays 
('Gala' 1974a: 103t). is 'an ever-present concentration on experimentation and technical innovation' 

According to this view, then, the writer's credibility as a craftsmail, and, one m he sees in this regard evidence of Samuel Beckett's influence on Fugard ('Gala' 

the literaiy value of his work, depend largely on the ideological effect o 4:102). Not surprisingly La Guma is quick to point out that it is nevertheless 'the 

product-hence La Gutna's belief that socially and politically oriented A tent of Fugard's work which must certainly "reveal the real man"' ('Gala' 

literature contributes towards a cultural revolution. Implicit in La Guma's critici 4: 102). For La Guma is not so much interested in Fugard's dramatic devices as he is 

writers whose works are not based on a concrete ideological basis, those 'who he ideological orientation of the content of his works which, he hopes, will 'reveal 

kind of vacuurn, who stand apart from events, who do not maintain close eeln to reveal La Gurna's conflation of textual 

truth of their ethos, their source of inspiration', is his endorsement of the principle y. La Guma's only comment on Fugard's early plays, 

partisanship in literature. , is that they are 'naturalistic tragedies set in 

The fact that the principle of partisanship ~ I I  La Guma's aesthetics is cl taged with African casts' ('Gala' 1974: 102f). 

linked to socialist realism (as stated earlier) can most obviously be seen i gain La Guma's tacit approval, is seen as being 

negative response to Nadine Gordimer's labelling of the best African writers as criti liberal humanist ideology whose tenets include 'the freedom of the 

realists. In an argument that reveals La Guma's lack of familiarity with Lukacs, iscrimination and the nightmare of Blacks under 

Gurna ('Gala' 1974a: 106) accuses Gordimer of failing to address the q nds in some of Fugard's later plays, however, 

main trends of development of African English literature 'in tenns of African reali Iso a lack of clear ideological commitment. For 

La Guma ('Gala' 1974a: 106) continues to argue: rawal of Fugard's passport in 1967 (which was 
ed four years later and accompanied by the South African government's subsidy 

Instead [Gordimer] borrows fi-om Georg Lukhcs a Sot.mula which asserts play, Bo~rnzan andlena) and Fugard's subsequent withdrawal of his support for 

'critical realism as not only the link with the great literature of the past, but ltural boycott resulted in 'the absence of a more concrete response to the realities 
also the literature that points to the future'. And so she concludes with e South African scene' ('Gala' 1974: 105). Instead, La Guina argues: 
amazing aplomb 'there seems to me little doubt that African English 
literature's best writers are critical realists, and that this is the direction in Athol Fugard is now the playwright first. It is now enough for him to portray 
which literature is developing .... But African development and Afiican various aspects of life tlirough his skill and talent. He has suffered tl-ic fate of 
literaturehave not come to afull stop'. South African liberals with their absence of any scientific or consistent 

attitude towards the society in which they live and work ('Gala' 1974: 104). 
La Guma's objection to Gordimer is solnewhat puzzling: implicit in his a 
suggestion that African literature should be assessed 'in tenns of African ense that it is clearly indicative of La Gurna's 
than through a heavy reliance on critical theories of (foreigners su La Guma's attitude to liberal ideology is 
Leaving aside the question of assessing African literature 'in terms of African he accuses liberals of their lack of 'scientitlc or 
La Guma's arguinent would seem to me to render visible two factors with reg ety, he does not expect Fugard to move beyond the 
aesthetics. Firstly, it indicates La Guma's lack of awareness of Lukics' es ofliis ideology. Athol Fugard, La Gulna argues, 'need not only be an observer 
contribution to Marxist aesthetics of realism to which La Gulna himself obviously countiy's condition', or as hc puts it merely 'hear witness', and be a 'classic 
subscribes. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, La Gurna's argument here is uilt-ridden irnpoteiit white liberal of South Aeica'. Within the confines 
suggestive of his somewhat a~nbiguous attitude towards being categorised as a critical aiiist ideology itself there arc prospects for a progressive outlook, La 
realist-La Guma is amongst those African writers who are seen b uggest. In La Gurna's ow11 words: 'An admission of guilt is in itself a 
creating an African literature, tlie critical realists. Unlike the 'testi onal re-evaluation, and a more profound understanding ofhis function 
stock-in-trade abstractions of human beliaviour and look about for a 
them in', Gordi~ner argues that La Guma's protagonists in District Six ( 
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bliltou, and the South African piay\vright F1.W.D. Manson. Along wi will gradually gain ground (19 July 1948~). 
I with \vIioln she enjoyed a lifelolig friendship--\/an Hcyningen 
iigul-c i ~ i  lhc irni-ile~nentalion of the techriiqucs of practical critic is^^^ in So an independent thinker, Van Heyningen formulated her critical position in 
T:ilgIish iIepil~-iinents i r ~  Ihc 1940s anti 1050s'. to Matthew Arnold, T.S. Eliot, Q.D. Leavis, and Denys Thompson, and whilst 

reeing with individual contributors, the assun~ptions of the Scrzlfiny A s  regards Van I-Teyningen's attitude to politics, hcr most consistent con 
remained an important critical touchstone. She owed a principal was an opposition to totalitarianism of any fonn. Van ileyningeil was partict 

bt to F.R. Leavis (with whom she corresponded on a number of troubled by the support shown by members of the Afrikaans  corn^^ and reiterated his sense of cultural and intellectual decline, and his 
Gel-many. Fiercely opposed to all forms of ideological and politic wards popular culture. Like Leavis, her efforts were principally directed 
identified tvith the values of de~nocracy and individual freedom, and dev training of a critical vanguard capable of appreciating and promoting Great 
considerable !ilne and energy to their defence. 'i'liese commitments are d resisting cons~~lner  culture. Van Hcyningen assigns a central function to 
su~nniarisetl in her. response to the enormons growth ofpro-Nazi ideas an nd interpretation of poetic works. Poetly, like all literature, is valued 
i n  South Africa in the early 1940s. In 1941, she published a petition in the Cepe A difficulty, and because of its transfortnative power. The reading of poetry 
whicli was signed by eighteen other colleagues at the !Jlliversity of Stcllenbosch. 
petition, ~vhich was also published in the Szl~duy Times, the Cr~pe Srrn and 
wrillen in protest against 'the slavish imitation of foreign methods o of the utmost momerrt ... [flor poetry. partly because it dernaniis so much of 
warfare, blind prejudices and bitter intolerance' (1941a:5) amongst the Afrik us, of thc whole man. not merely his brain. his emotions or his body. is 
speaking com~nunity. The signatories argued for the need to protect 'persotial free perhaps the most valuable activity ofthe human spirit' (1 945: 16). 

and autonomy, and rejected excessive state intervention. it also gave an i~ is a difficult pursuit calling into play 'incessant movement and "vigilance" of the 
to the role of education: . brain and emotions' (I 945: 16). and because it is concerned with the proble~n of , ' 

'-of its affirmation, 'renewal, and definition in an ever-changing world-the 
Being a student nleans, in the first place. studying, acquiring knowledge. for 'is forced to go through the same pi-ocess, to reconsider, to renew, to re-affirm the tlie purpose of translating his knowledge into deeds later on in life. A student 
\vho does not study will be a man who does not know. and such al-1 ignorant lues thatwe live by' (1 945: 16). 
person. is of course, tlie best subject of a totalitarian state (194 1a:5). Van Heyningen's literary cl-iticism also reveals a pervasive concern with 

ividual ~norality and personal responsibility. For her, both life and art are subject to 
For Van Heyningen, the training in critical thinking is an important antidote operation of absolute moral laws: The artist has a prirnary 'duty of giving direction' 

against the propagandist tactics of Fascist ideologues. This commitment extended t 946a: 17), in the process disclosing the universal moral order in hislher work. She 
the post-war period when as a founder member of The Johannesburg Educatio what she regards as the modern tendency to blur distinctions between 'good' 
League-an organisation established to combat government indoctrination by mea '. Macbeth himself, she argues, understands the lie of the witch's claim that 
of pamphlets and letters-Van Heyningen resisted attempts by the Institute ul, and foul is fair': 
Christian-Nationalist Education to enforce religious and cultural instruction in schoo 
Notwithstanding her corn~ni t~ne~i t  to active political involvement, she retained a faith That foul is not fair his soul knew in its unknown depths, and the kno~sledge 
the inevitable spread of liberal ideas. Responding to a demand by the University wrecked liisncrve. and turned him into the insatiable bloody tyrant he became 

.... To Shakcspeal-e good and evil were not dead, nor can I think of any great Cape Town's SRC in 1948 that a unilateral decision bemade on the question ofwheth writer who has not accepted the responsibility. explicitly (11- implicitly. of  
or not Africans should be allowed to participate in the social and sporting life o f t  choosi~ig between them. and who has not made the affir~~iation of values his 
university, she criticises UCT for 'not lettling] sleeping dogs lie', arguing instead that chiefriglit andf~~riction as all artist (1946a: 17)'. 

i f  nothing more is said on the question. non-Europeans will be accepted as Heyningen's nloral preoccupations lead her into difficulties when she attempts to 
eq~tals in those places that ire liberal enough not to mind, and the letter oftlic uate the work of an author whose values she feels compelled to reject. In  a 
law will be carried out in the illiberal places. and that i n  this way liberal itfeas cussion of the novels of Heniy James, she criticises his implicit acceptance of 

moral' and 'dishonourable' (1946~:  16) behaviour, and sums up his achievement in 

For ;i siio1-t biogl-aphy of' Mi11 t~cyniugcn. sec [lie in[~-oduclion to the collcctiotl of essays 
cdited hy J.A. Bertoud and C.O.  (;arcine1.(1969). For triore on Van Heyningen's Shakespeare criticism. see Johnsoti ( 1996: 159- 161 ) 



lhc fi!llowi~rg irnage bon-owed fi-oin H.G. Wells: 'the bcautifrl cathedral ITas be 
'ons is the elevation ofliterature above politics. Altliough never conceived o f a s  Iaboric-i-iisi?~ bi~ilt, and James has evcr so  reverei~tly laid upon the alf;ir-a dead kitt 
in any direct sense, Lcavisite English Studies was 12evertheless undei-stood as ( 1 0 4 6 ~ :  17). What are. for her, flippant and perverse moral judgements, particular1 

his later worl<s, make it itnpossible to endorse .lan~es'  writing, and s l ~ e  veers betw tile permanent precondition of Sccund political tliougiit, tlvcr -above' ancl 
adn~i ra r io~t  at his stylistic achievements, and horror at the rnoral bankruptcy of  I 'beyond' politics itself. 'cuitrirc' was a pcrmanent mcta-political sanction, 
!hei~ies. t i~c tribunal before wliicli politics stood judged in tile nanic of 'tlie liuii~aii' 

Her  belief in moral absolutes which transcend time and space made (Mulhcr~~ 198 1 :W). 
Tleyningen suspicious of  any attempts to locate Great Literature in a political con 
Responding to Shakespeare productions which sought to meet the aesthetic criteria 11 Hcyningen, what prevented literature from per-l'ortning this redemptive 
contemporary realism, Van Heyningen argued: on was consumer culture. I-Jer relrlarks on 'the triviality and debasement of our- 

e 'meanness of  modem life, the sclualor of promiscuous iove, of the greatness 
... these scenes should be son~el~ow willidratvn from a too specific reality, a in Englancl, and London's glory faded' (1 945: 16), bcar tllt: ralniliar signs of  a 
too natural speecl~: being poet~y as much as they are drama, they should llave nostalgia Sorthe values of  Old England, and an uneasy sense o f a  civilisation in 
an  ideal and universal rather than a real and particular natul-c, and tlie beat of ne. Fol- Van Heyningen, all that remains o f  this heroic past is a desperate sense of  
tlie rhythm sllould bc heard clearly and steadily through the most intense tualunease, which 
emotion and the sharpcstconflict(1949:69). 

is tlie one sign left o f  man's nobility, the neglected stirring in  lii~n of a 
This tendency to privilege the universal over the concrete realisation of  hum forgotten idea ofmanlrood. of  a harder. but a tincr and Inorc \ ictor-ious past 
experience is clearly evident in a discussion of  a production o f  Sartre's 'The Flies' (1945: 15). 
Nazi-occupied France. While Van Heyningen acknowledges the play's covert 

iews are best susnined up in an unpublislled review of  The Puslinan A h ~ u y s  Rings IZesistance sympathies, she quickly moves to a discussion o f  the particular 
problems it poses, concluding that the 'universal principle' (1948a:52) offered where she inquires: 

play's resolution is that 'every Inan has in the last analysis ... to forge the moral law Is it Democracy that has brought us to this gutter art. wliere neither hcauty. 
of the actual facts in which he finds himself living' (1 948a:52). For Van Heyningen, t nor grace, nor brains. nor talent, nor sense, nor affection. nor loyalty. nor 
conscious foregrounding of  artistic form helps to purge art o f  its social roots, and 1no honou1; nor anythi~rg is admired anymore. except what? a desire to get on in 
it beyond the concerns of  aparticular time and place. This is especially so  in the work business, and acarnal attraction ( 19461: 1). 
Shakespeare: 

Van Heyningen's method of  teaching literature-forged as a response to tlie 

'I'llc Inctre should liavc lifted the [emotion 1, by that process of pleasure that of  consumer culture's ubiquity-is set out in her contribution to the 1946 

\Vorilswortli describes, into a calmer region of contelllplation, wlierc one rence of English Teachers. She argues that the training of  critical judgement is 
docs not so niuch sufl'er as rellect suffkring. and accept it as in real life iit could chieved by ineans of  guided small-group discussion and comparison4. Using this 
nor at that moment be acccpled (1  949:69). d, students are taught both to distinguish between good and bad poetry, and to 

the 'false feeling', 'cant' and 'sentimentality' of  contelnporary popular culture 
Similarly, in a discussion o f a  perrorinance of  Shakespeare's 'The Tempest' by '11 14). The result of  such an education will ultimately be registered in tlie 
Europeans' (1946b: 134), Van Heyningen approves of the way the disturbing polit nce o f  a critically-astute citizenry. The values o f  a threatened critical minority 
aspects of the play are displaced, finally, by an atmosphere of  peace and magic: us able to secure continuity in the present age. For Van Heyningen, interest in 

ical background is confined to the information it provides concerning the artistic, 

[Alll the Iiarsl-iness, the grim and angry lines. the clisappointment tliat bites 
likc acid into this disquieting play. wcre eased out. as pcrllaps the autllor 
would have n;ished. and the element of spell-l>ound charm was undcrlic~ed in 
cvcr), px"t . . .  al-ici, as if Arici's veiling \vines had passed beSorc our faces and amination questions suclr as the following eserriplilj 1ier approach. A third ycar practicai 
luilcd o11r conrmonplnce selves to s1~111ibct-. wc sat rapt in enchantment. and 1 quation asks: 'Wl1icii of tlie following poclns do you prefer and wliy?' In another 
i'casting on sh.:iiigc. sea-like Protcan beauty ( l936h: 134). niple. studcnts are asked to dcscribc the mood of'a poem. and to decide ~\~hethcr or not i t  is 

hy' (Pietcrmaritzb~irg Archives ST[' 21614). See also Van i leyningen'i: tcuthooks for the 

criticism ofF.R. L,eavis, the ulti~natc effect of  Van I-Icyningen's critical p~ oi' Englisll Literatul-e WI-ittell with A.W. van der Florst. il i'i~nc/icii/ Coz~r.~r i i ~  l<,igli.rh 
), arlti 6~gli .rh.  Irztelli,~ent lt'ruilivrg andGood E'riting (1 93 8). 
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odied in English Literature, and 
relationship between white and 

111oral and social collventions of the period. Accordingly, her critical method South Africans is defined in terms of liberal patronage rather than any kind of 
dominated by detailed attention to literary form (rhythm, use of language and ilnage 
and her critical gaze is directed towards anarrow canon ofEuropean texts. 

Finally, what does the teaching of English Literature in South Africa entail 
Van Heyningen? Or, to return to the original question: how might f;llglisl 

South Africa from Aberdeen in contribute to a critical public sphere and democratic citizenly in South Africa? 
ebosch, whereupon J.G. Taylor Heyningen's understanding of this question is best grasped by focusing on her thoug 
t the University of Cape Town. about the encounter between black South Africans and Europeal high culture alld 
zes in the early 1930s. In 1939, attendant aesthetic imperatives. For Van Heyningen, art reveals the universal huln 
riodical Trek-then edited by 

condition, 'penetrates through all the 'wrappings to the lnan in all men' reviews and feature articles 
and-in a version of Matthew Arnold's Culture and Anarchy thesis-she su tially drawn towards a cluster 
art can combat race prejudice by directing individuals towards their cornmoll hu112~n f whom were theinselves immigrants) centred at the 
John Dronsfield's drawings of the coloured corn~nunity are held up as lor subsequently became a member of the Trotskyist because in them helped form the Non-European Unity Movement ill 

r core through the 1940s and 1950s' (Drew 1996:36). 
we see tile co lo~~red  people not as a class or a racc, as wc are accustomed to oration with 1.B. Tabata, founder member of the All sccing tllem. but as a pcople. This is why ofall tliosc who serve l~nmanit)~. the 

e NEUM. Described by Tom Lodge ( 1  983 39) as 'the artist p1:iys [lie greatest part. even \vhen aii unconscious one. in b~~ildirrg up  
red intellectuals', the NEUM was part of a new spirit oiir ii~iman solidarity. Wlicn Sliakespearz turned traitor and tried to write a 

ican, Indian and Coloured pop~iiar anti-Semitic play. he couldn't (lo it. llis imagination took control. 
tile deeper part of liis artistry struggled with the sl~allower part. with the 40s, and which was in marked 
result Lliat the play became the monster it is. and I'ortia, Antollio and .lessica ation. According to Neville 
dxvindle and ti-eeze, against their creator's will, because Shylock is realised 
( I  942: 12). 

a Iliglrly distinctive Soutlr African liberation organisatio~l [wl~ich] . . . 
An article entitled 'Entering a New World' published in the Afrikaans periodical, remained independent and mostly derisive of other more promirte~lt 
ITand~rg, records her experience of marking the English examinatio1.r papers of African national opposition forces (1990:92)'. 
students. 

ent, Taylor gave lectures in 
nd was also the author of a number [Iln the Bantu essays 1 saw apeople turning over. waking up in the brave nekv 

world. and rubbing their eyes wit11 wonder: and I found it so touching and so 
interesting that I should like Lo show it  to otl~crpeople (194611:9). 

n.jan~ili Farrington. Lancelot I-fogben 
Her excitement at the prospect of being witness to this intoxicating and liberatin t student movements in Britain. See 
cultural encounter is marred only by a concern that this might soon be denied them: 

One ruust fear Ibr thcse young Hantu. wlien one sczs how, rooted irl the old 
tribal tradition. tiley love to'spread tljcir branches a~ ld  breathe and flowel; 
and expect to go Ilowering, in the new and enchanting air of white Rasool, DoraTaylor's contribution to 
civilisation .... Will they swectril the air? Or must they withcr too'? Mllst frican poliLics and 1ettel.s Iias been largely ignol-ed. Thcl-e is a short biographical note in 
tiicy too hc poisoned? ( 1  94611: 14) in South Africa. The Role oJ [he 

name Nosipho Ma.jekc. For two short 
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ofr!npuhlishcd piays, novels, andpoems. In 1960, she and her family were forced to in sweet reasonableness. in petitions and table conferences. in changing the 
to England. wilere she remained in exile until herdeatll'. ilidividual hearts ofopprcsso~-s. And it is afaith that dies hard (1 942,;: 13). 

Whercas Van Heyningen's notion of democracy is often unconnected to t 
social reality it ptirporis to describe, Taylor's understanding of politics displays a stro ile Olive Schreiner rnay be forgiven for her turn-of-the-century optimism 
sense oi'the racial basis of South African society, drawing attention to the gap betwe cerning what the liberal spirit might achieve, 
liberal ideals and material reality. South Africa is described as 

... time has conclusively, ruthlessly proved the baukruptcy of liberalism to 
stem tlie tide of political events. Such tliorns as it might have fancied itself a society wherc thc ruling class is a privileged minority planted on the hack 
as inflicting on tlie rhinoceros hide of govern~iients have been brushed aside of a concluered and oppressed people and sucking from then1 its wealth and 

polvcr(1913d:12). like thistledown (1 942e: 13). 

in G o t h  kfrrca, astde from inequalities in the judiciany, the growth of anti-Semitl or is in broad agreement with the perceived need to foster a more crit~cal and 

anit poc\l e c m o m ~ c  cond~tions, raclst legislat~on such as the Colour Rar 4ct and pendent public sphere in South Africa, and echoes Van Heyningen's ernphasrs on 

Masters mcl Servants Act are a f~~r the r  'blot on the dernocral~c page o f  our statute ho llnportance of education Discussing the South Afiican education system, 'Taylor 

(19 l !c 7)  9hectinttnues, ses anxieties concerning the cultural phllistmism, intellectual docllrty and 
al apathy of increasing numbers of South Africans. T h ~ s  she attributes, In part, to 

authorltariall school sy~tein based on rote leanilng and the examinat~on method 
1 '?L i v l I i  hat11 L Z L ' ~  I l i i  ULi1l1~ iZ1-p1i~it ntatir)ll isril tile i ?nii A L I  1nt1 illc 
' I  c 1 ire 1 iiilf glc>i ~1 Jrixni of i l~r ~ I I I I C I ~ ? / L \  0 ;  ( I C I - ? O L I ~ C >  ylor's fears about 'the lure of tlie penny dreadful', and her arguments about the 

r1t1 c i i ? l - ~ ~ ~ t l ~  11% ,) t r1r~IJ1i  :~*ypoIt( r r <  ~ I I * I I \ L I I ~ S ~  t l ic~ic i l~\  L p i ~ t  ~ftl:r D ~ ) I I ~ J ~  cesslty of 'tramed judgement' (1940b 14) bear the d~stlnct~ve Influence of the 
: ~ I ~ I  c, >,*.ii life T i t  ~ I ? Y  c?rn~nuirit) biilri.( i:rtiii~ny ti1 ii Iic i c  vitally iniport 11'11 lvtiny posrtlon However, it 1s not the decline of the 'oiganic communrty' that she 
* 3 ~ L L O I I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I L ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ( 1 0  \ l L  7 )  rs, but the political consequences of publlc 'suggestlblltty and ~gnorance' (1 94le 6) 

he face of rncreasingly sophist~cated techniques ofmass persuasion She argues 

' \  * ! I ,  I: i i  b rwd an ccoir:)rnic, incquallty With ~r i  I ldss baric' shc iiigucc, 'boul We do not want a nat~on ot doc~le ,  reg~me~l ted men and women unable to 
thlnA fot themselves. unable to ludge betlveen tlie true and tlie false They 
p~ovrde all evcellcnt seed-ground f o ~  the Fascist ~deology and Fasc~st 

21 ~)~ri):lllc r!eeds, she questiollr tilt Iil?cfnl hel~cf in the rn~lolabrl~ty of riidivrd~idl hi1 methods. f o ~  goose-stepp~ng and rac~al  van~ty, to1 Intolerance and the 
 dol la try of Fuhrers, fhotball captarns and film stars (1941 d 7) 1~2lit\ nnii itecdom.; 111 a capitallit system, pointing orit that t h r  I I ~ ~ ~ V I ( ! U ~ I  u 

( d ~ ~ t ~ ~ l ! v n  at the inclcy of thc rn-ipersonal force\ of a vast 'state machine' ( 1  919 rmed with the crltical skills acquired in an educat~on which fosters ~ndependent 
f i ~ a l  \ O L I ~ !  c o t l b ~ n ' - ~ i s  IC achieved hy srrbiier -hut no leis citect~vc -foi!ni o f  ctat ought, the South African cltlzen will be able to successfully negotiate the modern 

L D ~  iLICv1 enace of both advertiser and propagandist. In addltlon, South Afrlcan chlldt en wlll be 
1'1 ~1115:t pi. t o  :j~ti:itiori~, ( x i  i o ~ ~ a l  l i ~ i t l ~ r  and IIIC sitnteglci thlo\li;il kthlch ade fit both 'to take thelr place in society and ... to change rt where ~t 1s rotten' 

940b.14) Taylor, however, adds an important qualrficatlon to the argument that 
L O I I ~ I ~ I C  itself to ah5tr'lct norions ofde~nocincq, dnd ~ t s  tail~rre to develop its nqsul ion can achieve social change. In response to the demand that training in 
111to ~ o n ~ ~ e t e  political teims Olive Schi elncr's early liberal hopes, for exam ratrc cltizenshrp should begin 111 schools, she argues that these attempts at 
ezpollslrig 'the all too famrlrarly vague terms of "the welfare and happiness of or~n-worthwhile in themselves-are nevertheless based on the assumptron that 
iis a whole"' (l912e 13), ale understood as exceptional ~n thclr dema school exrsts in a vacuum whereas rt 1s an inseparable part of a social and econolnlc 
ul~rcsirr~led franch~se Finally, wh~le  shc aclulowledges the need f o ~  a mole vlgoro tem' (19411 9). Present econornrc and soclal inequalitres already dlctate that only a 
cl lilcal and ~ndependcnt publrd sphere, she argues that a llberdl taith In such channel ileged few wtll benefit from these reforms Furtheimole,  alef fully lnstllled 
social reiolm ai  d free preys, parllamentdry representation and political tiansparenc emocratic principles will be at odds with 
mlsplacecl 

, . an econolnic and social world where the ideals ofjustice and cq~iality . . . a!-e 
I hc iiRri-a1 knows tlie non-L:uropean is not gctting a squal-c den1 and I-enlises at a discount; wherc deeds and words stand at opposite poles; where the 
that a cliangc is imperative. if While as well as Black and C:oloui.cd are to dignity of the i~idividual and the dignity of labour are fictiou and not fact 
siirvivc. Fcaring both catastrophe and violent charlge, he has a nriglity faith 
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To teach people about democracy without changing society as a whole is to p sponding lack of critical attention". In a summary of English Marxism, Francis 
'cynics' and 'madmen' (194 1 i:9). Educational reforms, therefore, cannot take th em (1 974:40) argues that English Marxists 
ofgenuine efforts at social and economic redress. 

Turning to her literary criticism9, Taylor sets out her allegiances in were united in their insistence that literature could be understood only in 

following passage: relation to the social conditions in which it  was produced. Hence. literary 
criticism came to be regarded as the elucidation of the social determinations 
of a text, as the identification of the 'social equivalent' of a given character, 

The Marxist approach to art, in so far as it shows the relation betwcen art sentiment or situation. 
and society. in so far as it explains why and how a certain tendency in art has 
arisen at a particular period in history, in so far as it assists the critic in Taylor's criticism can also be broadly understood in these terms, she does not 
analysing the individuality of the artist into its component elements, in so 
far as it  is able to exainine critically the 'above the battle' attit~ide of both 

heir intellectual origins, claiming instead the intellectual and political tradition 

artists anti critics arid reveal Lhc social soots even of 'purc' art, is invaluable sic Marxism, which she received from Lenin and Trotsky. Unlike much of its 

as a Incans for Inore fully Lindentanding the artist and for a more complete cultural and political traditions, then, Taylor's strand of South African Marxism 

intcrnretatiotr ofart (l945b: 16). very little to ~r i ta in" .  In an article which appeared in University of Cape Town 
a1 The Crltic in 1935, Taylor ( I  935:84-85) registers her indebtedness to the Lenln- 

\'he[ e Van Heynmgen looked to Ellglnr~d and I,cav15 for guidance, l jylor did not d sky heritage, and opposes the perversion of their ideals under Stalinist rule. 
In any g ~ e a t  ~neas r~ le  1x1 Fngl~sh Marxists ol the 1930s"'. Ilescnbed ~ J J  Perry Andel 
i 1092 55) as d 'spol\taneouq rad~calisat~on v , ~ t h m  ttadrtlonally doimant mihe Under the Sovret regrme art has become synoi~yn~ous wrth propaganda It 
1 ngla\l-i Fdaruism was prlniarily a rcaclroil to the social, econornlc andpolrtrcal crr was not so ~mmedrately after the revolutron In the first narve enthus~asm of 

the pet iod, and it took it.; pol!t~cnl and thec~retical cue from Stalmtst Jiussid, rntlie the lrberated proletarrat forty thousand poets blossomed I I I  Russla But 

C'er-it~~~l btirope Whereas thclte had been a trad~tlon oi M,.ilxr.;t thought tn (xeri when Staltn. In oppositron to Trotsky. turned the Russ~an Communrst Party 
Into a nattonalrst organrsat~on su~rounded by a hosttle Europe. 11 was 

iinl.c/ andkrance since the late eightecr.~th ccntury, necessary to create weapons of defence not only In Iron and steel, but In 
every med~um of art as well Art became state-controlled 11ke any other 

In/o  iomparablc loin1 her~tdg~ \ i d \  ii~dildi)le lo th(: r i i ‘~~-<~\dn:  ir~ti'llcit~~di\ form of labour . It 1s poss~ble that th~s IS a trans~t~on stage Th~s  tyranntcal 
of Rritatn In the 1910s I hc worb\ of Mgru Fngcis ,lnii 1 ~ r i ~ i l  lccir of attltude to art IS a contradtct~on of Len~n's whole purpose In l~berat~ng the 
toLir,c a~niiahlr hut l o 1  ilie~r kno%!edgc of cuntcn?pnrd:y Marw.;!n thr  p~oletarrat Culture IS posslble only where there 1s le~sure. and tn sp~te of the 
R~ilisll ricoplrytci wele dlmosl entirely depzrldcnt 011 the officially present wo~k-worshrp In Russ~a, the ult~mate goal of the movement IS to 
sponqoied ~rltrngs of Plekhalrov. Bukl~nrln and 5tdi1n I lie mernorie ot creatc more le~sure for the masses Freedom from the tyranny of the 
Trotsky and Luxemburg had by th15 trme been tlioio~rglily etfaced and 11,- maclirne wrll enable them to study the culture of the past and other 
works of I,uI\6cs Korsch and the Franklul t School re~nalned undiscovered countr~es 
(M~ilhern 1974 39) 

he relat~onship between literature and ~ t s  mater~al 
Increas~ngly contatnll~dted by Stahmst control, Erlgi~sh Malxrsrn was cut short aft the work of Leon Trotsky HIS major work, ~~~~~~~~~~e 
few years by the Nazi-Sovlct Pact and the Second World Wai In subseyuen n the eaily 1920s in the years following the momentous 
Engl~sli Malrist Ilterdr)~ criticism becnrne a soulce of einbar iassment--s~multan w the successful overthrow of the Tsarist autocracy 
ptlloried for ~ t s  vulgar dete~m~nism and its Rornantic loots-and suffered ers state, and four years of bloody c iv~ l  war during 

-- -- ernment had to be defended against a powerful counter- 
er in 192 1 marked the beginning of a period of increasing 

I f~dbe argut-d elsewhere that Maru~it l~te~dry clltlclsm m Soulh Africa was 
oirts~dt a forlnai acadcm~c context in nonula1 ~er~odlcals Itkc frek Although Tdy . . - .  
coilslitulcs thc most developed and most sustained attempt to apply Marxist critical principles 
Lliz stlidy or liicrai-y texts. the achievcmcnts of other So~ith African Marxists sliould not For a critique of English Marxism. see William's (1958). See Pechey (1985) for a morc 

ovi.rIiicikcil. Scc Saildwith (1'198). pathetic account of the outco~ue of the 1940s MarxistJLeavisite contest in England. 
' 

i t  is worth noting :Irat !lrc opposition bctwecr? Marxism An alternative strand of South African Marxism is to be found in the literary criticism of 

i,e:i\,is corite~sed to ail nciinisatioi~ h r  "thc Jarigcror~sly in hael 1-Iarmel. a member of thc South African Co~ntn~inist Party. See. for example, his series 
f articles on Olive Schreiner published in 1955 in the periodical New Age. 
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state bureaucratisation and regimentation, which in the cultural sphere reproduced 
ile she recognises that the desire to preserve indigenous oral traditions can be an itself in the doctrine of socialist realism, and the rise of the proletkult movemen 
portant element of an insurgent nationalism, she is also wary of the ideological and Consequently, Literature and Revolution treads a difficult path between a 
itical consequences of such preoccupations in the hands of the less scrupulous. For endorsement of revolutionaly literature, and an indictment of emerging tendencie government official, their existence is used to justify oppressive racial policies like 

towards rigid ideological prescription and control in the cultural sphere. Much steeship' and 'separate development', and for the missionary-under the auspices 
'Trotsky's contribution lies in his attempt to take up the problem posed in Marx's k a mission-controlled press-they become a vehicle for religious indoctrination. 
argument in the 'Preface to A Contribution to the Critique ofPolitical Economy' (1 85 ming to African writing of the early twentieth century, Taylor argues that the material 
that 'changes in the economic foundation lead sooiler or later to the transformation ions of racial oppression and economic exploitation, and a corresponding 
the whole immense superstructure' (Marx 1992:426). In his 'cultural continuity' th a1 docility, have been inimical to the growth of culture: 'Trotsky reiected the notion popular amongst Soviet intellectuals in the 1920s that a 
proletarian culture would bk fonned in 'l&oratory' conditions under the direction o Culture requires a sound basis on wltich to build. Where is i t  for the 
proletarian avant-guard. Both Trotsky and Lenin had argued that continuities with African? There is no basis. There is an abyss. Africans form an oppressed 
Revolutionary bourgeois culture should be preserved and extended rather mass, without political power. without democratic rights; their political and 
discarded. What Taylor shares with Lenin and Trotsky is the attempt to apply Ma economic destitution is summed up in the pass laws, in the Colour Bar Act. 
categories to literature, and a desire to complement critical endeavour with a in the Urban Areas Act. in the Land Act, in the whole policy of segregation. 
participation in political struggle. Taylor's critical method is based on the assumptio Under sucli conditions there must be cultural destitution also ( 1  9421n: 10). 
that 

Aside from the ~ o v e r t v  of its inaterial base, another factor that contributes to the 
the writer is largely the product of the society and the culture that nourishes 
him and that an understanding of that society acts like a searchlight upon his 
work(l943~:12). 

and it is towards the identification of the social roots of art, that mu 

produced. She argues that, the economic, political and social context o 
production in South Africa has had a distinct bearing on the kind of culture which 
emerged. As she puts it: 'A culture ... bear[s] the stamp of its material basis' (1943 
According to her, the compromised political and economic position of white E 
speaking South Africans in the 1940s, bolstered as it was by a numbcr of 

scierice srclai~itcti ant1 watpcd aid cannot read 
Anoilicr good exa~nplc of l l o ~ v  Taylor 

lived iri the present' (1942l:lO). I-Iere, Taylor's remarks echo Trotsky's 
revolutionary distaste for the cultural 'backwardness' of an agrarian existence. In this regard, see also her discussion of tile work of Peter Abrahams ( 1943a). 
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~vork~ngniasses inakes them rcluctalit to challenge the status quo: change, assirnilation, imitation and revolt when imitation lacks the 
dynamic spirit of the movement in its beginning (1944~: 12). 

I t  rnust not be forgotten either that the Sew who contrive against great odds 
to rise above their Scllows, hold a precarious footing hct\veen two worlds. ere Van Heyningen consistently elevated literature above politics, Taylor insisted 
l'hey are neitlier at one with tlieir oppressed brothers. nor are they 11 the primacy ofeconomics a ~ d  politics ill relation to literature. This is most vividly 
acceptable to the wllitc man .... They are rnol.eover apprehensive of losing arent in how they understood the relationship between literature and social change. 
~iirougl~ ally action on their part tlic little they have gained as individuals. I t  eirs is the traditional disagreement between the idealist and the dialectical 
is an at~nosplicre fatal to the flowering of any art (1942f: 10). ist: Van Heyningen stresses the role of ideas in historical change, and Taylor 

revolutionary insurgency. Coln~ne~lting on early twentieth century attempts to 
As with her al~alysis of black South African writing, so too in her understallding Irish national sentiment by means of Celtic theatre and the work of the Gaelic 
white South African writing, Taylor (like Trotsky) argues that art is an expression o ague, Taylor argues that class interests. Taylor distinguishes between William Plo~ner and Roy Ca~npbell 
social critique (in firrbon Wove [1925] 1985; and The Wmoo. re  [I9281 197 it is well known that revolutions cannot be made by literaly or cultural 
respectively) on the basis of their class affiliations. According to Taylor, Ca~npbell movements; the deep social discontent of the masses must supply the urge 
critique is the 'expression of contempt of the petit-bourgeois herd on the part of to action (1941f: 15). 
poetic aristocrat' (1943e:12) while Plainer's is the scepticism of the bou 
intellectual in the aftennath of World War 1. 'Taylor's analysis ofclass alld race in ilarly, Upton Sinclair is guilty of 
African literature is influenced by the notion prominent amongst Unity Movemen 
~nernbers of race as a construct, and 'racialism [as] a mere excrescence of capitalis over-emp]lasis[ing] the role which art plays in the social process. the 
(Saunders 1986:76). White South African writers, then, function ofart a weapon of propaganda, as the maker of anew world. Art 

in many varied and subtle ways reflects social processes, art accompanies 
great historical movements and tlie study of art illulninates these. But reflect the ideology of tlieirclass as in amirror. When they aclmit an African 
Sinc]air was to regard art as a lever in social change. as the or a Coloured into the pages of their book in Inore tlian a decorative 
mighty agent ofapeacefuI revolution, as a substitute for the workers taking capacity ... they write as members of a dominant ~vhite castc looking li-om 

aSar at some almost sub-human species. When Ilc is not a mere victim, an over by force (194%: 16). 
object of humanitarian pity. he is a Problem, a menace, a []ireat to wllite 
purity and white civilisation (1  942f: lo). e, Xylor draws on Trotsky's understanding of the relationship between literature 

its econoinic base. For Trotsky (echoing Hegel), 

A final instance of her critical method is the series of articles on fatellineteen 
the nightingale of poetry, like that bird of wisdom. the owl. is heard only and early twentieth-century European and American poetry published in 1944, whi after the sun has set. The day is the time for action, but at twilight feeling 

resembles the kind of wide-ranging cultural and economic analysis attempted by t and reason come to take account ofwhat has been accomplisllcd.( 192553). English Marxist Christopher Caudwell in Jllzrsion trnd Kt.ali& (1937). The series 
political, social and economic crises which mark European history frorn the 
nineteenth century are understood to have produced certain observable reactions in t 
artistic PI-oduction of the period. These she summarises as a 'tendency towards a m  i t  is not possible 10 steep literature over-night in a political progralll. Itor is 
strongly marked individualism in art, and more complete occupation of the Iv it desirable. Creative literature is impossible witliout a deep imaginative 
Tower' (1 944c: 13). This broad conception of artistic lnovements in relation to chang assimilating ofexperience (1 943a: 15). 
in the ecor~ornic base is qualified by a recognition, first, that artistic movement 
subject to their own laws of development and, second, that individual responses at follows from this of the relationship between literature and social 
take differe,nt fonns: 

lor, this is to c o n f ~ ~ s e  art and politics. 
Tllc development of literary (artistic) rnovelnents is ~iota si~r~plc tiring to he ~ ~ ~ l o ~ - ' s  to abandon the categoly of the 'literaly' pk~rsuit of 
traced niechanically in each country it1 parallel li~ies according to the litica17 art, and hel- far more nuanced understanding of the relationship between 
development and declillc ol'capitalist society in eacll. Wl~ile the econoniic rat1ll.e and its material context did not prevent her work from being l-ccupel-ated by base is an irivaluable and essential guide in tracing the rise of certain 
~deological concepts, literature at the saint tin~c has its own laws ofgrowkli, 
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the hostility towards her l i tera~y criticism was voiced in the letters page of the C In view of the distortions and hclittling of the past of our people so that the 
Town periodical, Trek, which by the mid 1940s had become an established forum African youth is not aware o f  the true nature of the struggles of our people. 
such critical debate. According to D. l a c o c k  (1944: 10, for example: the dignity and t l~e spirit ofresistarice-this play seeks to give them a past 

ofwhich they can be proud and to restore also tlieir self-respect, from which 
Mrs Taylor has sinned greatly in so far as she has attempted to force down alone can flow that desire Sor human freedom and that deterinination not to 
the already raw throats of poets standards whicl~ belong to the world of submit or yield until i t  is won. I need hardly emphasisc to you the well- 
narrow. distorted and factitious conceptions ofvalue. known fact that literature-particularly drama and tlic novcl-has always 

constituted a very powerful weapon whicli was used effectively by tlie 
And Geoffrey Duirant (1944c:2) writes: oppressed nationalities and peoples in their struggles. The non-Europeans 

in this country are now entering upon a new phase of struggle in which the 
The horrible suspicion has entered my mind that what worries Dora Taylor scope is i~lucli broadcr. The whole coilimunity on a national scale will be 
is not that the poets refuse to face facts, or are not interested in politics. but brought into the stream and each one will contribute according to his or her 
that she cannot forgive tlie~ii for not sharing her own political views. This is capacity and talent. Tlic novelist and the dramatist will hold the mirror up to 
an offence of which, alas. we shall have to convict many others besides the present-day socicty and portray a true picture of the struggle. past and 
those she has pilloried. Dante, Villon. Shakespeare, Iiorner, Virgil. even present, in such a way that the social and political awareness ofthe pcoplc 
Ella Wheeler Wilcox and Rupert Brooke. are all damned. We shall have to will be sharpened (I 8 August 1948). 
face the situation frankly. Not onc of the grcat poets, or even the lesscr 
poets. was a really clear Marxist thinker. 'I'l~ey will all have to bc scrapped iew presupposes the ability o f  art to tell the 'truth' about history and society, and 
when we get out aNe\v Progressive History of literature. In the meantime eological aims are to restore personal dignity, and to act as a spur to political 
we can conilbrt ourselvcs with the thougl~t that their poetly proves how n". In a letter to Tabata, Taylor explains her own political aesthetic, defjning her 
rottell bo~~rgeois society has been for two thousand years or so". 

.ts in direct opposition to the Romantic individualism of Roy Campbell: 

Dun-ant is equally dismissive o f  Taylor's attempts to make connections bet Briefly, B. what do you think of relating this upsurge of individualism more 
literature and its material base, claiming that her understan specif?cally to the expanding capitalism and indicating its collapse still 
between art and society is crude and reductive. Trotsky's (1973 more clearly as part of the ideological decay bound up with the crisis of the 
subject arc an appropriate reposte to this kindofsneering horn t system itself: T'lien. instead of ending there, I expand ... on the picture of 

how the individual can only truly li~lfil his potentialitier under socialism. 
The opirlion that cconomics prcsurnably detcrinines directly and You know how the writers, desperately clinging to their ego. look for a 
im~-iicdiately the crealivciicss of a colnposcr or cvcn tlic verdict oFa,judge, solution inside themselves. But the paradox is that it is only when there is a 
re["-cscnts a ltoary caricature o f  Mai-sism tvl~ich the bourgeois healthy communicatio~l with, and a belonging to. a community that the 
prokssori?o~n of all the countries has circulated time out of end to mask individual can expand to his full height. Retreating into his ego. the 'sole 
their. intcllcctual impotence. reality' defeats itself, for without the group contact, the ego shrivels up. 

There are different kinds of individualism says the old man. Pursuing that 
1:inaliy. 11o\v does Taylor rridel-stand tlic place ofEngiis11 1,iterature in South Afric thought-which I didn't quite understand-I see a way to make my picture 
Wiiile 2livaq.s o~nphai ic  that art cannot substitrrte Ibr r-evolli more complete. Individualism standing tip-toe on that world of far-reaching 
nonetheless have an impol-l.nt~t ideological role. A letter written by Isaac Bong 
'Tabata 117akes reference to one of 'Taylor's own plays, and h c  gocs on to provide 
accurate outline oi'Taylor's (and his own) understanding of the social function of ar 
1940s South AiYica: 's The Role ofthe Missionaries in Conquest (1952) is written in a similar spirit. Its 

aims and polemical style are intended to have aconscientising effect, in the hope tlial 
pire its readers to political action. There are also indicators tliat niuch of'raylor's own 
iting was written with the same purpose in mind. According to Christopher Saundcrs. " 

Private letters bctwccn Durranl and Van Heyt~~ngel i  zrlso contain cxasperatcd references to 
Taylni's Iitctaiy crtlrcism, and rel'iecl t l ~ e ~ r  palronislng ail~tuclc towards her wot-k. Durranl, Ibr exalnp 
\iri-it?? ' A s  ibi 13.1'. I want to liavc a11otllc1 go ;tt het \vIicn she has finished her seiies ofnittclcs She 
s l )o\vin~ ~otne\villii-ignc.;s. t11dyo11 notlcc tile '-s;ivr~ig"p;rragr;rpI~ In hersccond a ~ t ~ c l c .  nu t  ~lnless I'm mu t wliicli took place in Soutli Africa, the most bestial and brutal act reported in the SA Press. 
iiiisl:rken slit won'[ hc able to tuakc anytlling colicrent oiit oflier ide;ts (C;lii'! nlake out yct q ~ i ~ t e  what she the telling of it, it is the impression of human worth and dignity which predominates, driviiigal. slit scctns Lo bc ctrc11n:r cai~lio~lsly routitl the qitesllon like ahouci-)' (23 May 19.14~) 

the cruelty is not softened' (25 May 1950). 



horizons at the heginning of capitalism ('\\that a piece of work is nian') nces and Selected Bibliography 
aciiie\led ~riucli. R L I ~  i t  is nolhilig coinpared wit11 that individualism \vIiich er, Neville 1990. Edl~cation and the Stvirggie for Ntrtiovznl Liberation in .Soziti~ .4/>icir 
n i l 1  blosson~ wlielr the forces of socialism at-c planting tile clescl.ts \\,it11 corn cl?,.sarzd.SpeecheLs, 1985-1989. Braat~ifontein: Skotaville. 
and conq~lcl-ing nature to rnan's needs. .l'liis is  all Ihc iuore importanl to 
cli~plrasise hecausc tlrcre is a coilimon arid tlccp-rootcd hogcy fro111 nrrogan! 
poets iikc l ioy Cariiphcll do\\nwards tliroiipli llic irlllcaverlcd mass o f  
pcople. flint socinlisnr will produce adead level of-equality' and destroy llle 
int1ividu;rl ( 2 8  Iaiiuary 1952). 

conclusion 
iiotli 'lkylor and Van tieyningen share anxieties about the rise ofFascisln in the 
and 1940s, and arguc for the need for a Inore critical and indepertde~~t South A 
public sphere. They are both rcliaiit on the critical approach of influenti 
Iiernisphere thiniters, a~ ld  work out their critical practice in  close collaboration wi 
charismatic n ~ a l e  colleagues. Neither of them, it seems to me, brings a distinct ~iity Movement, 1943-1 986. Transfort~zafion 15: 1-24. 

feminist perspec,tive to bear in their work, and instcad lerld their considerable talents Rolfus Robert n.d. An Africcrn Tragedy: A Novel iw English ~ J J  a Zl~lil Writer 

elaboratitlg the discoursi' they appropriated and were appropriated by. 
Perhaps Inore striking than their silnilarities are the differences between the 

MIliilc Van Fleyninget~ remains committeci to the gradualist methods of libe 
refonnism, Taylor consistently advances the need for vadical political an 
change. With regard to the question of literature's social ft~nction, Taylor's insisten 
on the primacy of politics over literature means that she assigns literatu 
function in the attainment ofpolitical ends, and is critical ofRomantic individualis 
addition, her desire to reveal the connections between literature and its social 
allows her to offer penetrating social and political critique that sees the liberation o 
South African oppressed as part of the global narrative of anti-capitalist rev 
contrast, Van Heyningen's hopes that a democratic citizenry will emerge th 
reading of exemplary literary texts, and her elevation of abstract moral and 
categories amount to an evasion of politics and an endorsement of the st 
Finally, in relation to the South African context, Van Heyningen focuses exc 
an all-white caste of writers, and her discourse of liberal patenialism, which endor 
colonial-metropolitan hierarchies, is in marked contrast to Taylor's commitment 
more inclusive definition of community, which is registered, in part, by the criti 
attention she gives to the work of black writers. The disappearance ofthe kin 
social co~nlnentary offered by critics like Taylor, and the rapid institution om 1983. Blackpolitics inSol~thAfricasince 1935. Johannesburg: Ravan. 
South African English Departments of the fonnalist, de-historicised method Nosipho (Dora Taylor) [1952]1983. The Role of the Missionaries in Conqilest. 
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rence and Wishart. 
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ition to the apartheid State, the einergcnt culture of  liberation had to contend with 
er hegelnonic formation, comprising white English-speaking intellectuals who 
a] interest in South African literature. Liberals have been highly influential in the 

on and reception of  literature in English, through university English 
euts, literary journals and literary magazines, publishing houses, the English 

einy of  South Africa, the Grahamstown Festival, the Market Theatre'. and most of  
nglish press. Despite their influence, the liberals have been a slnall group. 
ating that liberals comprise some 5% of South Africa's population, Petel- FIOIT 

a culturc catering to less tlian live percent of tlie population of a nalioi? is a 
limited cultllre and a limiting culture: i t  is time \vc saw through thc 
proposition that culturc is by nature only for the select f'exv. 

HOI-11's conclusion is important, the size o f  the iibel-als is hut a !;-::ction of his 
te. Further, although there bas been a tendency to refer to this gioui? ii~clusively 

erals, it has ranged from what may be  designated as  conservative jiberais to 1efi 
rals'. Alt l~ough imprecise, the tenn 'conservative liberals' useiirlly rienotes those 

See Anne Fuchs' (1 990:1251-) critique of the role of the Market Tl~eatre bet~vee~? i 976 and 

'he IJrban Foundation's statislics suggest that whites as a wliolc comprised a littlc over 5 
people. i.c.. 12% of the population (Race Relations Srllevey 1993:24i). D~iriiig ilic 1087 

e elections 111ost Eliglish-speakers voteci for [lie National I'arty. to the cutcnl illat llie lihcrrrl 
ressivc Fedel-ai Party lost its positioil as official oppositioii i o  tlii: Conservative l'ar!y. Sonie 
lish-speakers have supported groups to the far rigllt of theNationai Party. Fiiially. ;iboul ilail' 
orn's tigure seems to colnprise cllildre~i , who arc not ~lsually included in S L I C I I  a cour~i. L d g c  
8: 109) refers to Martin Legassick's ilistinctio~~ bct~ee11 '\vi~ite groups priniarily coxlcer~iccl 
the saving of  wlial they believed to be csisting clemocl-atic value.; aiid [lie natiounlisl 

ern with tlle ovel-all transSormatio~l ol'whitc lhscist domi~iatioii into democracy '. 
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who sought to characterise the~nselves as liberal but who were also co~lcer~led with olony as neo-colonial guardians of access to the centre of cultural life. In particular 
maintaining their privileged position in the existing structure of power: llyatt and Stephen Watson have clearly shown their presumption of themselves 

of the principal interpretive community. This bears similarities to the 
Sociologists who have studied the white community of the sixties conclude ead assumption among intellectuals of themselves as the natural audience of 
that. on the whole, one is dealing with a conservative majority, and this re, as exemplified by Stanley Fish's ( 1  980) 'interpretive community'. Such a 
includes the English-speaking South Africans whose liberal tradition has n is produced through the tactical delimitation of the noun 'community' so as to 
been greatly exaggerated. Although there is no aggressive racialism ainong onegroup, in Bourdieu's terms, to impose the 1101-ms oftheir own perception, i.e. 
illally of them, prejudices and stereotyped attitudes towards the black erceived as they perceive theinselves (see Mattelart & Siegelaub 1983: 19). In 
con~munity .... abound (Alvarez-Pereyre 1984:24). y, questions regarding the source of interpretive authority are circumvented, and 

ority devolves as if by default upon a tiny intellectnal coterie which constitutes 
This group is central to understanding the hesitations, silences, gaps and elf as universal, transparent and ahistorical, but which has tended to be white, niale, 
misrepresentation in the literary discourse that deals with the development of resistance le-class and Anglocentric. The presu~nption of a fairly homogeneous audience 
literature. In a country moving towards civil war in which literature offered people sents atactical disregard ofthe deep divisions in South African society. 
resisting the State a forum, conservative liberals were part of the institutional forces that 
have sought to neutralise resistance writers. This had the effect of naturalising 
econoinic and political domination behind prescriptions of taste, despite the fact that, as test literature' 
Nadine Gordiiner (1988a:228) has pointed out, 'the white middle-class establishment 
was not, as it claimed, the paradigm of South African life, and white culture was not the All critics declare not only their judgement of work but also their claim to 
definitive South African culture'. Central to the existence ofthe minority interest group the right to talk about it  and judge it. 111 short. they take part in a struggle for 
has been its ability to impose the rnonopoly of legitimate discourse about the work of art. and 

consequently ill the production of the value of the work of art (Bourdieu 
its preoccupations and probleins. its particular solutioris and its vision of the 1993:35). 
world on all other sectors .... to prescribc the conceptual and real universe 
according to its own law (Mattelart & Sicgelaub 1983: 17)'. ing English offered black resistance writers a better chance of being published. This 

s parti; the result of the State's control, division and underdev>lopment of the Although there were lively and varied experiments in poetry and other genres (notabl 
drama and music) in the 1970s and 1980s, there were vely few attempts to develop us languages. There was scarcely any structural support for the development 

sense of what these expressions might mean, particularly in relation to the socio- terary culture in any of the indigenous languages. Further, given the State's 

political contestation and transformation that was underway. Significantly, the revision age of publishing monopolies that adhered to its line, there was no space for 

of liberal South African historiography that had been undertaken by writers such as pendent publishers and other structures of production'. In addition to the 
Johnstone, Wolpe, Trapido and Legassick in the early 1970s seemed to have bypassed nic power of the English language which made many black writers feel obliged 
litera~y studies. Writers kept claiming that they were apolitical in a highly politicised in English (their second or third language), there were strategic reasons. Writers 
society, as is evident in the articles of Douglas Livingstone ( 1  974; 1976). As the State that publishing in English rendered their work less susceptible to State 
policed cultural production, coiisei-vative liberal intellectuals believed that the ce, while it increased their access to a broader community of South Africans 
operated 'in abstraction from the institutional sites in which the complex relations ting apartheid and to people located beyond the borders who read English. They 
discourse and power are actually negotiated' (Pechey 1989:52). their decision in a context inhospitable to their artistic and political aims. 

I will argue that the ideological position of the conservative liberals clarifies Some of those in charge of English language publication and validation used 
the dilemma of some settler cultures: never substantive and too remote from the repression, either consciously or unconsciously, to advance their power and 
European centre, they coinpensated for their marginality by asserting their power in the s. To maintain their cultural dominance they tried to absorb and deflect the 

ge of resistance writing. Ullyatt's article 'Dilemmas in Black Poetry' ( 1  977) is a 

For Kelwyn Sole ( 1990:61) '[tlhcy have a power of exclusion far in excess, i t  scems to 
The sole publisher in Zulu declined to publisli Mazisi Kunene's En~peror Shuk~z the G I * ~ L I ~ .  of their powers of discrimination'. I would add that the ideological production ol'conserv 

liberals is 'complicit with Westet-n inlei-national economic interests .... to conserve tile subject hneccssitated hishaving to translate i t  into English and publisli i t  overseas, by which time lie 

the Wcst. or the West as Subject' (Spivak 1988:27 I). d decided togo into exile. 



blatant attempt to maintain cultural dominance by containing, marginalising an's coi~slruction is particularly surprising given the Chapmail and Dangol- 
excludi~ig resistance literature. Ullyatt e~nploys a host of value-ladcn terms lik (1982), which has 'San' m d  'Khoi-Khoi' material, and Chapman's 
'intrinsic poetic merits', 'authenticity' and 'tradition' while ignoring the effects representation ofbiack poets in a series of anthologies. This seems to suggest 
State's repression on black writers and writing. Ullyatt was challenged by S1 to which ideology over-rides data7. This type of contradiction may he traced, 
(1978), Sole (1 978) and Maughan-Brown (1979). I.,ess extreme, though s Cabral has suggested, to colonial constructions ofhistoly: 
Eurocenti-ic (and Inore influential than Ullyatt's article), are the approaches of th 
editors ofvarious poetry anthologies'. For instance, in their introduction to Voices oft The colonialists have a habit of telling us that when they arrived in Africa 
L~md:  ,4n Anthology ( ~ S o z ~ t h  Apicnn Poewzs the editors, Marcia Leveson and Jonath they put us into liisto~y. You are well aware that it's tlie contrary-when they 
Paton (1985:7), make the following assertion: arrived thcy took us out of our own history (quoted in Brett 1986:83). 

Our intention is to give the reader a sense of the development of South er problem with this mode of representation is encapsulated in Chapman's 
African poetry since its beginnings with Thonias Pringle in the early d use of the tern ' Soweto Poets' (e.g. in his 1982 collectioi~ Soweto Poetry) to 
nineteenth century . oets such as Serote, Gwala, Sepa~nla and Mtshali, when only one of them, 

actually lived in Soweto for a time. Mafika Gwala (1 989:70), the poet-activist 
Leveson and Paton's identification of South African poetry with white English Sout umalanga (KwaZulu-Natal), challenged the reductive and inaccurate use of 
African poetiy is significant". Their comments indicate the lag between th niationally-recog~~isable name: 
phenorne~lon of resistance poetry in English (which had appeared for more than 
generation) and its reception by cultural arbiters. Another example that suggests a I refuse to be called a 'Soweto Poet'. We have all disagreed with the 
unconscious Anglocentrism occurs in a press interview with the winner of the Sanla~ labeliing ... a good example of liberal patronizing. I just cannot consider 
Literary Award in 1987, Professor Michael Chapman. Discussing the struggles myself in the nio~ild of a 'Soweto Poet'. Living with constant fear and bitter 

creative writers to deal with social reality, he remarked: anger ill this country does not revolve around Soweto alone. 

Poetry in Soutli Africa is not a precious retreat. Since the 1820s i t  has apmai-r, Leveson and Paton's group interest seeins to prevent them from 

engaged itselfwith social problems (in MacGregor 1987: 11). lng for the impact of other cultural traditions in their construction of the 
ent of South African poet~y. The statements of Leveson and Paton (1985:7) 

Both sets of statements clarify the exclusions on wliich conservative liberal discour nan (in MacGregor 1987:ll) suggest that they could only imagine their 

was founded. Many South African resistance poems of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980 to be conservative liberal white English-speaking South Africans like 

show the intluence of indigenous oral traditions that predate Pringle and B ves. Ullyatt's inystification of the continent is part of an approach that chooses 

settle~nent in this region. The omission of indigenous literarylcultural traditions re the inaterial conditions that infonn black culture .and literature, and is 
sed by Douglas Livingstone's (I 978: 10- 15) well-ktlown poem 'Ailgust Zulu'. 
ding to Ullyatt's (1 978:531) invocation of the 'perennial problem ... ofwhether 

cs and poetly can inix', Jos Slabbert (1978:86) counters that such a question is 
' In the 1960s it was surprising if black writers were included at all: South iifiican WI losed, it 'doesn't exist in a countiy where going to the toilet is political'. 
Ilbiiay. edited by Nadine Gordimer and Lionel Abraliams (1967) is more representativ Gwala's objection to the label 'Soweto Poet' has a parallel in Njabulo 
African writing than The Perzgllit? Book ofSo71tlz Afbical-z Verse (1968) edited by Jack le's opposition to the title of the anthology of black poetly, Ask Aizy Black Man, 
Uys Krige. The latter included English translations of poets writing in Afrikaans an as edited by Tim Couzens and Essop Pate1 and published by the progressive 
languages, although no African writers \vho wrote in English were included (Se hiilg house, Rava~i Press. Ndebele's (1983:45) stated objections had to do with 
Percyre 1984f:22). lication in the title that the collectioil comprised "rotest poctiy' : 
"eveson and I'aton's remarks hat~e a curious parallel in tlre rhetoric of the State in tlic'era 
reSol-m': the Botha government's claim that Soutli Africans rcjected sanctions was accept 
witilout uucstion in   no st u~tblic forums (and bv the liberal media), the tacit assum~tion being tl Norre of my poenis have becn writtcn for people who wanted to liear inc 

(lie terlnL'South ~li-ica;s. meant wliite Sou'th Africans. ~ycontrast. Mark 'orkin's (r98 
researci~ into attitudes towards sanctions demonstrated that most black South Africans favour 
thc imposition of  sanctions. and were prepal-ed to endurc short-term hardship to be rid of tl 
minority rcgimc. liapman (1988) lias atlempted to shift l'roni this position. 



coti-iplain. They have beer1 writtzn in oriler. to sllarc serio~rs illsights, to sllasc often crude. ill-cons~l-ucted aticl stylistically wcak. pcrceptio~is. ant1 to alter pesccptions i l l  a mosl proft~~iritl 1jr21111cr'. 

1953:22) also pointed out that 'almost all conteinporaiy writers d o  not tit 
1Udehele treats literature as an activist. nrld he does not :;i~art: thz ccllrception ofprot 

rtably' into the category of protest literature. According to Gareth Cornwell literalure as a safety valve iii a n  oppressive s!,cic;g. *firt.rc I;ave beel? differing vie 
:55), Rive described protest literature as 'writing produced by blacks for white 

regarding the meaning of ihe term 'protest litei-a1rr.c' and the perioci ill which mption'. Cocllwell ( I  980:58) clarified Rive's position with the argument that: occull-ed. Richard Rive (1953:26) offers a serlsc of t!le coxsiruct: 

It was essentially negative writing geared as it was to invoking a 
protest literature [adtiresses] tlie disci.iniination irllplicit i l l  black-whiie 

sympathetic attitudc from amore fortunate readership. relationsiiips, and ... is critical of white. racial dot~iination. Its literature i q  
~~~ . 

produced hy black unenfranchised non-citi~ens for wiiites who llave the ellee between Rive's position as a liberal black critic and the position of vote and so can effect change'. 
ite critics is significant (and will be examined later). 
n exile, cl.ilicS to lefi of Rive, such as Njabulo Nd: ! i~ i~  and M b i : i ~ i i ~  Some activist-writers, like Dennis Rrutus, described theinselves as protest writers 

the 1960s (see Owornoyela 1993:131). So did the poet and critic, Coslno Pieter . ~ 

( 1  969), who used the term in the period before the rise of Black Consciousness. R 11.45) addressee] solilt: of like proble!ns of:!?? category iti :!itf'c;r:?~?i ,ti'tlr:i-s, raisi!~,; 

tiolls s U d r  as "Why Itle illisno17ie~ "p:-o!&"?'. and t~ec~ar~i;ri!, that. ' i ~ l i : ; l :  ::>I:: t:!:Ci: and Pieterse's sense of the term (pal-titularly given Rrutus' sports activism) was 
d prolest literature has ~ ~ 1 1 1  course ii-i S O E I ~  ,Af~-iclil '  j N i / c / i e l ~  i'!SX:?:I5). remote from the diluted meaning the term acquired in conservative liberal di 

(which. Rive's analysis reproduces). Ciiven the bannings, house arrests and exit Inane ( I  9") 160) aiso expressed serious rcservatioi~s: - 
to which resistance writers like Brutus and Alex la Gutna were subject, syml;athe 

'No!\, 1llore tilarl ever. i t  Iias becon~e i.cdi~c!iorrist lo crolegorisc all Africa11 foreign audiences were often all they could anticipate in the sl?ort and ~nediurn tet 
literature as protest. Protest literaturc is writing by tilt racially O!~l?!c~'X::! 

The combination of the polirica! repression and liberal cultural hegemony may have acldr.esst;d to readers from the ruling class in an attcmpi to solicit tiieir 
some of the next wave o r  re'sistance writers lo appeal lo spnipathetic and inflrle~l sympatl~y and suppori against discriminatory laws and ~ractices .... Protest 
local or foreign aufliences in some of their work. It is possibie, for example, lo rea spl-ings from a feeling of being a ward: i t  is tlie activity ofapprcniiccs. and i t  
Oswald Mbuyiseni Mtshali's T h e  Master wf the House' (197255) and Motshile w is tlre action ofsubordi~iales wiio see themselves as such. Jt is both solicitou:; 
Nthodi's 'Soout hr?;frican Dialogue9 (in Chapman & Dangoi. 19X2:95f) as protest t and moderate. It functions wit l i i~~ tile system. often wit11 regal-d to  due 
appealed to tile sympathetic fractions of tlre ruling class (ihc liberials) for re1 process, prescribed chanticls of communication. and I-espect for- law aid  
~ w ~ l n o ) i e ! a  ( 1  993: I3 1) has silggest.cd lilal: order. The end in view of protest is reform, never revolution. Protest is 3 

quest for accommodation, and not a struggle for empowerment. 

Pl.otest poetl-y may be thrjugiit c i F  i ts a hl;lck cupr.cssi(>n of [;beraiisrrl-~-a 
P O C f r Y  of pcrscllai respollse to o]>pre";io" [~;li;eti 011 ass!!illptiolls ofjus[icc. e term "rotest' has quite a different meaning in conservative liberal discourse to the 
rif~hts ,  m c i  hi:i~l;!~i diz~-iity. nstruct in resistance discourse, as Mzamane begins to suggest in his subsequent 

rences to the Karis and Carter (1991:60f) text. At the same time Mzamane's 
. . 

llol-i.cv::,r, ever1 the iliori:. iibryai bjz(;k cl.i i l is ;.ll:d v<rifi.i-s l i ke  ~ i ~ j ~ ~ ~ . d  ~ ; l i . > , ~  ( 1 9 8 3 : ~  ittil~g conflation of the two meanings under the conservative liberal rubric attests to 
Ivere i t . 3 ~  o f  a li!crrt:y catego:-y that traded i l l  stereotypes and si:np{ificaliotls: egelnonic power; a power that is part of a neo-colonial process of alienating the 

ction of einerging writers from the cultural production of the oppressed majority. 
'1Vriting is 31 white lieat and in exclanlation inarks so that the final product is silent about the history of protest action, mass political ~nobilization and national 

tance that characterised political behaviour over many decades (such as the 
ce campaigns, the Sharpeville de~nonstratiot~ and the Soweto up~-ising). Instead, 

e term carries the iinplication that resistance writers could only imagine deatlng with 
In  1982 Ravan Press rcspondcd by changing the title ol'the collectiolr to The Retzlvn of pression through a beseeching and individualised litel-aturc of coi??piaintj which 

Airznsi Bircl: Black Soz~lh Afiicctiz Poetr-)/ 1891 - 19iSI. tire first part of ~vllich was taken ti- ggests that Wally Serote wasjustified in his concerns that: 
Daniel J<unencls poeni it1 tile colIcction. 
I . 

1.h~ ~~~~~~~~vativc liberal sense of tire tern1 'protest' appeal-s to !lave its roots il1T{lomas Karis 7r11c ~ ~ p r e s s ~ r ' s  Very concept of culture, rather tiran Ieadilig propie to iizai 
arrci Ci~vendolen M. CarLcr's (1 977) work fiori~ Pro/i.s/ to C'lzclller~ge. i t  iloci,nLentilrJ Il,stoi?i ( will, their n\vn realities, serves to confuse and tiistract (cllioted t)!~ Watts 
.jfiiciiw I'ollllcs I H  South Ajiico 1882 - 1964. 1989:252). 



constructing an audience 

I hey Ivant angel to be buried 
i n  the carved tomb ofve~se 
(Evans i n  Fe~nberg 1980 20Q 

ically excluded by the apartheid dispensation. By diminishing the complex 
readers assumed by resistance writers (including the sympathetic audiences 

re developing overseas), and presenting themselves as the sole 01- most 
ant audience, the conservative liberals tried to increase their control over the 

on of the literature. Ndebele (1 991 :45) raises the implicit contradiction in such a 

I t  is possible that some resistance writers inay have written for a liberal w l ~ i  
Such factors as the levels of literacy in English among tlre African for reasons that have to do with power and access: the effects of liberal 
population would objectively point towards a particular audience: an 

which suggcsi-cd the natrlraIness ofsuch a readership; a belief that this was English-speaking liberal one at that. But that audience. schooled under a 
universal receptioll; the pressure upon emerging writers in a highly stratified societ Eurocentric Literary tradition, was in turn. schooled to reject this literature 
accept a margii~ai identity in the cultural spaces ofa dominant group; a desperatio~i t 'meant' for them. 
published; or a belief that little else was possible, given the level of political repress 
However, most resistance writers' struggles for equality tended to i n f o ~ ~ n  tl the late- 1960s most activist-writers (like Matthews) responded by focusing their 
relatioi~ships with all their audiences, ruling out the obsequious literature of cornpl s notjust on the State but on conservative liberal attempts at containing resistance 
that camc parcelled with the liberal appellation. Ndebele's (1983:44t) objection to t e. Black Consciousness writers, in particular, challenged the self-serving 
title Ask Any Black Man challenges the hegemonic assumptions regarding the audien ers that legitimated a familiar authoritative interpretive community. Ndebele 
of protest literature. While such a title directs the anthology of (mainly) resista 5) comments sceptically that: 
poems towards liberal whites (implicit in the power-laden issue of who does t 
asking), it reinforces the conservative liberals' position that 'protest literature' Conventional wisdom proclaims that [protest] literature was premised on its 
directed primarily towards themselves. Ndebele's ( 1  991:45) continuing disquiet supposed appeal to the conscience of the white oppressor. 

these constructions of audience is evident in his assessment, years later, that '[t] Through the construct of protest literature liberal intellectuals installed question ofthe audience for this "protest literature" is a problematic one'. selves as the intended audience of resistance writers with the suggestion that as a 
Many resistance poets had complex notions of their intended audiences. T pathetic portion ofthe ruling bloc they would intercede on behalf of the oppressed. 

radical writer James Matthews treated his different audiences in quite distinct ways: manoeuvre is captured in Anne McClintock's (1 987:229) description of them as 

Cry Ruge! is manifestly intended for two kinds of reader, by definition very tactful scluadrons of nioral teachers. advisors. and bewilderers [bvho] coax 
different from each other: lo Iiis white readers, Matthews shouts his disgust those who are ruled into admitting the legitimacy and 'universality' of the 
and warns of the approaching 'day of anger'. while he tries to open the eyes ruler's values". 
of his black readers to their subjection and to instill in them courage and 
pride (quotcd by Alvarez-Pereyre 1984:20). ve t  there was great silence about their attendant responsibilities; all that was - 

Owing to the structural violence of apartheid (which had consequences for educati s the presence of a fastidious audience. The strategy served to strengthen the 
of the conservative liberal hegemony, while freeing the supposed language policies, library facilities and the identity of the book-buying public'"), t 

construction of emerging readers was largely an act of faith on the part of the writ essories from action and accountability. That Ndebele (1991 :45) has been alert to 

who anticipated and fostered their development. By inserting themselves as ntradiction is evident in his persistent question: 

principal audience these liberals further marginalised or negated people who had be But what of the audience for whom this literature was not 'objectively' 
meant? What about the effective audience? 

----.- 

is the key issue. Although it is not addressed directly in the essay in which it is "' 
111 South Afiica the differences he!wcen tile implied/inte~~cicd reader aird tile actual re 

arc typically polarisei!. 'Tlic pnbiisl~cr i2dl.iaaii i3onkcr (1998) believes tiini \\#liite Eng 
speaking liberals were tile niain buyers ol'ilic i~iltiiologics oi'iitc resistnnce poets Ile pi~blisiicd 
Llic 1970s. Do~ikcr lras reason to believe tllat a signilicai~t n11i11i1er ofhlack township yoiltl~ he' ey responded to political and economic crisis by railing against the 'sacrifice of the 
the poetry of the resistance poets, and he feels tltcse is a coiincction hctivceii the resistaiicc poe ic rules of the craft for political ends, formal ineptitude, loss of individual expression and 
and the June 1976 r~pi.isiiig. lity' (McClintock 1987:247f). 



raised, the title of the essay, T h e  Rediscovery ofthe Ordinary', offers direction. s: 
Tlie hegemony of defensive publishers, editors and critics ha1 

resistance writers, and an early cl-rallei~ge to their influence came from David 1972 became too muchf'or me. The Dimbazas. Ilinges. Sadas and 1.imehills. 
Evans had been imprisoned for five years for sabotage in the 1960s (Alvarez Dying cllildren-starvation, their sickness. 1 could write but I was not doing 
IOS1:SS). Writing in exile after his release Evans challenged prescriptions a anything about the situation. I felt physically i l l .  1 WI-ote. It was not prose. 
role ofthe poet in a police State. In the poem 'If  Poets Must Have Flags' Evans sugg Critics hyena-Iiowled. I t  was not poetry. I never said it was. I write 
that critics chose the desocialized, ahistorical For~nalist and New Critical interpre expressions of feelings (Matthews 1984:74). 
procedures because oftlieir own historical crisis of location: 

d into a false dichoto~ny by the critics' prioritisation of art over politics, 
'They ews insisted that the forin his writings took was less important than their 
ask the poet to be ance. Peter Horn (1 994: 13) records Matthews' reaction to the term 'Poetry?': 
a songbird in a cage (in 12einberg 1980:20t) shit! '. Gareth Cornwell (1980:67f) pointed out that to 

The conclusion contains an engaged and defiant manifesto. Attacking petty b judge Mattliews' work in terms of an 'aesthetic ideology' wliich he has 
sensibilities, Evans rejects the liberalist ideological ruse that dealt with its deliberately jettisoned is inappropriate .... For Matthews it is clear that tlie 
marginality by asserting its cultural significance: message is indeed more important than art. 

We refuse 

We'll go ugly and free 
exhuming the corpses 
releasine the rot 

L 

revealing the holes ripped by the shot. 
We'll wrap around our banners 
the guts of tlie dead 
- ifwernust have flags 

thology by Matthews, Poisoned Wells andother Delights (1 990), is pointedly 
'a collection of feelings'. Matthews echoes the dilemina that Ntoinbiyakhe 
Kaxhoka (1979:61) expressed a decade earlier in 'When last did I have a good 

These are no poems crooning 
Sweet nothings 
These are my feelings - 

let them always be red (in Feinberg 1980:20t) 
ka Gwala (1984:43) also challenged the 'academics who claim an alinost 

During the late 1960s and early 1970s a strong contingent of black po otal authority over black writing', demanding: 
emerged (in literary magazines like The Classic), and in 1971 Lionel Abraha 
published an anthology of Oswald Mtshali's poems Sounds qf u Cowhide Dr what moral right does the academic have to judge my style ofwriting? What 
which initiated debate on the value of black poetry. Liberal intellectuals responded guidelines outside the culture of domination has he applied? (Gwala 
reviews, debates, articles and conferences; while reservations were expresse 1984:48). 
writers like Serote, Ndebele and Rive, who were preoccupied with the actions o 
State. These writers, like Matthews and Gwala, rejected the official version of 'prot ral riglit was simply assumed by some critics who reproduced the restless and 
literature', wl-ricl~ they saw as an ideological category that did violence to their wo character ofwestern poets and other artists as being natural and archetypal. By 
Rejecting any control over the production of resistance writing, Jaines Matthe g literature they attempted to avoid the insistent social and political issues. 

created a company called Blac Publishing House in his home township of Athlone s evident in the critical work of the most prominent representatives of this 
the Cape Flats. Incensed by the attempts to patrol poetic discourse Matthews (1984:7 11 in the period under survey, Lionel Abrahams and Stephen Watson. As 
rejected the title of poet, declaring 'I am not a poet'. He explained his position ms' work has reccived mucli attention", the focus will be on Stephen Watson 

" Thl-ough Ahraharns' involveme~lt in literary societies such as PEN (1988:286-304) a elwyn Sole's (1988) review of a selection of Abraham's' work is particularly incisive. It 
tlrrough his work as an cditor he supported emerging ~vritcrs. The first collections ol'Mtshali Mike Kirkwood's (1976) analysis of Guy Butler's work. in -The Colonizer: A Critique 
Serote wcre published with his support. 11g1isll South African CultureTheory'. 



Constrz~ctions of Protest Poetry 

who, ~n the m~d-to-late 198Os, exempl~tied the dorn~nant Itberal pos~tion on SO for the nose of the theor~sts 

Afrrcan poetly and the clang~ngniach~nery of the I~be~al Press (Van Wyk 1978 34) 

'the bestwriters in this country' 

ast to Watson's position, Mothobi Mutloatse, writing at around the same 
the continuing emphasis by black writers on socio-political issues: 

ood in black literature can never be otlienvise but challenging, in that the 
whole situation is still the same as the one that prevailed with the previous I I  [poctryl is tlic loneliest ofarts, the one which in this century can fittingly be 
generation ofwriters. in that we are still disenfranchised, we have no vote. we callcd the widow anit widower of all tlie arts. the onc i11ost neglected, most 

bereaved. most impotent (Watson 1990: 15). have no land, and-if anything-things are getting worse economically and 
otherwise(in Welz 1987:47). 

As with other writers like Guy Butler and Douglas I,ivingstone, Watson's pro iod of enormous social division, inequity and conflict, Watson's 1987 essay 
iocated in his own marginality, which he projects as a universal characteristic". of the Old: What's Become of "Black" Poetry' (1990) crudely affinns the 
of Watson, Ullyatt (1977:58) tried to 'balance' his disapproval of solne poem d minority to which he belongs: 
October 1976 at the uinetietli anniversary of Jol~aniiesbrtrg ('a singularly inappropr 
occasion to attack any law') by arguingthat: One simply has to remember who are tlie best writers in this country. Without 

exception they are those who have been most aware of other world literatures 
hlack poets have been succunlbing regularly to debilitating effects of and traditions elsewhere (Watson 1990:84). 
resentment. and that has blindcd them to tlic creative potential of a Iicaltliy 
rebellion. tural and political alienation from the majority of South 

by focusing defensively on what he calls 'world literatures"'. The most 
Ullyatt and others tried to sus t a i~~  their power and values through offering gui co~nplaint against resistance writers concerned the 'overly political' nature of 
the resistance writers who wrote in their medium. I n  his 1985 essay about the ducts, as in Watson's (1990:91) argument that South African poetry has 
poetiy in society Watson (1 990: 19) writes in favour of 'an ivlherently conse 'under the internal siege of its own political obsessions'. By negating the 
f~~nction'  of poetry as 'one kind of check in a larger system of imbalances ... w mic and social imperatives that inform oppressed lives, 
seems sadly neglected these days'. Vet, the deployment of poetry by writers l i  d to recognise that black poets were responding to the 

van Wyk and Dikobe wa Mogale as a 'check in a larger system of inlbaIances' (sucl ditions, and that they adapted English to address the 

apartheid and capitalism) is deprecated by Watson. Flowever, Watson's position 
be read against the socially committed work that appeared in spite ofthe oi3pr cit in Watson's statements regarding 'the best writers in this country' is 

s in South African literature, which intensified as 
the i 970s and 1980s. ugh Bantu education began to enter the tertiary 

1,css privileged South African writers were dealing with the decitnatio rities. In such a context the invocation of 'the best 
t t l lo~c  artists and cornrrides. Chris %van Wyk's poem 'We ciill't meet Ilere, l ~ r  claim devoid of articulated criteria; rather it is 
I-harni Mnycle' ( 1  978:34) was wri~ten after Ole artist and activist. l'halni Mny 1 discourse mobilising pre-emptive mechanisms of 
killed in ai l  S:'I.>F raid or? iiotswanaon 14 June i985, in which twelve peopie, jncl ity privileges'! Watson Ignores the fact that aesthetic 
:I H:irswai>a c!iilil, wrre slaugt~tered. f'hc peen? is not so ~I- ILIG~I  a critique offhe 
(whicir rnav bc ass~~rnecl )~  iilstead Van Wyk focuses 011 tile distraction catis 
powei-hi! and self-serving press and intellectuals. Masquerading as r~niversai Goace 

is more circumspect formulation is in response to previous challenges. such as Cronin's 
:heir liarrow interests ihreaterled Lo drown out the precarious corngnunicalion rletwo 8) exhortation tliat South Africans need to 'learn how to speak' to and of themselves. and 
between oppsesseci people:: stcolonial challenge that the term 'universal' has served as a sy~~o i iy~ i~  for the West. - 

clr developiilents are not new, as Carey ( 1  992) suggests. As oppressed people in socielies 
1 catl't hear you!~rotIiei-! 'n won access to education, tlie elites developed a discourse of standards and excellence 

- -..- - - - -. -- . - 
heir advancement. Herbert Vilakazi and Rotlhale Tema point out that i~ ie r i t  is usually 
ver power, material and einotional security, and tlie desire to perpctuatc lnonopoly over 

.Most ~vliite englisli pocts', McCIiniock (1987:237-238) argues, .conifortcd tlieiiiselv tions for the current incumbents and tlieir kind, be i t  basetl on class. race, sex, religion 

illat ilie lonely poeiic voicc 1~3s  also ilic ~Ioquent ~no~ltl~piece or~lriiversal triitli'. 



value is socially constructed and dependent upon complex social and instit 
circumstances, and tends to valorise the special knowledge of elite groups. ver, Watson seems to think that the role of the critic is merely to 
(1 977:51-62) did much the same in 'Dilemmas in Black Poetry', assuming, as t post~nortems on texts; his critical work shows little understanditig of the 
(1978:92) charges, that 'European literary norms are necessarily at a higher st lily of niaking a constructive contribution to the development of literature in a 

development than African writing'. 
Towards the end of his 1989 essay 'Under Pressure: Poetry in South A situation became more polarised, foreign powers (such as t11e 

Today', Watson (1990:86) challenges unnamed Marxist literary critics over their s the United States) joined in the criticism against the apartheid 

that the literature that was coming out ofthe townships was significant: pected outcome of elite access to foreign audiences was that those 
to subscribe to the emerging democratic process in South Africa 

It fitted inany people's sense of historical syrnrnetry to believe that, since thc sider the terms of their engagement, lest they be seen as 
townships were the cruciblc of resistance to the South African state, it  was rent in the contradictoly views expressed by Watson towards 
there too that the most responsivc art should emerge. I t  made sense. too, to ry in two articles on 'politically-engaged' South African poetry 
believe thatjust as one class was challenging another one, so one literature in appeared two years apart. The essay 'Shock of the Old' appeared in the 
this count~y would gain ascendancy over the other, culturally dominant one. ervative liberal journal Upstream'"n 1987, and refers to Chris van Wyk, Donald 
In short, it had all the force of a certain historical logic to believe that 'white' nzee and Dikobe wa Mogale in negative tenns: 
poetry was being and would be supplanted by 'black'. 

Watson's comment reveals the fears that drove the neocolonial coterie to undermine Formally, they add very little. The curious lack of linguistic energy in niucl~ of 

work being produced. Ndebele (1992:24) has examined the effects of an uncrit 
their work can hardly be said to be counteracted by the supposed ideological 
progression often claimed for i t  (Watson 1990:83). 

inembership of a privileged group in a divided South Africa: 
aptly-titled 1989 World Litevatzlre Today article, 'Under Pressure', Watson 

it sent them to well equipped schools: it provided them with publishing :94) writes of a 'remarkable satiric poem, "In Detention"' which, he claims, is 
opportunities: it  sanctified their language through legislation and language 
academics: it  gave tliern theatres, museums. art galleries. concert halls. and 

of this newfound depth' in South African poetry. However, the fact that Chris van 

libraries: it  arranged for them special salary scales that ensured access to a d published the poem in his 1979 anthology It is Time to g o  Home (besides prior 
range of cultural facilities as well as the ability to buy books and newspapers; in magazines, readings and mass-meetings), i.e. at least a full decade earlier, 
it creatcd literary awards to honour them: it  also made possible fbr some of ers Watson's argument absurd. Further, Van Wyk's collection appeared eight years 
them to become critics and reviewers who inlluenced literary taste and re Watson's derogatory earlier (1987) remarks. The change is therefore not in Van 
declared literary standards ... it gave tllcni passports to travel ... it sought to 'S work but in Watson's evaluatioll as part of a strategy to maintain credibility. 
makc tllein take for granted the clcvated status of theit.citizenship. er Pressure' registers the shift Watson felt obliged to make in his judgement of 

etry as the balance of political forces began to change and his position became 
Watson's proprietorial attempts to control discursive space closely resembles 
invective of reactionary minorities ~ v h o  believed that their privileges were unfa 
thl cntencd by 1116: ~n~pcncling soclo-pol~t~cal shifts Born just aftel the Bantu Educa 
, k t  ( 1  9<?) tcjoh e l t e ~ t  o n  the cduc,itron of111i bldci\ contc l~lpoiar~e~,  Watson (1990.8 
demon\trdlc~ little gl il\p of ~ t s  1rnr)dct 

rile still-bon~ cliaractel.of 111iic1i 'black' poctry cannot be ;iitributcd solcly to in a society dominated by exploiting classes, the latter seek to concentrate the 
its stupcSying intellectual poverly. It has bccn ill-served by its critics .... no production of cultural models to the level of intellectual elites and force the 
one secmcd prcparcd to call the I-ank bad rank bad. tire banal banalizing. tlle people into the situation of being simple culture consumers .... Beneath each 
clicl~c a clicl~c (and bad hccause i t  is, in language. the supreme form of 
inciifSercnce to tile terrible individuality ofotllcr pcople's suffering). 

While i t  may be true that some literaly ell'orts were published before they wet-e re Despite his valorisation of Guy Butler in his introduction to Guy Btctler: Essays and 
that is an i s s ~ ~ e  ofthe development of a writing culture i n  any society. Constructive tires 1949-91 (1994), Watson's own work shows no advance on the pioneering attempts of 
01' dealing with tlic prohlcms were adclresscd by the writers' workshops he er to promote the study of South African literature. 
township cultural groups, the African Writers' Association and the Congress of See Olipllant'sanalysis of Upstrearn in Petersen and Rutherford (1991 92-95), 



Conslrlrctlons of Protest Poetqi / 'r i)~(i  N o r ~ . s t ~ ~ ~ ~ l z i  

appal-ently well-intentioned argument of imperialism. like tlie universality OF Poems? You want poems? We got poems! 
culture. liicies in reality. the idea that only Western culture is universal. a racist 
idea. which until very recently. was openly proclain~ed (Samora Machel in Poems to make you dream 
M;rttclart & Siegelaub 1983:25)"). while the rulers ofthe country are busy. 

Poems to send you to sleep 
While they test their tanks and guns. 

Poems for you and your aftermeal sleep. 
Poems whicli do not disturb you nor 
The quiet of a Sunday afternoon. 

litera~y establishment: Wlten the sernion in the morning was comforting 
And the chicken at lunch was tasty. 

in purple shirt and orangc tie 
I thc accredited clown 
to tliis ailingsocicty 
an1 allowcd to tell you a few truths 
and similar nonsense 

so listen you christened dung-heaps! 
I will lie fol- yo11 
cve~ythi~ig: 1 can invent: everything ... 
looking at you I realise: 1 bottle of beer There will be those who only see tlie ruins: tlie is bctter than 1 volunle of poet~y 
of any FORM and CONTENT poet 

shortsighted 
vision of the disinherited of the revolution will 

looking at you 1 realise: the only hc with us 

adcquate criticisni for some time. They, who no longer own the riches 

of tliis society of the previous times 
nor yet tlie riches of tlie rising time: 

TO RASf I N YOUR HEADS (Horn 1991 :27t] but let us not be confused by them. 

e critics like Watson have focused narrowly and normatively on issues such as the 

purporting to be disinterested' can be treated as 'econo~nic practices directed 
the inaximising of material or symbolic profit'. Literature is an arena in which s 
but no less serious struggles over resources, access and authority occur: Watson concludes the 'Under Pressure' essay with a defensive attempt to prop 

elitist assertions of value by referring to the supportive remarks of his students, 
of whom, he suggests, may have been black. Even if race were not an issue, the 

Like Horn, otlier progressive white writers sucli as Jeremy Cronin and Kclwyn Sole have 
addressed 'the reality behind the mask: behind the real prosperity of apart of the population. 
behind the general complacency. one discovers a world typified by guilt and schizophrenia, a 
Id from which one's fellow nien [sic]-thosc "unlike likesx-have been banished' (Alvarez- 

concealed' (Ryan 1990:4). Sce also Spivak (1990: 1-16) on 'universal intellectuals'. 
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C'onstuzrct~ons of Protest Poetqj 

unequal nature of academic-student relations raises the spectre of the 'Nat on Westen1 bourgeois notions of artistic fonn: 
lnfonnant'". The ovelworked, racist construct of the 'Native infonilant' has long be 
pilloried by Wally Serote (1972:9) in T h e  Actual Dialogue', and by Watsol We are not going to be told how to re-live our t'cclings. pains and aspirations 
colleague Peter Horn (1991:75). While F-Tom's title 'A Vehement Expostulatio by anybody who speaks from the platform of his own rickety culture. We'll 
parodies upper class English histrionics, Horn's speaker represents a caricatu write our poerns in narrative form; we'll write journalistic pieces in poet~y 
designed to challenge the hypocritical demands conservative liberals make of th forni; we'll dramatise our poetic experiences; we'll poeticise our llistorical 
'Native Informants' by way of securing their material, social and psychic comfort: dramas. We will do all these things at the same time. 

Tliis Meddem. is thc situation as 1 see it: 
We live in a black-out, 1 can'tpaint itwhite 
with words. But for ready cash there arc do~ninees 1990s the institutional power of the conservative liberals remains secure, and 

[...I 
So what do you expect. Mcddem'?'I'hat I write seminate minority values and to naturalise their continuing 

soothing verse domination. This has been evident in the reception of Albie 
to send afew rnillion trusting souls to sleep'! urselves for freedom' (De Kok & Press 1990: 19-29), and, in 
110 yo11 iriiply that 1 cion't do my duty, e to Sachs' (1990:19) partly serious, partly tongue-in-cheek 
if1 am desperate? Or that 1 should writc about mbers should be banned from swing that culture is a weapon of 

ciaisics? framing statement and his subsequent reminders that his 
audience of ANC cadres in exile, many of the beneficiaries of 

Or do you. Meddetn, undcr these circumstances. onservatives) used the paper to support their contention that 
cxpect nie 

to writc ~ c l l  balanced. polished verse'! About wlrat? cal. Therefore, instead of cautioning cadres against the use of 
Arruics? Revolutions? Bloodshed? Apartl~eici? r action, Sachs' words were used to quell politically-sensitive 
Or- a hilarious sonnet about our irnpcnding peace? 

ittle question of taking into account positions that challenged 
I'raise be tllc absent Lord! You never kno~v.  ies (De Kok & Press 1990:30-35) and Malange et a/ (1 990:99- 
onc clay I might beconic responsible arld writc 1995, Rolf Solberg was still eliding Sachs' point in his comment 
some evqliisitc and co~itrivcd poeln ted putting a ban on the Struggle as a theme for writers' 
about my colnplicatcd sot11 (Horn 1991 :75)". 8: 181). This was stated during an interview with Wally Serote, 

estion regarding 'protest literature' in the following way: 'I don't 
111 contrast to the fears of conservative liberal critics like Watson, test poetry. It is a very unfortunate category and name' 
(1990:62) takes a more open and constructive approach consistent with democr 181). It is symptomatic of the continuing hegemony of 
process, where standards evolve through contestation. In a talk given to the Ellg scholarship in South Africa that there is only an uneasy 
Acadeniy of South Africa in 1956 Njabulo Ndebele ( 1  99 1 : 10 1) characterised veness in response to such questionable constructions. Clearly the maps (i.e. the 
chauvinisln that drove its members to t ~ y  to expand the influence of the Ian ntations) of the conservative liberal hegemony cannot be mistaken for the 
retaining control over it as the 'art of giving away the bride while insisting t n the maps of the ancient cartographers who thought that there 
belongs to you'. Ndebele was responding in particular to Butler's (1985) ess the region of southern Africa. Scholarship that addresses the 
and the English in the new South Africa'. The writer and anthologist literature with greater rigour and ideological clarity is needed if we are to 
Mutloatse (1 980:5) was equally assertive in his refusal to entertain liberal p about the subject than the inclinations of its professional observers. 

Department of English 
University of Durban-Westville 

" Sec Spivak (1990:66). Watson's ventriloquism further confinns the accuracy o f  Spiv 
( 1  987: 107) and Trinh Minh-l~a's (1989:67) portrayals of the cynical ways in which i~ltellec 
discourse ciiii be used to conimandeer oppressed people. '' I~Iorn first publ~shed the poem in his 1979 anthology Silence in.lc~ilii. 
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upon to become more representative in a country embracing political 
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litical freedom and persisting socio-econornic inequality'. 
thors o f the  White Paper view the relationship between institutions and 
of  establishing ail appropriate balance between institutional autonoiny 

'The econorny in the South Africa continues to largely represent what i t  was in 1993. except 
t there is some growth (jobless) and a Sew black faces and companies that participate in i t .  

therwise it is business as usual' (Sam Shilowa, ~Merctrq~ Bzrsiness Report. November 28. 1996). 
e run LIP to the 1999 elections, COSATU has been reminding tlie ANC that the will of the 
le. expressed in the 1994 election. did not sanction tire market-driven policy of GEAR. 'Tony 
, neo-Thatcherite leader of the De~iiocratic Party, has responded stoically to sucli 'deliberate 

SATU is 'arguing against the grain of history' (New Nation. May 30. 1997). President 
ndela and Deputy President Mbeki reiterated the sanic to the Soutll African Con~munist 
ty's 10th congress (see So~~etclrt July 2. 1998). Jeremy Cronin responded to the redistribution- 
ugh-growth or growtll-througI~-redistl.ib~~tio~~ non-debate in iM~lil & GIIUYL~~UII. July 10- 16. 



and public accountability. Althouglt academic freedom is affirmed as a fundamen vard. Appiah sees the university as an agent of reform that must preserve its relative 
right protected by the Constitution, institutional autonomy is delimited by the ne onomy vis-a-vis the state. Although the power of academics is limited, they can and 
redress the injustices of the past and meet the demands of globalisation. The stre uld contribute to the transformation of society by resisting the regulation of 
the material factors that co~istrict academic freedom echoes the 1990 'The Kamp niversity life according to the supply and demand of the marketplace and according to 
Decial-alion on Intellectual Freedom and Social Responsibility': purely technical ideal of competence. The correct recipe for South Africa is to be 

i~iielicctual freedom in Afi-ica is currently threatened to an unprecedented 
degl-cc. The historically produced and persistent economic. political and modern liberalism .... as the context for our reflections on tlic future of the 
social crisis of our continent, continues to undermine devclopnient in all university c~~rriculum (Appiah 1997:79). 
sphercs. The impositio~i of unpopular structural ad,justment progralnmes has 
bccu accompanied by increased political repression. widespread poverty and Is living in globally illiberal times can aid transformation by reiterating central 
i~u~nerise human suffering (in Daniel eta1 1995:234S). 

The homeopathic capacity of the market to open up opportunity and the necessity We believe in private propcrty and we believe in civic equality: but wc also 
affirmative action are balanced by awareness of the pitfalls of stnictural adjustmet support progressive taxation (Appiah 1997:79). 
principally the (supposedly short-term) contribution of moiletarist policies to t 
emisseration of large sectors of the population. Although education is often depen piah (1997:80,97) traces the language of liberalism to Kant, noting that 'individual 
on a system that takes care to ensure that the great majority of those with equal ri onomy is at the heart of political morality', and argues for the role of academics in 
shall get only what is essential for bare existence, higher education has an unma e recreation of South African society'. The new South Africa, as the home of radical 
obligation to support a democratic ethos and fragile civil society. The earlier ' eralism, and teachers of English literature in particular, can go beyond the utilitarian 
Declaration on Academic Freedom and Autonomy of institutions ofHigher Educati atives of the state and contribute to the autonomy of citizens. The pedagogical 
(1 988) also addressed itselfto econornic factors, and stressed that: bution to the formation of free subjectivities is envisaged in moral tenns, and the 

of literature call bring about the realisation of liberal ideals, primarily democratic 
Academic freedom is an essential precondition for those education, research, lity, by transcending divisive ideologies: 
adn~inisrrative and scrvice functions with which universities and other 
institutions of higher educatiol-l are entrusted (in Daniel et nl 1995:2?Ot). The study of literature? done well. teaches one to engage critically with ~vhat 

one reads: to winkle out sub-texts and ~resuu~ositions, to reflect on cultural 
A notable continuity between the Lima and Kampala declarations is the declaratio and historical contexts. to polider lnorai and pblitical claims. These are skills 
the right to education rather than the de faclo guarantee of free tertiary education. beyond grammar: and they are skills that everyone needs if they are to think 

through carefully the questions that face every citizen (Appiah 1997:96). South African White P a ~ e r  reflects this thinking and, given the democratic advanc 
and the existence of a state that can now claim legitimacy, curtails the Kam an answer to the interrogative acquiescence that criticism of the system invariably 
Declaration's commitment to institutional autonomy in the face of potent eets witll-'Yes, it's very unsatisfactory, we all know that; but what would you put in 
authoritarian state power. lace?'-Appiali argues that the South African university can contribute to 

The foregrounding of the social function of South African univers from the external authority of a corrupt society, and literature is part of this 
provides an opportunity to reflect on their democratising role and the contribu , educative, political experience. What are the shortcomings of Appiah's 
academic autonomy to general freedom. In this essay I will indicate some ception of the liberating role of academics and the university? 
challenges facing academics engaged in institutional democratisation and so Firstly, Appiah is repeating key elements of English literary studies; his 
transformation. Four areas will be addressed: I) the co~lnection between academics a eption of the anti-ideological role of literature is strikingly close to that 0fF.R. and 
democracy; 2) attempts to claim legitimacy in South African English literaly studies; . Leavis-minus F.R. Leavis's iconoclasm and acute sense of the vested interests 
South African feminislns; and4Yfeminist literary studies. ipulating institutional power at universities. Significantly Appiah elides a central 

oblem: in South Africa the realisation of liberal ideals hinges on the viability of' 
erlaying divisive and tinjust property relations with civic values of respect, equality 

academics and democracy d autonomy. Today the constitutional declaration of equality has to contend with 
?'he tendentious debate on the higher education sector in South Africa has elicit trenched socio-economic inequality, and the promotion of fonnal democratic values 
contribution fi-om Kwame Anthony Appiah, Chair of Committee of Afi-ican Studi exists with the perpetuation of oppressive and unequal social relations. Here the 



envisaged equity of opportunity for appropriation grounded in reciprocal contract emics and legitimacy 
obligation is undermined by the persisting reality of possession by inisappropsiat ey Durrant returned to Natal after studying English at Cambridge 
Those working within vital centres of episteinic power and contlict like the S ounced the critical task of addressing 
African university-where the social identities of acade~nics are fi~rcefully i 
with the metonymic forces of  political representation-are in a position to re how tho~~gltt can be made free, not only from goveniment tyranny. but also 

from the more subtle ancl pervasive Ly~annies of con-cmercial society (Durrant 
conception of academics at variance with the ideal offacililatoi-s ofcritical think 
autonoiny. Students can have a lcss benign view of the social function and i r  
tilose employed to shape them into better citi~ens. Universities are not t h e m  English literary studies was 'to humanise our knowledge and to make our 
dcinocrntic ;tr~lcturcs, and the vision of ihe popular involvernent of the into centres of living thought for the whole community' (Durrant 
iviiiii~l ihe iiirive~qity is not the same thing as cienloci-atic participation and control ull-ant (1948) drew attention to the historical context of the production, 
institution. Rather universities exercise authority over their student constituent aching of literature, and appealed for a inore democratic post-war 
back this up ~vitli coercive power; authority is defended by nther social a~ici po nt in which a revised education system could combat the proble~ns of 
iiistitutioni ihai are committed lo the protection of property, arid which foster critical attitudes in students. Responding to the state's 
necessarily sliaril the same enlightenedprinciples as the university ial capitalism, Durrant (1955) appealed for the preservation of the 

Appiah fails to register [hat the autonomy ofthe academic colninitted to so of literatme in a hostile ideological environment'. 

j~istice is constrained by being located withill an ameliorationist social institut Beyond the university in the 1950s, South African radical i~itellectuals saw tlie 

functions to both coutitcract illzdreproduce thc inequity of existing property relati lation of the aim of pedagogy as the Inere transmission of culture as a reactionary 

hcadeinic fieedoni is part of a broader historicisable ideology of individualism t to rob education of its potency and force. Recognising that teachers have 
held a hybrid position as quasi-civil servants and that they are paid by the very both legitinmkes and challe~~ges social inequalities. Thc clegree to which Appi 
s of the goveniinent they may seek to challenge, claiins were made for the 

argunient prc-emptively positions potential dissenters as anti-democratic pr ic potential of pedagogy. In a vibrant and now largely forgotten 
glinipse of the Janus fjce of the new world order that moralises capitalism in tert d activists beyond the university interrogated the link between 
progress and freedom. 'This effectively excludes a vital political and pedago htentnent and the political task of transfonning, the country by political struggle. 
qnestion: whether, !vithin the parameters of capitalism, the cont~ imitations and potential ofpolitical pedagogy were delineated in the context of the 
humanities towards producing autonoinous, critically thinking individ iple of non-collaboration with the racist state where participation in government 
beyond current conditions and create new opportunities is best achieved by ed to collaborating with the oppressors3. Arguing against erecting 
consent through Rousseauistic sentiments of sociability, or by encouraging the ra ctic of the boycott into a principle, Walter Sisulu (1957) proposed that 
interrogation of civil society (see Muller & Cloete 199 1). pation ill these institutions may at times be the most effective inethod of exposing 

The possibility that factors of location and context, sites of institutio and struggling for more effective representation. A varied discourse of 
and discursive privilege, are enacting oppressive episteruic relations haunts s sought to address the oppressed masses with the call to challenge 
work in the shadow of 'Bantu Education'. In response South AErican intellectuals, isting centres of legitimacy, and transform institutions from an alien social power. 
academics within English literature departments, have produced their own traditio lutionary enthusiasm was accompa~iied by sober warnings against overestirnati~ig 

reflectio~l 011 politicalpedagogy. olitical effect of pronouncelnents by pedagogues in a context marked by a 
stricted and distorted public sphere. 

By the early eighties, and then writing from outside South Afi-ica, Du~rant 

' 
'At least one person was shot dead and anothcr stabbed on Tuesday this week, when po 

and 300 private security guards movc'd in to ciemolisli a burgeoning informal settlement on t 
outskirts ofRandfontein's Mohlakeng township. in terms of acourt order granted last mon See Ndebele (1973), Kirkwood ( 1  976) Sole ( 1  977) Vaughan ( 1984). Attwell ( I  984) Visser 
South Afiica~i National Civic Organisation (Sanco) condemned the "brutality and . De Kock (1992). and Johnson (1996) for critiques of tlie South African English liberal 
handedness" of the action and accused thc [ANC] conncil of dislring out "worse treatriien 
apartheid-cra courrcillors' (Mirii c t  C;lirrriiion October 10 to 16. 1997). Which cautions aga ee E.L. Maurice (1952) and the response of A.K. Jordaan. See Also Tom Lodge's (1984: 
precipitate triumpllalism of sucli claims as: 'Today when apartheid  is^--still incredibly-a tl accounts of the 1955 school boycotts and role of teachers in the PAC's Poqo during the 

oftlie past' (1,ouvcl 1997: 12 1 ) .  .andMyslop(l991). 



,4cczrieemic Exchanges 

ics optimistically attributed the underhnding ofeducation to racist policies: 

~ortage offunding we suffcl.(Maugl~an-Brown 1988:48). 

representative ~nullicultural tlnivel-sity renewed a sense ofthe social mission of En 
literaiy critics aiming 'to keep alive the possibilities of debate about human and ar lture' would fall before the 

issues' by ineans of 'a  radical-liberal consideration of connections between artistic 
criticai response' rather than a 'revolution of the existing paradigm of literary studie escape into pseudo-rcvolutiona~y rhetoric wliose verbal activism often 

conceals aspiritual and intellectual emptiness (Lieskounig 1989:25,29). 
I t  is true. for example. that sonle tendencies within Marxism are usefully 
assimilable . ... other tendencies are ultimately unassimilable. principally in 
their insistence on identifying, and taking strongly aligned positions about. 
conflicting forces in an otherwise observable social reality whicll all writing. 
in  i t s  content. is supposed to reflect. or even mediate . . . . Given tlie present- 
day responsibility of tlle university to a heterogeticous humanity and social 
structure, it secrns to me that literary studies may best serve students. 
\\)hatever their race or ideology, by means of searching modiiications and 
changes within tlie existing model (Chapman 1985: 157.159)'. 

kind', and the worry was 

tllat althougli ending apartheid is important, i t  ought not to obscure the 
eq~lally important task of creating a democratic culture which will support a 
post-apartheid democracy (Frost 1988: 15). 

forces and tensions of the university were viewed in functional terms 
modifications capable of re-tooling institutional practices (distorted under 

The courage of those advocating the progressive vision in the era of the state's 

~itiity. a~icl tile suhjcci of acadcrnic liagic~grapl-iy (sce Chap~ilan 1995). 
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,4cclrle11lic Exchanges 

liberation s t r ~ ~ g g l e ~ .  But it is also important to recall that, whatever their decl rare often "othered" by populist democratic discourse' (Malan 1995:22f)--the 
principles, liberal South African universities opposed in principle to the evol ed subalte~n continues to speak. 

policy ofapartheid did practise segregation on their own initiative before either 194 If the university is well-positioned historically to promote the principles of 

the Extension of University Education Act of 1959. I11 an era of transformation the ated transition (inclusion, conciliation, consensus, and stability)-and so 

of educational institutions in prornoting inequality and privilege remains obscu u~nental to the project of nation building that requires a wide range of syinbolic and 
ursive interventions integral to the forination of a new national consensus-it is 

behind declarations of critical rectitude and exhortatoly encomia claiming that, as 
true that the university reproduces the tensions, conflicts and injustices of society 
e process of reflecting on these phenoniena. The university is one of the circuits 

an institution traditionally fourided on principles ol'tlcmocracy, universalisln reby wealth and privilege are distributed that is able to both register and subs~ilne 
and non-racialism. the uiiivcrsity has a duty and ;I moral obligation to 
contribulc tonation-building (Kliotseng 1994:S). 

ssures of the polity beneath the prospect of national unity. As well as providilig a 
um for the production of model-ilising klite, corporatist-style elite pacting and 
1 stratification, the institution is as likely to display a 'duty andmoral obligation' to 

Whcn the 'principles' of the university function within the integuments o nd work to ensure its own existence. 
oppressive socio-economic system, pronouncements by academics extollil 
virtues of citizenship and democracy call conceal unequal relations behind a ju The image of the university as the point of intersection of social 

form ol'equality. Aftitmations of electorialisrn and constitutionalism emanatin ~gations-a type of autonomous but responsible moral legislature mediating 
universities employing abstract collective postulates (general will, people, tween the executive and civil society-obscures the position of institutions within a 
culture, community, etc.) are designed to serve as principles of unity and equa law that depends on a sanctioning power backed up by consent and violence'. 
they can equally function to fix arbitrary arid unequal relations between versities refer to themselves as 'communities', as civil societies in miniature, 
conceived as agents. It is notable that the reformist rhetoric of rcpresentationalisin slve power relations within the institution that do mirror the civil war of society 
constitutionalism of progressive university mission stateinents has not challen ge, along with the material interests of the academic knowledge class (centred on 
existing property relations but rather promoted a redistribution of 'opportunity' ecurity), are minimised. There can be no simple exchange of political imperatives 
key to equity7. Valedictol.ian professions of marginality aside---'acadeinics in pos cademic imperatives despite recent highly political calls for the depoliticisation of 

university: 

Most I-IRUs became sites ofstruggle during the 1980s (and a tkw long before 
the 1980s). but thispolitical project ITILIS~ give way Lo the ncadenlic project of 
the 1990s if these universities are to be reconstituted as ~mivrvsrties in post- 
apartheid South Africa(Switzcl- 19985). 

African ferninisms 
entification of the university as a site of struggle, South African feminislns hold 

collected in Moss and Obeiy (1989) provide an overvielv ol'thc struggle in tlre late 1980s. promise of critically interrogating the social function of the university and the 
attention to the factors that 

and set themselves the task of uncovering the complex 
s that structure the university. South African academics have scrutinised 

ional practices within the often nepotistic and sexist 
i l l  the next rniilenilium will ... bc i-uaykecl ... by a new awareness ol'ihe creativc and comlli y where in 1990 men constituted 73% of academic staff. 

urban-LVestville involvcd tlrc 
ecurity fir~rr accurately named 
lorcs the dynamics of student 



.Yh~zne MU~LZPJ  
Acnder~~ic I.l.tchnnges 

The part that gender plays in academic power relations is difficult to ignore in a COI abandon his or 11~1. work in favour of aulobiography and the specifics of 
where, in addition to the (non-sexist) possibility of their research being plagiarise personal history only (Walker 1990:7; and see Foucl~li. 1992; 1994). 
faculty members, female postgraduates can confront an abusive institutionalise 
offering preferment in exchange for sexual labour. The struggle continues whe lnposition of the personnel ofthe university defined in tenns of gender, race and 
same senior colleagues act as editors with control over publication. One might awes the ability ofthose academics to work against domination. But with careful 
the question: nation of their own practice academics can move beyond essentialist 

ination by social identity to clear a space for the (se1f)representation of South 
What would [fclninism] nlcall within the manifold practices that constitute 
the university-to take only one terrain in which political struggle and 
academic enquiry arc enmeslied? (Schalkwyk 1990:661) We can use our positions as feminists within tlie academy to change current 

reading practices (Ryan 1990:28). 
to have far reaching consequences when these practices, as in other institutions, 
legacy of autocracy. But in a manoeuvre that will be repeated by other writers, ontext where the university is one of the centres of the culture of imperialis~n as 
Schalkwyk (1990:6 1 )  is able to deflect any analysis of institutionalised practices he site of its contestation, attention to social identity in the fonn of subject- 
the pathos of generalised oppression that includes ality holds out the possibility of avoiding insensitivity: 

mein, marked. burdened for as long as the practices illat constitule i t  arc Historically produced differences between feminist academics and tlicir 
allowcd to continue, with the sign of the Phallus. subjects Iiiay. and allnost certainly do, lead to misunderstandings. blincl- 

spots, insensitivity within feminist research. Elite researcl~ers. black and 
The sexism of academy gets lost behind a vision of feminism as an ethical project rat white. need to be acutely aware of this problem. But if ciiffcrence can also bc 
than a struggle with specific power structures and their beneficiaries. The sentilnen used creatively. to power a genuinely dialectical interaction between two 
empatliy is central to Cecily 1,ockett's ( 1990: 170 proposal that feminist academics vigila~~ily foregrounded subject-positions. perhaps more progress can bc 

~iiade towards understanding and changing tlie situation of all Soutll African 

will Ila\ic to dcvelop a tilore sympathetic womanist discourse for considering women(Arnott I991 : 127). 
tllc work of black women .... it is our place as educationally and 
institutionally privileged critics to listen to their voices as we formulate atoly potential is dispersed into a general resource of academic autonomy and 
approaclles to tlicir work. capable of subverting dominant discourses and practices. For Shireen Hassi~n 

rryl Walker (1992:83) what must be maintained is the difference between 
Olily then might it be possible 'to bring about a necessary paradigm shift in and an academic discourse that 
institutionalised power structures of English departments'. For Jenny de Re 
(1990:jl) the role of academic as empathetic auditor motivated by an ethics depends for its success on a different set of principles: rigour and clarity. 
solidarity is reassuringly unproblematic, and she offers the following prescript intellectual honesty and adventurousness. These principles require a context 

of relative autonomy from the immediate political imperatives, cven tllougli 
censure of prescription: they may be informed by broaderpolitical projects. 

Clearly, within tlie bounds of decoruni one can speak 'about' othcr people: Sisi Maqagi countered liberal complacency by linking academic practices to 
one can legitimately evaluate otiier people's strategies, theories and entity and political representation in order to position academics' historically 
practices. for example. Of course. \vlien tliey are academic. such 
undertakings must be sensitive, searching and not prescriptive. 

c interests. Recognition and reciprocity serve the ends of self-legitimation as 
exercise the 'habit' of power; generalising their particular interests and 

Ethics levels the playing-field of historical victi~nisation and empathy opens up the persisting distribution of the material means to enjoy rights. Maqagi 
decorous possibility of understanding and community; the legitimacy of the institu pointed to the unbridgeable experiential gulf opened by the racialised class 
and the efficacy of its discourses and personnel are vindicated. The faith is t 11 of South African academics offering sensitivity: 
responsible academics can work from within institutional discourse to transcend 
obvious limitations; otherwise Privilege, with all its concomitant oppressive structures. widens the gap 

between the experiences of black and white women. How can Lockett 
understand black women and tbeorise about tl~eir work when she is unable to 

one would end u p  in a solipsistic cage where the liistorian woultf have to shift froni her position? 



Academic Exchanges 

Under a veneer of egalitarianism, academic decorum as the maintenance of  acteristic apparatuses. 

legitirnising discursive manoeuvres might regulate an oppressive group solidarity The issue of  the social identity of academics and the constituencies they can 
expense o f  others. The social function of  the university may be to reproduce rathe ately clairn to represent crystalised at the January 1991 conference 011 W o m e n  

challenge existing social relations, and identifjii~ig centres of  power in spe ender' held at  the University ofNatal,  urban'". The contribution ofacadernics to  
historical contexts has the aim o f  reaching beyond the academy to use the poli era1 freedom and democratisation was dramatically foregroundcd in a series of 
threads o f  opposition to weave together wornen fiom divergent social and histo lges between black arid white academics and academics and activists at the 
locations". This has involved distinguishing between institutional policy and the a ence. Feminist academics were challenged to critically examine their social 

function of academics in order to  avoid both corporatising acadelnic wol n within an oppressive and unjust historical context. Setting aside Susan 

accordance wit11 declared institutional aims or subsu~ning the intra-institutional co s (1991:46) fragile apologia--'There is n o  blame - just  history'--a sense of  the 

of  acade~nic  work in an ideal oftranscendcnt ilidividual autonorny that both enable sity of  debate is conveyed by Kedibone Letiaka-Rennert ( 1  99 1 :22f): 

is the goal ofacademic work. 
Maqagi's approach implicitly cllallenged the claim that academics are Two major dichotomies ensued which created a tense and highly cllarged 

vocation involved in working to realise the freedom of  students, and that 
atmosphere. The great divides were between black and white wolnen as well 
as activists and academics .... Larne excuses about the need for academic 

progressive potential of academic discourse is signaled by the exchange o f  conflict standards to be maintained were used to deflect the substantial neglect of 
struggle for 'diversity' and 'dialogue' within thc broad consensus of  plural black and activist women alike. Ironically, the sub.jects of research in most of 
Defensive accusations of racist counter-racism and the opportunities for strate the presentations were black women but the conference did not include them. 
patronage secured by the screening of  i~~comingpcrsonncl  work in the interests of th It simply commodified their suffering to generate relevant papers". 
retaining, but willing to m o d i b ,  institutional hegemony. Those using the languag 
reciprocity may well be furthering their own interests and expressing the nat eatie Hofineyr (1991) the 'conference was  a great beginning to developing 
satisfaction of the beneficiary; the confession of  a potential lack of  neutrali inist theoretical debate in South Africa'. Desiree Lewis (1 992: 17f) also registered 
problem o f  the 'ownership ofknowledge') can be but one more ruse towards ap portunity for self-criticism presented by the level o f  dissent at the conference, and 
more responsible. The stubborn intuition of  rightful possession and the d the following salutary diagnosis o f the  failure o f  community: 

intention to combat injustice d o  not cancel out the crisis of  self-justification, t 
hypocrisy of  a power that cannot be justified and which is perceived as usurpat White women's privileges are based on their dependence on and exploitation 

Analysis of  the power relationships sedimented in acade~nic  work is required, wi of black, and particularly black working-class women .... Whitc feminist 

aim of  transforming existing practices and concepts within the profession itself a academics have avested stake in the silence of black women. As producers of 
knowledge who have recently created a niche in the patriarchal world of 
knowledge production, they rely on the construct 'black women' as passive, 

- inarticulate and representable object. Recognition of the interpretations of 
black wornen would lead to white feminists' loss of dominance in an 

' According to Belinda Bozzoli (1991 :14): 'A combination of a materialist and an Africa academic domain where their hold is already tenuous and Lhrcatened. 
understanding is surely necessary for this process [of colonisation] to be adequately captur particularly since a high preniium has always been placed on authoritative 
See those engaging with the work of sociologists. historians and anthropologists examin interpretations of the colonised, tltc undcrclass, the dominated in South 

structuration of social identity: Bozzoli (1983). Gaitskell (1983). and the essays colie 
Clingman (1991). But the fact that materialist and Africanist analyses themselves arise 
academic contexts (which are often erased by individual writers) also requires analysis. Bozz 
(1991:l) contention that in a racialised Soutll Africa '[lliberal mystifications of bourgeo 
are a rarity in this stark order' underestimates the ideological saturation of academic disc Christopher Ballantine (199 I) tltc cause of discord was easy to identify: 'Patriarclly. I t  

See also the astonisliing clain1,that universities 'are instit~ttions that have contained within t inale feminists alikc-on thc usual iloniiiiant continuum: 

an inherited logic of conservatism. They have no ideology. They just resist change' (M ncio~~s/cognitive/ratjonal/verbal/sciz~rtiic More interesting is I'atl-icia Ilorii's (1991) 

1992:65). bservation that the con tlict was not only hct\veen acadcn~ics and aciivisLs bu;prin~a~-iIy hci\veel-i 
"' The conference came in the wake of the Malibongwe Conference, held in Amsterdam banned and competing women's ntovcniciiis. 'The coniplcx issiie 

January 1990. organised by the ANC. See tlassi~n (1991); also Cliarnian et al (1991:40) on t ernics speaking for othcrs rcsurfaceci at tile 1992 'LVome~i in At'r~cn ailii ilic Afi.icarr 

'watershed for South Afi-ican women and the ANC. The position and status of women wit1 a: Bridges ilcross Aclivisiri and thc Acadcnly' i n  Nsukka. Nigeria (scc flcniiricks & 

South Africa were legitimated as political issues to be addressed witl-tin the process of nati 994: Llaymond 1996: Meinljes 1993: C;ou\vs 10'13). Clticlri Aniagolti (1 998) reports tila[ 

liberation'. PI-oblenrs arose a t  tlic liistgathering ofwo~nanists in Sou[h Africa 



Africa. This partially accounts for the relucta~~ce of some to recognise The methodological and performative question of 'how we write about others' discourse as a site of power relations and to consider the extent to which their 
self-proclaimed interpretive mastery echoes the broader oppressive relations on a move away from tideiity to a 'pure Marxism' towards 'post-Althussel-ian 

of racist, classist and patriarchal society. post-colonial theories' that confront 'discourse as a site of struggle' (L,ewis 
a:17). Deconstructiol? is welcomed because its 'emphasis on discursive practice 

Lewis (1992: 16) detected 'some spurious wrangling about the distinction betw ters the Marxist and Althusserian hegemony in South Africa', and post-colonial 
"about" and "for"' at the conference and yet referred with approval to 'the views is an aid to decoding 'the persistence of the hegeinonising thought in left-wing 
prominent academics like Gayatri Spivak'. She went on to identify an allian ries and practices' (Ilendricks & Lewis 1994:70,7 1 f). This perspective has 
'[m]ainstream feniitlists and neo-Marxists' who employ the tactic of unde meshed with a view of post-colonial theory that privileges South Africa and 
black solidarity by referring to the class position of black academics (1992:2 erica and excludes the rest of Africa: 
cabal of neo-Marxist revisionism and white power is seen as the main obstruction to 
opening up of academic discourse. Lewis ( 1992: 17,2 1) concluded by 'locating a w In the United Statcs. with a contest comparable to the South Ali-ican onc of 

out of this apparent impasse' which involved opening up interpretations 'to interlocking relationships of racial discourses ... (Lewis 1997:2). 

expanding and non-hierarchical categorisatio~~ of positioned interpretations 
allenge of interrogating the social function of academics has been displaced by women's experiences'. 
cation ofthe nonns of academic discourse that retains alr inflaiec! co~lception of Academic discourse has been central to the proposed solution to the il 
eratory potential of academic autonomy. WIiat is obscured in this inslance of thc that feminism reaches 'when researchers merely reaffinn their right to represent 

ent post-Marxist collegiate mantra is the fact that the prioritisat~ori of 'discourse as a (Hendricks & Lewis 1994:73), and academic exchange degenerates into an e 
of struggle' as a means of countering the constrictions of an ossified Marx~sl  contest between experiences. However a suspicion of the norms of a universalisin 
odoxy accords with the Althusserian pro-ject of re1 Quel. Evidence that the term academic 'language of decorous and professional disinterest' entails that 

st-colonial' originated in the left-wing theories and practices of economists in ihe experiences of the oppressed are granted pre-discursive epistemological and rn 
seventies makes the prospect of transcending the Marxian legacy via this route priority: 

problematic". Sensitivity to the imperatives of an imperialistic academic 
lace resuits in an ahistorical view of academic discourses that subsuines there si~ould be no nced for blacks or ally othcr marginalised groups to 

authenticate thcir critiques of structural inequalities and power relationships tion of the social function of the university and its personnel into the intra- 
( f  lendricks Kr Lewis 1994:721). adernic question of competing theories. 

I turn now to another response to the crisis of legitimacy evidenced at the 199 1 
Still, monopolisation of apodictic infallibility does not rule out the concession th 1 conference. This time the attempt to negotiate the power and privilege associated 
Inany local feminist literaiy critics have registered sensitivity to the question of so ' the representational role of academics, in particular those engaged in feminist 
identity (see Lewis 1993). There is a realisation that the effacement of the privile studies, also foregrounds the question of academic discourse. The ideal of 
institutional space of analysis is not siniply dependent on the traditional acad academics is replaced by the idealisation of the mediating social function of 
posture ofomniscicnce. Erasure can as well be ac,hievcd via positioned interprets s and the role of the university. Like its insurgent counterpart, the realisation 
fc>regrounding social identity when, under the cover of appealing to the ethics elnic autonomy within a pluralist academe also obscures critical examination of 
discour-se, positional a~ltobiographical anecdotes pre-emptivcly position potenti social function of academics. 
critics as victimisers. A t  a time when universities are being called upon to reclai 
legifinlacy by representing society (and so secure government funding), the metonym 
vaiuc of personnel and their inferred or declared experiences are clear 
cornmodifiable, Thc central question, then, is not  'who should write about who111' inist literary studies 
'how we write about others', and whether 'academic and socially dominant f'e~ilin rgaret Daymond introduces South Afvican Feminisms, the 'first collectio~l of South 

[are] universalising t l~ei rex~er ie i~ces '  (Hendricks Xc Lewis 1 994:70t)I2. ican literary feminist writing to be published in the United States', by reflecting on 
199 1 Natal conference at which the 'researcher-theorist's "structural domination" 
r subjects, making them into objects of enquiry . . . exploded': 

. --- 

" 
Sce M;lliaraj ( 1994) hi- a lllcosctical disci~ssioil of gt.lltlcl-. a~ici Walkcr's (l9(34:9 

ci-iticisnis oi'M;ili;ir.aj's 'ohsc~i~-c .  ;~cniicn~icnlly o\~csloailctl icr~ii~ ' .  See Larrain (1 979) on Althusser, and Ahmad ( 1995) on the post-colonial 



'rile 1-c~cnrclicr-rese~cl~cd division was alig~icci by black women at tlie 
confcf-cnce wit11 another-that hetwecn acarlernics and activists. Academics 
\\;ere c11:11-gctf will1 assunling to .speak Sol-' aciivist wonren's groups withnut 
i]ucstioning the implications oi' t11c11. o n n  actions: their. doing so in 
inipenctrnhlc academic largon ... was felt by mnny delegates to he a 
delibcratcly cxcl~isionary tactic. With literal-y st~rdies \vhat is finally at issuc 
i n  c(>~iilicls slich as thcsc is \vhclher a negotiated. ratller tl-ian assunicd. 
rc!atio~~sl~ip 01' iiiterests bctwecn womcn can bc cstablisllcd. ]:or this to 
liappen. ccrtain recognitions lrave to bc reached by all sides in tllc Souill 
Ahic.in dcbate ovcr rcpreseiztalio~~ .... po\f:cr and privilege aftkct crll 
groupings (class. cillnic, reiigio~~s, age. etc.) and will constn~~tly need lo be 
ncgotiateil .... I t  also involvrs learning to 'listci~' to those wllo have been 
Otlicrcd (Daymond 1996:xxl). 

thc excite~ncnt of consciously being in arid of' liistory which, wliile it is 
dilficull arid fill1 ol'contradictions. is perhaps not available to members of 
Inore settled societies (Daymoiid 1996:xuiiit). 

tual progress enables the academic to  look back over the legacy o f  the past and 
e 'imported condescension' of  traditional South African English literary studies 
ond 1996:xix)". Desplte the difficulty o f  an 

open. syn~metrical dialogue between the country's women .... there are 
esautlples of dialogue at work in the polity and of its leading to a strategic 
cooperation betwecn wonler~ (Daynlond I996:xxiii: and sccMecr 1997). 

erial forlnations of social conditions 
r-edressive, soteriological 'challenge that academics like me  pdCe is to shedt an enabling institution and medium of representation, 

htibii of power' Waymond 1996:xix). This is a habit cxel-cised througll, and sustain 
by, the medium of academic discoul-se: 

to the establishment of a democratic polity based on 

r .  

Jllc o\vncl'SIlip of knowiedge-in it.; sc\~cral aspects of represelltatioll~ 
ill1el-J)rclation. commcnta~y and thcoly--is being contested ill all brancllcs of e of  social obligations, and enables academics to  be  seen to be recognising such 
feminist aciivit). within tlic ~~nivcrsities and x~i l l lo~ t .  is now being illore ing them. Miriam Tlali's stories cornanunicate the stoical 
\\'idcly recognized, contest out ofwhich ncw practtces \\rill  collie canllol, of wolnen's lives, and Head's biography becomes an exe?,Plum, a stolY with a 
ho\ve\'er. lake tile form of a simple polarizing oiwtlitc h{ack: illat would aders and instruct them in their democratic obligations. 
be to rc~loduce auld pcrpctLlatc the Self/Otller structures of apartlleid, I n  Tlali's stories are seen as both universally valid and 
Soutll Africa. as, 1 think. in North America. active ent1.y of black \Yoillen 
into feminist politics first servcci to expose polaljty. hut $,ow it is diversity. a 
Illore complex Sense of the shifting elt'ects of .difference' Illat is coming to 

jt is a sad stoly about ]makeshift improvisations on tradition which. when scad the fore .... esseniiali~ln (on which apartlieid once thrived) can still be all 
re~~cxively. suggests tile writer's own sense of loss and isolation .... I t  is a\vkward component of tllc protest against wllite Ilegemony (Dztynlond 

1996:xxii). humor of the stoly. tlowing through the anger, mlhich gives i t  potency-a 
lrulnorcomi~~gf~om ordinary. daily life (Daymond 1996a:233,235). 

Acadelnic discourse is located within an evolving relation between metropole a 
periphery, and the exchange o f  intellectual coinlnodities travelling back and forth ajo 'arduous process by wllicll Bessie Head'  contributed to 'new workings of  the 
co17id0rs of power ]illking South Africa11 universities to  those in the metropole is see special sensitivity t o  the stresses and col~t l ic ts  faced by 
as  evidence o f  reciprocal globalisation: 

developing dynanlic between Lhe first and third worlds \will  inevitably 
the centre-margln coniiguration of the past (Daymond 1996:xxxviii), ~ l ~ ~ ~ i , ~ ~ c  hindsight enables Daymond (1995:565) to claim that racist legislation did not 

date the Afi.ikanervictoly of 1948: 'And this being the early 1 9 4 0 ~  neither side in the meeting 
Tbday; in an era o f  reconstruction, the institution is interpreted as  a point ofirlters "We-Tllem" is yet positioned by the weight of legislated racial difference (Da~mond 
ecumenical social obligations, and responsiveness to the general \vijl of the rians report that legislated racial difference was embodied in 

restructuring the university to  meet the social and political needs ofa  br the 1927 Imtnorality Act, the 1936 abolition of the old Cape 
community: 

c~lise and the application ofC1lapter IV of  theNatives' Land and Trust Act. In the nineteenth 
the ~ , . i t i ~ l ,  inlluence tended to [larden the hierarchies of race rather than dissolve tllem, 

\flork amidst extremcs of pt-omise anci disillusjnnmcnt: ehangcs arc of Lugard's systetn of indirect rule which in turn dcvelopcd 
sim~lltaneously htigc and piecemeal, sporadic .... As [lie legacy past is 
defined and contained. ancl as new sociopolitical obligations are fhrlTlulated Natal. See Maylam's (1994) argument that m~lllicipal i n t l ~ ! ~  

in interaction with women just emerging froin oppression, [Iris 1~1oment offcrs 



wolnen' has cxetnplary status (llaymond I996 
L,eavis' sliding of  critic and artist into one co~nposi te  figure in F o v  C'ontin~~ily ( 
all act of  transference resliapes Fleait, as an ol~tsidcr interpreting a I-ural Bots 
community, in the image of Ihc  sensitive acad 

of a colnlnoll11~1nanit): or obligations, and t 
a ~ ~ d  reader effectively cuts [tie subject offfrorn the forces that determine it. 

Barbara Bobven, the IJ.S. series editor o f  South Afviccrn ~enzjnisrns'  

concludes her overview of  scholarship in the immediate post-apartheid years b 
echoing the theme of  developing equity: A vision of the university as  the facilitator of mutual recognition between 

ose within and beyond the institution, a means or instrument to mediate the transition 

Black women's autobiographies, oral literature, and ritual narrative come a new sense of  citizenship, is shared by literary academics at the metropole and in 

under djscnssion here, not just as rich textual performances but as conlplex 
nlediations between black and white women, between State power and 
traditional patriarchy (Bowen 1996:xi). 

Texts are conceived as  'complex mediation 
discours, is the enabling site where these e 
between State power and traditional pat 
foml of these positions inside and outs 
conception of the institution as an open netwo 

" Isahel Hofineyr (1992) has cautioned against the 'vague and ailistorical' approach of m 
feminist literary studies. Nadine Gordimer (1983 
~ljstoricisatioll of categories within humanis 
'swallow this (old) view ofgenius as aclass-d 
lecturer at annetlrnic" university for South African In 
~ofI l ieyr 's  work on oral tradition without 
norl^ilalivc and allistorical South African English lit 
licid of  African studies. 
'" Sol,t/lt?fujcall I;emi,2ismLy was enthusiastically 
s,+,,dirs 1997~23.4 (677-679) by Anthony O'Rrien 
York. Interestingly O'Brien is thc partner ofBowen. 
" I ; ~ ~ ~  wilcn rciationships of power within pedagogy are ackno~\iledgc(j literature rcma' 

facilitator rccipl.ocity: 'vrl~rouglr exposure to alternative views illld by tlcveloping the s 
sci,u,,.cd to &i:ni[ a vielvpoirlt allti Lo ~.ccognisc good reasons 10 cil:ingc one's mind \V 

,,ccessalT. stucients arc intiucted -as SLIII participaitts---iii(o t 1 1 ~  ilrcna o i ' c o l ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ i n g  ideas a 
;,l,lc.;. ~(-T;,rLlsi  I c)").:';?). -l.llc conticluit): ol'this hegcmociic. moi-alistic virlv ofiilcl-atl~l-e 

ti,i .  l,ced lo luoi!ib 1lor-). Rynn.5 (1')98:22) claim tliat. \ . v i i l r i i ~  literal-) studies. ti1cl.c i s  

cl,llsi:nsLls. . i\ccp-sti.~lcturc ass~i~nptioii hinciit-tgall praclitio~lcl-s'. 
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eoretical and practical; he has written on population control and the politics of 
ganda where he served with distinction on the Local Government Commission. 

The intellectual claims of Citizen and Subject are broad and all-embracing, 
d his work quite explicitly carves out a new work from the material of the various 
stories and destinies of African countries. Mamdani highlights Inany of the 
nvolutions of the post-apartheid period; its timid advances, the broad mood of 
quiescence in a fait acco~npli among many weary of its potential internal wars, and its 
biguity and crass confusion in relation to the rule ofpeople in the rural areas which is 

ndoubtedly the least reformed aspect of the new period. Mamdani is helpful in going 
d the racial dilemma to point to the real nature of the contest for democracy, the 
obstacles, and provides a thorough examination of the various cul-de-sacs along 
advances have been attempted. But his approach does have limitations, 

incipally his identification of South African exceptionalism with political economy; 
s identification allows Mamdani to jettison the methodological perspective of 
litical economy, a perspective that T believe provides a valuable resource for 

cornbating South African exceptionalism. 

hings that bind 
beyond, and money-making strategies by South African companies ma itizen and Subject clearly marks out the intellectual antecedents of the current 
explorations of the interior have brought the relatiollship between the peoples a ontroversies as Mamdani straddles Inany divides; those between the disciplines of law, 
souther11 tip of the continent and those of the land mass to the north into the matter olitics, cultural studies and sociology; between divisions of African Studies and what 
politics and business. The Clinton visit, and his curious punting of opportunities e demarcates as South African Studies; and between colonial and post-colonial forms 
Africa as a new profitable investment oppoflunity, brings to life the key issues of S frule and resistance. Ma~ndani is awriter who refuses to be trapped in the conservative 
relationships with the rest of the continent as South Africa appears the centrepiece ic of 'race relations' and the false paradigms of comparative colonial practice, but 
international diplomatic initiatives, curiously elevated by American support a through the thickets of colonial discourse to reveal the dynamics of divide and rule 
intervention. Behind the public blandishments of manifest destiny and econom way that illuminates that which previously appeared hazy and obscure. He argues 
opportunity lie the root motives of power and lnoney and the accompanyi the majority of Africa's peoples are locked into a peculiar subjection to traditional 
lnailifestations of familiarity, arrogance and xenophobia. 

Apart from the students of foreign policy and specialists of various types, ther uthorities refurbished and reinforced by colonial practice of decades. This authority 
mains unreformed by post-independence governments. 

are few real authorities on Africa in South Africa. Compared to the experie~lces ofthos In an unusual introduction to the book Mamdani presents his approach in 
froln Europe and the United States, few South African exiles living in the conti rms of a specifically political methodology that emphasises his preoccupation with 
have returned with a fluent intellectual interest in the African continent as a whole. e nature ofthe Ali-ican state and its practices, pal-titularly in the rural areas. Indeed he 
~novelnei~t of ideas and intellectual exchange over the divide between South Africa 
equatorial Afi-ica is perilously confined as the political and economic landscape shift ects the approach of South African Studies which he sees as based fundamentally on 

litical economy. His foundational approach is not theorised at length, it is simply 
The discipli~~es and focus of studies in South African universities in pr serted and then defended through an exhaustive examination of various case studies 
years---witl~ courses such as Af1-ican Studies and Comparative African Govel the continent, effortlessly moving between the literature and experieilce of 
and Administration--that previously attracted those with a radical interes da, South Africa, and other countries. Marndani argues that South African Studies 
continental transfo~-~~lation, 16th all their evident lilnitatious, have somehow with ased on the prejudice of South African exceptionalism, and that it is largely 
on the vjlle. 11.1 many ways African Studies has to be crcated anew in South Africa, economistic' with an overdrawn preoccupation with exploitation that minimises 
this is I-eflectetl in t11e CLII-rent academic controversies over the content and textual b nalysis ofthe form ofmle of the African majority. 
of African Stlrdies at U(.:.l'. Mamdani has conducted path-breaki~~g work in 
developn~ent o f  a11 AlYican Studies which integrates our country and the co~ltinent, an Witli its eye on an irreversible process of proletariatiizatioii. i t  sees rural 
si lT~Llltaneo~~slg locates ASrica within the global contcxt. His work has been b areas as rapidly shrinking in the face of a uniiinear trend. Because it  trcats 
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{-~lral arcas as largely residual. i t  is uilable tillly to explain aparlheici as a pl0yiIIg traditional beliefs, British actiolls to prevent the 
fi,rlll of tlle slate. I t  is only Sl.orn an cconoiiiistic perspective-- one tllat are described by MamcJani as being essentially curative i n  India 
higll\ig\l[s lcvcls of  i~~dustrializalion and prolciarianization one- fl-ica. The British rulers, operating under the overarching aegis of 
sicjed]y---lilat So~ltlr Afr-ican cuceptionalism makes sense. (:onversely. the principles, functioned differently in the colonies as land was 
same cxecptionalism masks the colol~ial nature of the Soutli African 0Inmunal holding. For all the exultation of the individual under 
esperience (27)'. enterprise capitalism, the African was defined not as native but as tribesperson. He 

es a COmlnentator on colonial administration as follows: 'The genius ofBritish rule 

by 'semi-industrialization, semi-p frica.. . was in seeking 10 civilize Africans as commuliities, not as individuals'. 

strong civil society'. For all his spurn A one-sided opposition between the individual and the group, civil society and 

footedly t]~ro,~gh tile lvriting on trade traditions emerged which allowed a cheap and (for a fairly long 

tradjtioll critically on its own t ss method of rule by a small number of bureaucrats over the 

question', the conditions of rule ov form of rule is supremely political, aiming at a frictiollless 

commonality between South Africa an mination over the African people. The respected colonial archivist and strategist, 

bifurcated state which characterises both. This monstrosity did not arise as a Pure id d as stating frankly how Afi-ican life was warped under 

authority and resistance not only i 
The objective of African customary law is primarily designed to jllaintajn 
the social ecluilibrium ( 5  1). 

state was that it was Janus-faced, 
organised differently in the rural areas and the urban areas. There is a duality 0 ma was, in the view of colonial authorities, that it did not freeze 
fonns ofpower under a single hegemonic authority: -conquest stage, but, in a familiar phrase, was a 'transitional 

ation of Africans as communities, and not individuals, inlo the 
Urball power spoke the language of civil society and civil rights. rural m world. Indeed, indirect rule which has led to the long-te~m forms of bondage of 
power of community and culture. Civil power claimed to protect rights. 
customary power pledged to enforce tradition. The l'oriner was organized esented as an important colonial refinn. What was actually 
on tile prillciple of differentiation to check the concentration ofpower, the dani's ~ne~norable  phrase was 'decentralised despotism', the rule by 
]alteral.ound the principle offusion to ensure aunitary authority (1 8). over the lnasses indirectly through traditional authorities. Altllough the 

asses were powerless, their immediate rulers were given considerable powers 
This experience of statefonn is the S which eliminated traditional checks and balances. These powers 
characterises the lives of rural people, full. The lnodel of decentralised despotism was monarchical, 
genuine democracy and freedom. riarchal, and authoritarian: 

Manldani's argument is surprisingly simple and direct; initially the cola 
rulers had a sillgle-millded obscssi it presumed a king at the center of evely polity. a chief on eve1.y piecc of. 

after vanquishing the tribes tllrougl administrative groulld. and a patriarch i n  every homestcad or kraal. 
soon reversed this policy and ended up stabilising colonial rule 011 the social bas Wliether in  thc homestead. the village, or the kingdom. authority was 

traditional rulers. Here lies the worm in the bud. African traditional culture and considered an attribute of apersonal despotism (39). 

social structures became intimately interwoven with the apparatus of for were the fruits of colonial reform: Foreign rule and colonialism was rlot openly 
dolnination. The idea did not arise specifically from the African experience, althou force of arms, it was effectively camouflaged for the vast majority of 
flowered in the continent, but rather it had its roots in earlier experience. He argues le through chiefs. 011 the one side was the unchecked despotism of' 
Britain, the irnperialist couiltry par excellence, had the perverse gellitls of being the the overarching colonial power, on the other was tile lilnited 
to systematically exploit the authoritarian possibilities in native c~1lture. 111 reaction \vhich largely existed in a racial form, available orlly to the 

eliberately excluding the African urban people. 
Mamdani follows this essentialist reading of colonial history wit11 a fiee- 

1 . ~ o  avoid references to the book are simply enclosed in brackets. Iicferen e variety of experiences i l l  Africa of Hritislj, Fre~lcIl and 

to otiier texts will be S~~lly indicated. ms of  rnle, displaying an  unsurpassed skill in rinaiysis an 
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range of retrieval of the literature of colonialism. The argument irk the 
of the reviewer is convincing, but it has been made before in less expansive histor 
albeit without the detailed knowledge, keen logic and self-confidence of the aut 
What is strikingly original and provocative are the next steps of the argument. 

the cheap labour thesis 
Mamdani argues that his locus 
nzodc t.fcrccumz,lntion. Working 
conclusion that apartheid is uniquely African rather than the political product o f t  

out of the operation ofthe cheap labour systeln. In his words: 

usually ullderstood as institutionalized racial domination. apartlieid was 
actually an attempt to soften racial antagonism by mediating and thereby 
refracting tile impact of racial domination Lhrough a rall&c of Native 
A~~thoritics (27). 

ered defence is in order. The spectacular theoretical advances of the 1970s have 
Apartheid kactured (he ranks of the ruled along a double divide, etllllic on the one ha , and the co~nplex reinterpretations of its essential tenets which have followed 
rural-urban on the other: 

M~~~ tlran a response to 111c qucslion of securing cheap labor power in a 
srmi-illdustrial setting, 1 have argued that apartlieid needs to be llndcrstood 
as the ouicolne of an llr?e~rfing q ~ ~ e s t j i ~ r  order- in a setting boll1 semi- 
intlustrial and colonial. Without denying illc importance of the selnl- 
illdustl-ial context. 1 \lave illulniriated the ~igniticancc of tilc colonial 
colltest in understartding apartheid as aform of the state (295: c.a.). 

This is a substantial clailn and Marndani has considerable illtellectual power to bat 
~t level here is a startling new idea, at anotherwe have to ask o~lrselveswhetherit 
not a re-interpret 

interpretation of a 
econoanic logic has a certain 
the s~lperstruct~lre for an expla 
me to be an inversion ofthe 11 

It is ulldeniab)e tha 

featul-es of segregation and a 
property ofwhites, ofblacks 
urban areas, etc.-expandin 
I 8 7 0 ~  i n  Natal (HemSon 1980). The apparatus of control was ready made, 
what powered tile developme:lt of pre-apartheid institutions further along these li 
Lv\ias an ecollornic impulse, a Inode of accumrrlation that interlocked with a inode 
domjllation,  he point wllicli needs to be rnade here is that while the bif~~rcated st 

-- - 
sucl, a s ~ ) a v i i l  wcls1,(1971) inllisstudy ofnativeafhirsi~iNatal: and DavidKaplall(197 

244 245 
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annihilation of the tribal polity which was the first impulse in the colo 
administrator's mind. Fear of the complete proletarianisation of African labourers 
crucial to the change in policy. 

This approach provided a clear link between economy and society bu 
innocent of political elaboration, particularly in Legassick's (1974; 1997) work. TI 
support for attelnpts to reconstruct the reserves, the encouragement of a traditional pet 
bourgeoisie, the coercive nature of migrant labour whereby African migrants w 
forced to return and renew links with the rural area, all show a logical connect 
between the cheap labour strategy and the political superstructure. Later, of course, 
cheap labour theory has been contested for relying on a functional and undynainic 
of the relations between the political and the economic. It is well known that in 
1960s and beyond, the dysfunctional side of political oppression became cle 
apparent and apartheid became in living reality a regime of crisis. The separ 
between politics and economics became a gulf, and intensified with the economic cr 
endemic to late apartheid. But none of this amou~lts to grounds for rejecting 
essential truths of the cheap labour argument in the foundations of segregation 
apartheid. 

In a sense capitalism appeared in South Africa in a weak fonn, able only 
provide for the capitalist class itself, a white middle class and a privileged 
class, while imparting misery and degradation to the majority. Its modernising mi 
was so~nehow blunted, its destructive edge against traditionalism held back. An electoral reform that does not affect the appointment of the Nativc 
very opposite direction is undertaken in policy even though the extension Authority and its chiefs-which leaves rural areas out of consideration as 
relations worked inexorably, if incompletely, to dissolve prior modes of produ so many protectorates-is precisely about the reemergence of a 
More than any other issue, the land question shaped the character of colonial s decentralized despotism! (289). 

The market in land was incomplete and would remain incomplete, and the sustainin 
patriarchal relations on communal land became the watchword of the great and weal victor in electoral politics feels entitled to the right to rule over subjects through 

Capitalism came late and, unlike the situation in post-war South Korea, Taiwan, ve Authorities, to appoint chiefs, etc.: 'the issue in a civil society-centred contest 
Japan, the conquerors turned their swords toward the entrenchment of the old orde to be who will be master of all tribes' (289). The ethnicity OF the president is 
these countries the essential hold ofold authority on the land was decisively broken 1 as the rural is governed through patrimonial relationships, and rural 
in Africa the process appears essentially different as the old order is allowed to retai 
allocation of land, by and large, and there is no general market in land. In South A 
the most productive and extensive tracts of land were appropriated by the whi 
the chiefs were reinforced in their power over the scraps which remained. Some ofth 
were just sufficient to sustain, not a tribal mode of production, hut a modicu 
for traditional family life and custon~. This was enough to disguise the i 
absurdity of the Bantustans f ro~n  the rural poor. As could be anticipated, the 
migrant held desperately on tp these plots as a relatively cheap family home. 
econo~nic and the political intertwine, separate out, and recombine in different str 
to reveal the essential relations of one of the most perverse and destructive so 
our time. The weakness of Citizen nndSllbject is that the mode of political dominatio 
foregrounded at the expense of these other factors. This said, one of the merits 
Marndani's book is its perception of post-colonial political developme~lt and 
complexity ofthe broad processes ofdemocratisation. 
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coln~rolnising with the same despotism. All attempts at change come full circle against 
the inertia of traditionalism which has an extraordinary weight, 

Citizen andSzlbject presents a starkly realistic recognition of the vitiation of 
civil society in Africa, a landscape with no high ground above various despotic forlns of 
l ~ l e .  But for all the dazzling display of analystic synthesis and counterpoint, Malndani 

to stumble in confronting the very monster he reveals; the geological faultline 
of Africa's substructure is exposed but then our author recoils froln bold proposals for 
change. If there are no proposals for change, then the reader is left with the fatalistic 
conclusioll of an inexorable African reality. Division is ineluctable, between town and 
countryside, between civil society and rural despotism, between the striving for 
elnanci~ation and the dead hand of tradition; all appear too weighty to move, too 
resistant to change for change to succeed. The analysis is sharply structural and bipolar 
as the two sides of the African divide are identified and mapped, and any shifts in the 

elnocratic practice and civil society have flourished for an entire period. (lnplicit in the 
iew of established democracy is the idea that these societies have reached their 'end of 

sent battles for democracy in the economically devastated regions ofthe world. 
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despotism. Rather they attempt to accommodate the chiefs, encouraging the111 in idea that the chiefs-who are regarded as 'being the spokespersons generally of 
belief they are somehow part of democracy in South Africa and, indeed, that their 1 

should be reinforced and privileges extended. lem of development is relegated to the minor question of the 
The revival of political life in the run-up to the 1999 election ies and municipalities. There is paralysis on 

exarnples of the Realpolitik of South Africa which are also those of Africa, illustra whether traditional leaders should have voting 
that national political leadership depends on traditional authority for power. clusion at all. The blurring of these issues 
support of the rural people is solicited not directly by campaignin th the anti-democratic traditional authorities. 
chiefs. This is illustrated by the tendency for Robert Mugabe ill Zimb is is the Realpolitik which Mamdani is sharply alive to and which confinns the mail1 
the cultural and religious significance of the African chiefs, to promise ust of his argument. These examples of the articulation of lnodernising elites with 
strengthening of their position, and affirm their role in communicating ate a general tendency in African politics and society: that of 
ancestors before elections. Similarly there are displays of President Mandela mo to reach its limits and to seek accommodation and joint rule 
fa~niliarly among the chiefs of the Transkei, and our Minister of Constitution th the chiefs. Customary law unreformed by the embrace of 
Developlnent promising an expanded role for chiefs in local government and the rms of despotic rule remain the afterbirth of 

continued control over the allocation of land (SATV 5 March 19 
leaders are alive to this courtship and play the game. The leader of 
Phathekile Holomisa, has expressed the fear that politicians want 
the chiefs who, he claims, represent the people in the rural areas. He 
at modernising local government have been made before in Africa a ntellectuals is Mamdani's analysis of the inner 
they will fail in South Africa because elected councillors don't delive ns between this colonial tradition, the scalpel of iinperialisln in the dextrous 
not properly represented in local councils in rural areas (SAfm 1 May 1998). Spe alevolent flowering of apartheid. The argument 
on behalf of CONTRALESA, he objects to the Ministers deciding on the ra the end product of colonialism in Africa, however, which appears so 
traditional leaders, who is a king or paramount chief, etc. and demand ple, unfortunately also reveals the limits ofhis hypothesis. While there 
pensions and salaries for traditional and elected leaders (SAfm 2 May 1998 mate connections, colonial practice did not prescribe the outcome of apartheid. 
central to the debate about traditional culture. In rural areas to draw on the insights provided by the cheap labour theorists to explain its 
development projects, case studies have revealed that decisions about such ~rojects ory. Theoretically Malndani appears to lose the essential link between the 
often taken autocratically by the chief and his councillors. Youth and women are den~e cal economy of South Africa and the nature of internal divisions; the lines of 
participation. The first priority often seems to be to build a road to the ch vision among the population were most brutally enforced, but they were also 
When food relief is provided it has been reported that the first person to benefit is wed. The solution to these manifest divisions, both in South Africa and 
chief, who requires food for himself before the children can be fed. Communi in the political or administrative, though both are vital in the 
complain to the Hearings on Poverty that the chiefs are the main notion of African unity and progress, but in the economic and the 
development. These are impressions of the actual power relationships i e modem sector and the eventual smoothing over of the rasping lines of 
and policy statements aim at accommodating these realities. ciety. This is a function of rural as well as urban 

The recently released White Paper on Local Government (Ma tradition of the Ujamma villages of Tanzania, which were originally 
1988:4.4,4.3) avoids confronting the issue of power and authori 1 Africa's imagination before becoming the bureaucratic nightmare 
arguing that there is no conflict between Afiican customs and traditions mi-modernised and authoritarian state, shows the latent possibilities of African 
and promising 'additional functions' to be added to those of traditional leaders. ve and African solutions. 
distortion of tradition under apartheid is not mentioned and neither are the obvio Mamdani expresses severe reservations about the emergence of a vital civil 
enormous problems such as the representation and rights of women, e outlines of the landscape of African realities are presented in 
one crucial question. This policy statement from a democratic government promot okes but the colours are sharply monochroinal, purely black and 

slow evolution of society from the customary 
various challenges posed by the individual and 

' For some reasoll these displays of courtship are only registered in the electronic media a aled in civil society, the bending of custom and tradition to the 
not in the press. Speeches are not lodged on the ANC's website of speeches, making a recordi s of urban and industrial life (most evident in South African anthropology, but 
of the actual promises and entreaties dependent on note-taking at transmission times! the work of the Zambian school of social change), the initiatives of individuals 



and comn~unities organising theinselves along democratic lines', are elusive in t o ~ l e  have been forced to endure more than 30 wars since 1970. All this adds up to the 
work. He gives priority to the political and administrative, brilliantly portr *rayal of a continental society in dreadful stagnation because of the lack of an 
ciistortion ol'custorn under colonialisvn and explaining its self-perpetuation, r onomic dynamic, a society in which pride ofplace is taken by the military, and where 
looking towards the contrary tendencies of evolutionary social change and t i n a r ~  people have to turn to the rural areas and traditiolial authority for some shelter 
of tradition to thc demands of the city. The argument of Citizen ~rnd Subjiect the ravages ofmodern society. But beyond this negative picture it is also important 
con,pelling at olle level but inadequate at another because Mamdani fails to grap gister the effective challenges of civil society, the increasing participation of 
with the esserltial sociological fact that the process of the dissolution of traditio en in economic activities, the battle for survival and for property under these 
authority is inexorable and continues apace. ditiolls, the growth of a landless proletariat with weaker sentimental attachinent to 

Cornpared to the ebb and flux of politics-the ability to manoeuvre a land. Quantity can change fairly rapidly into quality as has been witnessed in 
perfor111 policy gy:ymnastics-tl~is trend seelns slow and unuseful. But without babwe where recently there has been the most extraordinary flowering of civil 
perspective we call be insensitive to the contrary trends to traditionalisln laten clety around the fulcru~n of the trade unions. These initiatives by Africans in Africa 
Lo-banisation, a growing youthful population, and the ~ainl'ul but progress1 Mamdani's eclectic purview. 
e~nancipatio~i of women from rural patriarchy. There are also the contradict0 Finally, it is worth stressing that structures, states, and civil society have to rest 
tendcncies in p b l i c  consciousness signalled by the crossing over to more 'mod certain econo~nic base, and this truth is not the exclusive property of a Marxist 
attitudes towards sexual identity, sexual abuse, land ownership by women, relig erspective. The relation between state and economy is central to the question of the 
freedom, and inter-racial marriage, etc. These trends indicate the tendencies SaPpl e, and cannot be demoted as a regional obsession". Lines of analysis which pursue 
away the raw power of~nilitant traditionalism such as that of Inkatha. On relationship between state and economy as the basis for an understanding of the 
its war mobilisation subsides-as eventually it has to since it is COmlnitte racter of the state are suggestive of its future developtnent. The African state has to 
stabilisation of social relations on a capitalist basis-then the rational core of In located within the processes of continental disintegration and reconstruction, and 
defo~~nation of tradition will be found to be absent and in its place a savage wtipat world markets. The most recent beginnings of an upturn in growth may presage 
leader against leader could result. The main proble~n Inkatha faces is the gro prospects for civil society. If Africa had the economic basis, then the real 
divorce between itself and its business supporters now that the ANC leadership aries ~narking off civil society from rural despotism, the opportunities for the 
wholeheartedly embraced the task of financial stability and lnonetary restraint, e revival of civil society in war-tom regions, could shift apace. We need to 
prioritised the building of a black capitalist class rather than redressillg of social nee mber that at the beginning of the various developinent decades in the 1950s, the 
Yet is the extent of the acco~nrnodation to the forccs of tradition that even a radi pita income of ~riany African countries was similar to those of South East Asia, 
commentator withill the ANC defends a merger of the party of ~nodernising national ofwho~n have doubled per capita incomes in a decade. What has been the critical 
with that of its most destructive traditionalist opponent (Crollin 1998). While r in Africa's political and econo~nic stagnation? The bifurcated state is a key 
i~~dicates the abiding power of decentralised despotism, it can also be read as indica ent in the mode of domination, but is it the essential factor in explaining the 
the possibility that decentralised despotism is not an im~novable monolith but is rat sse, or do we have to seek out the data of Africa's marginalisation in world 
in process, fluctuating violently between dissolution and a willed consolidation. S ets, and combinations of state explanations and the economy? 
are the contradictions of conteniporary South Africa. 

In terms of the broader perspective required by a rejuvenated African Stu 
citizen L-indSl~D/ect is limited by a weak conception of the political economy of Afri 
a lack of recognitioil that Africa is the Third World's Third World, a stagnant bat uld suggest that, despite Mamdani's powerful methodological synthesis, we need 
ofthe internatiol~al economy, a continent marginalised and brutally exploited in eturn to the eie~nents of political economy for a comprehensive analytic apparatus. 

In n2y ,\-ark on growth of social moven~cnts in lnanda (Hemson 1996) 1 argue that Peter Evans has used concepts such as 'embedded autonomy' to analyse thc burca~~cratic 
,,(>tcntial for democratic civic structures depends on tile quality and commitment to clia ation, combined with intense connection to the surrounding social s t r~~cture  (particularly 
lcadcl-sllip. sucj1 a leadersllip callnot be guaranteed. but neither s l io~~ ld  tile possibil'   st rial capital), as a formative element of the state's ability to develop a modern economy. 
ijcmocracy tjlrl,Llsll co17-imunjty participation be cntil.cly excluded. l ' l l ~  role of conciousnc redatory' states are located along with 'developniental' states within a continuum of t l~e  
o,.galiisation 1ll t l ie  contest ofpo\\ier, locally and nationally. is avital factor. l'lie vigor(>~ls c hievement of developnient. Sorne African states are specil?cally cliaracterisable as being 
till- ,x,LL.cr ill  illis aplxnrs to have left an irilporlalll legacy of civic ciclllocracy w rolled by those who 'plunder without any more regard for the welfal-e oftlie citizenry than a 
tilt 11ationa1 ~novcmeilt appears in disarl-ay. ator has for the welfare of its prey' (Evans 1905:44). 



ion. Johannesburg: SATRK. 
This does not require that w e  lose focus on  the specificity of  regional studies, o ican State: Thc Origins of Racially Exclusive Democracy. 
necessity of situating South African exceptionalisni within the continental contex 
Hall and 1Brrow (1998) stress, there is a need for area studies to counte South Africa: Capital Accumulation and Violence. Econonz~i and 
preoccupation with globalisation which has a 'natural allure' and carries with it 'n 
mysteries'. The  integration o f  South African and African studies in a pe  
cross-regional studies involves working within the tension between the reg 
global, and this entails acknowledging the continuing importance ofpolitical econo 

'There is much in Citizen and Subject which relates directly t o  
experience and, despite his insistence on blending the South African into a 1997. The Making ofApartlzeid 1948-1961: Conflict and Corrlprowzlse. Oxford: 

African Studies, Marndani is not blind to  the singularity and marked 
between South African and continental experiences. He sees the speci 
c o u n t ~ y  in tile 'strength of  its civil society, both white and black' (28), but h e  also car 
a disturbing waniing: Paper on Local Governnlent, issued by the Ministry for Provincial Aff'airs and 

titutional Developn~ent. March 1998. Government Gazette 13 March ( 1998). 
independent Africa sliows apartheid South Africa one possible outcornc of Francis 1974. Mine Labour in South Africu. Cambridge University Press: Cambridge. 
a reformed state structure, deracialised but not democratized-whether 
achieved through armed struggle or through negotiations, through 
independence from a foreign colonial power or through strategic 
engagement with an erstwhile colonizing resident minority: a deracialized 
but decentralized despotism (6 1). 

In the mind o f  this reviewer the warning is timely and t o  the point. Current tende 
towards accom~nodat ion with the decentralised despotism which will entrap the 
population in neo-colonial power relations are  strongly evident and unopposed acro 
party lines. 
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University o f  Durban-Westvi 
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This collection consists of essays, interviews and position 
with the exception ofAlbie Sachs' well-known I989 inter 
Serote. According to the editors, the contents are intent on exploring the rela 
between art and politics in South Africa. They approach issues relating to the 
responsibility, the interrelationship between class, gender s can wipe out shame' (106). It becomes i~lcreasingly clear that 'shame' is 

representations in literature, the relationship between aesthetics and ethics, ly lnobilised as a lnoralising term in this essay, which results in an elnotional 

questions of for111 and language. In addition, the specificity of the country's liter 
traditions, and their relationship to wider African and metropolitan traditions, is un 
scrutiny; underpinned with examinations of the usefulness of designations 
'modemism', post-lnodemism' and 'post-coloniality' to an 
These are of course, all crucial concerns for anyone t 
co~nplexity and diversity of our literary and cultural practices. 

Of the essays in this collection a few are COmp 
sulnmary. Tile interchange between Parry and Attwell abou 
John Coetzee is olle of these instances. Despite Coetzee's efforts in his novels 
critical writing to disrupt the social and discursive auth 
Parry suggests that his work can be eventually seen to 
perceptioll. This is because he represents the oppressed in h The interest in the relation ofpostcoloniality and postmodemism to notions of 

viewpoints 'situated as objects of representations and meditations which offer them 
place from which to resist the modes that have constituted them' (15 1); thus effectiv 
pre-enlpting non-Westem knowledges. The withholdillg of any gesture toward 
politics of 'fulfillment' or any prospect of a different, transformed, social order resul 
in a 'textual practice which dissipates the engagement 
inscribes' ( 1  64). Sinlilarly, his refusal to engage with the t 
landscape clear i l l  his criticism of'white writing') becomes, ironically enough, 
denial ofally possibility of  connection to the land. Attwell responds by pointing outth 

- 
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ican identities and cultures which represent 'a challenge to writers of fiction, a 
mative way of addressing a rapidly transforming world' (55); furtherinore, it is 

e hopes will result which will supply 'an occasion 
ings' (47). Polyphonic utterance is positively viewed, 

luralising spirit now possible in literature. Horn, Boehmer, Brink, Pechey and 
ree that there is the potential for a multi-voiced South Africa to move forward 

spirit of heterogeneity and transculturation free fi-orn iiationalist (and, 
mably, other tnaster-narrativising) reconstructions. 

'Opening the silences' that beset apartheid South Africa is an opportunity to 
abilise centre and margin; to inculcate and fashion a new society free of prejudice 

chies. Pechey approaches hyperbole in his discussioii of these possibilities: 
e the rising crime rate and the possibility that South Africa might merely be 

entering the latest of its neo-colonial phases, the country 'still bids fair to be the 
Gesellschaftsw~inder of the late twentieth centmy' (59); Ndebele's stories may 
'transform the victory over apartheid into a gain for postmodem knowledge' (58), and 

These essays are therefore filled with a utopian spirit which occasionally 
els somewhat mean-spirited pointing out that the 

orld community means that we are now merely one of 
bal system overdetermined by unequal and often 

serve a polemical as much as a scholarly purpose. The editors, and a prepondera 's acute observation that, for some time to come, 
their contributors, appear to subscribe fully to the hegemony current in the two opposites, the ideal world and the real world, are going to fonn the basis of a 

strong articulation' ( 1  83) in the work of younger writers will probably be borne 

At  worst this utopian tendency verges on a romaiiticisation of the 'unutteredl 
tterable' (so to speak) spaces available for resistance and potential counter- 

his is especially noticeable in the way in which the discourses and 
tions of indigenous and oral societies and non-Western epistemologies are 

onstiucted, especially on the part of some of the white critics who seem to subscribe to 
stronger notion of 'othering' than Attwell. These become an 'other' space beyond the 

ut central to the desire of-Westernlwhite critics: places where 
sive and traiisforrnative couiiter-urges lour beyond limits. At its most extreme, 
a tendency (visible here in Horn) to place all his objects of approbation within 

realm, and then elide them within a discussion ranging freely from one to the next. 
hus sees no problem in blurring discussions of orality, myth, political silencing and 

their resistaiice to, and inco~n~nensurability with, 

In line with current trends, there is also a vigorous debunking ofthe realist and 
etic modes of expression with which, it is suggested, anti-apartheid literature was 

urated. Such a persistent reiteration of horrendous 'facts', Brink tells us, 'blunts the 
mind' (2 1). 'History' is perceived as a tyrannical form of discourse in South Africa, that 
claims a representativeness and a connection to truth it does not rightfully possess. 111 
such a scenario, 'fiction' and the uses ofthe imagination are given enormous subversive 
and transformative power; for, according to Horn, they can 'enter the space of the 
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possible which is negated and silenced by the documents that claim to represent the study of the two decades of literature prior to 1990. This is true not only of two decades 
real' (3 1): while Brink in turn regards it as an important task now to 'imagine the real' of literary texts, but also of the debates surrounding literary, cultural, socio-economic 
(24). Of the writers working within this ambit of conception, only Nkosi qualifies his and political events and issues which have taken place. There is a general sense of a lack 
attack on realisin as referring to the 'petty realism' he believes black South African of detailed knowledge of these periods, and minimal gestures towards thein except 
literature is suffused with, with its 'fo~lnal insufficiencies, its disappointing breadline dismissal. For instance, the attacks on the realist predilections of these decades surely 
asceticism and t i r~n disapproval of irony' (77). In all these discussions, though, there is need at least to acknowledge, and temper their coinmentaiy with, some reference to the 
scant incisive or prolonged discussion of the exact relationship between 'histoly' and debates on 'magic realism' that Farouk Asvat initiated in the columns of The Sowetan 
'discourse', 'realism' and 'fantasy', apart from Boehmer's qualification that they tnust and live forums in the early 1980s. Boehmer's definition of apartheid South Africa as 'a 
not be seen in simply binary opposition to one another. As aresult the discussions about unique situation of internal colonization in a post-colonial world' (52) would benefit 
'history' and its relation to language and discourse are sometimes facile; at worst froin further discussion, given the debates that flourishedfrom as early as 1975 amongst 
leading to Macaskill's idealist reference to 'that incoherent and fundatnelltally intellectuals and activists such as Wolpe, Hudson and Cronin about 'Colonialism of a 
linguistic dream we know as apartheid' (200). Special Type'; while her belief that anti-apartheid writers' obsession with mimesis and 

There are a few positive aspects to this anthology. Pechey's attempt to place concomitant lack of urge to experiment stylistically, even if true, appears unaware that 
South Africa and its literature within the fraught experiences of global modenlity an some writers of this period voiced as part of their project a wish to break with received 
discourses of modernism is to be welcomed; and his readiness to try to understand an stylistic and aesthetic traditions-surely there should be some musing on, and 
theorise the 'opening' of the demise of apartheid in terms of Russian thinkers of the1 dissection of, the avowal by Black Consciousness writers that they were producing a 
immediately pre- and post-revolutionary period (such as Bakhtin) is both courageou 'new writing'; or of Mutloatse's 1980 polemic in Forced Landing urging black writers 
and stimulating. His suggestion that the schism caused by the lateness of Russia' 'to pee, spit and shit on literary convention . . . to experiment and probe and not give a 
transformation into the modem world gave Russian intellectuals a position from whic damn what the critics have to say', or his usage of a new experimental form he called 
to muse, albeit briefly, on the effects ofmodernisation more deeply than any available t '? It is furthermore odd to read Brink's sweeping generalisations about the 
other Europeans whose countries were modernised 'on time' is interesting; and th of the binaries of 'history' and 'text' and the triumphalist mode of thinking 
analogous opportunity he hints has been afforded South African intellectuals present among all literary activists and critics during the apartheid period, 
diagnose and avoid the 'social and spiritual pathologies' (6 1) modernism has elsewhe about the supposedly uniform approval of the usage of realist and mimetic modes, 
spawned is exciting. Indeed, the insistence by contributors such as Pechey, Boehm hout wondering how much he has rnissed of the critical arguments in process at the 
Parry, Wicornb and Nkosi that South Africa's apartheid and colonial past continues e concerning infer alia historical representation, ideology, authority and fonn. In 
shape its present is salutary. Horn initiates an interesting discussion about e with Sachs' simplifications, all critical activity and debate before 1990 is made to 
transfigurations that happen when oral forms are taken from their lived environm emmerely an aspect or effect of 'solidarity criticism', which is not the case. 
and transfixed to the page (his focus is Watson's Return of the Moon), giving voice 1 The literary and cultural production of the 1970s fuelled by the Black 
addition to a scepticism as regards the limits of scope and effectivity of the T.R.C. H onsciousness Movement, and of the period of the States of Emergency, serve as 
observation cannot be disputed that the pathologies and psychoses occasioned egative reference points for the majority of authors here represented, including the 
apartheid will remain, even if some of the truth silenced by the previous regime ditors themselves. Given the fact that the early 1970s produced the most noteworthy 
rediscovered. Wicolnb's critique of the marginalising of 'coloured' activists after t d theorised effort to date by black writers to undermine white and liberal aesthetico- 
demise of the mass democratic movement and the failures of A.N.C. policies bent on litical assumptions, there is a woeful lack of effort to understand (changes in) the 
securing the 'coloured' vote in the Western Cape will also, hopefully, prompt furthe ultural and literary production of two decades of the quarter of a century under 
examination. view-surely a prerequisite for critique. Indeed, there is little evidence of research 

In the long run, though, aglaring weakness of this collection lies in the mann field apart from the reading of creative texts. Writers and performers enormously 
in which Attridge and Jolly have selected material to try and address the period ar in the period of Black Consciousness hegemony are sirnply disregarded-the 
question. Noting the period this bopk claims to cover in its title, one could suggest tha weto poet' Madingoane appears only in the bibliography, as do Gwala and Sepainla, 
is well nigh ilnpossible to cover such a complex and diverse histo~y in the limited space who were important theoretical as well as literary contributors in their time; a popular 
these articles afford. As a result, the omissions are inultiple and glaring. There is only ction writer such as Matshoba receives only passing, and denigrating, commentary. 
one article on poet~y-and that on a single poet---while little space is given to fuller he 1980s fare no better. Discussions merely assume the current characterisation of its 
examinations oflnally literary figul-es of  importance. Nadine Got-dii~ier is only the most tterary output as below pal; obsessed both with political function and mimesis. All the 
obvious of these. In the iinal analysis the ideological proclivities of this volume are so ttempts during the period to democratise culture, explore different notions of form, 
pronounced and crippling as to allow practically no empathetic or, indeed, scholarly ould artistic expression or even criticise prevailing political practices are simply 
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scrubbed away. Thus, Asvat's c 
Flames, critical of the interne 
evinces no interest apart fro 

in vague asides by Pechey; 

exceptions (the three artic 
Tlali and Serote's respons 
rote proi~ouncement of cliches tail 
direction of this book. Thus, what b 
assumptions of the literature ofthe 

too much of the critical output tak 
while 'post-colonial' thought ack 
wider cultural provenance, there 

such as Fine and Rustomjee's The Political Economy ofSozrth Africa. One also looks 
vain for any discussion-apart from two of the position papers, asides by Serote a 

during this period, such as censo 

in publishing brought about by increasing multinational involvement and control, t 
dearth of bookshops, bulk buying practices, the rise in book prices etc. would be 
interest. 

Even more tellingly, des 

transcendental basis for ethics is being denied in the name of politics' (quoted 
a context (such as that shown in Age o f ion )  where the proble~n is whether 'the 

instance of its effect on the oew in question has a culturally ernbedded code of ethics to which tnost of its 

forthcolni~ig that all local cultur 
for instance, of aspects ofcape Town culture that Coetzee chooses to ignore, suc 
Trotskyist and left-wing traditions). Moreovel; the concept of the 'ordinaryleve 
is accepted on faith. It is surely useful only i f  it isprobleinatised. 

If one looks for an 

prepared to read texts about texts about texts (I am, ofcourse, using the narrow rnean 
of 'text' here), with the final effect of an infinite regression of mirrors. On the ot 
hand, it is striking that (Wicomb's brief remarks about Rhabha and Ahmad excepte 
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potentially enormously powerful tool in the transmission of values and appr els' of the late 1970s and early 1980s; while the mixture of generic 
modes of behaviour via individual writers and readers communing through the in a work sucl~ as To Every Birlh Its Blood is downplayed, 
text, as well as in the demonstration and staging ofwhat it is (im)possible for an meone like Boehmer is wishing 
to represent and claim authority for in 'other' contexts. In Inore rigorous formul about how the use of form and 
Attwell (citing Michael Marais) claims that the self-conscious textu differs in kind from tlie others 
deconstructions of discourse someone like Coetzee undertakes in his I aspects that differentiate these 
authorial responsibility from writer to reader (178); while Parry uch as the social and political conceptualisations that 
suggestion that Coetzee's fiction 'engage(s) with-to stage, confro le them. If this is a general phenomenon, which I suspect it is, it renders 
explore-otherness' (quoted 15 1). Thus, Attwell speaks of Coetzee's 'da osed aesthetically-based emphasis essays such as hers claim to be 
language of the sublime' as a sign of the latter's 'muted ethical utopianism . leological certainty of the move towards 'better' literature than 
utopianism that a~nounts to an atielnpt to work around the denial of reciprocity hese critics assume. 
seems entrenched in colonial relationships' (1  77). It is ironic, then, that it is usually the less theoretically weighty and stylistically 

In the long run, and despite the post-modern inflection of its covenant rous essays that contain the more interesting insights. Walder's article on narrative, 
remain sceptical as to how a relationship between writer and reader based of South African theatre is particularly stimulating and 
'transfol-mative acts of language' is in essence different in conceptualisation f ro~n  m ns' explorations of gay writing under the States of Emergencies 
conservative forms of critical theory taught in South African universitie eception andre-imagining of South African theatre in the United 
manner analogous to-but paradig~natically different from-Ndebele, wh en up a number of fascinating areas for further study. Walder asks a number of 
suggested here is that literature can serve as apowerful modelling tool a questions about the taxonomy ofthe new South Afi-ican State, and its relation 
process for readers. 'The point may be argued that such a project of ethic al practice. He also provides an interesting critique of Fugard, 
made from a 'post-al' position, lays itself open inter alia to s playwright's selective marshalling of the 'universal' and 'local' to 
con~radictoriness. 1 criticism of his work. Heyns' readings of Gray, Prinsloo, Galgut el a1 are 

It is syrnptornatic in many of these essays that certain lynchpin terms of a ne iscussion of the claims that gay oppression is analogous to and 
01-thodoxy (such as 'sto~ytelling', 'the local' and 'the ordinary') are not interrogated le with black oppression (a debate similar to one that already exists 
all: for these are the key terrns of a new dispensation, to be naluralised and narcotise e point. Indeed, what this raises is the precise nature of the 
One finally colnes away fro111 this volume with the sense of a general1 the personal and political in a concrete situation, and this is refreshing 
approach to the hegemony currently dominant in the academy. Boehmer no nebulous formulations contained elsewhere. Walder's positive 
Morphet has in his 1990 Pretexts article) that the language of South African lit e 'oral' and 'storytelling7 however seemed to me slightly overblown: it 
criticism is still very 111ucl1 one of injunction, where gestures towards opelln his discussion of the former ignores the way in which the apartheid 
011 idcologica] proclivities. In light of this, while the desire to subject c o ~  ties bypassed the fact that (in Mzainane's words in New Classic in 1977) 'the 
aesthetic conventions to scrutiny and confront literary-political canons in po to censor' by eventually simply banning and killing activists. 
mc>de~nist and post-structuralist practice is wclcorne. what this volulnc seems iscussion of gender and storytelling relies only on non-South African 
indicate---a1id the!-e is evjdellce elsc\vl?ese as well-----is that a new set of acterisation of the circularity of women's stories: some reference to 
ahoat literature a nexv cnllol~ are being put into place with remarkable c more convincing. It would be fascinating, as well, to study Gcina 
by ~".~i)one~lts of theories and aesthetics who proclaim themselves as eschewing su S, and other's, use of oral storytelling on SATV at present, in order to see how 
closure. I t  is also remarkable how often models for this new canon resemble the very 1 ds identity-plus-community-through-storytelling Walder isolates as 
of 'great books' earlier radical critics in the country have sought to displace. This uld articulate with the overdetermining nation-building ideologies 
evident in Hoelimer's positive evaluation of Mhudi and The S t 0 9  of'an sent in the national broadcaster. 

Colleran's sketching of the vagaries of the reception of South African theatre 
and hesitation of their endings and their authors' desire 'not to fix a sing he United States (where it fluctuates between being characterised as 'familiar' and 
f.Llture': as is her praise ofl\idebele, Hcad and Coetzee for their stylistic a otic') shows that more of this kind ofwork is necessary if South African literature is 
tlre hpa~checl' (sic.) contcxis in which they have had to work. Rut  at the same time it ing to evolve a literary culture independent of metropolitan acceptance or rejection; 
discf~.nible t h a t  such char;tcte~-iqtics arc qualified to certain kinds of'texts, rather th this regard further discussion of the way in which the revolutionaly aspects of the 
u~liversally applied. For example, thc ending in .lzi(y's Peo,~le is argued away uth African struggle have been appropriated (for instance as part of a black 'civil 
beloilging to diff'crcnt, less propitious, hesitation, as are thc lacunae a hts struggle') is essential. Barnard's semiotic examination of the literature of the 



States of Eniergency is also interesting, although her desire to read black South Afric 
Book Reviews 

'people's culture' as an expression of a 'poor' literature intent on 'remaking' the 
sits uneasily with her realisation that elements of such expression held the pot 
even under apartheid, to transform themselves into just another hierarchical disco 

Playing the Postmodern Game 
of power. At the same time Maponya's and Mda's positio~l papers, although brief, r king: A T/erse Novella 
questions relating to 'more mundane issues of the fortune and survival tactics of 10 Michael Ca~vood Green 
arts practitioners' (252-3) and appropriate forms of theatrical PI-actice in a n andton: Penguin, 1997, 164pp. 
dispensation in a compelling way: Mda's criticism of the weakness of a 'theatre ISBN 014056790 
resistance' in creating a critical audience consciousness, and his discussion of 
alternative 'theatre for development', will prove interesting to many rea eviewed by Damian Garside 

Macaskill's examination of the overlapping of 'lyrical feeling' with mater epartment of English 

traditions and socialist impulse in Jeremy Cronin's poetry inakes a few us niversity of Durban-Westville 

additional points to previousLscrutiny of this poet, althouih it is noticeable that he te ... the text is not a line of words releasing a single 'theological' 
towards perceiving an absolute split between poetics and politics-an ulti meaning ... but a ~nultidi~nensional space in which a variety of 
conservative move depressingly familiar to all who have followed debates about writings, none of them original, blend and clash. The text is a 
in this country over the last quarter of a century. It is instructive to point out, as he tissue of quotations drawn from the innulnerable centyes of 
that Cronin's poems allow hiin to 'stage a passion' unavailable to him in the discou culture (Barthes. 'Death of an Author', quoted i n  Sinking45). 
of his critical essavs. but one feels that Cronin's essays about literature could have d 
with greater discussion and it is a pity that his c ~ i t i ' ~ u e  of Campbell's 'Rouiidi~i text to review, to say the least: from the seemingly llovel for~n that the 
Cape' in a 1984 English in Africa is not considered. It is also noticeable that poems Id appear to be that Cawood Green has been nothing if not brave and 
Inside which fit less easily into Macaskill's hypothesis, such as 'Death Row at we have with Sinking is a text that describes itself as a 'verse 
'Motho ke   no tho', get short shift. anddeals with the nature ofwritten text as historical record, and which not only 

Yet, wken all is said and done, the teleological vision underlyi~lg board but also seems to assert the primacy of poststructuralist theory artd 
omnipresent discourse of an obvious progression from the (for~nally and politic aiy and cultural analysis. Cawood Green is described in the text itself as 
bad) past to the (formally and conceptually more promising) future belies the gest historiography and the petty thief of poetry' (109). In reviews in the 
of openlless made. There is an overall sense that the terrain of South African 1 mes and the Mail and Gzravd~un' its postmodernist preteilsions have been 
studies is being limited to certain issues and certain questions: wliich, as it is trans on unfavourably, the suggestion being that they 'spoil' the poetry. Lionel 
to less adept critics, will result in the reiteration of a new set of stultifying cliches a sees this text as indicative of the literary critics taking over the production of 
cui t~~ral  production in this count~y. At worst, one gets a feeling that the present ' -hence the 'self-swallowing' quality to the text, as it pre-empts critical 
colonial' imperatives of inetropolita~i theory are being utilised without suffi tary by itself covering all its critical bases-saying that there is nothing in the 
musing on what their strengths and weaknesses in a local context might be; in ~ a r t i  has not been taken care of, there is nothing that is not under control. Indeed, 
one comes away with the uneasy feeling that the present psychological and lingu does at times play a self-indulgent and tiresome 'game' between the tlarrator 
imperatives of a guilty Europe are simply being transmitted by (predominant1 real identity of the author's 'dual' identity as both academic literary critic and 
critics who can identify with this guilt. This is coupled with a distaste for any di his text) literarylcreative writer. 
and practices of politics ('history') which appear to invade their subjectivity, sen My own feeling is that there is nothing wrong with postinodemismper se, far 
the future, or artistic and social interests. As a result of this, only those who have s but that Sinking fails the test of its own postmodernism. Part of the text's 
kllowledge of the period will find beneficial aspects to this collection. For those ernist strategy is to present itself as a modernist text. What it does not do is 
only a passing knowledge of .the debates, discussions and controversies that a sense of the South African modernist 'big picture': that apartheid was South 
influenced and characterised South African literature since 1970 this book wil 
clar~fy andstnnulate as much as puzzle 

ew by Lourens Ackerinann 1097 A Postmociern Way of R u ~ n i n g  5ome Ilalf-De~ent Poetry 
nzes October 19, revfew by Lionel Abraham7 1997 \unk  by Theoletlcal Games Moil and 
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Africa's great modernist project, and that it had strong links to the right-wing politic d ill this text is one of sliding into morbidity, sentilnentality or, at the other 
European modemism. It is not, for me, a successful experilne~lt in postlnod old callousness. This sentimentality seems to be connected to the fear of 
literaty practice. At its best, post~nodernism challenges, if not confounds, the out te South Africalls of a sudden loss of stability and grounding. The text 
categories and inodes of modeinist thinking and iiterary practice; at its worst it c is White paranoia at a conscious level, but it would also seem to operate at an 
accused of being solipsistic and narcissistic. With Sinking there is an unfortunate s ous level, a level at which it informs the actual writing of this text and as a kind 
in elnphasis and primary concern away from the characteristically postmoder~l int riter's critical reflexiveness. 
in t11c self-reflexiveness and self-reflectiveness of narrative t'ictions (i.e. wit Where Green's use of the sinkhole incident works best for me is where i t  is  
olltological and episte~~iological questions of the text), towards a rather narcis as historical metaphor: it becomes the 'sign' of the impending collapse of a 
obsession with the identity ofthe author. South Africa riding the false economic boom of Velwoerdian apartheid policies, 

Sir.zki17~ is divided chronologically into tllree sections: 'Past', 'Me orroded from withill by the ravages of a rapacious capitalisln totally bereft 
and 'Present' which are united either thematically in that they are concerned omit or geologicaliecological foresight. Green's use of the disaster as 
tragic si~lkhole incident that took place at Blyvooruitziclrt mine in 196 a s o c i e t ~ ' ~  malaise, and of the sudden shock of histoly (horrifying its 
constitutes the 'black hole' at the heart of the text), or with the identity s much better than his attempts to explore its significance in terms of 
poet/author, his history, and the status or significance of what he has written-w fwould appear to see as the bleak, but theoretically essential, axioins of 
viewed Srom 'inside' the text, the cycle of poeins dealing with the disaster (See m. Green is able to communicate a strong sense that there is a particular 
Past). Viewed froni the 'outside', however, Cawood Green is the author of the w nificance to the disaster as the first rumbling of (however feint it may 
text: it is his name that is proudly displayed on the book's cover and on its title pa e Prototype of, the event that will sweep away the delusions of political 
we sl1all see, the referential/~netatictional game of Greens and Cawood Greens fety of White South Africans; the Soweto student insurrection of June 

that the reader is expected to play. The identities involved here are Michael C 
Green the musician and author, and Michael Green, the writer of greeting cardvers awood Green puts the significance of the sinking into the mouths of his 
author of the book's 'secret history'. with hints that these textually represented fig as an allegory the truth of which they are able to speak. He does this in 

]lave some connection with fjgures in the real \vorld, who share their naflles, to allowing the reader to come to his or her own conclusions about the 
have a si~lgle referent. J am not entirely sure what   lea sure (in ~ a r t h e s '  sense of c meanings of things in the text. Green self-consciously treats the text's 
word) the reader, who needs to be familiar with postmodel-n literal7 form sm as something which is obvious, as a 'given', rather than as something that 
poststructuralist critical strategies, will take in playing these games. The danger 
course, that the reader will grow irnpaticnt with the whole project, and see it a 
rnancd by an authorial pretentiousness. Although there are some attelnpts just in time. of course. 
dcprccating irony, a sense ofpreciousness edges the text towards sinking into itse or other sorts ofunderground problems 

we being subjected to a series of private jokcslironic self-presentations-if so Butwith this the allegory 
o n e  possibility is that the text wishes to jump start the process of literary canoniz Becomes rather heavy-handed (74). 
w i t l l i~~  its o~v11 p g e s  by advertising its o\vn complexity, thus hoping to q~talify as v 
acacfem~c comruntlrty e raises the problem of what the volces 'know' and the degree to which 

111 CJ,eeil'\ sclicme of tli~ngr tlie rlnkhole d~sastel takes on a s 'mf~nned '  by the poet to the extent of becomtng quasi Tlreslas prophet 
slRrllficance, providing analogical connect1011 between the tdea of the h~storic dlqaster Cawood Green provides a rather dlsarrnlng 

e of this knowledge (such as ~t is) before ~t 1s translated 
tual fiamework of the poem 'Nothing yet down here/ 

avebeenlln El3gllsl2, of course' (5 1 )  The poetry of the first scctlol~ of the book 
ohtlcal, geologrcal, scienttfic, ecoiioinic and othet d ~ i c o u i s ~ ~  as 11.: o\yn 9 ilw 
Slvlng a certain scientific rlgour to what the tevt ~tself ~c fe l s  to as 'g, icls of 

the poem becomes chattrly prosale In oldel to Lapt~lre 
as far as poss~ble [lorn the inside 

T ~ C W O I ~ S  that l ~ v c  beyond you, 1Icttle 
Wr~ttcnon Ilol~day 



Arrived after you had returned honie 
Only to disappear 
Far more permanently: 
Between the posting and tile delivery, 
Your order to a newspaper 
For a liquid carpct cleaner 
On special offer 
Took on the weight of all the earth 

************ 
That covered you (52). 

Deafening Silence 

Cape Town: I-Iuman and Rousseau. 1997.300 pp. 
ISBN 0798137045 

Reviewed by Thengani Ngwenya 
Department of English 
University of Durban-Westville 

authorial power as the poetic voices are invaded and appropriated by a theoret 
discourse. 

t only been translated into English, but has also been serialised on television. This 
story which is presented in the form ofanovel is the story of Tumelo John Moleko 

s to create a convincing and comprehensive portrait of his main character by 
the growth and maturation of Tumelo from his childhood in the rural village of 
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inconsistencies which lie behind the ritualistic formality and orderlines 
force. Moleko's brutal murder is therefore partly attributable to his own failure to g 
tlie inhumanity and sheer callousness of his enemies--Afrikaners who held se 
positions in the South African police force. Moleko never realises, until it is too 
that one cannot expect to be treated with justice and fairness by an institution in w 
those values are hardly recognised. 

After reading the blurb of Miles' novel, my immediate reaction was that 
was just another story of a white man with powerwho ill-treats and, ulti~nately, mur 
a junior black colleague whom lie considered to be 'cheeky'. However, aft 
few of the book's short chapters, I realised that I was dealing with something d 
was iinpressed not only by Miles' attempts to re-create, as authelltically as 

************ 
Moleko's ill-fated life, but also by the thoroughly fascinating and ingenious manner 
which the story is uan-ated. Written in the conventional metafictional mode, 
novel constantly reminds the reader of its process of construction as well as its This Day and Age 
status as 'history' and 'fiction'. The writer is acharacter in his own story which has 
piececl together from Moleko's lawyers, friends, relatives and colleagues. 
focus of the book's chapters falls, alternately, on Moleko's life-history and 
writer's atte~npts to weave together various aspects of Moleko's short life. Town: David Philip, 1992. 267 pp. 

in creating vignettes of Moleko the count~y boy, the enthus 
policeman, the family man devoted to his wife and son, and ofso~neone who is slo 
learning to distinguish between illusion and reality in the conundrum of South Afric 
politics of the 1980s. 'I'hus the research which went into the writing of the book 
skilfully integrated with the narrative of Moieko's life. The writer's relationship w University of Durban-Westville 
his character is both fascinating and curious, as exemplified in the following remarks 
the omniscietlt narrator: W~ere  yesterday. that is [he happy days of Enlightenment. only 

the despotic power of the monarch had seerned to stand between 
1 E  I'm to makc so~netliing out of all this. lie thought. then he and 1 will man and his Freedom to act O\Jicol I 992:2). 

llavc to be in i t  togctl~cr: the policeman and the writcr, the hlackmart and 
thc \?il~ite. cacli confineci to his own tcrrito~y. yet both caught up in the 
.ja\vs o i a  prcdatoty system k~hcrc only tile hlind have vision LX ti-ccdom 
of'~iiovc~neiit ... liis liisrory i s  1114. story: liis stoiy, irly af'fliction (1 7). 

-li:xiuaI selflrcllexivity, authorial intervention and constant changes iri n 
of view arc not siluply a manifes~ation of Miles' fascination with postmodern 
nan-ative strategies, but a realistic demonstration of the difficulties faci 
attelnpts to paint a relatively well-rounded portrait of a Inan whose life- 
be gleaned from police records, lawyers' files and uncertain oral testimonies. First the lightning slashed at the earth when she ran until i t  struck alld 

Miles' book has ensured.that the sad fate of Richard Motasi she changed into a frog. Then the wind carne in a rush and caugllt ui, tlic 
name) will not be consigned to the dustbin of history as his murderers wanted it to frog blousing it  higher and higher until i t  turned to dust (jVicol 1992: 130. 

hut  will he read by ~niliions of readers world-wide. Thns a s t o ~ y  of a 'Mr 
wilt? paiict~vith his life in llis fight forjustice and personal vindication has become part Given these characteristics, Nicol's novel can also be categorised as a lnagic 

our litcrar!,-historical heritage. Although i t  may seem thal Dcqfknin,? Silen t text-a text that uses myth and legend in its constr~~ction to challenge earlier 
unnecessarily ilaunts its stylistic eclecticism as well as its status as a discursi of realism. Problems of categorisation inultiply when we consider that lnagic 
const~uct iike   no st postmode~nist novels, perhaps these are the most el~l'ective narrati may denote a pal-ticular strain of the conte~nporaly movement covered by 

-- -- 
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postinodernism: 
. . . what is post-modern in the rest of the world use to be called magic realist g of fiction and reality, Nico], 
in South America and still goes by that name in Canada (Lernout in Zamora vel. Here the reader witnesses 
1995 : 194)'. Enoch Mistas-the figure of 

This Day And Age exhibits characteristics associated with post-modemist 
particularly the way the text draws attention to its own structure. Nic I t  gross iniquities here. 
in demonstrating the writing process as a constant and parasitic referen 
shaped by socio-historical process. The notion of the 'ex-centri 
speaking from the margin, from a place 'other', is an essential feature of that stra 
postinodernism called magic realism. Nicol questions the traditional bound 
between genres, while revealing the dynamics around the process ofwriting to poin 
that there are no privileged centres of culture, race, or politics. 

The novel starts by appropriating the techniques of historical 
documentary realism and uses them to create an alternative world to existing rea 
The 'Prologue' is siinply a quotation from other texts that anticipat interpretations; on the one 
what is to follow. By choosing to introduce his text in this fashion, Tasmaine because he is a 
shows the reader that writing involves a constant reference to the already existing t low him to commit sucl, a 
This tends to 'deconstruct' the notion of an author as an originator, an inventor ot make love because they 
imaginative genius, which makes him/ her unique. The process of s ndecidable and this reader 
continues in the following section of the novel entitled 'Afterwards'. 
reader is given the whole plot of the novel and the circumstances that surround 
theme: 

Between the time that was before and the time that came aftelwards there 
hung a brutal moment (Nicol 1992:3). 

Brutal moments characterise this novel. The reader witnesses cha 
(and sometiines contradictory) ofworld-views, and this disjunctiv 
made clear from the onset: 

An ear for this. An ear for that. Who to believe? Who to trust? On the one 
hand. On the other hand. My story. History. The struggle for truth continues 
afterwards (Nicol 1992:3). 

But is this really a narrative strategy, or does this novel move towards reje 
narrativity altogether? Is it even (i1n)possible to narrate the end of narration? 
consequence of defamiliarising narrativity is the problematisatio 
history as a 'true' reflection of reality. Instead, history is viewed as a 
manipulative discourse that, as exemplified by Elloch Mistas in 

Zamora, L,P & WB Fans (eds) 1995 Theory, History, Conzr~iunrty London nuke lJniv 
Press 
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